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The ASSA project is presented as a study of ‘smart from below’, intended 
to learn from the creativity and practices of smartphone users all around 
the world.
The term smartphone is misleading. Firstly, it should no longer be 
regarded as primarily a type of phone, since traditional phone calls now 
represent only a small part of usage.
Secondly, the smartphone, as encountered in this project, is not a 
good example of ‘smart’, in the sense of being a device that can learn from 
its employment. Such autonomous learning is far less important in cre-
ating the smartphone we actually encounter than is the way smartphones 
are transformed by users.
Smartphones are now employed across all age groups. It is just as 
reasonable to consider them mainly from the perspective of older people 
as from that of youth.
The project involved 11 researchers working in 10 fieldsites. Each 
spent approximately 16  months carrying out an ethnography focused 
upon ageing, smartphone use and the potential of smartphones for 
health.
A brief history of the smartphone is followed by a short survey of pre-
vious approaches, first by anthropologists and then by other disciplines.
This book concentrates on that which is apparent from our ethno-
graphic method. We acknowledge that we lack evidence about signifi-
cant externalities such as environmental consequences, exploited labour 





Chapter 2: What people say about smartphones
What people say about smartphones is often full of contradictions – an 
ambivalence that reflects the way in which smartphones mostly create 
simultaneous benefits and problems.
These discourses about the smartphone are distinct from what 
people actually do with smartphones, being mainly dictated by moral 
and political debates.
Instead it is best to regard these discourses as independent prop-
erties of the smartphone, whose consequences need to be examined in 
their own right.
The state, the media and commerce all add to such contradictions. 
For example, states condemn overuse of smartphones, but then make 
it difficult for citizens to deal with the state without recourse to digital 
processes.
Older people in the Chinese fieldsite tend to identify with the 
smartphone as being part of their duty as citizens to assist their country’s 
technological progress. They stand in contrast to the more general con-
servatism of older people elsewhere.
Certain topics dominate discussion, such as fake news, addiction 
and surveillance. By contrast, there is limited public discussion of more 
general usage and consequences of smartphones.
Academic evidence for the most common claims made about the 
consequences of smartphones is equally contradictory.
Chapter 3: The smartphone in context
Smartphones are material objects that can be used as fashion accessories 
or as markers of status or religion. They can also be stolen.
There remains a global divide. Studies of smartphones may exclude 
people who cannot afford them or, as in Japan, still focus on established 
feature phones.
For people with low incomes, the costs of handsets, plans, Wi- Fi 
or data may be of considerable concern. They are often resourceful in 
finding ways to gain access.
The term ‘Screen Ecology’ refers to how smartphones work in 
tandem with other screens, such as tablets, laptops and smart televisions. 





The term ‘Social Ecology’ is used to consider how smartphones can 
reflect the form of social relations in a particular society. For example, 
some families in Kampala share their smartphones.
Smartphones may facilitate the rise of networks based around 
an individual. Equally, however, they may reinforce traditional social 
groups, such as the family or community.
Smartphones are just starting to have an impact as a remote- control 
hub on the ‘Internet of Things’.
Chapter 4: From apps to everyday life
In general, users of smartphones are focused upon tasks rather than indi-
vidual apps. Often they simply combine bits of different apps to achieve 
their goals.
Taking the example of health, we can see that bespoke apps for 
health are usually less important to users than combining generic apps 
such as WhatsApp with googling.
The term ‘Scalable Solutionism’ describes the spectrum of what 
people actually do with their apps. This ranges from apps with a single 
function (‘there is an app for that’), or used as though they only had 
one function, through to apps such as WeChat that aim to be useful for 
all tasks.
To know a smartphone and its user properly involves going through 
every single app on that smartphone and finding out whether it is used 
and how it is used.
Understanding apps also involves an exploration of the way in 
which companies develop apps and respond to unexpected ways in which 
those apps are then deployed.
A consideration of apps includes an investigation of the different 
ways in which people organise the screens of their smartphones.
Chapter 5: Perpetual Opportunism
The term ‘Perpetual Opportunism’ refers to the smartphone being always 
available and the ways in which this changes people’s relationship to the 
world around them.
Smartphone photography, for example, has become almost the 





concerned with representation and creating a permanent record. 
Smartphone photography is more about being alert to the moment and 
engaging in transient sharing.
Older people have varied responses to being photographed. The 
real person might be considered as 1)  the person they feel they are 
inside, 2) their external appearance or 3) the crafted image that they can 
produce using filters and apps.
Perpetual Opportunism changes our relationship to location and 
transport systems, making it easier to travel on a whim. Map apps also 
facilitate holidays and leisure.
Thanks to Perpetual Opportunism, news flows in real time and may 
become a constant preoccupation. News and information take on new 
roles in relation to community.
Smartphones make entertainment available at any time of poten-
tial boredom, such as waiting in queues or travelling. Music, for example, 
may be accessed in many different ways.
Chapter 6: Crafting
The smartphone is unprecedented in its malleability and intimacy. It can 
be moulded into a close correspondence with the character or interests 
of its user.
The algorithms and artificial intelligence (AI) developed for this 
purpose remain less important than the ability of the individual to select 
apps, change settings and create or curate content.
The individual’s creation of their smartphone can be considered as 
an artisanal craft.
Smartphones are also crafted to fit relationships, rather than indi-
viduals. Examples may include those between partners, parent and child 
or between an employee and employer.
Individuals generally manifest the cultural norms and values of 
society, which are then the foundation for what smartphones become. 
However, individuals may be typical or eccentric in respect to such norms.
Smartphones may then mainly conform to consensual norms, as in 
Japan or among a religious community.
Smartphones may also be important in facilitating change in those 






Smartphones serve to reflect but also transform social parameters such 
as gender and class – or, in this chapter, age.
Smartphones may facilitate transformations, for instance helping 
‘second- generation’ youth in Italy who are exploring aspects of their 
identity or people crafting a new everyday life on retirement.
For older people, smartphones can represent a loss of respect for 
knowledge accumulated over decades that may now be considered 
redundant.
Younger people often incorrectly claim that smartphones are intui-
tive when teaching usage to older people.
Older people may struggle with smartphone use where tasks 
require digital dexterity or terms used in unfamiliar ways. There are also 
hurdles in learning deployment and appropriate usage.
Although initially older people may feel excluded, those who 
master their smartphones may feel more aligned with youth as a result.
Companies may sometimes devise apps specifically for use by older 
people, for example the Meipian app in China.
Chapter 8: The heart of the smartphone:  
LINE, WeChat and WhatsApp
Apps such as LINE, WeChat and WhatsApp may become so dominant that 
users view smartphones essentially as devices for gaining access to these 
platforms.
Visual media such as stickers have joined speech and text as an inte-
gral part of conversation. They provide new ways to facilitate care and 
affection at a distance.
These apps may also be elements in the transformation of family 
relationships, for example partly reversing the historical shift from 
extended to nuclear families.
These apps have also gained an important presence in the 
functioning and organisation of community.
Smartphones thereby extend ‘scalable sociality’, matching usage to 
different size groups and different degrees of privacy.
In turn, corporations may learn from the social incorporation of 
these apps and adapt technology accordingly. One example is the devel-





Chapter 9: General and theoretical reflections
We refer to the smartphone as the ‘Transportal Home’, since we may 
understand it better by thinking of it as a place within which we live, 
rather than as a device that we use. There are many ways in which people 
treat the smartphone as a domestic space.
The ‘Death of Distance’ has been followed by the ‘Death of 
Proximity’.
The smartphone has moved ‘Beyond Anthropomorphism’ 
because intimacy is achieved not by trying to look like people, but by 
complementing human capacities such as cognitive functions. As a result, 
a smartphone has come to feel like an integral part of a person.
Smartphones can equally assume every unpleasant characteristic 
of our inhumanity, with traits ranging from bullying to addiction.
The rise of the Covid- 19 pandemic clarified a key contradiction. 
Smartphones considerably extend the possibilities of surveillance, but 
are simultaneously a means for developing ‘Care Transcending Distance’.
This project shows why in response to Covid- 19 we should appre-
ciate people’s relevant experience as an asset in making decisions about 
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This book series is based on a project called ‘The Anthropology of 
Smartphones and Smart Ageing’, or ASSA. This project focused on the 
experiences of ageing among a demographic who generally do not regard 
themselves as either young or elderly. We were particularly interested 
in the use and consequence of smartphones for this age group, as these 
devices are today a global and increasingly ubiquitous technology that 
had previously been associated with youth. We also wanted to consider 
how the smartphone has impacted upon the health of people in this age 
group and to see whether we could contribute to this field by reporting 
on the ways in which people have adopted smartphones as a means of 
improving their welfare.
The project consists of 11 researchers working in 10 fieldsites 
across 9 countries as follows:  Alfonso Otaegui (Santiago, Chile); 
Charlotte Hawkins (Kampala, Uganda); Daniel Miller (Cuan, Ireland); 
Laila Abed Rabho and Maya de Vries (al- Quds [East Jerusalem]); Laura 
Haapio- Kirk (Kōchi and Kyoto, Japan); Marília Duque (Bento, São 
Paulo, Brazil); Patrick Awondo (Yaoundé, Cameroon); Pauline Garvey 
(Dublin, Ireland); Shireen Walton (NoLo, Milan, Italy) and Xinyuan 
Wang (Shanghai, China). Several of the names used for these fieldsites 
are pseudonyms.
Most of the researchers were based at the Department of 
Anthropology, University College London. The exceptions are Alfonso 
Otaegui at the Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Pauline Garvey 
at Maynooth University, the National University of Ireland, Maynooth, 
Marília Duque at Escola Superior de Propaganda e Marketing (ESPM) in 
São Paulo, Laila Abed Rabho, an independent scholar, and Maya de Vries, 
based at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. The ethnographic research 
was conducted simultaneously, other than that of al- Quds which started 
and ended later.
This series comprises a comparative book about the use and 








we intend to publish an edited collection presenting our work in the area 
of mHealth. There will also be nine monographs representing our ethno-
graphic research, with the two Irish fieldsites combined within a single 
volume. These ethnographic monographs will all have the same chapter 
headings with the exception of  chapter 7 – a repetition that will enable 
readers to consider our work comparatively.
The project has been highly collaborative and comparative from the 
beginning. We have been blogging since its inception at https:// blogs.ucl.
ac.uk/ assa/ . Our main project website can be found at https:// www.ucl.
ac.uk/ anthropology/ assa/ , where further information about the project 
may be found. The core of this website is translated into the languages 
of our fieldsites. The comparative book and several of the monographs 
will also appear in translation. As far as possible, all our work is avail-
able without cost, under a creative commons licence. The narrative is 
intended to be accessible to a wide audience, with detailed information 
on academic discussion and references being supplied in the endnotes.
We have included films within the digital version of these books; 
almost all are less than three minutes long. We hope they will help 
convey more of our fieldsites and allow you to hear directly from some of 
our research participants. If you are reading this in eBook format, simply 
click on each film to watch them on our website. If you are reading a hard 
copy of this book, the URLs for each film are provided in each caption so 
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The smart and the phone
Sato san from Japan is a 90- year- old master of flower arrangement (ike-
bana). She is still practising and also teaches her traditional craft from 
her Kyoto home. In the three years since she obtained a smartphone, it 
has become central to her work and life. Sato san arranges her students’ 
lessons via the messaging application LINE, on which she has over 100 
contacts. She likes the fact that LINE tells her if a message has been read, 
and she sometimes follows up emails with a LINE message informing a 
student that she has emailed them. The calendar on her smartphone tells 
her when she needs to replace flower displays in various shops around 
Kyoto. She also writes a blog about flower arranging and her exhibitions, 
through which many students find her.
Outside of her work, Sato san’s smartphone makes everyday tasks, 
such as checking the weather or bus times, easier to do. She orders gro-
ceries such as lunch boxes (bento), pickles and tofu from her local Seven 
Eleven store via LINE. They check her order by sending a picture of the 
products back to her. Describing herself as passionately curious about the 
world, Sato san uses her smartphone to maintain her mental health by 
doing brain training every day through dedicated apps; she also learns 
one new English word per day on a language app. Physical wellbeing is 
also important: Sato san checks her step-counter daily to see how many 
calories she has burned up. She sometimes researches why her legs have 
swollen up or looks up a healthy recipe that she has been told about. She 
has replaced her previous custom of phoning her niece to ask her about 
things she hears on the television with asking Google. Sato san admits to 





are younger, still have the more limited feature phones (garakei). They 
are not as curious about new technology as she is, even though she tries 
to encourage them. Her adoption of the smartphone reflects a lifelong 
attitude of being ahead of her peers in embracing the new.
Sato san has a student called Midori san, a woman in her mid- 
sixties who is a professional musician. In the short film featured below 
(Fig.  1.1), Midori san explains why she finally decided to get a smart-
phone after hesitating for so long.
Mary, aged 80 and living in Ireland, makes extensive use of 
Pinterest for assisting with her hobby of drawing flowers; she both looks 
for examples of the way people draw and also checks the spelling of 
botanical plant names. She videocalls a friend she is planning to visit in 
the Netherlands via WhatsApp and uses an app called Measure to help 
a grandchild with maths homework. YouTube music helps Mary prac-
tise for the choir she sings in, and she uses RTÉ player to catch up on 
programmes she missed on the radio. She has only recently stopped 
using her step-counter.
On Instagram she follows not only her daughter, who posted a 
drawing to her account every day for six months, but also a whole set 
of local Irish artists, as well as googling background information on 
exhibitions at the national gallery. Mary uses the camera on her smart-
phone to take pictures of quirky scenes, for example a hen that appears 
to be waiting at a bus stop. She looks at a range of newspapers on her 
phone, keeps up with Facebook and makes use of apps for the bus and 





rail timetable, as well as the Realtime app for other transport informa-
tion. She has clear views on how time spent on digital devices should be 
used. For example, she thinks that her friend wastes far too much time on 
Facebook, although she also concedes that ‘everyone has to have a hobby’. 
Mary dislikes Facetime, mainly because it means she has not got time to 
get her face made up when someone wants to speak with her. She has had 
her iPhone for five years and prefers to work things out for herself, rather 
than ask for help or go on a course. With regard to smartphones more 
generally, she argues that ‘you shouldn’t look a gift horse in the mouth’.
As a final example, the short film featured below (Fig. 1.2) gives 
a more general impression of smartphone use by older people in China.
The title and subtitle of this book are ‘The Global Smartphone: 
Beyond a youth technology’. It has only recently become possible to write 
a general survey of the use and consequence of the smartphone as an 
everyday device that is taken for granted. Previously usage was more 
restricted. The smartphone has now found a place among the blossoms 
for these 80- and 90- year- olds, shorn of any previous assumption that it 
belonged naturally to youth. During the project that preceded this one, 
a comparative study of social media called Why We Post,1 people in many 
regions were adamant that smartphones and social media would never 
be used by those over 40. That barrier has now been demolished. As a 
result, it feels imperative that we try to understand a device so central to 
the lives of 3.5 billion users;2 in the UK, for example, 84 per cent of the 
adult population own a smartphone.3








The smartphone is arguably becoming the ubiquitous appendage to 
humanity. We wrote this volume during the social isolation that followed 
the Covid-19 pandemic – a time when, for many people around the world, 
the smartphone became the sum total of their social communication. 
While most people were thus made acutely aware of the shortcomings of 
smartphone communication compared to face- to- face encounters, they 
were simultaneously aghast at the very thought that they might have had 
to experience a lockdown without a smartphone. The range of uses for 
which they deployed smartphones is astonishing, yet has been almost 
immediately taken for granted.
The primary aim of this book is to understand the consequences of 
smartphones for people around the world. The secondary aim is to gain 
a better understanding of what a smartphone really is. The final chapter 
provides a series of conclusions that combine these two aims. The terms 
introduced there and also in the conclusions of prior chapters, such as 
the ‘Transportal Home’, ‘Beyond Anthropomorphism’ and ‘Perpetual 
Opportunism’, are claims made about the way in which smartphones are 
used and how they have transformed, for example, our sense of where 
we live.
Our method of ethnographic research primarily consisted of each 
of us living inside a community for 16 months, participating in the daily 
lives of people living there. Ethnographic research may also be the only 
means by which we can discover what the smartphone is. This is because 
the device may be unprecedented in the degree to which it is open to 
transformation. We have to be able to examine what each user has turned 
their smartphone into and how they subsequently deploy it, mostly in 
private. Ethnography is a method for establishing the long- term trust 
required for such research. Apart from  chapter 2, based largely on what 
people say about smartphones, this book is mainly based on direct obser-
vation of how people use smartphones in everyday life, in addition to our 
discussions with users.
If most of the book is a description of what a smartphone is and 
its consequences for users, it nevertheless begins with a brief discus-
sion of what the smartphone is not. This is necessary because the term 
smartphone itself is misleading. To understand this device we need 
to reconsider both the terms ‘smart’ and ‘phone’. When ‘smart’ is used 
within terms such as smartphone, smart cities or smart homes, it comes 
from the acronym S.M.A.R.T., standing for ‘Self- Monitoring, Analysis 
and Reporting Technology’. The term was introduced in 1995 when the 
multinational technology company IBM (together with Compaq) started 
producing discs that could provide the user with warnings of failure well 
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in advance of this occurring.4 Today, with the rise of artificial intelligence 
(AI), ‘smart’ is conceived as a form of intelligence based on autonomous 
learning. It reflects the idea that machines and devices can adapt to their 
user through autonomous monitoring and processing.
By contrast, this volume is based on an entirely different concept 
of smart, for which we will borrow the phrase ‘smart from below’.5 The 
evidence presented throughout this book suggests that the ability of 
smartphones to learn from the way they are being used through self- 
monitoring turns out to be quite a minor feature. Vastly more important 
in determining what a smartphone ends up being is the way in which 
the device is transformed by its user, a form of craftsmanship that only 
begins after purchase. It is such craftsmanship that turns the smartphone 
into an extraordinarily intimate and personal tool.
A smartphone developer, for example, may have had in mind 
a teenager in Korea. They may not have been particularly concerned 
about the fact that Peruvian migrants in Chile may end up using their 
smartphones in markedly different ways to middle- class retirees in 
Cameroon or Ireland, let alone a 90- year- old flower arrangement master 
from Japan. What we document here is not a smartphone smart enough 
to learn about flower arranging. Rather, we studied a 90- year- old smart 
enough to reconfigure her smartphone to become an asset in her flower 
arranging. This is the creativity signified by the term ‘smart from below’.
We propose an equally radical departure from the word ‘phone’. 
The semantics imply that the smartphone is essentially the latest iter-
ation of the device we know as a phone. But to what degree is a smart-
phone in fact a phone? The telephone was a device for making phone 
calls; a smartphone has developed so many functions that voice calling 
is quite a small segment of its usage, especially among younger people.6 
Even the use of voice has become dispersed into other functions such as 
dictation.
Thinking about the smartphone as merely an extension of the 
phone may therefore be misleading; indeed, calling it any kind of phone 
may be considered unhelpful. A history and literature review of the tele-
phone7 would exclude most of what a smartphone now represents. The 
smartphone is an aggregate of dozens of prior practices, each of which 
presumes a huge historical literature. For example, a significant portion 
of contemporary day- to- day photo taking, sharing and viewing across the 
globe is carried out via the smartphone. Is the device better described as a 
smartcamera that can also make calls? To understand it, should we focus 
on the history of (digital) photography rather than that of the phone?8 Is 








Photography was initially more concerned with representation 
and archiving. The smart- camera- phone is more used for sharing visual 
materials through social media. Yet photography itself is only one aspect 
of the visual elements of the smartphone – consider Google Maps – so the 
smartphone invokes a more general history of the use of visual media.9
If photographs are now shared on social media, it implicates the 
smartphone as the device through which we now share information 
about our lives. The historian Lee Humphreys has recently published a 
fascinating history of such sharing.10 For example, the diary in Victorian 
times was often intended to be for the eyes of others; it was the way 
in which a wife might inform her parents about her new life in her 
husband’s home, while children’s diaries might be read aloud in the 
evening. Humphreys relates this practice to the subsequent develop-
ment of blogging and then vlogging, as well as the contemporary use 
of Facebook. It is a neat corrective to assumptions that telling people 
what you had for dinner is necessarily an example of contemporary nar-
cissism.11 Similarly, Humphreys notes precedents for social media such 
as Pinterest in the Victorian scrapbook, recognising the long history 
behind telling others about our holidays abroad or creating commemor-
ation through images.
As we consider ever more uses, it feels pretty hard even to scratch 
the Gorilla Glass surface of the contemporary smartphone. This is in 
part because even thinking of the device as a smart- camera- phone- 
diary is still very incomplete. Why are those uses more important than 
considering the way the smartphone has changed our sense of loca-
tion?12 Are all places now much the same since our smartphone is with 
us wherever we are, as one commentator has suggested?13 The smart-
phone is also the place in which we store, listen to and share music. It has 
become a device for translation,14 a key link to transport and tourism and 
a place for gaming. It has become a primary source of knowledge, the 
place where people seek information on every conceivable topic, from 
celebrity gossip to news, fake or otherwise, to discoveries in physics.15
All of this means that this introductory chapter cannot follow con-
vention. It cannot simply include a history of every single thing that the 
smartphone is, from the history of how we obtain information to the his-
tory of entertainment. Nor is there any possibility of a literature review 
that would cover everything from locational technology through to 
photography. About the only plausible introduction might have been a 
history and literature review of the development of our capacity to do 
many things from one device. A commonplace analogy has become the 










computer in my pocket’ – but the computer was never the main device for 
making telephone calls or taking pictures, let alone an object so intimate 
that it feels like an extension of one’s body. Furthermore, this research 
included several fieldsites where either only a few people or only young 
people had used computers; for many users the smartphone has been 
their first access to the internet. There really is no plausible precedent to 
the smartphone.
Yet these references to past devices bring us closer to what will 
become a key to unlocking our understanding of the smartphone and its 
capacity to blur the prior boundaries between the activities for which it is 
employed. Photography has been mentioned, as has the use of the smart-
phone for recording information. But what is really new is the way in 
which these have become linked through the smartphone, to the extent 
that the camera can facilitate the storing of information. People may 
photograph an advert for a concert on a shop window, or a page in a maga-
zine, or a shopping list. Similarly, because the smartphone’s calendar 
function is so easily linked to group communication through WhatsApp 
it has become much easier to change the time and place for a meeting on 
the hoof. The smartphone has become as important for linking capabil-
ities as for aggregating them.
Confronting the magnitude of possibilities contained within the 
smartphone is a further justification for our ethnographic approach. 
Unlike more technologically orientated studies, we will not attempt to 
examine the smartphone simply as a device with capacities. Many of 
these capacities remain unused. For us the smartphone consists only of 
the observable uses found among the particular populations with whom 
we worked. In our ‘smart from below’ perspective, it is the ingenuity 
of people rather than the device that will be to the fore, irrespective of 
whether their deployments were envisaged by the smartphones’ creators. 
The volume is replete with amazing invention, design and application by 
people integrating smartphones within their everyday lives.
The Global Smartphone is also a work of comparative anthro-
pology that constantly acknowledges cultural differences. Sometimes 
it is about the global smartphone, where generalisations across the 
different fieldsites seem warranted; at other times it is very much a 
local smartphone. No population represents the natural or normal users 
of smartphones, from which others are then variations or deviations. 
Within each population we may discuss typical usage. Yet that implies 
there will also be individuals who are not typical. Generalisation may be 
made in relation to gender or class, but every individual is more than a 
type or token of a category. Consequently much of this book consists of 
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short portraits of individuals, sometimes to present them as an example, 
but also to acknowledge them as unique.
An outline of our project
This project consisted of 11 researchers who carried out 10 ethnographies 
across 9 countries.16 Each ethnography lasted at least 16 months. Apart 
from al- Quds, they took place from the start of February 2018 to the end 
of June 2019, with the researchers living inside or next to the commu-
nities they studied. An outline of the methodology, funding, ethics and 
wider context is provided in an appendix to this volume. The fieldsites 
were not chosen as representative or as a sample. There is no logic hidden 
in their selection. They were simply chosen according to the backgrounds 
and interests of the research team. What mattered was only that they 
included sufficient diversity to exemplify the range of behaviours and 
values found in our contemporary world. Nor should these fieldsites be 
viewed as a sample of their country. A middle- class community within 
Yaoundé cannot stand for Cameroon, nor a Peruvian migrant in Santiago 
for Chile.
The research included three primary topics:  ageing, health and 
smartphones. We are also planning to publish nine monographs that 
focus on the experience of ageing for those who consider themselves nei-
ther young nor elderly. Most of the research focused upon that demo-
graphic. This varied considerably, a result of the much higher proportion 
of older people in, for example, Japan compared to in Uganda. For this 
reason the term used throughout this book is ‘older people’. We did not 
study the more elderly, frail population that is the concern of geron-
tology. There is a far more extensive discussion of these issues of ageing 
within our individual monographs. Many of the researchers are them-
selves around 30, and they naturally also came to know people of their 
own age.
At first an emphasis upon older people may appear strange because 
we have become so used to concentrating upon youth, once thought the 
natural users of smartphones. Just as those earlier studies would have 
included topics specific to youth, so in this volume there are sections 
more specific to older people, for example  chapter  7. More generally, 
however, a focus upon older people has helped to extract the study of 
smartphones from any specific demographic niche so that they may be 






will come to the fore in this volume is the importance of the smartphone 
within intergenerational relations.
In addition to studying ageing and smartphones, we connect 
these together through research on mHealth17– the use of smartphones 
for health purposes. The focus upon mHealth is a more applied com-
ponent, as the intention was to contribute directly to people’s welfare. 
Our starting point for this last component was the huge rise of bespoke 
apps currently being developed for a range of activities: helping patients 
obtain information,18 the transformation of care,19 delivering public 
health interventions20 or online health communities.21 Health- related 
apps are being introduced to the market for managing almost any con-
dition, ranging from monitoring fitness to period tracking or diabetes.
As the research developed, however, our 'smart from below' approach 
resulted in a major change in direction. We found relatively limited use of 
such bespoke health apps. Instead the majority of research participants 
(subsequently referred to as participants) regularly used other apps for 
health purposes, such as setting up WhatsApp groups to coordinate the 
care of an elderly relative. The focus then shifted to the use of general 
apps such as Google and WeChat for health. We have focused upon uses 
of the smartphone for health benefits that are free, as opposed to the com-
mercial development of mHealth. The projects that have developed from 
this part of our project will be published elsewhere,22 but they account for 
the frequent references to issues of care and health within this volume. 
An additional component has been a result of Covid- 19. All the team have 
naturally remained in contact with their friends and participants within 
the fieldsites during this period. We have been thereby researching by 
default the way people utilised their smartphones in response to the pan-
demic and the condition of social isolation.
The methodology used in this research has been described in an 
Appendix. This is because in most respects it was the standard ethno-
graphic method as employed in anthropology. But if this is not familiar to 
you, or you want to start by establishing your sense of where the evidence 
presented in this volume comes from, then of course feel free to read the 
Appendix prior to the other chapters. The research protocol stipulated 
that each fieldsite should include at least 25 interviews concerned with 
each of our three main research topics of smartphones, ageing and 
health. But our primary method consisted of participant observation, 
with researchers joining in many local activities. Several members of this 









One can collect anecdotes in a visit of two weeks. The reason for partici-
pating in people’s lives for a full 16 months is firstly that this allows the 
ethnographer to determine whether what is being observed is common 
and typical or unusual and specific to an individual or particular group. 
This time frame is also essential for building the necessary trust and 
friendship to participate in online conversations and activities, as these 
are mainly private and often dominated by communication within fam-
ilies. One important method was going through each smartphone exam-
ining every single app to establish whether and how it was used. Trust 
was based on the assurance of anonymity and explanations of why it 
is impossible to teach about the use and consequence of smartphones 
unless we establish a form of scholarship based on the direct observa-
tion of those uses and consequences. In some of the larger fieldsites our 
promise to retain anonymity was compatible with using the actual names 
of the location. However, in other cases the names that we use in this 
book, and others in the series, are pseudonyms.
For most of the fieldsites there are also short films available which 
provide a brief introduction.23 The fieldsites included in this volume are 
as follows (Fig. 1.3):
Figure 1.3 Map of the fieldsites of the ASSA Project (a small project 
in Trinidad is yet to be carried out). ASSA Project website, accessible at 






bento, São Paulo, brazil
Marília Duque, a Brazilian anthropologist, conducted her research in a 
district she calls Bento within São Paulo City, in Brazil. The fieldsite is a 
middle- class borough, with a large concentration of health services. It 
provides a variety of activities catering for older people and is well served 
by public transport, including underground trains. As a result the area 
is frequented by people from throughout São Paulo, meaning that the 
ethnography covered a wider population than those resident in Bento, 
including more from low- income areas. For 18  months Duque gave 
courses in WhatsApp and smartphone use and attended a large number 
of activities available for older people, including meditation, yoga and 
entrepreneurship courses/ meet-ups.
Cuan, ireland
Daniel (Danny) Miller, a British anthropologist, worked in a coastal 
town of around 10,000 people within an hour of Dublin, which he calls 
Cuan.24 Originally a fishing village of around 2,300 people, the town 
has expanded through new estates since the 1970s. It is largely middle 
class, with typical occupations being in education, health, banking and 
the civil service, although there is some social housing. He focused on 
participants in their sixties and seventies and attended many retire-
ment activities, among them learning the ukulele and participating in 
the Men’s Shed. Most of Daniel’s interviews were carried out in cafés or 
people’s homes.
Dar al- Hawa, Al- Quds (east Jerusalem)
This ethnography is a joint project between Laila Abed Rabho, a 
Palestinian researcher, and Maya de Vries, an Israeli academic. Dar 
al- Hawa is a Palestinian community of around 13,000, which is today 
a neighbourhood in al- Quds. Prior to annexation by Israel, it was a 
village between the old city of Jerusalem and Bethlehem. This location 
remains very present in the daily lives of the people, influencing their 
relationship to various bureaucracies and to digital and health services. 
Laila and Maya focused upon the local seniors’ club at the community 
centre and conducted many interviews and conversations both at the 













Charlotte Hawkins, a British anthropologist, carried out her research pri-
marily in a neighbourhood of around 15,000 people in Kampala, here 
called ‘Lusozi’, which means ‘hill’ in Luganda. Her work was supported 
by a research assistant who grew up in the area, with the pseudonym 
Amor, who translated interviews into the many languages spoken in 
the area. The people who live in Lusozi come from all over the country 
and the region beyond, but as the majority of participants are from rural 
northern Uganda, Charlotte also spent time in some of their home villages 
near Gulu and Kitgum. To understand the use of smartphones specific-
ally, Charlotte drew on methods such as surveys, as well as open-ended 
interviews and participation in community activities such as women’s 
and savings groups.
Kyoto and Kōchi, Japan
Laura Haapio- Kirk, a British- Finnish anthropologist, worked primarily in 
two fieldsites. The first was the city centre of Kyoto, a city of 1.4 million 
people. The second was the Reihoku region of northern Kōchi Prefecture 
in southwest Japan. This area, like much of rural Japan, is suffering 
from depopulation and has a high proportion (40 per cent) of residents 
aged over 65. One of Laura’s points of entry to the rural site was through 
volunteering for an annual health check for the over 75s run by a group 
of doctors primarily from Kyoto University; she followed this up with fre-
quent visits to the area to gain a holistic understanding of people’s lives. 
She was supported by a research assistant, Sasaki Lise.
noLo, Milan, italy
Shireen Walton, a British- Iranian anthropologist, carried out her research 
in a mixed- income neighbourhood in Milan. The area has recently been 
called NoLo (North of Loreto), following the idea of a social street in 
Italy.25 It includes people from different regions of Italy, for instance 
Sicily, as well as from Egypt, Peru and the Philippines. She also worked 
with the Hazara community from Afghanistan. Shireen participated in 
activities ranging from a women’s choir to a sewing group, a multicultural 
centre and Italian language classes. She lived in a diversely populated 










Alfonso Otaegui, an Argentinian anthropologist, conducted fieldwork 
among two populations within Santiago. The first were retired Chileans 
who attended the courses in smartphone use that he taught at a cultural 
centre for older adults. Long- term observation of participants allowed 
him to spot patterns and difficulties among older adults adopting new 
technologies. The second population were Peruvian migrants, who are 
very attached to their traditional expressions of Christianity and con-
tinue to honour their patron saints while abroad. Alfonso was able to 
observe how these late- middle- aged migrants stayed in touch with kin 
and friends across the diaspora through the use of WhatsApp groups and 
Facebook live broadcastings of parties and processions.
Shanghai, China
Xinyuan Wang, a Chinese anthropologist, conducted fieldwork in 
Shanghai, China’s biggest metropolis, with more than 27  million 
inhabitants. She focused on a few ‘mini’ sites within Shanghai: a relatively 
low- rise residential compound in the city centre, a suburban area with 
crowded tower blocks of the type where most Shanghai residents live, a 
home for older residents in a medium- income suburb and a massive care 
centre for the elderly in a town adjacent to Shanghai. From early on in 
her fieldwork, Wang researched and then created a changing exhibition 
based on the family photo albums and oral history of the residential area 
in which she lived.
thornhill, Dublin, ireland
Pauline Garvey, an Irish anthropologist, lives with her family in 
Thornhill,26 a middle- class coastal suburb on the northern side of Dublin 
city. Dublin city has a population of approximately half a million, while 
the core area of Thornhill includes approximately 20,000 people. Most 
people work in the city and travel on public transport from the suburb 
into the centre. Occupations include in the professions, banking, public 
sector and self-employed. Pauline joined various community groups, 
including a craft and coffee group, church groups and a walking club. 
Although she worked predominantly with retirees, her research also 







and Thornhill were studied in unison, there is more usage of the general 
terms ‘Ireland’ and ‘Irish’ than for other fieldsites, where generalisations 
at that level are mainly avoided. We also sometimes use ‘Dublin’ to stand 
for both fieldsites.
Yaoundé, Cameroon
Patrick Awondo, a Cameroonian anthropologist, conducted his 
research within Yaoundé, the capital city of Cameroon and home to 
2.8 million people. His focus was on a middle- class district, here given 
the pseudonym ‘Mfadena’. Most of the people in this area are senior civil 
servants working in central administration or in other public affairs such 
as education and culture. Many residents of the district are also involved 
in private businesses or work for private companies. They come from all 
over the country and include some expatriates. Two of Awondo’s main 
entry points to the community were sports leisure groups and self- help 
groups, the latter known locally as tontines.
History of the smartphone
While this chapter cannot provide a history of all the precedents to the 
smartphone, it can at least offer a brief history of the smartphone itself, 
inasmuch as there is also a ‘phone’ in there somewhere. The mobile 
phone became an established consumer device during the 1990s. 
Increasing familiarity with the mobile phone in its earlier iterations did 
not, however, reduce the sense of awe and wonder when the iPhone 
was first presented to the world in 2007.27 This may not have felt quite 
such a radical change in Japan, where internet- enabled feature phones 
known locally as garakei represented something of a bridge28 and remain 
popular among older users (Fig. 1.4). The nearest candidate to a bridge 
otherwise may be the Blackberry, which became quite a popular device 
worldwide29 before the emergence of the iPhone. Apart from that, this 
touchscreen, app- based device appeared to offer a whole new world.
The smartphone’s own history has three defining moments.30 The 
first was the arrival of the iPhone, because almost everything we think of 
as special about the smartphone was present in the initial offering that 
dazzled the world in 2007. The second was the rise of the Android phone, 
and especially the Samsung Galaxy. This development made smartphones 
a diverse species, shunting the iPhone into a minority presence. The third 










from China. Huawei launched its first Android phone in 2009 and Xiaomi 
launched its first smartphone in 2011.31
There is relatively little significant difference, other than status, 
between the cheaper models and the more established smartphone 
brands. The rise of cheap handsets has allowed the smartphone to 
become a global presence no longer restricted to more affluent regions. 
Such an expansion was the prerequisite for this book, since much of the 
research included less affluent populations who may not possess top- end 
smartphones.32 In the background are other multiple developments, ran-
ging from assemblage and supply chains to the rise of third- party app 
development; these, however, lie beyond the scope of this project.33
If the ‘computer in your pocket’ analogy is the nearest thing to a 
precedent, then it is important to have some sense of the parallel devel-
opment of the internet.34 The World Wide Web was invented in 1989, 
with the first web page being served on the ‘open internet’ in 1991.35 
However, most people would have been unlikely to have come across 
this prior to the launch of Mosaic, the first web browser; this effectively 










democratised internet access by expanding access to web navigation to 
the ordinary user from 1993 onwards.36 Much depended on the national 
context for such developments. Peters has recently argued37 that while 
the US is supposed to be highly competitive, the internet was developed 
primarily through a mixture of state funding and a collaborative research 
environment. By contrast, while the Soviet Union was supposed to be 
a centralised state, the attempt to develop something like the internet 
failed due to diverse bureaucracies and institutions following their own 
narrow interests. In so doing they fragmented the potential internet into 
what became a rather competitive project.
The opposite lesson would emerge from a reflection upon the emer-
gence of digital technologies in China.38 Here state- sponsored develop-
ment of new communication technologies was a clear and determined 
policy. It was based on an awareness that this would be vital to China’s 
ability to leapfrog other nations in its quest for modernity.39 While the 
state certainly watches over major Chinese tech companies such as 
Alibaba, ByteDance and Tencent, it also provides them with support in 
their quest to rival the likes of Google and Facebook.40 As a result, our 
contemporary world contains only one clear regional division with 
respect to digital communication technologies:  the one between China 
and the rest of the world. The population of the latter may be around four 
times the former, but, depending on what criteria are used for the calcu-
lation, the largest social media company in the world may be Tencent, 
rather than Facebook.41
The result is also evident in that six of the ten largest smartphone 
companies are Chinese.42 They are Huawei, Xiaomi, Oppo, Vivo, Lenovo 
(which includes Motorola) and Tecno. Korea represents the only ser-
ious rival to China through Samsung, the dominant brand, as well as LG. 
The other companies are Apple in the US and Nokia HMD in Finland. 
The top three brands, Samsung, Apple and Huawei, have each managed 
to capture more than 10 per cent of the total market. Over the last few 
years Chinese companies such as Huawei and OnePlus have produced 
smartphones on a par with the premier brands of Samsung and Apple; 
other Chinese companies retain dominance of the cheaper smartphone 
market. In India there are now smartphones marketed for just a few 
pounds.43 Versions of the iPhone 11 start around £679, while the ‘Pro 
Max’ version may cost more than £1,000.44
Equally important for anthropologists is the history of how 
populations have responded to prior technologies. What were the 
precedents that may help us account for the smartphone’s appropriation, 















impact of landline phones in the US between 1900 and 1940, concluding 
that ‘the telephone did not radically alter American ways of life; rather, 
Americans used it to more vigorously pursue their characteristic ways of 
life’. One of his most important observations is that those who marketed 
the phone to American households were quite slow to appreciate that it 
would largely be used for sociable conversation.46 As a result, the people 
who really invented the landline were not so much the technical inventors 
or corporations. They were rather the consumers – especially rural con-
sumers, who were the keenest to obtain the telephone and who best 
appreciated its potential.47 Fischer discerns no obvious or major social 
or psychological impact. He concludes that ‘the best estimate is that, on 
the whole, telephone calling solidified and deepened social relations’,48 
rather than replacing face- to- face relationships. What the telephone 
appeared to engineer, then, was a general expansion of talk.49
Comparing the earliest to the latest developments, Fischer’s 
observations remain quite close to the conclusions of a recent pro-
ject in which several of us were involved called Why We Post.50 This 
project examined the ways in which social media has been creatively 
reconfigured by populations of users. The evidence from Why We Post 
also revealed that much of social media employment has been quite 
conservative. Often these new media are used to repair something of 
the fragmentation and disorientation that are otherwise occurring in 
people’s lives. The most obvious example is the way in which families 
who have been separated, for reasons ranging from war to the pursuit of 
new economic opportunities, use social media to try to reconstruct the 
close and continual family communications that they might otherwise 
have lost. This emphasis upon conservative usage helps to balance our 
natural fascination with whatever seems new and unprecedented.
These studies of telephones and then social media make a further 
point about the nature of causation. If the technologies were the primary 
cause of the way the devices are then used, we should be able easily to 
map subsequent usage against the specific technology intended for such 
usage.51 Instead, the evidence from Why We Post was that genres of 
behaviour migrate quite easily from platform to platform. School banter 
moved readily from Blackberry to Facebook to Twitter, three completely 
different platforms.52 If the genre of usage remained largely the same 
across platforms, then the properties of the platforms cannot be the pri-
mary explanation of their usage. The series Why We Post also uncovered 
a regional diversity of usage such that the main volume of results was 












A similar point emerges if we consider the history, brief though it is, 
of an individual platform such as Facebook. At first its inventor tried to 
forbid usage to anyone not at Harvard; subsequent attempts were made 
to restrict the platform to university students. More recently, the Why 
We Post project documented that Facebook was declining in popularity 
among young people,54 especially in more affluent markets such as the 
US.55 There is simply no commercial logic that suggests that Facebook 
itself would want to lose its youthful image in those markets.56 Again, 
therefore, other factors must lie behind these changes, beyond simply the 
interests of corporations.57
The landline is now fading into history, though it is still a presence 
for older people. Smartphones continue to be used alongside ‘feature 
phones’ and mobile phones, however, especially in some of the lower-
income populations we studied. The history and understanding of these 
closer relatives is therefore also important, as they document trajectories 
that may continue to develop through smartphones. Not surprisingly, 
much of the associated literature on mobile phones has focused upon 
the specific consequences of mobility. Titles such as Perpetual Contact or 
Personal, Portable, Pedestrian58 give some indication of these concerns. 
Of particular influence has been the ongoing work by Ling,59 who has 
contributed a number of useful terms for analysing the mobile phone. 
Ling also pointed out how people were using these phones for micro- 
coordination such as ‘midcourse adjustment’, ‘iterative coordination’ and 
also the ‘softening of schedules’ – all of which illustrate the ways in which 
the mobile phone can be used to increase flexibility.60 More recently Ling61 
has considered the ubiquity of the mobile phone and its subsequent ‘taken 
for granted’ status by looking at how it has become embedded alongside 
other ‘taken for granted’ technologies, for example the watch and the car. 
Also useful is the idea of technomobility introduced by Wallis.62
Studies of mobile phones have emphasised the intrusive nature of 
mobile telephony63 and the dissolving of traditional boundaries between 
the public and the private sphere.64 This in turn leads to a consideration 
of the etiquette that has developed around the use of the phone.65 An 
initial focus was often on youth66  – including the phone in relation to 
fashion, style and the body67  – and also the impact of young people’s 
use upon parenting. There is a wide literature that has emerged from 
communication studies and media studies. In addition, there has been 
increasing interest from development studies and sub- fields such as 
ICT4D (Information and Communications Technology for Development), 

















Anthropology and other disciplines
Essential to anthropology has been the avoidance of perspectives that 
regard a device as a given object, which is then adapted or appropriated 
by local populations. In their study of how people used the internet in 
Trinidad, Miller and Slater69 insisted that there is no such thing as the 
real or ‘proper’ internet. What we call the internet is simply the uses 
that any particular population has made of the possibilities of online. 
Trinidadian usage was not a distortion or localisation: it is simply another 
equal example of what the internet is. Similarly, populations are not 
fixed. A Trinidadian who uses the internet is no less Trinidadian, but does 
represent a change in the meaning of the term Trinidadian. The process 
is one of mutual change which respects the equality of all populations.
Anthropologists tend to eschew general debates about what a 
mobile phone is, preferring to delve more deeply into highly specific local 
circumstance and usage. For example, Archambault70 studied mobile 
phones in a suburb of a provincial town in Mozambique. Her book does 
not start from UK or US debates concerning the impact of phones on 
privacy. Her primary interest is the mobile phone’s capacity for subter-
fuge and secrecy, promoting and enhancing skills of concealment and 
exposure, as well as its consequences for new forms of intimacy and new 
ways of getting by financially. How, for example, to display social status 
without attracting envy? She also documents how the phone makes it 
easier to meet with a lover, but also creates new ways people can check 
up on each other, such that the phone is blamed for the exposure, not the 
infidelity itself. Respectability depends not upon what you do, but upon 
your ability to be discreet about it. In a situation of precarity, turning a 
blind eye may be essential to economic survival. Phones are also easy 
to steal and easy to sell, thus creating their own underground economy 
based on crime. The presence of the mobile phone raises all sorts of other 
questions about trust and intimacy that dominate local conversation 
about what a mobile phone is.
A second example is Tenhunen’s study of mobile phones in a West 
Bengal village with around 2,400 inhabitants,71 conducted between 1999 
and 2013. Over time the phone takes its place among a wide variety of 
forms of co- presence. At first it is used for specific local tasks such as 
helping people to attend funerary rituals. Later it becomes part of wider 
political, social and economic change. The primary concern remains 
kinship – for example, telling one’s relatives about work opportunities or 







in touch with natal families, for instance. The emancipatory impact is 
limited, however, as they may depend on husbands or in- laws to make 
calls. Here, as elsewhere, the primary drivers behind much of the uptake 
are not in the realms of politics or the economy, but rather the range 
of entertainment and fun that people can access through these new 
phones.72 Lower castes who could not afford a television leapfrog such 
technologies, but they can also use phones to hear about factory employ-
ment. However, mobile phones do not have much impact upon the basic 
hierarchical social system.73 While Tenhunen focuses upon a single 
village, her work is complemented by an excellent survey of the impact of 
phones on India more generally in The Great Indian Phone Book,74 which 
scales this up to consider the implications for a vast population.
A third example of an ethnography, the method upon which this 
volume is based, is set in a small settlement within the Solomon Islands of 
the South Pacific. The study by Hobbis75 strongly reinforces points made 
earlier in this chapter about smartphones being defined by usage, not by 
capabilities. The population that Hobbis studied make almost no use of 
texting and limit voice calls to around one call lasting only a minute or 
two per fortnight. Yet the smartphone has important consequences for 
the fundamental organisation of that society through kinship; it is used 
extensively in areas such as looking after children and within gender 
dynamics. This provides perhaps the extreme example of a smartphone 
that seems anything but a phone.
These three books are typical of the anthropological task: sustained 
and empathetic participation in people’s lives that allows them to convey 
what it might be like to live in a village in India or to be a young man in 
urban Mozambique with a new mobile phone. There are, however, other 
complementary approaches – as found in an edited collection by Foster 
and Horst,76 also focusing on the Pacific region. Within that collection 
Horst, for example, followed Digicel, the main supplier of mobile phones 
to the Pacific and the same company she had researched alongside Danny 
in Jamaica in 2005.77 A  study of Digicel’s advertising reveals how the 
company tries to present itself as a friend or to embody the moral virtues 
of a good citizen. Jorgensen shows how the presence of phone masts 
planted by Digicel provokes anxieties about surveillance and control, but 
also allows local politicians to claim credit for ‘development’.78
Other chapters in Foster and Horst’s collection examine specific 
contexts. Lipset79 presents a case in which the mobile phone, the first 
mechanism by which people can contact strangers, becomes a liber-
ation from the constraints of traditional kinship. Wardlow80 worked with 












to find supportive strangers who give them emotional and practical care; 
unlike family or boyfriends, these generous individuals do not ask for 
money, pigs or, in the latter case, sex in return. This edited collection 
shows how anthropologists may also study the relevant corporations 
and the wider political economy associated with the expansion of smart-
phone usage.81 Horst has also argued for more ethnographic attention to 
the infrastructures behind mobile communication.82
Anthropology is just one of a constellation of disciplines making 
contributions to our understanding of mobile phones and smartphones. 
Summaries of the work on new media and personal relations include 
Personal Connections in the Digital Age and Social Media and Personal 
Relationships.83 Sociologists focus more on individuals within networks. 
This approach is usefully summarised in Networked,84 a volume which also 
employs the many excellent and ongoing surveys by the Pew Research 
Center in the US. Other influential approaches have been developed in 
computer and internet studies.85 A major contribution has been that of 
communication studies, such as the volumes edited by Papacharissi,86 
which have introduced many of the more specialist terminologies. Since 
the smartphone has colonised every area of life, as noted above, there 
are now insights coming from every discipline, whether their primary 
concern is religion, crime or tourism. Often books with topics such as 
location technologies will feature contributions across various discip-
lines.87 Anthropologists have contributed to many of these fields; for 
example Postill88 has contributed to the study of digital politics. There 
are also nascent disciplines that study the unprecedented effects of 
digital communications, again with anthropological contributions such 
as Coleman’s works on hackers and Anonymous.89
Externalities
The term we use for ethnography, ‘holistic contextualisation’, shows 
a desire to take into account everything that bears on the problem of 
understanding the global smartphone. It means that we cannot know 
in advance what the relevant context to our subject of study will be; 
an ethnography thus tries to consider all aspects of everyday life in 
case they turn out to be relevant. But there are many forces bearing 
on the smartphones that simply do not appear within an ethnography. 
Furthermore, this volume is only based on the ethnography of users; 
it does not contain equivalents to Horst and Foster’s consideration 













is always a still wider social and economic context which might be 
considered part of the smartphone’s infrastructure, usually including 
state regulations.90
The ethnographic focus of our study therefore threatens to result 
in an absence of what economists call externalities. When the price 
of an object reflects the cost to the firm that produced it, but does not 
include the cost of dealing with the air pollution created by its manu-
facture, then air pollution has been made into an externality. What are 
the consequences of smartphones that are also less apparent within an 
ethnographic focus?
Fortunately there may be other studies that provide essential 
findings to complement those presented here. For example, Richard 
Maxwell and Toby Miller consider in their book How Green is your 
Smartphone?91 the various ways in which smartphones may have a power-
fully negative impact upon the environment and our welfare. There are 
wider ramifications of the components of smartphones, not only the pol-
itics of rare earths and the ecological consequences of the very materi-
ality of the smartphone, but also the less tangible uses of energy involved, 
including the vast lattices of digital infrastructures involved in enabling 
global communication.92 Smartphones have become part of the data 
collection that, in turn, feeds into artificial intelligence and other current 
developments. Their use in tracing people’s interactions as a means of 
curbing the Covid- 19 pandemic has made clear just how powerful they 
have become in this regard.
Other studies focus upon the wider political economy of 
smartphones and major corporations such as Apple, Facebook, Tencent 
or Samsung,93 and extend these to a wider notion of ‘platform capit-
alism’.94 Several new studies have brought to attention groups other-
wise ignored, such as ancillary occupations. Sarah Roberts’s Behind the 
Screen95 examined what she calls the ‘obfuscated human labour’ of con-
tent moderators, who have emerged as part of the corporations’ response 
to the moral pressures for them to take responsibility for content.
A similar exposé is found in the book Ghost Work by Gray and Suri.96 
In  chapter  9 we consider another major externality exposed by recent 
critical debates about the rise of surveillance capitalism97 and the sur-
veillance state.98 Incorporating the recent experiences from the response 
to the Covid- 19 pandemic, we will examine the fine line that exists 
between care and surveillance. The issue of surveillance introduces in 
turn an increasingly extensive literature around the development of Big 
Data and artificial intelligence (AI), both of which are also incorporated 














these ‘externalities’ is precisely because they should not be external. 
They should actually be understood as integral to what smartphones are 
and the consequences they produce. However, they may not be apparent 
from the ethnographies that we carried out. This volume thus has to be 
complemented by those referenced above.
Conclusion
The Global Smartphone refers to our comparative study of smartphones 
based on 10 local ethnographies. Anthropologists tend to the plural. 
There are internets and capitalisms, each of which may be quite different 
in specific contexts.100 This volume is a composition based on scales – often 
trying to listen in to the singular tunes of an individual smartphone user 
and ensuring they are not drowned out by our interest in what is usual or 
widespread. Yet often tunes do not come from individuals, but from fam-
ilies or communities. We also listen to the different genres found in urban 
Ireland and in Santiago, and to the contrast between rural and urban 
Japan and low- and middle-income neighbourhoods in Kampala and 
Yaoundé. Where there is evidence for the smartphone as an instrument 
of global homogenisation or generalisation, this is acknowledged – for 
example, the increased role of visual forms in communication and care 
or the widespread use of step- counters. Even when it comes to theory 
in the final chapter, however, generalisation and abstraction are subject 
to nuance and variation that ultimately comes back to those families or 
individuals. Playing across such scales enables anthropology to face in 
both directions, giving equal respect to the parochial and the general.
Our ‘smart from below’ perspective focuses on how people craft 
smartphones and not just use them; they do far more than simply add 
content. They reject in- built components such as voice assistants, they 
reconfigure apps around certain tasks to suit their own routines and 
they acknowledge social etiquettes around what is acceptable and 
unacceptable usage. These selections then contribute to the creation 
of the smartphones we encounter. All of these activities take place in 
circumstances of constraint. Women or older people may be prevented 
from access or knowledge. Essential elements may be  unaffordable. 
Corporations will push users in directions which create profits. 
Smartphones prove intrusive and some people talk of being addicted. 
This is rarely a volume that casts judgement, but it is one that seeks 
to acknowledge diversity. It is the diversity both of users and of these 
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What people say about smartphones
Fieldsites: Bento – São Paulo, Brazil. Dar al- Hawa  – Al-Quds 
(East Jerusalem). Dublin  – Ireland. Lusozi  – Kampala, Uganda. 
Kyoto and Kōchi – Japan. NoLo  – Milan, Italy. Santiago  – Chile. 
Shanghai – China. Yaoundé – Cameroon.
The definition of the telephone, at least until recently, would have been 
a device that is used for talking to or texting to another person. Yet by 
2021 the smartphone has become hugely important as a device that we 
also talk about, rather than just talk through. This chapter will dem-
onstrate just how significant these discourses about smartphones have 
become. Talking about smartphones has become a way of discussing a 
range of moral and other concerns people have about contemporary life. 
It follows that to understand the consequences of the smartphone, we 
need to address not just the technology and its usage, but also the role 
of the smartphone as an icon and idiom. Just as we now pay attention to 
the specifics of online language,1 so should the discourses that surround 
smartphones be regarded as integral to what a smartphone is, alongside 
the material object. Our evidence will also suggest that these debates 
about the smartphone are rarely directed at its actual everyday use, the 
topic of the remaining chapters of this book. Rather, using smartphones 
to discuss morality is a quite separate function of the smartphone:  the 
employment of smartphones to reflect a wider discourse about modern 
life. Discourses about smartphones therefore need to be acknowledged 
and considered in their own right, including major debates on topics such 
as addiction, fake news and surveillance.
Mostly, though not inevitably, the discourse tends to be negative 
when people are discussing the smartphone in general and more positive 
when people are asked about particular apps or uses, such as location 








people initially to claim that the only things they used their smartphones 
for were voice calling and text messaging. Yet when we carried out more 
systematic interviews based on inspecting their actual smartphones, it 
was apparent that these same individuals were often using around 25 or 
30 different apps and functions. In part it seemed that participants were 
making these statements in order to distinguish themselves from young 
people who, they suggested, seemed to be constantly hooked on their 
devices. Having claimed this minimal use of the smartphone, they then 
quickly turned to problems they associated with the device, for instance 
the invasion of privacy or fake news, some of the topics explored in this 
chapter. This is why it is important to take these two forms of evidence 
separately: what people say about smartphones in general and the evi-
dence of their everyday usage. Each is shown to have its own reasons and 
consequences.
An emphasis upon discourses is useful, however, for starting to 
explore some of what in the last chapter were termed ‘externalities’. 
What people say about smartphones has clearly been influenced by larger 
forces such as governments, the media, commercial corporations and 
other institutions, such as religious ones.2 One such force would be aca-
demia itself, including contributions by psychologists, political theorists 
and other disciplines involved in issues of policy and regulation.3 For 
example, research participants might complain about commercial 
interests infiltrating their accounts, express anxiety regarding privacy 
and surveillance or comment on the health implications of possessing 
and using smartphones. They may also repeat stories from newspapers 
about the findings of a psychologist or claims by governments that people 
are in danger of becoming addicted to their smartphones. We rarely 
needed to extract such statements from research participants. As soon 
as you explain that you are studying smartphones, people often start 
to recite a whole litany of concerns and claims that they regularly read 
about, hear about and discuss among their relatives and friends.
The state and the media
Many governments now view the provision of basic digital infrastructure 
as essential to their people’s welfare. They may consequently encourage 
the development of 4G or 5G, free Wi-Fi hotspots and other means of 
extending the network to include people in rural areas. For example, 
in the Japanese rural fieldsite, which suffers from depopulation, one 
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high- speed broadband as part of revitalisation efforts to maintain the 
population and attract people to live there. Governments are well aware 
of the electoral benefits in providing what is increasingly regarded as a 
basic public utility to which people have rights.
At the same time the state may be viewed as one of the prime 
culprits when people express their anxiety about surveillance. In a recent 
report in Ireland, for instance, a government department sought tenders 
for media monitoring, including that of social media. They claimed 
this would help to inform them of citizens’ opinions.4 Although most 
social media content is relatively public data, such monitoring is widely 
regarded by research participants as a sign of the state’s invasive inspec-
tion of private correspondence. This concern has grown alongside global 
controversies such as the Cambridge Analytica scandal,5 where political 
parties were said to have harvested data about users for their own advan-
tage, or the revelations made by Edward Snowden around state surveil-
lance. Elections can equally become lightning rods for such fears about 
the rise of surveillance, as for demands around access to Wi- Fi or 4G. 
There are essentially two equally opposed trajectories, one considered 
positive and one negative, and many people appear to respond with pro-
found ambivalence.
In Uganda debates about the moral consequences of smartphones 
have become an idiom for expressing intergenerational tensions. Older 
people in Lusozi complain that the knowledge they have gained from 
decades of personal experience is now undermined and disrespected by 
the younger ‘dotcom’ generation, influenced instead by various unedited 
claims to knowledge accessible through the internet and other global 
media. These complaints are then broadened into concerns about misin-
formation, ‘Westernisation’, the loss of traditional respect and together-
ness, and various forms of harm being inflicted upon young people.
This narrative is both reflected by and fuelled by the govern-
ment. In 2018 President Museveni (aged 76 in 2020) argued that social 
media promotes fake news, ‘olugambo’ (gossip), accusations of witch-
craft, pornography, addiction and general ‘over the top’ excess. On 
1 July 2018 the Ugandan government introduced the ‘Over the Top’ 
(OTT) tax,6 a directive to telecommunications companies to discourage 
‘olugambo’. This tax consisted of a charge of 200 UGX (£0.05) per day, or 
6,000 UGX (£1.20) per month, for using various social media platforms 
including Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, Twitter, Skype and LinkedIn 
(Fig. 2.1).7 When the OTT tax was announced, the speed with which the 
announcement spread to 15,000 WhatsApp users became news in itself. 








media campaigns such as #ThisTaxMustGo. Protests, including those 
led by Bobi Wine, a musician turned opposition leader and proclaimed 
‘spokesman for Uganda’s frustrated youth’, dominated headlines in 
Uganda and attracted international attention. Bobi Wine (aged 38 in 
2020) frequently draws on social media as a platform for the emancipa-
tion of the younger generation from the country’s ageing president.
Political control over smartphone use may include attempts to 
restrict access to the internet. This occurs in Cameroon, where the 
government has cut off online access to a whole region of the country 
dominated by English- speaking Cameroonians. These regions are viewed 
as the opposition to the dominant French- speaking population and gov-
ernment.8 As in Uganda, claims are made that such measures are required 
to protect people from ‘bad technologies’, a discourse promulgated by 
community leaders and journalists. In 2017 an article published under 
the title ‘Cameroon: the mobile phone – beyond the value of use – death’ 
Figure 2.1 The Ugandan OTT tax on social media as shown on a 
mobile phone. The user has the option of paying OTT for their own 
number and also another number. Photo by Charlotte Hawkins.
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summarised the risks of mobile phone use as ‘the dangers incurred due 
to frequent exposure to radio frequencies’, as well as ‘hearing problems, 
cancer risks’ and other risks that arise from speaking on the phone while 
driving.9 Not only are physical dangers related to the phone presented as 
real and substantive risks, but the author also comments on the laziness 
of young people who rely on the phone to foster their social networks, all 
the while being subject to the dangers of street accidents, electrocution 
or fire.10
China has developed many additional facets of state control over 
the internet. Its central government actively shapes the infrastruc-
ture and rules of the country’s information superhighways, as well as 
controlling access through a national search engine.11 The internet is 
regulated through a ‘three- layer- filtering’ system:  the Great Firewall, 
keyword blocking and manual censoring.12 The Great Firewall blocks 
off blacklisted websites and social media services from mainland China, 
including Facebook, Twitter, Google and Wikipedia. The second filter, 
‘keyword blocking’, can automatically censor sensitive material. The 
third content filter requires a huge investment in labour given the vast 
amount of information online. It is estimated that there are between 
20,000 and 50,000 internet police and internet monitors nationwide, 
as well as between 250,000 and 300,000 paid propaganda posters 
(so- called wu mao dang). There may also be up to 1,000 in- house censors 
hired by an individual website for ‘self- censorship’.13 This is because 
Chinese internet companies need licences to operate and are required to 
police themselves, filtering out any illegal content, which ranges from 
pornography to politically sensitive material.
In many countries, the practices of the state are seen as centred 
on surveillance, something that is relatively common in Israel. A  large 
segment of the Arab citizens and residents living in Israel know that 
security institutions are following them, including through what is said 
in mosques or schools. Israeli intelligence is a recognised and important 
body whose full capabilities are hidden, but the power of which is 
evident to the general public, especially Palestinian residents living 
in areas such as Dar al- Hawa. The internet and digital platforms have 
made tracking and monitoring easier because much information is 
openly online.14 In 2014 many examples arose of young Palestinians 
posting statements or farewell messages on Facebook before carrying out 
attacks on Israelis. This escalated the surveillance and profiling of social 
media activities in particular,15 leading in turn to a decline in this prac-
tice. The result is considerable sensitivity to the consequences of what is 










of Covid- 19, Israel became one of the prime examples of the tensions 
between care and surveillance represented by the smartphone, as the 
smartphone’s capacity for contact tracing became clear to all.
In many of our fieldsites we found that the press has become 
another major contributor to negative discourses surrounding smart-
phones. A  factor may be the degree to which online media originally 
represented a serious competitor for newspapers and a challenge to 
their financial viability. In addition, there may be a sharp divide between 
older people, who tend to take their news from newspapers (increas-
ingly including their online versions), and younger people, who are 
more likely to take their news from sources other than newspapers. As 
a result, it is possible that newspapers respond with more conservative 
and negative discourse about smartphones that appeals especially to 
these older readers. Newspapers generally regard themselves as incorp-
orating traditional regulations and higher standards of reporting, as well 
as spearheading politically important traditions of critically challenging 
states and corporations increasingly believed to be engaged in illegit-
imate surveillance and data gathering.16 The established press would 
mostly claim a contrast between their practices of stringent fact- checking 
and the lack of responsibility or commitment to integrity found in some 
online news; in some instances it is hard to trace information to any given 
source and these outlets may be seen as promulgating ‘fake news’. The 
distinction between offline and online has blurred as the media increas-
ingly include online formats. In China, for example, it is very rare to find 
any newspaper or magazine which does not also have a public WeChat 
account. But there remains a constant struggle for those who regard 
themselves as serious accredited journalists to remain distinguished 
from other kinds of posting.
In Italy there is now a clear convergence of negative and cautionary 
narratives surrounding smartphones from sources in academic litera-
ture and governmental organisations, as well as from NGOs. Children, 
teenagers and young adults, those regarded as ‘digital natives’, are 
deemed to be subject to addiction, becoming ‘slaves’ to the device’.17 
Psychiatry, in particular, is drawn upon by the media to present the 
case for smartphone addiction causing various psychiatric disorders 
among young people who are found to be in the ‘high risk’ group.18 Both 
politicians and the media have fostered a national debate about smart-
phone addiction as a significant public concern.
In 2019 a bill was proposed to parliament in Italy to tackle ‘wide-
spread smartphone addiction’, particularly among 15– 20- year- olds, 
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times per day’.19 Vittoria Casa, a politician in the Five Star Movement, 
stated that the problem is ‘getting worse and worse and must be treated 
like an addiction … it’s the same as gambling’.20 The bill proposes courses 
in schools on the dangers of smartphone addiction, as well as campaigns 
to inform parents. There are also discussions about the possibility of 
establishing health centres, akin to rehabilitation centres, aimed at ‘re- 
educating’ the young away from their smartphones, towards a more 
‘conscientious use of the internet and social networks’. The press in 
Italy report on ‘no- mobile- phone phobia’ to describe the anxiety caused 
by having no access to social networks or messaging apps. In another 
example the headline reads ‘Italians, always more smartphone mad: 
61 per cent use it in bed, 34 per cent at the table’.21
In September 2018 the daily Italian general interest newspaper La 
Repubblica highlighted the theme of smartphone use by older people. It 
cited a survey- based study that found that 76 per cent of senior Italians 
used smartphones regularly. The headline describes the over-55s as being 
‘inseparable’ from the device; as the newspaper comments, ‘Set aside the 
bowls and the playing cards, the over-55s spend their time on Facebook, 
Twitter and Instagram’.22
Citizenship and consensus
In China these criticisms of the effects of smartphones are also quite 
common, but there is a rather different relationship between the state, the 
media and the population. From the very beginning of internet develop-
ment China has seen a profound alignment between the party- state, com-
mercial companies and the media. As Xinyuan has previously noted,23 the 
development of new media technologies has become one of the Chinese 
government’s primary strategies as the country seeks technologically to 
‘leapfrog’ the rest of the world; this ambition has increased in priority 
with the rise of Big Data and AI, both areas in which China is determined 
to lead the world.24 The result is an overwhelming emphasis on the posi-
tive potential of new media and the importance of including all segments 
of the population in this drive to the future. For example, an article in the 
People’s Daily,25 the official newspaper of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of China, reads as follows:
As the power of the internet is increasingly integrated into the 
 development of the times, society is constantly changing. Finding 











changes is a difficult problem to be solved, and it is necessary to 
work together to solve it. It is necessary actively to face the ageing 
of the population and help the elderly to cross the digital divide, 
not leaving them behind in the internet era, and thus achieving the 
all- round development of society.
In 2014 several mainstream media reported, in a positive and encour-
aging tone, the story of a young man, Zhang Ming; he had tried to teach 
his parents how to use the new smartphones he bought for them, but 
found they had difficulty learning the skills and tended to forget his 
instructions.26 After Zhang Ming returned to Beijing, his parents called 
him several times for advice on the use of WeChat. Finding himself too 
busy to deal with these requests, Zhang Ming hand- painted a nine- page 
‘manual’ of WeChat instructions. The reason the media may have taken a 
particular interest in Zhang Ming is that this story creates an alignment 
between two popular themes: the drive to advance digital technologies 
and ancient Confucian ideas about respect for one’s parents, expressed 
here as ‘helping the elderly to cross the digital divide’.
Many older people in China subscribe to an ideal of citizenship that 
is strongly espoused by those brought up with Communist ideology. It 
is commonly said that the fate of the individual (geren de mingyun) is 
bundled with the fate of the state (guojia de mingyun). For older people it 
almost goes without saying that there is this intimate connection or ‘fate 
community’ (mingyun gongtongti) between individuals and the party- 
state. As a result, many people feel a personal responsibility as good citi-
zens to support the state’s drive to digital modernity. This results in a 
striking contrast between attitudes to smartphones held by older people 
in China and those in other countries. In China it may be younger people 
who complain that older people are always on their smartphones and 
ignoring face- to- face conversation. Most people believe that while some 
aspects of usage may become more difficult with age, it is never too late 
for people to adopt smartphones.
The sheer degree of direct political involvement in smartphone 
usage is exemplified by a rather mysterious app called XueXi Qiangguo. 
The name of the app literally means ‘Study makes a powerful country’, 
but there is also an implicit pun that carries the sense of ‘learning from 
President Xi’.27 In a few months this became the most downloaded item 
on Apple’s domestic app store. The presence of this app soon became 
a good indication that an individual either was, or aspired to be, a 
Communist Party member. The app serves as a news aggregation plat-
form for articles, short video clips and documentaries about President Xi 
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Jinping’s political philosophy. ‘Study points’ are earned by users who log 
on to the app, read articles, make comments every day and participate 
in multiple- choice tests about the Party’s policies. According to recent 
state media reports, Party cadres are required to use the app every day 
and to accumulate high scores. More generally, Party propaganda now 
incorporates genres that are smartphone- friendly, such as these WeChat 
stickers depicting Karl Marx (Figs 2.2a and 2.2b).
The case of China has been considered here to make a contrast to 
the prior discussion. But a final example, that of Japan, may serve as a 
bridge between this evidence for the influence of the media and the state 
and later sections, which will focus more on ordinary people’s discourses 
about smartphones. In Japan a strict etiquette exists surrounding the 
use of mobile phones in public spaces. Making phone calls on public 
transport, for example, has long been frowned upon.28 While Japanese 
trains are often full of people focused intently on their phones, anyone 
starting to have a conversation on their phone would quickly receive 
glares from fellow passengers. In trains between Osaka and Kyoto there 
are designated seating areas for the elderly or people with disabilities, 
complete with signs telling people that they cannot use their phones at all 
in these areas, in case they are too absorbed to notice that someone might 
need a seat. Throughout trains in Kyoto signs tell people to keep their 
phone on silent mode (known as ‘manner mode’), forming part of a wider 
trend of etiquette posters on Japanese trains associated with slogans such 
 
Figures 2.2a and 2.2b WeChat stickers of Karl Marx as a superhero 
and a diligent reader, sent to researcher Xinyuan Wang by a research 





as ‘Good Manners, Good Life’. These signs represent a very public, state- 
organised discourse about how individuals should behave in public29 – a 
consensus central to Japanese life more generally.
These examples all concern national responses. However, there 
are also important consequences for smartphones that arise from 
international relations. The most recent example of this has been the 
impact of deteriorating US– China relations on one of the largest of the 
smartphones companies, Huawai. Political tensions have also created 
problems for certain apps such as TikTok, the development of 5G and the 
sourcing of smartphone components.
Commerce: the smartphone and app industries
The other massive influence over discourses around smartphones, other 
than the state and the media, comes from the relevant commercial 
forces. Smartphones remain strongly associated with brands. The pro-
motion of the world’s most popular smartphones, the iPhone and the 
Samsung Galaxy, is pervasive and presumably in many cases persuasive. 
Many studies are now available of how these companies, along with 
more recent entrants into the market such as Xiaomi, have developed 
their own commercial strategies.30 Campaigns tend to be pitched to the 
younger user, revealed by a decade of advertising the best ‘selfie’ smart-
phone. Relatively little advertising for digital technologies is pitched to 
older users, despite the economic power of the ‘silver yen’31 in Japan or 
the equivalent term to highlight the affluence of older people in other 
countries. This may be in part because it was common to find that older 
people, especially those aged under 70, feel uncomfortable at being 
targeted as a ‘senior user’. However, there is an incipient range of tech-
nologies available for seniors, including simpler smartphones such as 
those marketed by Doro.
In 2019 the world’s smartphone users downloaded more than 
200 billion mobile apps. They spent an average of more than US$21 
per connected smartphone per year on apps and app- related purchases. 
Gaming apps account for more than 20 per cent of downloads.32 This is 
notwithstanding the fact that most people expect apps to be free,33 with 
many of our research participants across the fieldsites declaring adam-
antly that they would never pay for an app. They may accept various 
indirect costs, however, including the presence of advertising. An ad- 
based revenue strategy may result in higher financial benefits for the com-
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that of consumer privacy, with smartphones becoming a major conduit 
for the collection of data as an increasingly important component of con-
temporary commerce. Many participants are aware that the terms and 
conditions for using an app provide for the collection of data that seems 
to go well beyond the actual requirements for that app to function. Their 
acceptance does not indicate that they are happy about such conditions; 
it is rather an acceptance of this as a requirement for use of those apps.
The region where commerce has been most fully incorporated 
into smartphone use is China, where payment through apps has almost 
replaced the use of either cash or bank cards. Even older people, often 
initially reluctant, are now accepting that a social media app (WeChat) 
will be combined with crucial personal ID information,35 including bank 
details. In addition ‘freemium’, the combination of ‘free’ and ‘premium’, 
has become the dominant business model among smartphone app 
developers.36 The app and basic functions are free, but people may pay 
for premium functions and services. China has also seen a rise in free 
apps providing ‘paid content’.
One striking feature, given the size of these industries, is that 
overall levels of advertising may be low compared to other consumer 
products.37 One possible explanation for the comparative lack of overt 
or direct advertising is simply that the commercial world has far more 
effective tools for influencing the general public. There is considerable 
involvement of commercial companies in sponsorship of sporting events, 
for example. They also have access to more direct marketing through 
messaging the phone itself.
Yet perhaps their most important weapon in such campaigns comes 
from the impact of other players in their field  – those that make life 
increasingly difficult for people who fail to employ their smartphones. 
A key factor that drives people to smartphone use is their growing inability 
to perform daily tasks cheaply and efficiently without the smartphone; in 
Dublin, for instance, banking and booking flights are both increasingly 
done online, through smartphones. Perhaps the single most important 
factor is the side- effect of the relentless drive towards cost- cutting by 
public utilities, government agencies, retail and banking sectors, all of 
whom are trying to replace customer service and call centres with online- 
only access to their facilities. As will be explored in  chapter 7, the decline 
in offline access creates a formidable digital divide, leaving most people 
with no choice. They either learn to employ online technologies or they 
become effectively incapacitated. A recent example was that in order to 
obtain financial support from the Brazilian government during the Covid- 






code through one’s own smartphone.38 These examples illustrate that 
the very same governments who blame smartphones for every form of 
addiction and harm are themselves making it impossible for ordinary 
people to avoid regular usage. Under these conditions, smartphones and 
platform companies do not really need to spend money on advertising 
other than with respect to the choice of brand; the job of promoting 
smartphones is being done more effectively by others.
People’s discourse and ambivalence
The evidence so far has suggested a series of complex contradictions 
in the involvement of states and the media, at least outside of China. 
Governments have to provide online access as a public resource, but 
also feel responsible for dealing with a litany of harmful effects claimed 
mainly to affect young people. At the same time the relentless digitising 
of infrastructure forces people to depend upon online access. Traditional 
media such as newspapers, which started as rivals to online media for 
advertising revenue, are increasingly recognising their own future to be 
online. In some of our fieldsites almost all online engagement is through 
smartphones as few people possess computers or tablets.
Turning to the discourses of ordinary people, this book is also sub-
ject to bias. Our primary demographic was older people who, outside of 
China, tend to reiterate negative appraisals of the impact of smartphones. 
Some older people see themselves as victims of surveillance and data 
extraction, but may otherwise consider that they are relatively inviolate 
from many of the other forms of harm. These, they claim, will mainly 
affect the young people they seek to criticise.
In Santiago, older adults appear to be in a battle  – often with 
themselves  – against the stigma of old age. On the one hand they are 
expressing the extent to which they feel such new digital technologies 
are very much ‘not for them’, while at the same time indicating how 
much they want to learn about and use smartphones. They spend much 
time blaming smartphones for various kinds of antisocial behaviour, for 
example claiming that ‘people on the Santiago metro are staring down 
at their phones, not engaging with the real world and other people’. Yet, 
increasingly, they express such sentiments by sharing nostalgic memes 
on their own smartphones, as in the examples below (Figs 2.3, 2.4  
and 2.5).39
The emphasis on nostalgia may be also prompted by this sense 
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proud of having memorised all the streets of São Paulo, all of which was 
made redundant by Waze,40 GPS technology and Google Maps. Memes 
shared in NoLo show similar concern with the lack of sociability on the 
Milan metro and again people respond with nostalgic memes (Figs 2.6 
and 2.7).
On the other hand, these same research participants in Milan simul-
taneously acknowledge the benefits of smartphone use. ‘It serves me’ (mi 
serve) is a widely heard phrase that refers to the utility of smartphones, 
whether for getting up in the morning, planning the day or facilitating 
long- distance/ transnational family communication. Yet they may then 
immediately turn back to the negative when they state that the smart-
phone ‘robs them’ of their time, their attention or their offline presence 
with others.
Not surprisingly, faced with these contradictions, popular discourses 
often resort to humour or irony. For example Anna, a schoolteacher in 
NoLo, often talks about the weather. She turns the smartphone into her 
personal weatherman, a useful and friendly presence in her daily life. 
After all, forecasting the weather helps her to plan everything from her 
classes with the children to what clothes and shoes to wear that day. 
Anna also sheds light on this idea of the smartphone as something that 
robs people of their time. Sitting at the kitchen table or on the sofa in 
the evenings in her small but homely apartment, she will often browse 
Figure 2.3 Meme 
saying: ‘Don’t complain 
about homework. 
This was my “Google” ’, 
widely circulated online 




the WhatsApp of 
my childhood’, also 





thankful for having 
lived my childhood 
before technology 
invaded our lives.’ This 
meme is also widely 








Figure 2.6 The Milan metro. Photo by Shireen Walton.
Figure 2.7 A typical kind of meta- commentary on the ubiquity of 
smartphone usage today, shared on WhatsApp and other social media 
platforms via smartphones. Screengrab by Shireen Walton.
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Facebook or WhatsApp for substantial periods of time. She then regards 
this as getting ‘trapped’ in the smartphone and feels ashamed of wasting 
her time in this way.
Yet Anna clearly also adores her smartphone and its endless pos-
sibilities for searching information and connecting with her family. In 
reality, she actually needs things that ‘rob’ her of time. Since an upset-
ting separation from her husband a few years ago, Anna spends many 
evenings in the cold winters of Milan knitting in front of the television. ‘I 
like it [knitting] because it distracts the mind, which is very important,’ 
she explains. Knitting takes Anna’s mind off things. Crucially, the act itself 
appears morally and socially acceptable to Anna, a fairly pious woman 
who is dedicated to her family and to keeping up domestic activities such 
as cooking. It is the smartphone that is most effective in keeping her 
connected, bringing her contact with her family, her children in Milan 
and a host of relatives with whom she discusses food recipes and chats 
through to WhatsApp groups that make her feel less bored and lonely. 
On the other hand the smartphone is a relatively unfamiliar modern 
object. So, comparing these two activities, although the smartphone 
knits her family and friends together it has not – at least as yet – accrued 
the positive moral connotations possessed by knitting, a traditional 
motherly or grandmotherly craft that creates clothing for her children 
and grandchildren.
Similarly, the following short film concerns Deirdre in Ireland. Her 
smartphone informs her that she has been spending sometimes six or 
seven hours a day on her smartphone, which might seem like an obvious 
case of addiction. However, as this film shows, she tries instead to empa-
thise with her own predicament and to explain the experience in terms of 
her extremely difficult circumstances at that time (Fig. 2.8).




As well as developing a discourse about smartphones, these devices 
are in every region also the basis for new forms of discourse. Chapter 8 
will consider in more detail the new modes of communication that inte-
grate visual and textual communication. As McIntosh41 describes for 
Kenya, but which also relates to most regions, text messaging led to all 
sorts of new and synthetic genres of language and communication that 
are themselves often highly expressive of local idioms. These in turn 
enable people to express this ambivalence and other local feelings about 
the way in which life has changed with mobile phones.
In Japan, ambivalence also reflects the particularities of local his-
tory. Many Japanese participants saw technological advancement as the 
key to their country’s growth during the 1980s ‘bubble era’, represented 
by international companies such as Sony. The generation who were of 
working age during this period cite their experience of it as a reason 
why they are generally positive and open towards new devices such 
as smartphones today. Younger generations who grew up after the 
bubble had burst may feel that the smartphone is yet another way to be 
overworked or to experience the pressures of social life more generally. 
Ambivalence is often present within discussions, for example that with 
Ishikawa san from Kyoto:
I think 70 per cent of the time I look at my phone for no reason. It’s 
like a drug. My daughter is like that. For her, it’s normal to have 
this device around, so the smartphone doesn’t look like a robot or 
a device anymore, it’s just another being. But I  don’t think it’s a 
bad thing.
Ishikawa san started the discussion by stating that she does not use her 
smartphone much and is not particularly attached to it. However, by the 
end of the conversation she had come to realise just how many tasks 
involve her smartphone, and how much she relies on it. She then framed 
this as addiction:
Maybe I  don’t acknowledge or realise that I’m addicted to my 
phone and I actually am. I mean I start my day with my phone, with 
the alarm!
Sato san shared this ambivalence. She explained that her smartphone is 
at the centre of her life, yet this means that she sometimes feels that she 
neglects her duties outside of the social realm of the smartphone.
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For me, smartphones are something I need, and I don’t think this is 
necessarily a good thing, but I find myself too concentrated on my 
smartphone and my chores get a little … not well done, which is 
bad. It’s also the centre of my friendship.
Across most of our fieldsites ambivalence lies at the heart of popular dis-
cussion. These laments, which tend to combine all sorts of complaints, 
are very common across the fieldsites. Older people in Bento describe 
how smartphones can be used to stay cognitively active, improve mental 
health, connect with families and fight loneliness.42 But at the same time 
Olivio complains that:
The smartphone became our second brain. You can do everything 
using your smartphone. What I don’t like is to see how people can 
become dependent. Especially teenagers who can commit suicide if 
someone said something they didn’t like on social media, or when 
they suffer bullying. There are many inappropriate things, like 
putting an end to a relationship or dismissing someone using the 
internet.
Earlier in this chapter cases of state involvement in online access in 
Cameroon and Uganda were noted. The ambivalence that many people 
express about smartphones may in part derive from wider discourses 
about the future of these states. While people over 50 in Yaoundé com-
plain about what they regard as the negative consequences of smart-
phone use, they also feel the need to embrace these icons of ‘modernity’ 
and ‘openness’ and to benefit from the increase in personal capacity that 
accompany them. Their ambivalence is partly resolved, here as else-
where, by projecting their criticisms upon the young. Older people see 
smartphones as abetting the manipulation of new generations by unscru-
pulous intellectual elites, and as key factors in what a schoolteacher 
called the ‘loss of African cultural specificities’.
In Kampala, ambivalence is encompassed within the everyday 
term ‘dotcom’, which is used, often humorously, to refer to modern 
developments. In particular, dotcom refers to ‘Westernisation’ through 
media internet exposure, something that applies especially to the younger 
‘dotcom generation’ or ‘the children of dotcom’ who have grown up with 
this. Some view dotcom with suspicion, believing it to be having a detri-
mental impact on respect between the generations. They see dotcom as 
something that is out of control, leading the younger generation to vices 





world immediately around them. Nafula, who is responsible for her two 
teenage grandsons, believes that dotcom ‘spoils kids’ and avoids it for 
herself.
My life has no dotcom because where I  am, I’m free. I  don’t care 
about TV, I  don’t care about this … maybe what I  really want is 
a radio. That is good for me. … Searching is not in my mind. Me, 
I receive and call. I don’t want to know. … This dotcom is something 
which can spoil if you are not strict with your children.
Yet simultaneously older people in Kampala may also see dotcom as 
something they want to learn from their children. Some participants 
express gratitude for the way that their children teach them to use 
smartphones, seeing it as a mark of respect. Dotcom can therefore be 
seen to invert the hierarchy between older and younger generations, 
through which children should be learning from their parents, while also 
supporting values of togetherness and respect for elders. These examples 
show the ambivalence about smartphones, the potential of which is 
bound up in broader political and intergenerational tensions.
The unambivalent
In such an extensive research project the evidence around any topic will 
likely be highly diverse. Ambivalence may be typical, but not universal. 
The point is made through these two final examples.
Karima, from Alexandria in Egypt, but now living in NoLo, appears 
to feel no guilt about the amount of time she spends on her smartphone – 
an activity regarded above all as an opportunity to be online with her 
family and friends in Alexandria and in Milan. Karima, along with a 
number of female Egyptian research participants, saw no moral distinc-
tion between online and offline communication. Given the way that her 
smartphone facilitated her social communication and helped her to over-
come previous difficulties  – such as running out of battery, a problem 
with her previous model – the device was an unalloyed blessing. What 
mattered far more to Karima was being able to remain in constant social 
communication online and offline with her Egyptian women friends, the 
core of her social network in Milan (Fig. 2.9).
Olivia, from Dublin, is particularly forthright in her opinions. 
Her worries centre around effects regarding radiofrequency exposure. 
She found that in the ‘Settings’ and ‘Legal’ sections of her phone, the 
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manufacturer recommends carrying the device at least 5 mm away from 
the body. The same section recommends using a hands- free option, such 
as the earphones supplied with the phone, which worried her even more. 
Olivia began to look seriously at any information she could find on the ill 
effects of radiation and radiofrequency exposure. She looked first at the 
leaflets displayed in the doctor’s surgery, then read books on the subject 
and spoke to friends. Finally, she asked her GP if there was anything to 
worry about, but was not really reassured when he claimed there was not.
After finding a press release from the World Health Organization 
(WHO) that tentatively recognises such exposure as a possible car-
cinogen, Olivia began to leaflet her workplace and local school. She now 
scans her environment, mentally plotting the locations of local mobile 
phone masts. She finds that responses to her campaigning tend to cluster 
around two poles: people are either in complete agreement or they do 
not agree at all. There seems to be no middle ground in this debate.
Fake news
As noted above, the media is given to many forms of negative portrayal 
of smartphones. One of the most important of these, surveillance, will be 
discussed in  chapter 9. Another that is frequently cited, probably because 
Figure 2.9 ‘La Festa del Pane’, or international bread festival, is one of 





it reflects the newspapers’ own concerns, is that of ‘fake news’. The term 
is unfortunate inasmuch as it contains the misleading connotation that 
traditional media reportage could be relied upon as ‘true news’. In Brazil 
older people are regarded as one of the main groups which promul-
gate this practice of fake news, a claim that has also been made in the 
US.43 Such an accusation adds to other ways in which older people are 
stigmatised.44 In turn, older people respond with a variety of strategies. 
Some remonstrate directly against their peers who have shared news 
without checking, while others try to be patient and wait until there is 
some clarification. As one respondent puts it, ‘I wait. In some minutes 
someone will comment on it, and I will know if it is fake or not’. According 
to one survey,45 79 per cent of Brazilians now regard WhatsApp as their 
primary source of information.
The issue of fake news has come to the fore following the highly 
divisive 2018 election campaign and subsequent government of Jair 
Bolsonaro. Reuters claims that roughly one million WhatsApp groups 
were opened to promote political candidates.46 The same phenomenon 
has also led to the rise of fact- checking groups, such as that of Projeto 
Comprova in Brazil, which received 67,000 messages to just one of the 
fact- check groups created at that time. Fake news is also closely related 
to the spread of malicious cyberscams. Here again WhatsApp was found 
responsible for disseminating 64 per cent of these links.47
People do not necessarily take such discussions at face value. In Italy 
fake news has become a massive feature of media coverage and popular 
conversation. An example, locally relevant to NoLo given the high pro-
portion of migrant groups, occurred in July 2018. A public Facebook post 
gained significant attention across Italian social media, and eventually 
the world. An individual had posted an image on Facebook ostensibly 
depicting thousands of people at a heavily crowded port; small boats 
were shown carrying people, whose vast numbers overflowed onto the 
surrounding docks. The image’s caption read: ‘The Port of Libya … they 
never let you see these images … they are all ready to set sail to Italy’. 
Its intention was to make Italians nervous and angry at this imminent 
‘invasion’ of supposed migrants. The image was initially highly successful 
and widely shared across the internet. The context is of widespread anti- 
immigrant rhetoric espoused above all by Matteo Salvini, a far- right 
Italian politician and former Interior Minister. Within a few hours, how-
ever, the image was revealed to be a picture of a Pink Floyd concert held 
in Venice in 1989 (Fig. 2.10).
Across NoLo the image first appeared on individuals’ social media 
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of fake news. In NoLo, where there is a strong liberal presence, the image 
was transformed via social media into a resource for people expressing 
their active opposition to racism and xenophobia. Many people also 
recognised the historical roots of the way in which smartphones are used 
to spread disinformation. After all, a number of the country’s established 
media had been used to promote anxiety about topics, including immigra-
tion, in previous decades, for instance during the Berlusconi period. Some 
people, whose parents had lived through and witnessed the propaganda 
of the fascist era, had challenged the suggestion that there used to be a 
historical period dominated by ‘true news’.
Academic studies of these discourses
This volume will provide little evidence to help assess most of the claims 
that are made about the smartphone in the dominant discourses.48 
For reasons given in the introduction to this chapter, we have treated 
Figure 2.10 A widely shared social media post that falsely depicted 
Libyan migrants as being ready to ‘set sail to Italy’. It was later revealed 






discourse as a quite separate property of smartphones rather than as evi-
dence for actual usage. There is little in our ethnographies that can con-
tribute to a discussion of whether or not these claims are true. We prefer 
to concentrate on that for which we have abundant evidence, which is the 
use of these claims in contributing to moral debates within our respective 
fieldsites. However, given the huge significance and consequences of 
these discourses, we briefly provide a guide to academic works that do 
make such claims of assessment.
A useful starting point is the history of these discourses, the early 
period of which was well researched by Adam Burgess.49 He examined 
the various public fears and anxieties about possible threats to health 
believed to be posed by early mobile phones, as well as exploring the 
sources of these fears and why they became prominent among cer-
tain populations. Such discussions feed into a long-standing academic 
debate about how populations perceive risk, revealing the considerable 
time depth to many of these common fears as well as the ways in which 
these anxieties have managed such continuity in content  – even when 
the devices onto which such concerns are projected have themselves 
changed beyond recognition.
Probably the most extensive academic debates about smartphones 
focus on their political impact, something also commonly discussed by 
our research participants. While there are some balanced discussions 
on the topic,50 this is a field that also tends to produce highly polarised 
debates. For example, there has been a discussion for some years now 
surrounding the idea that new media has created either a filter bubble or 
an echo chamber. These terms suggest that social media and smartphones 
have narrowed our exposure to political discourses to only those that 
reinforce our opinions, preventing us from viewing counter arguments. 
On the one hand, many books now suggest that filter bubbles have mark-
edly increased, to a perhaps disastrous extent.51 At the same time other 
books seek to debunk such claims, suggesting that the evidence leads to 
entirely different conclusions.52
A more difficult debate concerns the concept of addiction, because 
it is less clear what the term refers to. The word addiction is frequently 
employed by users, often about themselves; there is a string of self- help 
books aimed at helping addicts.53 But what does ‘smartphone addiction’ 
really mean? Clearly no one is staring at a blank screen. They are looking at 
some genre of content. Such addiction might then refer to anything from 
playing card games, obsessive interests in news about Trump, following 
celebrities on Instagram or schoolchildren wanting to know what their 
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own causes and consequences. The results would best be described not as 
addiction to smartphones, but rather as evidence that smartphones help 
to facilitate addiction to such specific content or practices. Similarly, as 
Sutton has shown, the idea of ‘detoxing’ from smartphones covers a wide 
variety of intentions and understandings of addiction.54
The most important aspect of such addiction to content, and perhaps 
the most historical,55 is being addicted to knowing what other people are 
saying about you. This is the usual reason why a teenager consults their 
smartphone under their pillow at 3 a.m. No- one regards this as a healthy 
practice and teachers sometimes suggest that it reflects children’s lack of 
self- confidence.56 But it would be strange to see such concerns as unnat-
ural, or merely about the smartphone itself. It seems the opposite to the 
common claim that smartphones lead us to be concerned with screens 
rather than with people. It also seems reasonable to pair the topic with 
something else that looms large in the discussion by users, which is 
smartphones as a response to boredom.57
Unfortunately, these phenomena are rarely separated out from 
what should be considered addiction to smartphones, where there is a 
constant desire to view any content irrespective of genre. This form of 
addiction may be implied by wider discussions around attention  – the 
criticism that smartphones have led people to be both inattentive or to 
find difficulty retaining attention to the non- screen world. These concerns 
seem to dovetail with the massive contemporary interest in notions of 
mindfulness and wellbeing that are intended to promote attentive slow 
thinking, being present in the moment and care – although, somewhat 
ironically, it is now very common to access mindfulness through smart-
phone apps such as Headspace.58
Even if it is difficult to tease out the substance of the phrase ‘smart-
phone addiction’, it is surely appropriate to be concerned with the degree 
to which smartphones facilitate addiction more generally. For example, 
Albarrán- Torres and Goggin59 discuss the rise of smartphone betting. 
On the one hand there are commercial companies such as the Dublin- 
based Paddy Power, keen to increase their profits by extending betting to 
mobile apps. On the other hand there are demands for state intervention 
and regulation, arising from a fear that smartphones make addiction to 
gambling more likely. The evidence is that users employ smartphones to 
bypass traditional commercial forces such as the bookies. Instead they 
bet against one another, partly to develop an online sociality of betting. 
In turn, these developments then lead the commercial companies to 
produce ‘social betting’ apps; these first appeared in 2013 and are now an 










is a clear argument as to precisely how smartphones might be related to 
addiction.
The third example has been chosen because it is the single most 
common critique that emerges from our fieldwork. This is the idea that 
smartphones are particularly harmful for young people. A recent paper 
in Scientific American60 summarises some of the more clinical and scien-
tific attempts to assess the consequences of social media on young people 
from the perspective of disciplines such as psychology. Overall, while the 
results of the initial work tended to be extremely negative, more recent 
studies focus on simultaneous negative and positive consequences. The 
effects are viewed as generally mild overall, though this is not the case for 
all young people. The academic discussion around children and parenting 
in the digital age is worth highlighting because it is the field of enquiry 
that has generated perhaps the most exemplary and sustained attempt 
within social science to observe, analyse, draw conclusions, create appro-
priate policy and provide sensible, informed advice for populations of 
increasingly anxious parents. Through a series of studies that incorp-
orate ethnography in conjunction with a range of other methodologies, 
researchers have done much to ensure that children’s use of the internet 
and smartphones is understood in a broader context.
For example, boyd61 has argued that parents have developed their 
complaints about children’s reliance on online communication and con-
tent during the very same period in which they have become increasingly 
restrictive about their children playing in public with other children. 
Research in the US by Clark62 has shown how these intergenerational 
conflicts about children’s behaviour are closely related to wider issues 
of class. Lim examines what she terms transcendent parenting in 
Singapore.63 Primus Inter Pares is the work of Sonia Livingstone,64 who 
has engaged in a wide range of research projects on the topic. These range 
from more ethnographic engagements, as in her recent book The Class, to 
large- scale comparative surveys across Europe. The result is a judicious, 
balanced presentation of findings:  it acknowledges potential harms, 
but is also cautious about the many projected anxieties that parents 
tend to presume about their children’s behaviour. Livingstone’s work is 
also impressive because she spans highly academic work with consider-
able engagement with policy responses. Furthermore, through recent 
initiatives such as the blog ‘Parenting for a Digital Future’,65 Livingstone 
and her associates have created their own avenues of digital engagement 
that can be accessed directly by parents. Their resources allow parents 
to be better informed in their day- to- day decision making with regard to 
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It is important to end on this more positive note about the potential 
contribution of research, since so many of these debates tend to be highly 
opinionated and performative interventions that might obscure more 
than they illuminate and stoke anxiety rather than provide assistance. 
By contrast, this final example shows that it is possible to have a well- 
informed, well- reasoned and balanced assessment that pertains to 
one of the most common critical discourses about the consequences of 
smartphones. As a team we also benefited directly from their initiatives. 
When you are engaged for 16  months in fieldwork on the topic of 
smartphones, you encounter many anxious parents asking for advice. It 
really helps to have a place to which research participants can be directed, 
where you are confident they will find useful and sensible advice.
Conclusion
This chapter started with a point that is perhaps surprising: when people 
are talking about smartphones in very general terms, they rarely address 
their own actual usage of smartphones. Their response is often very 
different in interviews about specific uses: a story about how someone 
used Google Maps for a hospital appointment, or how often they listen 
to music, or how they struggle with their online banking. This distinction 
was merely the first of several contradictions. The discussion around the 
impact of the state started with the observation that states commonly 
both promise better access, but are also considered a source of surveil-
lance. Many other examples suggest that smartphones are viewed as 
having simultaneous beneficial and negative consequences.
These evident contradictions have tended to create a profound 
ambivalence among the general population. While this was already a 
conclusion drawn from our ethnographic research, the strength of this 
conclusion has grown as a result of the Covid- 19 pandemic. A key part of 
the response to the pandemic concerned the potential of contact- tracing 
smartphone apps. These made the way in which smartphones may 
extend surveillance and intrusion abundantly clear. Yet the very same 
capability was proposed as a technological solution to the pandemic and 
thereby an expression of care. From March 2020 onwards we witnessed 
a remarkable heterogeneity in the global response, ranging from coun-
tries such as South Korea, where the government became more popular 
for having favoured public knowledge over individual privacy, through to 
Republicans in the US who tend to privilege individual privacy over the 




the balance between care and surveillance is essentially a moral, not a 
technological issue. The example then clarifies the main assertion of this 
chapter, which is that these discourses about the smartphone are gener-
ally used to debate much wider ethical and political concerns.
These discourses about smartphones are often generated by the 
interests of the various groups involved. Governments may condemn 
smartphone usage that has become critical of their rule. The more 
established media may be responding to the demographic of their 
readers and threats to their financial viability. Experienced journalists 
also worry about the long- term effects on the quality and adjudication 
of reporting, and the threat smartphone usage poses to critical jour-
nalism. Commercial forces are mainly concerned with sustaining profits. 
There are also reasons why older people, who see how the smartphone 
undermines the respect young people once had for their knowledge, 
accumulated over many years, respond by arguing that the smartphone 
is evidence of the increasing shallowness of youth. Overriding many such 
concerns, and often directly opposed to the expressed desire to limit 
smartphone usage, is the constant temptation for governments and com-
panies to try to save money by going digital.
Different regions have developed quite different alignments 
between the state and the citizen. In China, it is older people who believe 
that being a good citizen means helping the state to leapfrog the rest of 
the world by developing digital capabilities. In Japan, the state is mainly 
expressing a traditional concern with social harmony and the avoidance 
of discord. In Cameroon, the use of smartphones is a sign of mod-
ernity and development in both official and popular debate. Ordinary 
people themselves constantly fluctuate between negative and positive 
assessments, sometimes in the same sentence. When individuals claim 
that the smartphone is both a blessing and a curse, this is neither hypo-
crisy nor ignorance. It is perhaps the only reasonable response to a situ-
ation in which, as every chapter in this book will confirm, these devices 
simultaneously bring huge benefits and create new problems. At the end 
of the volume we will return to what is currently the most conspicuous 
example of this balance between care and surveillance: the response to 
the Covid- 19 pandemic.
The discourses about the consequences of smartphones have then 
their own results. For anthropology, some of the most important per-
tain to the impact on social relations. An example was the use of this 
discourse within intergenerational tensions. Many of the moral debates 
presented here show the smartphone as an idiom through which some 
older people might discuss and condemn younger people’s behaviour. 
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In a later chapter we will see how younger people can at times exploit 
the difficulties some older people have with smartphones to make 
equally cutting remarks about them. Intergenerational tensions con-
cern not only who respects whom; they also raise complex questions 
of dependence, autonomy, dignity and inequalities based on age. The 
point made by this chapter is that much of this conflict is based not 
on the smartphones themselves, but rather on what people say about 
them. At this point, however, we will turn to the much larger topic of the 
effect on our social relations of what people do with their smartphones, 
as opposed to what they say about them.
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Fieldsites:  Bento  – São Paulo, Brazil. Dar al- Hawa  – Al- Quds 
(East Jerusalem). Dublin  – Ireland. Lusozi  – Kampala, Uganda. 
Kyoto and Kōchi  – Japan. NoLo  – Milan, Italy. Santiago  – Chile. 
Shanghai – China. Yaoundé – Cameroon.
Smartphones as objects
Before considering the use of the smartphone for communication, we 
should acknowledge its presence as a material object. Its tangibility may 
matter more to some populations than to others, and for different 
reasons. For example, most Italians are well aware of their reputation for 
style.1 It is perhaps no coincidence that some of the most interesting work 
on mobile phones as fashion items comes from the Italian sociologist 
Leopoldina Fortunati.2 NoLo lies within Milan, a city whose economy is 
closely bound to fashion and style. Style can apply to content such as the 
screen, external appearance, additions or associated accessories. In other 
regions the material aspect of the smartphone that matters is cost – not 
just of the handset, but also of being able to afford data or Wi- Fi access.
Eleanora is a widow who lives alone in Milan. An active grandmother, 
she collects her two grandchildren from nursery every day and looks after 
them until their parents return from work at around 7 p.m., coordinating 
these activities with the parents through her smartphone. Eleanora’s 
smartphone is also a visual shrine to her grandchildren; its wallpaper is a 
photograph of them on holiday and other photographs of them are taped 
to the back of her smartphone. The collage she has created resembles her 
fridge door, replete with old photographs and memories rendered as fridge 
magnets. The fridge from which she feeds her grandchildren and the 
smartphone from which she connects with her family have become sites 










In Japan, the mobile phone case and any associated ‘charms’ 
dangling from it can often be an expression of personal aesthetics. For 
example Midori san, a woman in her sixties from Kyoto, is a professional 
singer and dresses glamorously. She chose a phone case that she felt 
expressed her fun and feminine personality  – a plastic Daisy the Duck 
case with a lipstick and high heeled shoe charms attached (Fig.  3.1). 
More frequently, people chose cases of a ‘serious’ notebook design, typ-
ically made from leather, that served also as protection for their phone 
screen. They often had business cards tucked into an inside pocket. 
Another woman in her early sixties explained that she would never buy 
clothes that were brightly coloured or ‘young’ looking as she felt they 
were inappropriate for her age. Her smartphone case was an extension of 
her age- appropriate aesthetic, being a plain notebook design.
This concern with appearing not to be too flamboyant, especially 
as one gets older, was shared by many participants, both female and 
male. The image below shows a Facebook post of Sawada san, a Kyoto 
Buddhist priest in his sixties, in which he explains to his friends why he 
was now using a new red smartphone case that he considered ‘flashy’ 
(Fig. 3.2). He writes how the case had previously belonged to his wife, 
Figure 3.1 A professional 
singer in her sixties who uses 
mobile phone charms to match a 
particular ‘look’. Photo by Laura 
Haapio- Kirk.
Figure 3.2 A red phone case 
which a Buddhist priest felt was 
inappropriate. He explained that it 
had previously been used by his wife. 
Photo by Laura Haapio- Kirk.
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but he was now using it to replace his old blue one, which had worn out. 
He tried to make the new one look less ‘flashy’ with the addition of book 
binding tape, and he asked for understanding from anyone who saw him 
with it.
For Onono, a policeman in Lusozi, the decoration on his smart-
phones relates to his Christian faith. He has Jesus as his background 
image ‘for protection’; ‘if you have any problem, put this on and keep the 
light on,’ he adds. He selected this wallpaper from the Google Play Store. 
At night, he chooses an image of Jesus on the Cross for special protec-
tion. Onono will change these images constantly to reflect the season, 
for example at Christmas or Easter. If he has bad dreams or receives bad 
news, for example about a death, he also places the image on his bed.
Individuals can come up with quite playful and inventive possibil-
ities. Elisa, who lives in NoLo in Milan, experimented with combining her 
smartphone with a traditional receiver designed for a landline (Fig. 3.3). 
For her this provided a tangible link between the ability to talk for an 
‘unlimited time’ through WhatsApp and the feel of the more familiar 
landline.
Figure 3.3 This device, halfway between a landline and an internet- 
enabled smartphone, was assembled by research participant Elisa. 




Each of these examples represents a kind of aesthetic domestica-
tion of the smartphone,3 making it more like a fashion accessory. The 
other way in which a smartphone impinges on us as an object, which can 
be a burdensome one, is its need to be placed somewhere when in use or 
merely being carried. For Dina, who now lives in NoLo, but is originally 
from Egypt, a daily task involves holding her smartphone for speaking 
to relatives or friends while simultaneously attending to her 4- year- old 
son or when walking and pushing a shopping trolley. Like several other 
women in NoLo who wear a hijab, Dina has got into the habit of tucking 
the smartphone into her headscarf. She can then breastfeed her baby or 
use a sewing machine while speaking on her smartphone.
Smartphones and status
Yoko was the only student who brought an iPhone to Marília’s WhatsApp 
course in Bento, near São Paulo, where it was conspicuously displayed 
on the table. Because of its design, reputation and expense, her iPhone 
felt like some form of status symbol – which posed a problem for Yoko, 
who felt that she then had to be especially proficient in using it to match 
its prestige. Her solution was to reassure the others that she had not 
purchased this smartphone. As with most iPhones possessed by older 
people in Bento, it had been inherited from her children.
In Yaoundé most people have two smartphones. This is partly 
because there are multiple networks, which differ in quality across the 
regions of Cameroon. A high school teacher in Yaoundé explains:
You see in some neighbourhoods you merely find the two main 
 companies – Orange and MTN. You are then obliged to have a third 
one, which could be Nextel or even Camtel. Some of my friends 
have two or three SIM cards. They think this is a good solution.
Owning multiple smartphones may signify affluence and command 
respect, but only if one of them is a high- status brand. Even these may not 
signify much about older owners, however, as they have mainly inherited 
their smartphones from children who replaced them when taking out a 
new contract, as Yoko did. It is common in Yaoundé for the smartphone 
to be on display for all to see. Older people with limited mobility put it on 
a table or on some other surface that is easily in reach. Younger people 
care more about appearance and often print their own image onto the 
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encouraged the very regular pickpocketing of mobile phones that occurs 
in the city.
Older inherited smartphones may not be reliable, as discovered by 
Marie, a widow and former teacher in Yaoundé. She has nine children 
and has already been gifted five smartphones, but they seem to become 
redundant very quickly, especially when her grandchildren borrow and 
then break them. This becomes quite an impediment to her attempts to 
learn to use the smartphone. It is also a nuisance since by the time the 
smartphone stops functioning Marie has come to rely on several of its 
functions, ranging from the alarm, vital to her complex regimes of medi-
cation, through to WhatsApp, Skype and the phone’s ability to retain 
pictures.
Status is not the only social dimension that may be reflected by 
phones. In Japan, where mobile phones have been internet- enabled 
since the early twenty- first century, ‘feature phones’ (garakei), with their 
distinctive flip style, remain popular, especially among older research 
participants.4 Smartphone adoption was often gendered, with female 
participants tending to have stronger social networks of friends and family 
outside work. They were also more inclined to upgrade to smartphones 
and attend smartphone classes. By contrast male participants were more 
likely to retain garakei or even their landline as their primary mode of 
communication. One Kyoto man in his sixties explained that he kept his 
garakei even though he now also had a smartphone. His reason was that 
it contained all his work contacts which were important to his profes-
sional identity.
The cost of smartphones
While smartphones are becoming more ubiquitous, a significant digital 
divide remains between those who can afford them and those who 
cannot. In Lusozi the majority of research participants still had mobile 
phones rather than smartphones, as seen in this pie chart based on 204 
individuals with an average age of 51 (Fig. 3.4). Of the 19 respondents 
who had no phone at all, 15 had had phones stolen and 4 have never 
owned a phone.
Not being able to afford a smartphone matters, especially as 
the phone is the primary point of internet access;5 only 3 per cent of 
households in Lusozi have a working computer.6 A  growing minority 
can now afford cheap smartphones, however, such as one that sells for 









the cheapest form of internet access.7 But there are other subsequent 
costs, and these cheaper models may also have limited data storage for 
messages and images. Variations in smartphone possession were found 
to be related to wider inequalities of age, gender8 and whether people 
live in cities or rural areas.9
According to a global survey,10 19.1 million Cameroonians (76 per 
cent of the population) have a mobile phone subscription. Thanks to the 
fall in the price of smartphones, from an average of £54 in 2014 to £36 
in 2018, most of the middle class now possess one, although they can be 
second-hand or of poor quality. Durability thus becomes a key concern, 
with people occasionally referring to their phones as ‘throronko’, meaning 
an unreliable brand. Owners sometimes find they end up spending more 
money because they bought a cheap handset. These basic smartphones 
do provide access to WhatsApp and Google for information, however, as 
well as YouTube. This access is important, as older people spend consid-
erable time watching videos on their phones.
As in Lusozi, people who have only a cheap smartphone brand may 
encounter problems of RAM or storage, limiting access to the latest soft-
ware and apps. A university lecturer who owned an iPhone noted that 
by the time he had installed his favourite apps (Facebook, WhatsApp, 
Figure 3.4 Survey undertaken in the field by researcher Charlotte 
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an Instagram photo collage application, Photogrid, LinkedIn Messaging, 
Gmail and Yahoo, among others), he had no more storage space left.
Cost as a barrier to access was not limited to these two fieldsites. 
In Brazil there was a considerable expansion in the use of smartphones 
among people with lower incomes following the launch of Motorola’s 
Moto G in 2013. In Japan many research participants gave the expense 
of ‘pay monthly’ plans as their reason for not having smartphones. A gov-
ernment bill aimed at lowering these fees11 resulted in long queues at 
many mobile phone shops in Kyoto, which subsequently advertised 
heavily discounted smartphone deals. This government pressure to make 
smartphones more accessible coincided with a push towards greater sur-
veillance through a new digital social security and tax number system 
(‘my number’), which ties together an individual’s financial, medical and 
social security data. Finally, there are fieldsites such as Dublin in which 
premium iPhone or Samsung Galaxy smartphones are ubiquitous. Since 
almost everyone can afford these smartphones, there is little sense of 
status competition.
Problems of access
Obtaining a smartphone may then open up further divides in the ability 
to afford access to data and the internet. A  daily gigabyte of data in 
Cameroon requires a weekly plan costing £14. Typically, participants with 
low incomes spent around £3.50 and middle- class participants around 
£10 a month on access. In fieldsites such as Santiago Wi- Fi is accessible 
free of charge in many places, for example metro stations, public libraries 
and squares. While older participants in Dublin could comfortably afford 
monthly payment plans, many had only a vague idea of the difference 
between data and Wi- Fi. When asked, they often said they would not 
download a film over Wi- Fi at home because they assumed that must 
incur an additional cost. Here an age- based digital divide has more to do 
with knowledge than income.
In Lusozi another reason some participants had no phones was 
the prohibitive costs of repair or replacement. Locally the cost of calls 
is known as airtime. In a survey of 50 mobile phone owners, 74 per 
cent topped up ‘airtime’ daily, buying the smallest available bundles for 
between 20 and 40 pence as and when needed; only one respondent 
topped up their phone monthly for the equivalent of £20. This suggests 
that phone calls and the internet would have become inaccessible to most 









are often used on a rationed basis. WhatsApp groups might be avoided 
in favour of less data- intensive messaging. Instagram and YouTube were 
rarely used, and data was switched on only when actually being used.
At the time of fieldwork, telecom providers in Uganda had stopped 
the sale of airtime scratch cards – previously the predominant method of 
topping up, especially in rural areas. This was considered a challenge by 
31 of Charlotte’s 50 participants, provoking comments such as ‘it’s hard 
to get airtime, especially at night’ and ‘it’s terrible, you have to move long 
distances to search for airtime’. Relatives in villages now had to travel to 
the nearest trading centre every time they wanted to top up their phones.
In Lusozi most participants were connected to electricity at home. 
Those without could use charging stations in shops, phone repair stores 
or internet cafés for the equivalent of 11 pence; others preferred to charge 
their phone at their workplaces. The relative longevity of older mobile 
phone batteries was often lauded. One older man replaced his smart-
phone with a ‘small phone’, explaining that he preferred not having to 
worry about charging. In northern Uganda solar panels are the primary 
source of electricity, and people in a village wait their turn to charge up 
their phones. For example, a woman whose mobile phone was mainly for 
keeping in touch with her children and relatives might spend between 2 
and 3 hours charging her phone from the solar panel she bought for £11 
for this sole purpose.
Problems of access also applied to the middle class of Yaoundé. 
Many participants love to play games on apps, but downloading these 
requires a stable connection and patience. The Central African region, 
in which Cameroon is situated, has the world’s lowest level of internet 
coverage: 25 per cent internet penetration in January 2018.12 Cameroon 
is in advance of this regional average, but behind most of the rest of 
Africa.13 App stores such as Google Play and the Apple Store require 
customer accounts which some smartphone users may not know 
how to operate, especially given that sometimes they discover that 
Cameroon is not within the ‘authorised zone’ for a particular app.14 The 
procedures seem ‘too technical, too long, too demanding’, requiring 
credit card numbers, Apple IDs and other things they may not have. At 
road intersections and in the marketplace one can find ‘downloaders’ 
(graveurs) who fix phones that are broken. They can also create fake 
accounts that make it appear that the owner is in France rather than 
Cameroon, in order to gain wider access.
Problems of access may also be a reflection of disability. Laila Abed 
Rabho from Dar al- Hawa, one of the authors of this volume, has been 
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the time before she lost her eyesight. Laila learned quite quickly to read 
and write using Braille; she graduated from university and went on to 
obtain her PhD. Until a year ago Laila had a ‘stupid’, simple mobile phone 
with no internet connection. She taught herself how to use the buttons 
and could send text messages and ring people, but she could not tell who 
was calling her. It was always a guess. Despite this, the phone made her 
life easier. When Laila left the house, she could still communicate with 
her family if required, or order a taxi through calling rather than texting. 
But that was pretty much the phone’s limit.
Laila bought her first smartphone a year before she became a 
researcher in this project. She chose an iPhone because she was informed 
that these have excellent built- in sound software for blind people. She 
used both her own money and a government grant provided to blind 
people in Israel. The grant money meant she was also entitled to free 
guidance from a specialist on the use of digital devices by people with dis-
abilities. He came to her house about eight times for two- hour sessions. 
This is not easy training, because you have to wait very patiently for the 
voice to say out loud what Laila is clicking on, which activates the accom-
panying voice. There is a gap of a few seconds between what appears on 
the iPhone screen and what the voice manages to describe. It is very dif-
ficult to get used to this pause in what others experience as an instantly 
responsive device.
At some points the voice just becomes unbearable for Laila. She 
turns it off many times through a double- click on the iPhone screen 
play button. The reading is not always smooth and often includes 
material that is not important to Laila, such as irrelevant signs within 
her Gmail. Yet the iPhone has changed her life, making it so much easier 
to be in touch with both fellow professionals and other blind people. 
Whether on messenger or email, the voice software that reads and 
writes is pretty good. Laila’s difficulties come from the visual side of 
the smartphone. Obviously she cannot see images; as she observes, ‘I 
don’t have Instagram, I don’t want to open an account, for what?’ Yet 
her WhatsApp group includes people who are not completely blind and 
who often do share images. This is frustrating as she cannot see them 
and has to ask the group to describe them. ‘I also hear the Quran and 
search for materials on Google more easily, like news. But I don’t know 
how to take pictures in my iPhone.’ Another thing that has helped Laila 
greatly is the dictionary:  as she explains, ‘if I  want to search for the 
meaning of a word, English or Arabic, I use the iPhone’.
In this short film Laila talks about her experience using her smart-
phone while researching with Maya for this book (Fig. 3.5).
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If I accidentally click on the wrong button or too many times and 
then all of a sudden my click brings up iCloud instead of my Gmail, 
and then my sister- in- law needs to help me and press the right 
button. Sometimes the WhatsApp is disappearing, and I cannot find 
it, and I have to let someone fix it.
Clearly for Laila what matters most is being able to proceed with her 
research and other activities by herself, and not having to resort to the 
assistance of others every time some function of her iPhone needs to be 
reset or a stage overcome that cannot be achieved without seeing the 
screen. Laila finds apps easier to use than the device itself. This is because 
it is the main smartphone interface where she feels if she touches the 
screen and gets something wrong, she cannot retrieve the place she had 
been at without help. Nevertheless, where previously she was mainly 
using her computer, by this stage she loves her frustrating smartphone.
There is a reason why this section on cost and access follows the 
discussion of the smartphone as a material object. It is often cost that 
brings the material qualities of smartphones to the fore. In Hobbis’s15 
study of smartphones in the Lau Lagoon region of the Solomon Islands, 
the key is in understanding the micro SD card. In his book After Access, 
Donner notes the impact of how people pay for their smartphone use, 
including the rise of a ‘metered mindset’ when people ‘remain aware of 
the incremental costs of using their devices’.16 In Lusozi, for example, 
many participants explained how they adapted their social media use 
to limit data costs, while airtime vendors are now a very visible feature 
of the urban landscape in Kampala and Yaoundé. Listening to the issues 
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faced by Laila, one is made conscious of the problems of getting one click 
wrong and the underlying technologies of the interface. Often materi-
ality is relative to what people cannot help but notice. These discussions 
also impact our conception of the smartphone itself – no longer a plat-
form of unlimited possibilities, but rather a tool based on careful priori-
tisation in order to achieve specific communicative ends.
Screen Ecology
Both of the next two sections derive from the earlier description of eth-
nography as holistic contextualisation. The first, ‘Screen Ecology’, situates 
the smartphone in its relation to other screens, such as tablets, computers 
and smart televisions. The second, ‘Social Ecology’, demonstrates that the 
owner is also not isolated as an individual. The smartphone may be shared 
by several different people. In most fieldsites people have access to a var-
iety of screens, as shown by the infographics for 30 research participants 
in NoLo and 146 people surveyed in Kyoto and Kōchi Prefecture, Japan 
(Figs 3.6 and 3.7).
Figure 3.6 Infographic showing the proportion of participants in 
NoLo who use different devices, based on a survey of 30 people aged 






Most participants in the Dublin fieldsites have a tablet, either 
a laptop or desktop, and increasingly a smart television in addition to 
their smartphones. The most common reason people give for selecting 
one or other is screen size. While some elderly participants have eyesight 
problems, making the size of the screen an issue, it seems that established 
routine is just as important. People claim that a smartphone is not suit-
able for watching a television programme, but in practice they do use 
smartphones to watch programmes on YouTube. Smartphones also have 
clear advantages of mobility and may be the only screen available to 
watch important sports events when outside the home.
In Dublin, the iPad had been a revelation for older people. Even 
those in their eighties and nineties, who had previously resisted using 
any form of computer, were soon contacting relatives and making photo 
albums on their tablets. By 2019, however, tablets were losing out to 
the new larger smartphones because of the latter’s mobility.17 Maia now 
facetimes people with her iPhone, though she keeps the iPad for her cre-
ative writing. Some people, however, went in the opposite direction of 
increasing iPad use. Eamon, for example, uses his iPad both as a camera 
and a phone, preferring the larger icons and screen for his ageing fingers. 
His iPad comes with him by train or car. To achieve his one- size- fits- all 
Figure 3.7 Infographic showing the proportion of particpants in the 
Japan fieldsite (Kyoto and Kōchi Prefecture) who use different devices, 
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commitment to the iPad, Eamon has also scaled his television viewing, 
including Netflix, down from the television to the tablet. For other Dublin 
participants, it is the laptop that dominates screen use. They bank online, 
shop online and generally access websites more easily through their 
laptop rather than smartphone apps. A woman in her forties finds phone 
apps clunky and inconvenient compared to the equivalent websites, and 
so avoids almost all apps.
For still others in Dublin, there has been some migration to the smart 
television – used not only for streaming television programmes but also 
other content that would benefit from a large screen, such as videos and 
photos from holidays or weddings. In summary, it is possible for an indi-
vidual to focus upon just one device such as a tablet or laptop as almost 
their sole point of online access. But this is rare and most people move 
between one screen and another depending upon the task involved. With 
the rise of cloud computing and automatic data synchronisation, people 
seamlessly employ the smartphone when out and about, the tablet when 
going to bed, the laptop for a sustained piece of writing and the television 
for a family Skype session. Finally, not every device has a screen, and 
the landline remains important to some older people in Ireland – mainly 
because they still have parents alive, perhaps in their nineties, who will 
never use anything else. By contrast in Bento, as everyday communi-
cation has migrated to WhatsApp, people have been deactivating their 
landlines, having become fed up with endless cold calling from people 
trying to sell them ‘stuff’.
It has been noted above that people in Yaoundé often have two 
smartphones corresponding to the two major phone networks, but they 
may also separate out their phones by usage. Retired people, for example, 
often reserve one smartphone for WhatsApp and one for other social 
networks such as Facebook. Almost everyone has a good- sized television 
and older people have radios, but very few have a laptop or a desktop 
computer. If present, laptops are just used for storing or transferring files 
such as photos or videos, in a similar way to traditional photo albums. 
The screen that dominates is the television, regarded as a family device 
rather than merely an individual screen. Generally once people have 
woken up, after prayer or perhaps sports, it seems an automatic reflex for 
them to turn on the television while having breakfast.
In Yaoundé David and Essy follow this routine of turning on the 
television after going to church at 6.00 a.m. Otherwise, screens may be 
distributed around the family. The couple use a tablet – a present from 
one of their sons, who is a doctor  – mainly for playing games such as 





online shopping. Each family member consults their own smartphone. 
Televisions may enter into this distribution as one son watches a second 
television. The smartphone is most commonly used to share videos and 
images; as with the television, these are often commented upon by friends 
and relatives. It is therefore common to overhear someone saying ‘Oh, 
have you seen this…?’ or ‘What do you think of that video a friend just 
sent?’ In a room with around 10 people, there is then a constant passing 
around of smartphones and chatting about their contents.
Screen Ecology is not just distributed around the family. The next 
example from Shanghai demonstrates how it can have quite a profound 
impact on the very nature of households and families. Mr Huang is used 
to his wife scolding him when he tries to finish reading a WeChat art-
icle on his smartphone after she has called him for dinner, although 
they agree it is all right to have the television news on during the meal 
(Fig. 3.8). The news mentions a flower show, so Mrs Huang checks the 
weather while her husband uses the Gao De app (a Chinese mapping and 
navigation app). This tells the couple that it will take them two hours by 
underground and bus to get there.
Figure 3.8 The dining area in Mr and Mrs Huang’s home in Shanghai, 
as re- created by Xinyuan Wang. The illustration shows how different 
screens are placed around the house.
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Just then the iPad, resting on a kitchen surface, rings. ‘It must be 
Xiaotao!’ Mrs Huang exclaims in delight. She fetches the iPad and places 
it on the dining table so they can speak to their grandson in Beijing, 
where her son- in- law works. They are only visited every three months, 
but her daughter gave Mrs Huang the iPad so they could WeChat on a 
bigger portable screen. From time to time Mr Huang takes photos of 
Mrs Huang happily talking with Xiaotao, and then sends them to the 
family WeChat group. While they are still talking Xiaotao’s Nainai (the 
child’s grandmother on his father’s side) has replied to these photos with 
WeChat cute stickers saying ‘nice shot’. Since she was visiting Xiaotao, 
she can then post photos of the video call from the other end. Mrs Huang 
in turn shares the photos with her WeChat group ‘Sisters’, which includes 
her three close female friends.
There is nothing exceptional about this dinner scenario. It involved 
at least eight screens in three locations within a single hour, with the 
images supporting moments of intergenerational bonding for a retired 
couple. An examination of the positioning of these screens reveals how 
they simultaneously reinforce the sense of their domestic surroundings, 
as well as incorporating more distant kin. In the past, placing family 
photographs around the rooms would have served the same purpose; 
now, thanks to these screens, it feels like those images have come alive. 
This domestic Screen Ecology is quite sophisticated. The bedroom 
includes another television, along with a laptop and desktop computer 
inherited from their daughter and used mainly by Mr Huang, but also a 
place to nap for their cat (Fig. 3.9).
In the early afternoon, if it is a nice day, the couple will sit on the 
balcony for a cup of tea, each of them on their own smartphone. The iPad 
means that Mrs Huang can either watch soap operas there or take the 
device into the kitchen to continue watching while she cooks. Cooking 
also involves making use of the ‘Go to Kitchen’ (Xia Chu Fang) app for 
her video-illustrated recipes and iQiyi – one of the largest online video 
sites in the world, used for six billion hours each month and often dubbed 
‘the Netflix of China’. After dinner, the couple prefer to use the desktop 
computer to play Chinese chess, do online shopping and check the stock 
market. One problem with Mrs Huang’s smartphone is that it tempted 
her to check how her stocks were doing every few minutes, which led 
to her deleting the app altogether. ‘My mind was controlled by this app; 
it’s like an addiction and very unhealthy. I  felt less happy those days,’ 
she commented. While the bedroom does contain a television, the most 
active screens are the couple’s two smartphones, including their allocated 




profiles (for Mrs Huang) and listening to history podcasts on the Ximalaya 
FM app (for Mr Huang).
The result exemplifies the contemporary experience of polymedia18 – 
the experience of living in an environment where most people have 
multiple media that complement one another at their fingertips. Each 
medium develops its own ‘ecological’ niche within the whole. The prior 
example from Yaoundé presented the ‘always on’ television that stands 
for the family as a whole, even as individuals are simultaneously looking 
at their smartphones. This makes a nonsense of treating smartphones in 
isolation, because the definition and experience of what they are is rela-
tive to the alternatives that simultaneously present themselves and the 
development of people’s ideas as to which is appropriate for each task.
Social Ecology
Just as smartphones only make sense relative to other screens, their 
owners need to be considered relative to other people, which is the 
Figure 3.9 The Huangs’ house plan, showing the two bedrooms. Plan 
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principal point of what we are calling Social Ecology.19 The clearest 
example comes from Lusozi where only four people out of the 50 phone 
survey respondents were the sole users of any particular phone, with 
the rest citing an average of three other people who shared access to 
their device. Such sharing might include their children, siblings, part-
ners, neighbours and friends, who use the devices to play games, take 
photos, call friends and play music. Sometimes respondents said they 
would refuse to lend their phone if they felt it was being ‘misused’ – for 
example, if someone else borrowed airtime from the phone, took up too 
much storage or wanted to make calls after midnight.
The cost of making calls is commonly circulated between family 
and friends, with 33 (66 per cent) of respondents reporting that they had 
shared airtime in the previous six months and 30 (60 per cent) reporting 
having received some. ‘Beeping’ is also common; this is when someone 
makes a call, then lets the phone ring once or twice before cancelling, 
in the hope that the other person will call them back and incur the cost. 
All these practices may enable resources to be distributed across social 
networks, which in turn consolidates such social interdependence.
Nakito and her son jointly own and run a hair salon in Lusozi 
(Fig. 3.10). While she has her own ‘small phone’ for work calls, she does 






not have enough money to buy her own smartphone, so she shares one 
with her son. On alternate weeks they take turns as the main phone 
holder, updating the password and background photo. That way, both 
Nakito and her son have periods of independent ownership, but can 
also use the phone at any time with permission from the current owner. 
Within the phone, there are certain apps that only one or other uses, for 
instance an app called ‘Love Quotes’, which Nakito’s son uses to choose 
messages for his girlfriend. He is also the one who knows how to load 
music on the phone from a memory card which they update regularly, 
especially when they hear something new they like on the radio. During 
the week Nakito looks for her own music on the phone, as she prefers 
Baganda20 songs. They have the same photos, mostly those Nakito has 
taken of her young grandchildren ‘to keep the memories’, especially on 
special occasions such as their birthdays.
Other instances of sharing are neither mutual nor egalitarian. 
Burrell,21 working elsewhere in Uganda, explores how sharing can 
also be used to reinforce social hierarchies. For example Acen, a single 
mother in Lusozi, has heard of the internet but does not know what it 
is. She regularly hears from other people that through the internet you 
can get to know what is happening outside of Uganda. Without edu-
cation, stable employment or support from the father of her children, 
she struggles to pay rent and school fees and cannot afford her own 
phone. Once or twice a month, Acen used to load some airtime onto a 
neighbour’s phone in order to communicate with her relatives at home 
in her village. The neighbours usually had to show her how to dial and 
make the call. Normally, she was calling to check on her relatives, to 
learn whether anyone was sick and to find out if everything was still 
stable. If Acen’s relatives needed to talk to her, they could also call the 
neighbour’s number. Last time she heard from her relatives, they told 
her that her mother was sick. Acen would have preferred to go back to 
the village in person to check on her, but she failed to raise the money for 
transport, so she sent them money instead.
At the time of the interview, Acen was waiting for an update on 
her mother’s health because she had not been able to call her relatives 
since then. She has faced some challenges when asking the neighbours 
to use the phone. Sometimes when they have seen her coming, she has 
overheard them complain that ‘she’s coming to disturb us’, leaving Acen 
now afraid to ask. She tried to ask a second neighbour instead, but she 
‘refused totally there and then’; the woman claimed that her phone did 
not have any battery and that she was always out. These experiences 
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have left Acen feeling ‘totally helpless’, but she is determined to be strong 
as she is now both ‘the mother and father’ of her children.
Often people in Lusozi said they had bought a phone for older 
relatives in the village to keep in contact with them as a means of caring 
for them at a distance. The situation was similar for the Palestinian popu-
lation of Dar al- Hawa, where around one- third of research participants 
received their smartphone from a family member rather than buying 
their own. Although Laila and Maya worked with single and widowed 
women, none of the main group of research participants lived alone. 
There is always the expectation that an individual will live with a 
member of their nuclear family, whether that is parents, children or 
siblings, which in turn has repercussions for how the smartphone is used 
in daily life. Since most older people are living in family homes, they are 
regularly involved in looking after grandchildren. These days that often 
means that the smartphone is being shared as the grandchildren watch 
kids’ shows on the grandparents’ smartphones. This is not always what 
the grandparent wants, but children in most regions have an impressive 
ability to cajole adults into letting them borrow their smartphones.
In regions where the extended family has largely disappeared, it 
can still be the case that the prime user of a smartphone is a couple rather 
than an individual. In Dublin a man who on principle had no phone at 
all would sometimes give his wife’s phone number as a contact to other 
people, or ask her to bring up Google Maps on her phone when he was 
driving. However, he would in turn do the couple’s banking on the home 
computer, as well as other tasks she was not fond of. Traditions of gender 
roles are often key. If the smartphone is conceptualised as a device for 
keeping in touch with family and friends, use of it may fall within the 
established role for the wife. Couples may then see their phones as 
interchangeable, knowing each other’s passwords and answering either 
phone if they happen to be nearest the device at the time, though this is 
not typical. A woman in the Dublin fieldsite also admits to playing up her 
lack of skills as a way of flattering her children’s skills:
Sometimes we don’t even mind playing a little bit naive to allow 
them to do it, so, you can say to them ‘You do that because you’re 
better’, like a little bit of a game playing roles.
This sharing within couples is examined in more detail in Figure 3.11. 
It is an infographic based on interviews with 12 Shanghai couples, 
segmented by age (Fig. 3.11). Currently the number of apps used declines 
with age. The couple in their forties tend to have in common apps such 
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as Dianping, a popular review and advice app (dubbed the ‘Chinese 
Yelp’), since this age group is more likely to try out new restaurants or 
visit unfamiliar areas. They also share functional apps for payments and 
trip information. People in their fifties and sixties tend to have entertain-
ment apps in common, such as videos and games, as they share retired 
leisure time. The survey suggests that couples over 70 have fewer apps in 
common, but the interviews reveal that the opposite is true. These older 
couples have become so interdependent and do so much together that 
they are commonly sharing the smartphones themselves, so that there 
is no point in replicating an app on both smartphones. For example, the 
taxi- hailing app Didi is usually found on only one smartphone between a 
couple in their seventies. ‘Taobao’ or ‘Pinduoduo’, both online shopping 
apps, are only downloaded to the wife’s smartphone, as traditionally it is 
the wife who takes care of the shopping. In this way, the smartphone has 
become a means by which people express their changing ideas of what it 
means to be a couple.
Social Ecology may refer to intergenerational links as well as 
couples. Surveying older people’s smartphones often revealed ringtones 
or games downloaded by children or grandchildren who had borrowed 
the phones. In Santiago, a student of Alfonso’s smartphone classes often 
Figure 3.11 Infographic showing the use of smartphone apps between 
12 couples in different age brackets in the Shanghai fieldsite. Survey 
undertaken by Xinyuan Wang.
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got angry with her grandson for taking her smartphone without permis-
sion. At one point she asked Alfonso to delete a video her grandson had 
downloaded which she found ‘disgusting’, as well as some games and 
apps that had already cost her roughly £60 – all were games and content 
related to girls. The problem is that her grandson has already registered 
his fingerprint with the phone and knows her password. During his 
smartphone class Alfonso advised her on how to change the security on 
her phone.
Networks
Both Screen Ecology and Social Ecology demonstrate why it is misleading 
to study smartphones merely as the relationship between a device and 
its individual owner. Even the household is insufficient as the basic unit, 
as the Huang family use their screens to link with other families who in 
turn have an array of screens. Smartphones often thereby link networks 
rather than just individuals. Before this project, an influential book by 
two senior social scientists called Networked22 suggested that, partly as 
a result of the rise of the internet and new communication technologies, 
we should think less in terms of people living in groups or within a com-
munity of proximity and more in terms of networks where the individual 
is now the hub. The main evidence from the Why We Post project, which 
studied social media, turned out to be opposed to this argument. Instead 
its researchers found social media was often used to repair and retain 
traditional groups such as the family and community.23
When it comes to the smartphone, which does so much more than 
social media, it is very hard to fit our findings within any particular trajec-
tory of sociality. It can be argued, however, that it is easier now to recon-
cile these apparently opposite trends – the shift to networks or the repair 
of groups. Both seem to be true simultaneously. On the one hand, the 
smartphone is constantly used as a hub that connects individuals through 
networks – linking us to our friends and relatives, for example, wherever 
they may be. On the other hand, in fieldsites such as Milan and Dublin, 
Facebook was found to be a major community site for posting about local 
activities such as community breakfasts, events at the local allotments, 
sports or ‘Tidy Towns’.24 The section on Screen Ecology showed how 
smartphones consolidate and expand families rather than replacing 
groups. We are more reconciled to the concept of networks when these, 
as in the Chinese case, refer to smartphones connecting networks, rather 








Similar points apply if we turn from the way that smartphones net-
work people to the way they act as a control hub for networking things. 
For decades we have also been told that we are just about to experience 
something called the ‘Internet of Things’25 as a significant change in our 
lives, leading also to new concerns with the potential security issues.26 
Many of the claims made for the ‘Internet of Things’ reflect the hype of 
commercial desires. Yet even if this is still far from flourishing, in Dublin 
we can start to observe the first shoots. There were rare occasions of 
people using their smartphones to control domestic devices, such as 
turning on the heating systems in preparation for when they get home 
or being able to check security systems while abroad. The first video 
doorbells are being installed. It is now reasonably common for people 
in Dublin to Bluetooth link their smartphone to their car, to permit long 
conversations while driving. For example, one man routinely reports to 
his sister at length while driving home from visiting their elderly father. 
Phone assistants are not as yet used much to link with other devices. 
Some speak to Siri, but while many people in Dublin have Alexa, it is 
almost invariably relegated in practice to a voice- activated radio. This is 
all quite limited, but it does suggest that the smartphone is destined to 
grow in importance as a kind of remote- control hub for interacting with 
other technologies as a network.
Conclusion
Using the word ‘context’ in this chapter’s title is not intended to make 
the chapter sound like just a scene- setting background or introduction to 
this book before getting to the meat in the sandwich. In fact the materials 
presented here, as in  chapter 2, describe important components of what 
smartphones are and the consequences of their popularity. This chapter 
helps us to understand how smartphones have an impact as material 
objects. Their value may be used to express status or expose us to theft. 
Their costs may be a significant burden for people with low incomes. For 
some owners, smartphones transform their relationship to sibling screen 
technologies such as laptops, tablets and television.
When smartphones are shared, they help to constitute relationships 
within couples and to others. These are mutual relationships, which 
explains why our term for ethnography, holistic contextualisation, is 
so important. The phrase clearly implies that context is reciprocal. It 
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relationships. Relations between husbands and wives may be the con-
text for understanding smartphone use, but smartphones have become 
part of everyday life that forms the context for how couples now relate 
to each other. In the case of the Huang family in Shanghai, the point was 
not simply that many different screens were being employed. It was 
rather that through understanding the internal relationship between the 
devices, we came to appreciate both the nature of domestic relationships 
and changes in the way the family operates, as the screens enable them 
to incorporate relatives outside the immediate household.
Previously, the walls of the domestic space created a divide between 
a household living within and an external family living elsewhere. Only 
the photographs on display were evidence of this wider sphere. Today, 
through using these multiple screens as polymedia, wider kin can appear 
within the domestic space, popping up regularly on WeChat links or video 
links. We can then ask whether this incorporation of the wider family is 
something new – or a return to the more traditional extended family that 
people experienced in China before they moved into the cities? The point 
is that Screen Ecology contributes as much to explaining family dynamics 
as Social Ecology does.
Similarly, issues of cost and access are not simply the eco-
nomic aspect of martphones  – nor are their implications limited to 
understanding who gets to use what. Both reflect and impact upon 
wider relationships of inequality and power. A  person who depends 
upon their neighbours for charging or gaining access to a phone opens 
themselves up to insult and humiliation. Digital divides can become 
chasms. On one side are those who have access and can thereby 
become part of global communications  – something the smartphone 
achieves by bringing migrant families together irrespective of where 
they live. On the other side are those who cannot afford access or lack 
the requisite knowledge and skills. They do not remain static in the 
face of technology, but are rather transformed into a digitally illit-
erate underclass compared to their peers. By contrast, in Bento this 
situation may in fact create positive networks of care, as people have 
to seek help from their friends, creating the solidarity of interdepend-
ence. Thinking in terms of context is especially important for a device 
such as the smartphone – one that can become a kind of control hub 
from which a proliferation of other technologies and other people are 
organised. Few objects can have ever been quite so embedded in our 
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From apps to everyday life
Fieldsites:  Bento  – São Paulo, Brazil. Dar al- Hawa  – Al-Quds 
(East Jerusalem). Dublin  – Ireland. Lusozi  – Kampala, Uganda. 
Kyoto and Kōchi – Japan. NoLo  – Milan, Italy. Santiago  – Chile. 
Shanghai – China. Yaoundé – Cameroon.
Introduction: not starting with apps
The temptation when examining a smartphone is to imagine that it is, 
in essence, an app machine, reducible to the various apps of which it is 
comprised. Apps, in turn, could be understood as the mechanisms that 
align the smartphone to some particular purpose associated with that 
app. If so, answering the question ‘what is an app?’ would go a long way 
towards answering one of our project’s main questions: what is a smart-
phone? However, ethnography approaches this question from observ-
able use, not potential use. On that basis this chapter will unfold as an 
account of people orientated not to apps, but rather to tasks. To help 
them accomplish these, they may employ combinations of appropriate 
bits of various apps.1
This chapter will also consider clearly relevant externalities. These 
are the work of developers, who may not appear within the ethnography 
themselves, but whose creation of apps and envisaging of tasks is very 
apparent in the smartphone itself. There will also be continuity with our 
consideration of smartphones as material objects presented in  chapter 3. 
Apps are also objects; exposed on a smartphone’s screen in the form of 
icons, they spring to life when touched. As icons, apps can be relocated 
to different screens and organised within folders according to particular 
interests, function or frequency of use. Apps also vary hugely in the 
degree to which they have become general or single purpose elements 









If this chapter progresses from apps to the tasks of everyday 
life, then this trajectory reflects one of our main methodologies  – one 
designed to elicit a comprehensive coverage of apps. But because this 
methodology took the form of stories about their usage, the apps were 
instantly transformed from isolated technologies within the smartphone 
to being viewed within the context of everyday life. After following that 
trajectory, this chapter will shift still further towards apps understood 
within ordinary usage by focusing on one particular genre of deploy-
ment:  that in relation to health. This will lead to a further conclusion, 
reinforcing our perspective of understanding apps from deployment, not 
from technological properties. The apps involved in health were mostly 
not those designed for that purpose. We are not trying to suggest that 
usage is in opposition to design. Rather we reveal that many apps – as 
well as the handsets of smartphones – have been designed in so open a 
fashion that only through the creative imagination of users do the possi-
bilities within an app emerge into the light.
The app interviews
When planning the ethnography, the team agreed that each of us would 
interview at least 25 participants about their smartphone apps. The 
interviews were to be carried out in quite a specific manner. Instead of 
talking to people about their smartphone use in an abstract or general 
way, we would ask them to open up their smartphones so that we could 
see every single app present on every single screen, and then discuss 
these one by one (Fig.  4.1). In the case of Android phones, this might 
include both home screens and the background app drawer.
This method was essential because when going through the apps 
in this systematic fashion, participants would frequently remark that 
they had quite forgotten that they used this or that app. As with so much 
of everyday life, such things are quickly taken for granted and memory 
requires prompting. Often pointing to an app icon on the smartphone 
screen stimulated a detailed story or discussion that would not have 
otherwise arisen. Without actually inspecting the smartphone app by app, 
we would have been unlikely to have garnered this more comprehensive 
encounter with the sheer range of tasks that now involve smartphones. 
This method also gave us a sense of how many apps were being used and 
which these were, as shown in these two summaries.
The chart (Fig. 4.2) shown on p. 82 is based on information from 
30 participants in Shanghai with an average age of 59. It suggests that 
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the older people are, the fewer apps they use. But it is possible that, as the 
currently middle- aged group age further, these differences will diminish. 
Taking this group as a whole, the average number of apps in use is 24.5. 
On page 82 the first chart relates this to age and gender, while the second 
(Fig. 4.3) indicates which apps are most common.
In the case of Dublin, there were 57 such interviews across the two 
fieldsites, with participants’ ages ranging from their forties to their eighties. 
As with Shanghai, the survey only included apps that were used, excluding 
those that are just present on the smartphone. Before considering apps 
per se, there are the inbuilt functions that almost everyone uses. These 
would include the camera, the clock/ alarm feature, the torch, the voice 
phone and text messaging. Next come the apps that at least 80 per cent of 
users would employ, including WhatsApp, an email app such as Gmail, a 
calendar app and a browser app such as Chrome or Safari.
Apps used by more than 50 per cent but less than 80 per cent of 
participants included transport apps such as Dublin Bus and Irish Rail, 
Figure 4.1 A typical Samsung Galaxy screen, showing different apps. 




news apps such as RTÉ news, Journal.ie, the BBC, The Irish Times, the 
Independent or the Guardian, weather apps such as Met Eireann or YR, 
photo apps such as Gallery or Google Photos, radio apps such as RTÉ 
radio, airline apps such as RyanAir or Aer Lingus, webcam apps such as 
Skype or Facetime, music apps such as Spotify or iTunes and map apps 
such as Google Maps, as well as Facebook, Facebook Messenger and 
YouTube. Examples of less commonly used apps are included in this 
infographic (Fig. 4.4).
Figure 4.2 The average number of apps in different age and gender 
groups in the Shanghai fieldsite. Survey of research participants 
undertaken by Xinyuan Wang in 2018.
Figure 4.3 The chart above represents the 10 most commonly used 
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Typically, an older user might employ between 25 and 30 functions 
and apps on their smartphones. Younger people in the same fieldsites 
might reach up to 100 actively used apps and the proportion of young 
people using many of the apps listed above would be much higher.
We might have been expected to present more such quantified 
results. However, having carried out this exercise, the team felt that the 
results are better understood as visualisations of what are essentially 
qualitative observations. The real benefit from these interviews was 
the in- depth stories and accounts of usage they produced. As quantified 
figures, these are likely to be misleading. Reasons for this include the 
problem of defining exactly what it means to say an app is used or not 
used. An app may have been put there by one’s children, for example. In 
many cases, it was downloaded, used once and then never again; but then 
again it may have been used two or three times, with people tending to be 
vague about this. They might say they did not use it and then suddenly 
remember occasions when they did. Secondly, an app can be just one of 
Figure 4.4 A selection of the most commonly used apps in the Irish 
fieldsites, based on 57 interviews. Please note that the illustration is not 




several forms of access. If a person has an app for Tripadvisor on their 
phone, but then declares that actually they mainly access Tripadvisor dir-
ectly through their browser, rather than through the app, should they be 
recorded as using Tripadvisor or not?
Thirdly, there are all the complications documented in  chapter  3 
under the headings of ‘Social Ecology’ and ‘Screen Ecology’. If a person 
does not have banking apps on their phone because their partner does 
the banking, is this a vicarious presence of banking apps on their phone? 
If they use the apps on an iPad instead of their phone, is this a sort of 
smartphone access? Or should it be considered irrelevant to the way they 
use their smartphones? This is why, both in this instance and throughout 
this volume, we tend to be circumspect in the presentation of quantified 
results, often placing greater trust in their qualitative aspects. It is the 
details of how they are employed and the consequences of that employ-
ment that matter – not trying to define what exactly counts as use and 
what does not, or calculating the exact percentage of use among what are 
in any case quite small and specific groups of people.
Scalable Solutionism
All of this begs the question of what an app really is. The word ‘app’ 
is itself in some ways misleading, since it groups together some very 
different beasts. Often an app is better understood as a term for a zoo, 
rather than an individual creature. A recent book called Appified3 helps 
to clarify this point. Each of its 30 chapters is dedicated to a different app 
and named after it. One of these chapters is called ‘Is it Tuesday?’.4 This 
app is an intentional joke, as the only thing the app does is answer the 
question of whether today is Tuesday (Fig.  4.5). So far we have found 
it to be accurate. The app reveals the way in which we use humour and 
irony to address our perception of this new app culture – a perception 
best summarised by the phrase ‘there’s an app for that’. As the author of 
that chapter observes, if to the hammer everything looks like a nail, then 
to the app developer everything looks like a problem that can be solved 
by an app. These observations lead the author to a discussion of topics 
such as micro- functionality and solutionism.
At the opposite end of the spectrum is a Chinese app discussed in 
another chapter of the same book.5 From social media to paying water 
bills, WeChat is the ultimate Swiss Army penknife of the app world, fea-
turing many more functions than, for example, Facebook. The chapter’s 
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Figure 4.5 A screengrab of the ‘Is it Tuesday?’ app for iPhones. The 
screen shows how many times the user has checked whether today is 
Tuesday, as well as how many checks have been done globally on that 
day. Screenshot taken by Georgiana Murariu.
apps, based around texting, that tend to develop the incremental func-
tionality that lies behind their success. The app develops an underlying 
infrastructure that can then be turned into pretty much anything that 
users might require from their smartphones, ranging from a way to pay 
for goods, to a means of obtaining a doctor’s appointment, to possibly 
hundreds of other applications which might, in other contexts, have each 
represented a stand- alone app.
In the more technologically focused literature, the emphasis will 
tend to be on the term affordance, meaning that the design of an app will 
lead to a propensity for people to use it in some particular manner. From 
an ethnographic perspective, however, an app is only what users actu-
ally do with it. So it is equally important to observe the opposite process, 
starting from complexity and going back to simplicity: the wine drinker 
who has a Swiss Army penknife, but only ever uses the corkscrew. For 




in Santiago, he found that for some students YouTube turned out to be, 
in terms of their daily use of it, reduced to one single functionality – that 
of playing music. During her research in Brazil, Marília found that one 
of her research participants in Bento uses Facebook solely as a means to 
remember birthdays.
We will use the term ‘Scalable Solutionism’ to refer to both of these 
arguments. Firstly these two apps – ‘Is it Tuesday?’ and WeChat – represent 
two extremes:  the app with a single micro- function and the app that 
aspires to be useful for everything. Most apps lie somewhere between these 
two. This is one form of Scalable Solutionism. The term also applies to an 
equally important factor discussed in the paragraph above. This suggests 
that an app is not only what its designers created and intended. Mostly 
an individual user has a problem they want to solve or a particular task in 
mind. For them the app is simply that part of its potential that is relevant 
to their concerns, and which may become for them the totality of that app.
Choosing the word ‘solutionism’ is significant because the term 
signifies another important consequence of the rise of app culture. An 
example comes from a study of digital infrastructure and start- ups by 
anthropologist Katrien Pype. She works in Kinshasa, in the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, where she observes more than just how people 
make and use apps. Pype argues that the rise of digital technologies has 
had a more general impact on the way people consider the world around 
them:6 it has in fact promoted a concept of solutionism. In Kinshasa there 
is now a whole discourse about ‘solvability’, a concept that resonates 
with the narratives of development aid, but is now also internalised as 
the promise of digital solutions to various aspects of the urban predica-
ment. This would be a local example of what Morozov in his book To Save 
Everything, Click Here has exposed as a global tendency towards such a 
technological solutionism.7
The implication follows  chapter  2 in acknowledging that an 
important consequence of smartphones sometimes lies in the field of 
discourse rather than usage. Developments in the field of digital tech-
nology are creating a whole new language and set of expectations. 
People now tend to see the world more through the lens of solving 
problems and the imagination of ‘vivre mieux’ (living a better life). This 
is embedded in official discourses about technology and the idea of 
‘smart cities’. Yet this utopian vision, when situated in the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, was very far from people’s actual experience 
of poor infrastructure and restricted internet access. When it comes to 
finding actual solutions people turn to ‘smart from below’, a concept 
also developed by Pype.
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How the world changed the app
The obvious result of a ‘smart from below’ perspective would be that apps 
are deployed according to local and cultural concerns. The comparative 
book from the Why We Post project was called How the World Changed 
Social Media.8 The title followed the observation that far from social 
media homogenising the world, each fieldsite saw quite different uses of 
the same platform. That project in turn followed an earlier publication, 
Tales from Facebook,9 which examined what Facebook looks like when it 
is studied through its use by people in Trinidad. Facebook came to incorp-
orate many quite specific features of Trinidadian society. As a result, 
unless one is able to understand terms such as commess and bacchanal, 
which refer to the particular ways in which gossip and scandal operate 
in Trinidad, it is not possible to understand properly what Trinidadian 
Facebook is.
The differences are still clearer through a direct comparison of 
the visuals posted on Facebook in Trinidad and England.10 The Why We 
Post project showed similar diversity across all the fieldsites studied. For 
example, low- income Brazilians might post pictures of themselves near 
swimming pools and gyms to show their aspirations, while low- income 
Chileans followed the opposite ethos of seeing Facebook as a place to 
show the reality of their actual lives.11 Acknowledging the importance of 
cultural differences in the use of social media will also apply to the use of 
smartphones. It is not just that in one region people use WhatsApp and 
in another they use WeChat. There are regional differences in the way a 
single platform such as Facebook is used, such that ethnographers are 
dealing with multiple Facebooks rather than just one.
One facet of this diversity derives not from differences in the usage 
of a single app, but from the way that people combine apps in carrying out 
tasks. A shift away from a focus on apps is particularly important when 
working with older people. We can demonstrate this with the example of 
Fernanda from Bento. Extremely organised and in charge of both family 
and her own business finances, she puts her entire ‘to do’ list into her 
calendar, including bills to be paid. Most of the bills come by email. When 
the right day comes, she accesses her bank app to make the payment and 
shares the receipts, such as with her landlord, using WhatsApp.
None of this is unexpected. Others, however, bypass the obvious 
app for achieving these tasks and go about them in a more roundabout 
manner. For example Susana, a migrant to Santiago from Venezuela, does 
not use her banking app. When she wants to pay a bill, she will google her 








to complicate things still further. She needs to forward a bill through her 
email to her sister, but she does not know how to do this. What she actu-
ally does is take a screenshot of the bill from within her email app. She 
then goes to the gallery app and shares this screengrab with her sister 
through WhatsApp. It was often the fact that they did not understand 
how to use one app ‘properly’ that led older people to be highly creative in 
adapting others. They make it clear why merely listing the affordances of 
individual apps would not get us very far. These people are not concerned 
with apps but with paying bills. In order to accomplish this task, they 
use combinations of apps in ways that may not have been originally 
envisaged by app developers. However, these examples are exceptional. 
To make this point more generally, the following section delves into a 
whole genre of app usage.
Health beyond solutionism
This research project started with a commitment to helping to facilitate 
initiatives within the scope of mHealth. As such, it followed the literature 
on mHealth, which is mainly concerned with the current development 
of bespoke apps for smartphones.12 Typically, these might be symptom-
checking apps, apps for rehabilitation exercises or apps for better sleeping 
or fitness. In other words, mHealth is a prime example of solutionism, 
based on the hope that for every health problem there is a potential app 
that might at least contribute towards a solution. The results of this part 
of the project will be published elsewhere, but the original intention was 
quickly undermined by our findings as ethnographers.
We decided to focus upon mHealth since the age group we were 
targeting are themselves increasingly affected by health issues. It was 
soon apparent, however, that this did not mean there was much uptake 
of mHealth apps of any kind. For example, in a survey undertaken by 
Alfonso at a cultural centre for older adults in Santiago, he found that out 
of 64 participants, 52 of them (81 per cent) did not use bespoke mobile 
health apps. Of those who did use apps related to health, none were the 
kind of biomedical apps usually considered as mHealth. In several of the 
fieldsites, the health- related apps that were evident would have been 
almost entirely what could be considered as a kind of ‘soft health’, such 
as step counting, meditation and diet- related apps. In Dar al- Hawa, Laila 
and Maya similarly found that none of the 27 women interviewed (all 
aged over 40) used an mHealth app, though they had vaguely heard of 
them. For example, Hala knew of an app for a local health clinic and used 
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her smartphone to make contact, but she felt no reason to download their 
app because she lived nearby.
Yet, if anything, these older people were using smartphone apps 
even more for health than we had envisaged. It was just that they did 
not follow the solutionist route of finding the app designed for a spe-
cific health problem. Instead, they adapted, combined and made rele-
vant the apps that they used for other purposes. In Yaoundé, 19 out of 65 
research participants (29 per cent) said they often used health- related 
applications. This might be a bespoke app if this was pre- installed, such 
as a step-counter. But mostly it was the use of the ubiquitous smartphone 
apps. In general, uses of the smartphone for health fall into three cat-
egories: nutrition- related, sports- and fitness- related, and medical task- 
related, such as apps for sleep tracking or medication. A common usage 
of smartphones is where people google and carry out YouTube searches 
for medicinal plants and other health- related information. The variety 
of plants researched ranged from a woman who used the ‘King of Herbs’ 
plant for skin problems, as well as citronella and palm oil for stomach 
aches, to another who used guava leaves as a cure for thyroid problems. 
A former administrative executive regularly asks his WhatsApp group for 
general information and advice on rheumatism and prostate cancer, two 
of the most common health problems within this population.
This short film (Fig. 4.6) illustrates the use of the smartphone in 
sourcing traditional medicines.







Similarly, the main ‘health’ app used by Dar al- Hawa’s seniors is 
their WhatsApp group, where people forward messages about proper 
diet and sports for older people. Messages also circulate about diabetes, 
of which there is a high incidence among the Arab population13 in al- 
Quds. There might be more of these messages before one of the various 
holidays, since these are times when people traditionally tend to eat 
sweets and festive foods.
A genre of bespoke health- related apps that are used in some 
fieldsites are those provided by medical insurance companies. These 
may, for example, allow photographs of invoices to be sent through the 
app which speeds up the payment of claims, a facility found in use in 
Dublin. By comparison, people in Bento generally struggle with apps that 
allow them, for example, to make appointments; they find ways around 
them through using configurations of other apps. In Bento, Sandra 
uses the Unified Health System (SUS) and tried to use the Agenda Fácil 
app – which, in addition to making appointments on the public network, 
also generates a digital version of the national health card. However, 
because she finds it difficult to use this app, Sandra takes a picture of her 
card and saves the image to a folder in Google Drive. When she goes to 
appointments, she opens the file and shows the card on her smartphone 
screen.
It may not even be apps that are the key to deploying the smart-
phone for health purposes. In Lusozi the crucial impact of phones in 
relation to health comes through the movement of money. Voice calling 
and mobile money are the most ubiquitous uses of mobile phones, often 
connecting people to their relatives in distant villages. A phone call will 
be made to ‘check’ on these relatives or to request financial assistance, 
which can then be followed with a transfer via mobile money.
Across two separate surveys, Charlotte asked people about their last 
three phone calls: who these were with, the purpose of the call and the 
duration of the call. A total of 195 respondents offered replies about 585 
phone calls. A breakdown of the main aims of these calls is given in the 
chart featured below (Fig. 4.7). Many calls were for seeking or sending 
‘help’, sometimes in the form of money or sometimes food; people 
explained that ‘he wanted me to help him’ or ‘she called to send money 
home to my sister’. Many calls in the first two categories of checking on 
relatives or sending money were in relation to health. In addition, 16 per 
cent of phone calls were made solely for health purposes. This includes 60 
calls for updates on family health: ‘she was sick so I called to find out how 
she woke up’ or ‘he was telling me about his father’s sickness’. A further 
 
 

























Sending / receiving money
Checking
Nature of last three phone calls among research 
participants in Kampala (Total number of calls = 585)
Figure 4.7 Chart of the last three phone calls among research 
participants in Godown, Kampala. Survey undertaken by Charlotte 
Hawkins.
23 calls were made directly to health professionals, including 15 doctors 
and 8 nurses. These were described as ‘doing follow- up’, ‘calling to con-
firm the medication’ or ‘to know if my health was improving’.
Mobile money is often lauded as an example of adapting tech-
nology to requirements ‘from below’, offering financial flexibility and 
connection.14 In Lusozi this practice is now embedded in daily life, for 
example to support elderly parents’ health at a distance. Almost all the 
research participants here use mobile money. With 33 mobile money 
vendors in Lusozi alone, it is the most conveniently accessible form of 
financial transfer and banking. People sending money take cash to an 
agent, who arranges the transfer to the recipient’s phone number via their 
mobile. Charlotte also asked participants about the last three times they 
had sent or received mobile money. Of 130 recorded remittances, 37 (28 
per cent) were for ‘help’, which could include anything from money for 
upkeep, food, ‘pocket money’ or gifts. This was followed by 32 remittances 
(25 per cent) for health purposes, which could include hospital bills, 





The ways in which mobile money is used are explained in the short 
film featured here (Fig. 4.8).
The ethnographic evidence complicates assumptions that dotcom 
technologies are facilitating increasing individualism and selfishness. 
Instead, this shows how dotcom can also facilitate family obligations 
and respect, even at a distance. One woman explained that she is the 
only person providing for her parents at home with money. Recently her 
mother had had a stomach ulcer, so she sent her money to go to hos-
pital. A village elder noted that ‘life’s easier now with phones’, as they 
are able to communicate family problems to relatives in the city who can 
‘mobilise’ necessary funds.
WhatsApp has also been commonly adopted for health purposes in 
Kampala. Large WhatsApp groups for sharing information are common 
in neighbourhoods, or among service professions such as nurses. During 
a recent outbreak of cholera in Lusozi, the Ministry of Health sent not 
only radio and television announcements but also text messages to 
people in affected areas; these were then circulated on WhatsApp. At the 
government hospital all of the staff are part of a WhatsApp group where 
announcements are made. Each department also has its own WhatsApp 
group, through which people can let one another know if they are going 
to have to miss work or provide updates about patients and medical 
supplies. They can even circulate information with networks through 
WhatsApp groups outside the hospital. As one electrician explained, ‘in 
that group of mine, one is a teacher, one is a doctor ... so any information 
Figure 4.8 Film: Mobile money in Uganda. Available at http://bit.ly/
mobilemoneyuganda.
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one of them gets, I have to get it here’. A woman explained that she had 
‘learned so much’ about health from WhatsApp  – for example how to 
check for breast cancer, as well as nutritional information.
Our project was focused upon older people rather than the elderly. 
As a result a common health issue comprised looking after frail parents, 
who might be in their nineties.15 Scrolling through the phone history of 
Frances from Ireland, it is evident that around 80 per cent of all voice 
calls and text messages received and sent related to organising care for 
her frail father. Since a recent fall, he is more or less bed- bound and needs 
to be changed, washed and cared for there. The state provides Frances 
with 10 hours a week of care, but this has become her full- time work for 
the rest of the time – so much for her dreams of retirement. In the last 
month alone, she has sent 270 texts concerned with her father’s care. 
This need percolates through her smartphone. For example, Frances 
has a voice recorder that records all her phone calls; she can then use 
this to produce evidence of her conversations with the care authorities 
when they dispute her claims about promised care. She also carries a 
power bank everywhere to ensure her phone never runs out of battery. 
Of her four WhatsApp groups, two are family groups concerned with 
organising her father’s care and two concern sailing. Her father has a 
Doro brand phone (a simple phone devised for use by the elderly) so that 
he can talk to his sister. Given that the sister in question is in the early 
stages of Alzheimer’s, these may be long conversations that drift in many 
directions. (Another participant, Stephanie, purchased the same phone 
for her 89- year- old mother- in- law.) The result is a smartphone almost 
entirely used for health purposes – but none of this involves mHealth-
related apps. Instead it is all about Frances’s creativity in engineering her 
everyday use of a smartphone into an effective tool for looking after her 
father.
Finally, the evidence from Japan points to possible future uses of 
smartphones in relation to a wider health technology. Technology here is 
at the forefront of the country’s strategy for coping with a rapidly ageing 
population and a shortfall of care workers. An ecosystem of devices, 
including wearables, alarms and motion sensors, has been designed to 
prolong the time that elderly people can continue living at home, redu-
cing the burden on both families and local healthcare institutions. Costs 
for care technologies are reimbursable by the state’s long- term care 
insurance system after a complex, needs- based assessment.16 The policy 
is to augment face- to- face care with technology rather than replace it.
Kawamura san, an 85- year- old man living alone in rural Kōchi, 






alert local care services to any unusual immobility. He also had an emer-
gency alarm button which he could press if he fell. Kawamura san was 
still strong enough to chop wood to heat his evening baths in his out-
side bathing house, but regular visits from a local member of the social 
welfare office were integral to ensure that he was getting the support 
necessary to continue his independent living for as long as possible. 
In a similar manner Toriyama san, a Kyoto man who lived with his 
78- year- old mother, explained that she had been able to come off blood 
pressure medication completely with the help of Japanese traditional 
medicine (kampo) and daily home monitoring via a blood pressure 
device. Through a combination of self- monitoring and her son’s daily 
encouragement of walks and a healthy diet, she was helped to make posi-
tive changes leading to better health.
Apps and screens
Through these various examples of usage, the ethnographies show why 
the focus is on tasks rather than on apps per se. But there is a highly sig-
nificant property of the smartphone that underlies this shift in emphasis. 
The design of the smartphone facilitates this reconfiguring of apps in 
combination, as people can now shift easily between apps that appear 
as adjacent icons on the screens of their smartphones. This makes it 
important to understand how people organise those screens and the 
app icons they contain, usually as part of their general customisation 
of smartphones after purchase. The organisation of apps is often cen-
tral to the way owners turn their smartphones into a kind of control hub 
that can marshal associated apps together, making them especially con-
venient. In effect there are two such control hubs: the remote- control hub 
discussed in  chapter 3 in relation to the ‘Internet of Things’ and also a 
more internally focused control hub, considered here, which is based on 
the organisation of apps within the smartphone.
Creating this control hub is not always a simple operation. One of 
the complications introduced in the discussion of Screen Ecology was 
the fact that some people are working with apps spread across different 
devices, including tablets and laptops, as well as smartphones. There are 
three main observable changes. The first is deleting unused apps and 
gathering the most commonly used apps on the initial screen. The second 
change is nesting apps around particular functions (Fig. 4.9). Many users 
now have a news icon, which includes all those apps that have to do with 
news, as well as a sports icon, travel icon or finance icon used in similar 
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ways. The third change is simply placing apps in juxtaposition to each 
other, usually because they are often used together. There are exceptions, 
however. Alessandra from NoLo has carefully organised the apps on her 
phone into alphabetical order, while in Milan Bruno, a retired architect 
originally from Sardinia, colour coordinates his apps.
When it comes to older people, their screens may require some inter-
pretation. In general, researchers found that the older people with whom 
we mainly worked were less knowledgeable about how to organise their 
screens than younger people; as they gained experience, however, they 
quickly caught up. Some older people have a single app on each screen 
Figure 4.9 Example of how the process of nesting icons helps to make 





because no one has shown them how to consolidate apps. In her smart-
phone class in Dar al- Hawa, Maya dedicated an entire lesson to learning 
about the multiple screens on smartphones and what a ‘home screen’ is. 
The students often had difficulty searching for particular apps during 
a class. An app that most participants wanted special assistance with 
downloading was Waze, but it seemed they needed to know their way 
around the smartphone before they could use it to navigate around the 
city. During an interview in Bento, Rita revealed that she only recognises 
half the apps on her home screens and uses only 23 of the 45 apps on her 
smartphone.17 As an accountant, Eduardo has 104 apps of which he uses 
70, meaning that there are 34 he either does not use or does not know 
how to use. In proportional terms he is outdone by Iara, however, who 
knows very little about almost two- thirds (35 out of 55) of the apps on 
her phone.
By contrast Esteban, a Peruvian migrant and successful busi-
nessman now living in Santiago, is very careful with the organisation of 
his three home screen pages. Apps appear strictly according to the fre-
quency of usage, with a decline in usage or redundancy condemning an 
app to the less frequently used screen to the right. The third page is a kind 
of condemned cell, containing apps destined to be deleted. Esteban also 
organises folders of apps according to uses. As he discussed his smart-
phone, he explained the apps within his ‘travel/ taxi’ folder, including 
Booking.com, Latam (an airline app), Tripadvisor, Airbnb, Despegar 
(a travel agency), Hoteles.com, Latam Play (an in-flight entertainment 
app) and Wallet. However, he also took the opportunity to move Cabify 
from there to his ‘Maps’ folder, which also contained Google Earth, Apple 
Maps, Google Maps, Waze and Uber. He highlights in his home screen 
his ‘most important app’, that of the ATP Tour – Esteban plans to travel 
next year to Europe and follow the tennis tournaments. He also notes 
his ‘most important’ folder, that dedicated to ‘Music’, which includes 
Panamericana (Peruvian radio), Peru Radio, A la carta (a television app), 
Spotify, Music Player, Radio Union and Oasis FM (a Chilean radio station 
with music and very little news; Esteban says he does not want to hear 
‘depressing stuff’). He also has a couple of health apps, one of which is 
to remind him to take his medication (he suffers from a heart condition). 
Esteban has also set up an iPhone facility for making an emergency call, 
which only requires him to press the volume and ‘unlock’ button.
Many participants could be considered either ‘housekeepers’ or 
‘hoarders’. Housekeepers take control of the organisation of their apps, 
keeping their smartphones tidy, while hoarders may be overwhelmed by 
the proliferation of apps on their phone and lose control. Our interviews 
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also provided a sense of apps as a sign of people’s attitude to time. Some 
mention apps that are downloaded because they envisage a future need, 
while others download apps only when they have to. Some delete an app 
as soon as they no longer need it, but others retain the app just in case 
they need it again.
Where do apps come from?
Apps do not appear out of the ether. They are created and owned by 
companies that mostly seek profits. In the app business there is a dis-
tinction between clients and users, with clients being those who pay 
for the development and maintenance of the apps. A user may also pay 
for an app, but nowadays the most commonly used apps are free for 
users. Examples of ubiquitously used free apps include LINE, WeChat, 
Facebook, Messenger and WhatsApp,18 as well as apps related to the 
Google suite such as Google Drive. They are not exactly ‘free’, of course, 
as users exchange their privacy for the service.19 The mandatory terms 
of use set this deal when users first engage with those apps.20 For just 
a brief moment the business concerns of those behind the app are 
revealed, but these terms and conditions are so extensive that almost 
no one reads them.21 In a way there is very little incentive to do so, as 
these are not negotiable: if you do not accept the terms and conditions, 
you cannot use the app. Across our fieldsites most users show almost no 
awareness of or interest in who owns what app or platform, or whether 
they are using apps that derive from the same commercial source. For 
them Facebook is a separate platform; they do not greatly care that the 
same company also owns Instagram and WhatsApp. They just want to 
download the chosen app and be free to use it as they wish.
Most of our participants are thoroughly opposed to paying for an 
app. They are more willing to do so in China, but may be influenced 
by factors such as trust in the developer22 and online social conformity 
as well as social identity.23 Mostly, as elsewhere, users in China are 
unaware of the identity of developers. They simply search or look for 
recommendations. Their focus is upon the app’s usefulness, rather than 
its trademark.
‘I care about the egg, not the chicken,’ remarks Weiwei, a retired 
taxi driver in Shanghai. In all the fieldsites, most people cannot tell 
who owns most of the apps they are using, except the best- known ones 










even though the App Store remains a popular way to find new apps, a 
quarter of customers discover new apps through search.24 For example, 
Mrs Qian in Shanghai installed the restaurant reservation managing 
app ‘Meiweibuyongdeng’ when she was waiting to be seated outside a 
popular restaurant; now notifications regarding table availability are 
sent to her smartphone. Similarly, someone may discover a bike- sharing 
app as a by- product of a search on Google Maps.
Some companies strive to combat this indifference, however, and 
try to keep people within their own corporate universe. Perhaps the best- 
known example with respect to smartphones is Apple, who do have some 
control of which apps are used on iPhones through their App Store; they 
also tend to sync data automatically to other Apple devices owned by the 
same users, be they iPads or Mac computers. However, the company’s 
control starts with the ‘App Review’ – a restrictive set of guidelines that 
developers have to comply with if their apps are to be published in the 
App Store. Guidelines for Apple’s App Store include matters such as 
design, broken links, data extraction, use and protection;25 much of this 
is justified in terms of security.26 By contrast, Android employs an open- 
source approach, although recently Google has also started reviewing 
new developers.27 For established developers, the process remains quite 
easy and quick.28
Early in the chapter the concept of Scalable Solutionism was used 
to consider the range of apps. In the industry, however, ‘scalability’ 
is used to refer to the app’s ability to scale up the number of users or 
user requests29 – the term describes an app’s ability to create, or adjust 
to, growing demand. ‘Growth’, in turn, may refer to an expansion in the 
numbers of users or an expansion of the app’s functions. The two are obvi-
ously related, as new features may bring new users and also keep the app 
relevant. Equally, users may start using a feature in ways that developers 
did not anticipate, prompting the latter to respond to the expansion. 
These dynamics were very evident in the development of Facebook, for 
example. As noted in  chapter 1, Facebook was originally limited just to 
those studying at Harvard and then, in turn, to other university students. 
Mark Zuckerberg was subsequently very successful in capitalising on the 
platform’s hugely expanded use for attracting advertising. But this arose 
mainly thanks to people’s desire for sociability and because they simply 
ignored his initial attempts to restrict how his creation was used.
Facebook subsequently grew in more than just numbers and prof-
itability. The platform became increasingly complex, with an impressive 
number of features being released each year. Since 2007 Facebook has 
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the False News Story Flag, Facebook Reactions and Instant Articles,30 to 
mention just a few. Sometimes a new feature is released in one market 
and then scaled to others. Facebook Dating, for instance, is a match- 
maker functionality that was first tested in Colombia and then released 
to Argentina, Canada, Thailand and Mexico; further expansion is 
planned.31 The company may also co- opt usage that it has observed in 
one local market and scale this to others. Such was the case of the ‘Safety 
Check’ feature released by Facebook in 2014. It followed observations 
by the company’s Japanese engineers of how the platform was used by 
coastal communities during the 2011 tsunami.32
Apps are not simply a given technology that subsequently may or 
may not be used as predicted. By now a circularity and constant to- ing 
and fro- ing exist between users and developers. In later chapters we will 
explore several instances of companies developing their apps as a result 
of their own studies of usage, for example creating a ‘kinship’- oriented 
app in China. By not focusing so much on apps or platforms, the dis-
cussion of usage in this chapter can transcend the concept of the app 
itself. Changes are already afoot that seem to imply a future in which 
smartphones are organised through alternatives to conventional apps, 
such as the mini- programme.
WeChat – the dominant social media platform within China, owned 
by the conglomerate Tencent – has become a kind of app store within an 
app store. Starting in 2017, WeChat introduced a new feature that allows 
mini- programmes to be employed inside the platform. Within a year Xiao 
cheng xu, as these mini- programmes are known, had been adopted by 
72 per cent of WeChat users.33 The use of mini- programmes cuts down 
on the use of phone memory. It allows users to access apps without 
installing them and can provide coupons, discounts and easier communi-
cation with other WeChat users. There are four main categories: games, 
news, utility and e- commerce.34 To give two examples, ‘Jump Jump’ (Tiao 
Yi Tiao) is a mobile game mini- programme which reached 400 million 
players in its first three days, partly because it scored players relative to 
their WeChat friends.35 At the same time, a utility bill mini- programme 
introduced by WeChat in March 2019 reached 147  million monthly 
active users in just three months.36 Mini- programmes then quickly spread 
into other areas, for instance apps for local public transport. As a result, 
within two years the number of mini- programmes available within 
WeChat is around half the number of apps available in Apple’s App Store, 
since mini- programmes have attracted a hoard of developers who covet 
WeChat’s massive user base. All of this builds on other properties that 











Outside of China, Apple and Google have also developed their 
equivalents to WeChat mini- programmes. These include the Health app 
and Wallet app from Apple and Google. Google promotes greater integra-
tion of its apps within the Google suite with slogans such as ‘One account, 
all of Google’,38 and these have achieved considerable success. But phone 
corporations have not been so successful at pushing their own applications. 
Most smartphones come with pre- installed apps, for example, but these 
are sometimes spectacularly unsuccessful. Most of the users we observed 
do not use these pre- installed apps and would delete them if they were 
allowed to. A  particularly conspicuous failure is Bixby, Samsung’s voice 
assistant, generally regarded as a considerable nuisance.
Conclusion
The end result of these complex interactions are the actual smartphones 
that were inspected during the interviews with which this chapter 
began. As stories are told about where apps came from, why they remain 
on someone’s phone and whether they are used, the incredibly messy 
nature of everyday life comes to the fore. As previously noted, apps may 
be downloaded by others. When Carla from Bento lent her phone to her 
granddaughter, it returned with nine extra apps including a meditation 
app, a delivery app, a banking app and a language learning app.
Pressure to have an app may come from institutions other than 
companies. The governments of both Brazil and Chile are currently 
working towards digitising state- provided services in a bid to offer these 
as paperless,39 as is also found in other fieldsites. This means that in order 
to access state services, certain apps may, in effect, be mandatory. Most 
of our older informants disliked the proliferation of apps that result from 
these processes. One of the reasons people use ubiquitous apps for health 
purposes, rather than bespoke apps, is to control the number of apps on 
their smartphones. Still many people at every age tend to end up with an 
array of apps on their smartphones that they either do not use at all or 
use only once or twice; this can sometimes amount to half the apps on 
their smartphone.40
Users can be interested in and talk at length about particular apps. 
They are happy to have conversations about whether Waze is better 
or worse than Google Maps for navigation, or about which is the most 
accurate weather app. They may delight in telling one another about a 
new app they have discovered for a specific interest, such as recognising 
bird songs or plant names. But once we enter into the messy world of 
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sorts of creative reconfigurations of information, images, insurance 
forms and monitoring, and the consequent involvement of other activ-
ities. It can then turn out that sending money may be more significant for 
health outcomes than any apps created specifically in relation to health. 
In the ideal world of mHealth there would be an increasing range of clear 
bespoke apps that assist with specific health and welfare requirements. 
But in the ethnography of how smartphones are used for health, we are 
more likely to find a combination of apps, none specifically designed for 
health purposes, but which are put together to help care for a frail elderly 
parent, whether living in the same house in Dublin or in a remote village 
in Uganda.
If the proliferation of specialist apps has had an impact, it may be 
less through the way that they are used and more in the approach to 
tasks which they imply. The discourse and mindset that this involves has 
been called ‘solutionism’. This chapter also recognises that there is no 
simple division between the world of users and the world of developers. 
It is important to understand how companies such as Apple, Google and 
Tencent develop strategies for keeping people engaged with the apps 
they developed. For example, in recent development the unit of the app is 
being superseded through the creation of mini- programmes by Tencent. 
All of this may help to explain why this volume has taken the smartphone 
to be so much more than an app machine.
Notes
 1. This could be considered as analogous to the artful alignment of infrastructures among teams 
of scientists. See Vertesi 2014.




App name App function
100% WeChat All- in- one (social media)
87% Baidu Search engine
60% Baidu Map Map
57% Toutiao/ QQ News/ social media
53% Ximalaya/ Tencent News/ Alipay iPod/ news/ payment
50% 360 weishi/ Taobao Security/ shopping
46% Meituxiuxiu/ QQ mobile browser/ iQyi Photo editing/ mobile browser/ 
long video
43% Pinduoduo/ DiDi/ Gaode map Shopping/ taxi hailing/ map
35% Meipian/ Elema/ Dianping/ JingDong Blog/ food delivery/ review & 
advice/ shopping
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Fieldsites:  Bento  – São Paulo, Brazil. Dar al- Hawa  – Al-Quds 
(East Jerusalem). Dublin  – Ireland. Lusozi  – Kampala, Uganda. 
Kyoto and Kōchi  – Japan. NoLo  – Milan, Italy. Santiago  – Chile. 
Shanghai – China. Yaoundé – Cameroon.
Chapter  4 traced a journey from treating the app as the funda-
mental unit of the smartphone to the messier world of everyday life. 
Smartphones are associated with a form of solutionism, but the concept 
is not as simple as ‘for every problem there is an app’. Instead, it starts 
by considering tasks that vary across these fieldsites, then involves indi-
vidual users in finding combinations of apps and functions that work 
for them. In the conclusion of chapter 4, we suggested that smartphone 
design is crucial to this process. With icons placed in close proximity, it is 
easy to flit between them. This point is equally relevant to the discussion 
in  chapter 3 about how the smartphone is becoming a kind of remote- 
control hub – potentially useful for organising external objects such as 
an incipient ‘Internet of Things’, but at the moment mainly focused on 
people’s social relations.
These internal properties of the smartphone can now be linked to 
its most obvious external attribute. As a mobile phone, it is small enough 
to be carried in a pocket or handbag and is therefore easily present from 
the moment a person wakes up to when they go to sleep. We call this 
mobility, but its most important property may perhaps be the opposite. 
It is not just that of being carried to different places, but of being con-
stantly in the very same place – next to our bodies and therefore always 
immediately present. This will prove foundational for several of our main 
conclusions. One of these is the notion of a ‘Transportal Home’, to be 








The term ‘Perpetual Opportunism’ builds upon a previous legacy. 
One of the influential academic books about the mobile phone was 
called Perpetual Contact,1 referring to the way in which the mobile phone 
allowed us to be constantly available to another person. For example, 
smartphones are starting to replace the red button supplied to elderly 
people to summon emergency help in the event of a fall. This example 
shows the security in perpetual contact, but there are also burdens. 
Teenagers may be forced always to remain in potential contact with 
parents, or find themselves unable to escape the fear that someone they 
thought was their friend might be saying nasty things about them online.
A second, related development discussed by Ling2 examined the way 
in which mobile phones have changed our relationship to space and time, 
for example bringing us the capacity for micro- coordination. Previously 
we had to make a plan to meet with other people and stick to it, since they 
could not know that we wanted to change that plan. With mobile phones, 
we could make an initially vague agreement about time and place, which 
would become more specific nearer to the event. For example, we had 
all planned to meet at a certain pub one evening. Then the first person 
to arrive may find it is too crowded, so they will use WhatsApp to direct 
everyone to a different pub.
Perpetual contact pertained to a mobile phone – a device that was 
still primarily used for conversations or texting between people. Yet none 
of the fields of usage that comprise the content of this chapter are mainly 
about the smartphone as a phone. They are about the use of smartphones 
for entertainment, travel, gaining information and taking photographs. 
So perpetual contact is no longer adequate as the theorisation of the 
smartphone.
What emerges instead as the key quality is opportunism. Simply 
because the smartphone is always with us, it creates the possibility of 
being opportunistic as a constant. But what matters is the evidence that 
this possibility is appreciated by users, who in turn develop a more oppor-
tunistic attitude to their everyday lives. The first example in this chapter 
shows how the smartphone has transformed photography. Here the cru-
cial difference comes with the ever- present possibility of taking and then 
instantly sharing a picture. By the same token, we can look at the latest 
news or listen to some music simply because we are waiting in a queue or 
otherwise feeling bored. Perpetual Opportunism thus goes well beyond 
perpetual contact in changing our relation to movement and travel.
As noted in  chapter  1, it is impossible to be comprehensive in 
discussing smartphones because they now engage every part of our lives. 





chosen to examine both the diversity and commonality in smartphone 
usage across these fieldsites. In each of these instances, however, the 
discussion is not limited to the impact of Perpetual Opportunism. This 
is always addressed within its more general context, which will include 
whatever other factors appear relevant to those genres of usage.
Opportunistic photography
The interviews about the apps on people’s smartphones confirmed that 
the camera is one of the most commonly used functions across these 
fieldsites. But, as noted in  chapter 1, calling the device on smartphones a 
‘camera’ is misleading; it implies that smartphone photography is merely 
a mobile version of previous photography. Certainly the camera on a 
smartphone takes pictures, but a more careful examination suggests that 
both the smartphone camera and the photographs it captures are better 
appreciated by emphasising the contrasts with former photography 
rather than the continuities. One evident difference is simply scale. The 
sheer numbers of images that people take, circulate, exhibit and store 
once they possess smartphones are incomparably greater than analogue 
or even digital photography.3
There are also entirely new genres of photography, such as the ‘func-
tional photography’ mentioned in  chapter 1. These are the photographs 
that people now routinely take of an item that they might later want to 
buy, the opening hours on a shop window or a notice board flyer for a 
yoga class in a town hall.4 Functional photography is a prime example of 
the point about the smartphone as a control hub: taking these pictures 
is commonly a first step towards organising one’s time and tasks. It is 
equally an example of how these new uses of the smartphone take advan-
tage of the proximity between icons on the smartphone screen. We first 
take the picture and then immediately use it in relation to some other 
apps, for instance the calendar or a social media platform, to let someone 
else know about this event.5 Changes in photography as a practice thus 
map onto changes in how we access and share information, relate to loca-
tion, use calendars and link the digital to human memory.6
Smartphone photography is also indebted to other new technolo-
gies, including the reduced size of the jpeg format and the massive storage 
available on devices. Beyond the phones themselves now lies the wide-
spread availability of cloud storage, which means that suddenly the ‘cost’ 
of taking and storing a photo has radically diminished. Digital cameras 








immediate sharing. Yet smartphone photography is a special case within 
digital photography. The crucial difference is that of opportunism, which 
has had profound effects on what photography is. Early photography was 
strongly associated with the idea of long- term storage and the archive: it 
was a means of capturing and retaining images of people, places and 
things.7 Photography was about endurance or permanence. In stark con-
trast, contemporary smartphone photography has become one of the key 
manifestations of transience, the ultimate expression of which is found 
in the title of Snapchat8 for one of its main platforms. This means that 
for the first time a photographic image can be used as part of the conver-
sation; it then becomes just as fleeting and transient as oral communica-
tion. Most photographs are shared on WhatsApp, Instagram or Facebook 
with the idea that they will be seen for a day or two and then be replaced 
by others. This shifts the meaning of photography 180 degrees from its 
origins as an enduring archive. Where once the primary purpose was per-
manence, it has now become transience. Representation and archiving 
remain as purposes within photography, but are more often secondary 
rather than dominant.
Not everywhere has shifted to the same degree or in the same way. 
Older people are more likely to combine traditional and new possibilities. 
An individual might be creative precisely through the way they combine 
smartphone photography with analogue photography. An example can 
be seen in this short film from Dublin (Fig. 5.1).
The production of images is now an integral part of the everyday 
retirees’ environment in Yaoundé, where people may try and trans-
form every memorable moment into an image. In effect they use the 
smartphone to keep the ‘trace’ of the small events that punctuate their 








daily experience. One of the major components of older people’s use of 
smartphones is the time they spend looking at pictures and videos: those 
sent to the family WhatsApp groups by their children and grandchildren, 
and those from extended families and friends. If younger people have 
seen an intensification of the way in which they take photographs, it is 
equally important that older people have in turn accelerated the way 
they consume photography. This becomes clear through comparing the 
way in which they constantly look through social media images with the 
much more occasional previous use of photo albums, framing practices 
and displays within the home.9
While most viewing is transient, older people may continue to be 
concerned with archiving. A  role that has changed to accommodate 
these developments is that of the person who becomes responsible for 
organising and keeping images in the family archives. For instance, 
Roger from Bento has become the ‘memory keeper’ of his family. He is 
now responsible for organising these photos in Google Drive with folders 
addressing the main events of the family, but he also archives them by 
name, year or family member. In addition, he may improve upon the 
images using filters from two apps on his smartphone and computer. 
When someone wants a specific picture, he is the one they will turn to.
Not only has the smartphone camera consolidated the shift from 
analogue to digital in transforming our relationship to the image, but 
it may also have had a commensurate impact on how we see the world 
around us.10 Taking a picture puts a frame around some of the things 
we see, separating them out from that which is not framed.11 Framing 
through photography is at least analogous with framing as a separation 
of art from non- art, or the sacred from the mundane. Framing then helps 
account for what otherwise might be a conundrum. While many images 
are shared, people also take vast numbers of images that will never be 
viewed. So why do they take these pictures in the first place? To under-
stand smartphone photography requires paying attention not only to 
how people consume images, but also to the question of why they take 
images knowing they will not be consumed.
As we go about our daily life, most things are experienced as mun-
dane and passed by. Now and then, however, we see something we want 
to acknowledge as standing out.12 This may be planned and ritualised, as 
in a child’s birthday party or as a tourist’s view, or it may simply be some-
thing unanticipated that strikes us in the landscape. Merely having the 
facility of Perpetual Opportunism, enabling us to take a picture whenever 
we see something that stands out, may result in us looking at the world 







share them through social media. Rather as in the realm of art,13 taking a 
picture has the effect of instantly putting a frame around something; it is 
thereby marked, at least in a small way, as something transcendent of the 
mundane. We may never look at the image again nor share it with anyone 
else. But for that moment we felt we could not pass by that butterfly, or 
funny- looking stone, or our friend’s expression, without paying homage 
to it by adding a frame through taking its picture.
As a Japanese woman, Sawada san, explained while walking 
around a Kyoto temple and observing a garden through a perfectly framed 
window, ‘Japanese people love to frame things; it’s in our culture’.14 The 
traditional Japanese garden is designed to be observed from framed 
viewing spots in temples and homes, rather than walked within. The 
smartphone has democratised this act of framing from artists and garden 
designers to something that many people enact every day. Whether we 
choose to take a photo of a meal or a tree in bloom, the act of framing a 
subject is a mode of paying attention, while also claiming a presence;15 
not just ‘I was here’, but ‘I am here, right now, having this experience in 
real time’.16 Smartphone photography may then have rather more affin-
ities with art and religion (and perhaps mindfulness) as an act of at least 
transient sacralisation than we might have expected.
The one instance where the affinity of photography with religion 
is clear and explicit is among the Peruvian migrants in Santiago. Much 
of the fieldwork took place among a Catholic brotherhood dedicated to 
an annual religious procession based on an icon of the Lord of Miracles. 
So many people now take pictures throughout the eight- hour proces-
sion that nowadays the entire event is illuminated by the bright screens 
of smartphones pointed at the sacred image. Similarly, any pollada (a 
fundraising chicken dinner) is also festooned with the flashes from smart-
phone cameras. National Peruvian Day celebrations are also registered 
by hundreds of phones. Almost any event, religious or otherwise, ends up 
being broadcast through Skype or Facebook (Fig. 5.2).
Religion is more of a constraint in Dar al- Hawa. Here, being the 
subject of a photograph can be a threat to personal family honour, 
especially for women. An image of a woman smoking a cigarette or not 
wearing a hijab or can cause serious problems if it is shared,17 although 
as women marry, have children and age, the social norms of modesty and 
proper behaviour may become less of a pressure. For these older people, 
taking photographs or being photographed is more used as an evidence 
of vitality and a productive life that a woman can share with her friends 








Most members of the community centre partake in group travel 
outside of Dar al- Hawa several times a year. Field trips are organised and 
subsidised by the community centre. On one such trip to Acre, a town 
in the northwest of Israel, those with smartphones took photographs 
continually (Fig. 5.3), while those without were equally included in the 
shots. The coordinator also arranged group photos. All the images were 
relayed back via WhatsApp to those older people in Dar al-Hawa who 
had not been able to come, whether through illness or having had other 
commitments. The images evoked positive responses such as ‘take care of 
yourself’, ‘oh, the sea is beautiful’, enabling those who remained behind 
at least a form of presence within this community activity.
This sense of being present is complemented by the more trad-
itional use of photography as memory – a concept that has not entirely 
disappeared. Hibat’s WhatsApp profile picture features a black and white 
photograph of a young girl, also in black clothing with a white collared 
buttoned shirt. The image reminds her and tells others of how she looked 
as a young girl and her fond memories of that period of her life. It is also 
a reminder to herself when she is looking at her photos to see what she 
did and where she was. There are other similar pictures in her Facebook 
albums. As a result, perhaps the most vibrant classes in teaching smart-
phone use were those dedicated to photography, particularly when 
teaching people how to take a selfie.
Figure 5.2 Peruvian migrants broadcasting the Lord of Miracles in 




These uses of photography suggest that the idea of craft is no 
longer limited to the taking of pictures. It applies also to their trans-
formation, sharing and consumption. Examples here are the technolo-
gies of selection, editing and posting of images on Instagram. The use 
of Instagram across and within our fieldsites varied. Some people spent 
time crafting ‘artistic’ pictures such as flower arrangement displays in 
Japan; others used it more like Facebook, as a platform on which to 
share their daily lives. In sharing photos of events they have attended 
or images of their friends and family, these research participants are 
acknowledging their appreciation of Instagram as a democratised craft 
with which almost anyone in their family could engage. The viewing of 
photographs on Instagram in most fieldsites far outweighed the time 
spent on uploading images. Photography can also be used simply to 
facilitate familial relationships, as Komatsu san from Osaka explained. 
On Instagram she most enjoyed following her daughter- in- law, who 
would regularly post photos of her grandchildren. They lived on the 
other side of the city and Komatsu san saw them face- to- face only about 
once a month.
One example of this development of craft is the use of smartphone 
photography to take portraits. People in Shanghai regard the camera 





as part of the phone’s hardware rather than as an app. A survey of 200 
people aged between 50 and 80 confirmed that for most people it is now 
their only camera. As a result, the quality of the camera has become a 
key selling point for more high- end phone brands such as Huawei and 
OPPO. For older people in Shanghai this sense of reverence for photo-
graphy evolved quite naturally from a previous era, when photographs 
were expensive and reserved for very special moments. Cameras had to 
be borrowed from shops, as people could not afford them.
Photography is no longer rare or expensive, but the taking of a 
picture of a meal before eating it may still feel like a ritual gesture, an 
enduring legacy of that former time. In some places the photography of 
a meal prior to eating it has become an essential routine, to the extent 
that one cook in Xinyuan’s fieldsite was quite offended when her son and 
fiancée ate their meal without first taking a picture. Things may be shared 
constantly on WeChat, but that still leaves a question of whether some-
thing is worth taking a picture of in the first place, and indeed subse-
quently sharing. The whole process has become an assessment of value. 
Holiday pictures may be common subjects on social media partly because 
of the expense that the holiday involves.
Mr Shou always mentions the phrase ‘sense of ritual’ (yi shi gan) to 
highlight the significance of each photography session. He sees his not- 
for- profit photography project among the elderly as a mark of respect. As 
he puts it:
Many people have passed away without a proper photograph. Every 
person deserves a proper portrait photo in his or her life. What 
I want to do is not just take photos, but keep the great memory of 
the person. I take it with great respect, and people can also feel the 
sense of ritual. Life needs a sense of ritual, don’t you think so?
Mr Hu, aged 88, regards smartphone photography as a serious and spe-
cialist hobby. He has filled up one and a half screens of his latest OPPO 
smartphone simply with photo apps. Mr Hu also has a cabinet full of elab-
orate and expensive camera equipment, such as a long infrared Nikon 
lens. They take up quite a bit of room in his small apartment (Figs 5.4a 
and 5.4b), but he does not mind that they are now gathering dust, given 
the new capacities he has discovered in smartphone photography.
The survey of apps used in Shanghai presented in the previous 
chapters shows two photo editing apps among the top 10 downloaded 
apps. As Mrs Huahua put it, the key is the powerful ‘retouch’ (mei yan) 




Figures 5.4a and 5.4b Mr Hu’s array of purpose- built camera lenses 
(Fig. 5.4a); Mr Hu in his studio flat (Fig. 5.4b). Photos by Xinyuan Wang.
Figures 5.5a and 5.5b The subject's natural appearance (Fig. 5.5a); 
the subject’s appearance after on-screen manipulation, with wrinkles 
removed, skin smoothed and whitened, nose given higher bridge and 
corners of mouth adjusted (Fig. 5.5b). ‘Washington Chinese Culture 





She describes this as a ‘safe and free plastic surgery without the pain 
and cost’. Wrinkles, pimples, scars, dark circles and age spots can all 
be eliminated with one button using ‘auto- beautification’ (yi jian mei 
rong). The app can also be used for ‘digital make- up’ such as adding 
lip colour, blusher, false eyelashes and eyeshadow, and drawing and 
adjusting the shape of eyebrows.
People in Shanghai would not usually dismiss Mrs Huahua’s self- 
edited images simply as ‘fakes’ because, in her own way, she has adapted 
the camera to become an artisanal craft, as Mr Hu has done. As a result 
Mrs Huahua is judged on how well she has adjusted the image to create 
an idealised picture. After all, altering one’s appearance has long been 
established as an everyday practice in the ‘analogue’ world. Cosmetics 
or flattering clothing are regarded not as fakes, but rather as examples 
of a domestic craft that accords with social convention. People might be 
condemned for doing these things badly, but not for attempting them in 
the first place. As Mrs Huahua states:
It is not that I am particularly narcissistic – I am just trying to comply 
with the social norms of good WeChat photos.
Meanwhile a third research participant, Mr Li, is rather annoyed that 
they do not seem to have an app designed to disguise his hair loss. In 
Shanghai18 concern with surface appearance is not denigrated as superfi-
cial. It is rather viewed as the place where people can demonstrate their 
aesthetic skill, providing evidence of who they are and what their cap-
abilities may be.
The examples above serve to illustrate a contrast with the earlier 
example of how older people in Yaoundé consider photography. In 
Yaoundé they are much more likely to see this entire activity as the cre-
ation of a fake appearance. This may be partly because they are not so 
invested in this development of ‘crafting the image’; their focus is rather 
orientated to new ways of consuming photographs. If anything, older 
people in Yaoundé may feel that the rise of the smartphone as a tech-
nology for taking pictures is a new source of anxiety. Mr Etou, a retired 
mechanical technician (Fig. 5.6), reports the following:
You get into the camera, you operate it thinking you’re taking 
pictures, but you’re doing videos. It’s really a problem. With age, we 
have more shakes. It’s hard to keep the focus on what you want fixed 







weeks when I had my first smartphone, I could not make a single 
clear picture, despite the assistance of children and small children. 
I ended up giving up. The other problem is to organise these photos 
and videos. Sometimes you try to do that and you lose it and you do 
not find it anymore. That’s really annoying. You want to break your 
phone. It’s really annoying.
Older people in Yaoundé are also sensitive to the images of themselves 
that circulate online. Without the facility for altering the images, they 
find themselves reminded more constantly of how much they have 
aged, which may not correspond to their sense of themselves as still 
relatively young. Some older people may refuse to show their photo 
gallery to others, seeing this as an intrusion on their privacy. They feel 
disturbed and may not appreciate other people’s insistence on taking 
Figure 5.6 Mr Etou, one of Patrick Awondo’s research participants in 






their image. Even in Shanghai, some older people refuse to allow others 
to circulate their image. For older people the tragedy is that it is one’s 
actual appearance that feels alien or ‘fake’, not the images that people 
take of it.
A different problem with beautifying filters was noted by Fujiwara 
san, a woman from Kyoto. She suggested that creating such heavily 
edited and idealised images sets an unnaturally high standard that 
unfiltered photos cannot achieve. If everyone is using filters, then you 
feel that you must too, resulting in a sense of competition. It is not so 
bad if the use is simply seen as fun, as in the selfie below, sent to Laura 
during the Covid-19 pandemic (Fig. 5.7). Here the make- up filter was 
just a thing to play with on a bus trip, as friends experiemented to see 
whether they could add eye shadow and recognise each other even with 
face masks on.
Figure 5.7 Make- up filters work even with face masks on. Photo taken 





Apps used for travel and transport are often a major component of the 
smartphone. In this section we will start by considering uses that relate 
to local transport, including the way Uber adds an element of Perpetual 
Opportunism. The review then shifts to a consideration of holidays and 
travel abroad. With regard to local transport, this infographic (Fig. 5.8) 
shows the percentage of research participants in NoLo who use various 
transport- related apps. There was a sense across several fieldsites that 
this particular usage of apps is likely to increase.
For older people in Bento, two main apps act in combination with 
WhatsApp to support the expansion of sociability in old age: Google Maps 
and Uber. Together they create an urban mobility package that gives 
older people the autonomy to consume the city with their friends. This 
Figure 5.8 Infographic showing the most used transport apps in NoLo, 





is the time of life when people are abandoning their car and discovering 
public transport, now free for people over 60. Many of them only started 
to take the bus or the underground after retirement. For information 
about public transport, they use the Moovit app as well as Google Maps. 
As Fernanda declares:
I’m loving it! I  look at the app and just go to the bus stop – often 
I don’t have to wait more than five minutes before the bus goes by.
Uber works as a complement to public transport. The app is usually 
launched in the evenings. It has become the Perpetual Opportunism that 
gives older people the freedom both to stay out and if they wish to drink 
alcohol when meeting friends. Mauro, a dance teacher, no longer accepts 
excuses from his female students not to go out to dance at night, when 
previously they may have been wary of doing so for safety reasons. ‘Call 
an Uber, for Christ’s sake,’ he says. In Santiago, Ernestina’s husband has 
been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s and is now banned from driving. Her 
own driving licence has expired, since she has a problem with her eyes, 
so she has quickly become dependent on Uber's taxi service. Uber is also 
an example of a smartphone app being used in the manner described as 
a ‘control hub’ in  chapter 3, but this time in the labour market, where it is 
networked to a sophisticated organisation and auditing of work.
Some older people in Santiago are reluctant to use GPS because they 
fear that their location is then being tracked – as indeed it would be by 
Google, if this has not been deactivated. They would prefer to memorise 
ways of travel, but they do appreciate an app that tells them when the bus 
is coming so that they do not have to wait so long. Younger users, such 
as the Peruvian participants, are mostly concerned with the advantages 
of Waze over Google Maps because it seems better informed about local 
traffic conditions. Santiago, as with so many cities, is getting increasingly 
congested. A glance at the iPhone of Federico shows just how important 
travel apps have become for this Peruvian entrepreneur living in Chile. 
Whole sections of the phone’s front screen are devoted exclusively to 
travel apps such as Airbnb and the local airline LATAM; another section 
is more focused on local transport (Fig. 5.9). These are by no means all 
the relevant apps on the screens of Federico’s phone (Fig. 5.10). He also 
has Flightradar24, which shows him the location of commercial aircraft 
anywhere in the world, in real- time. Sometimes, when he is waiting at 
the airport, he takes a look at the app to see where his plane is, or even 




Figure 5.9 The travel/ taxis folder on Federico’s phone. Photo by 
Alfonso Otaegui.






In Shanghai, Baidu and Gao De are the two most popular map 
apps. In practice, older people made less use of these maps than younger 
people, as they are less likely to visit new areas and have more confidence 
in navigating without smartphone maps. ‘The map of my neighbourhood 
is printed in my mind. My mind works better than any map app,’ claims 
Mrs Zhihui. While she never uses her Baidu map for finding her way to a 
destination, it becomes important every two weeks when her son’s whole 
family drive to visit her. Seeing real- time traffic levels on the Baidu map 
allows Mrs Zhihui to know when her son’s family will arrive, and accord-
ingly what time to cook dinner.
Once there was a traffic accident on the overhead line and my son’s 
car was stuck in the traffic jam for more than one hour. They called 
me in the end, saying they will be late, but I said I already knew they 
would be half an hour late, as I was following the whole overhead 
line on the Baidu map, and saw that it had turned from the usual 
green and orange to red.
Here we see another example of Perpetual Opportunism in the ability to 
exploit real- time information.
All of these involve a process of adoption and adaption. Older 
people may start out resistant to Google Maps; they may try to use the 
app like a traditional map, memorising or printing out the details. Many 
later acquiesce in being directed as drivers, or discover when in Moscow 
or Lisbon that it can also help them when walking. Later still, they may 
follow hints that reflect local cultural interests. For example, Google 
Maps is probably used a good deal more in Ireland for finding the way 
to funerals than in any other fieldsite. This is simply because people in 
Ireland expect to attend funerals, even of people they barely know, to 
show support to the family. Google Maps would come into play following 
reference to the website RIP.ie. This lists every funeral in Ireland on any 
given day and provides directions of how to reach that funeral, as well as 
times of related activities such as the repose (wake) or the mass.
For older people in Ireland, it is hard to exaggerate the importance 
of travel in their lives. Holidays are one of the most common of all con-
versation topics, and middle- class people often have a property abroad. 
Others may regularly travel to the UK for a weekend, perhaps to go to 
horse racing at Liverpool or to visit their children working in the UK; yet 
others simply take a short trip to another part of Ireland. Such activities 
generally involve a particular configuration of apps. Some are mainly 
used for holidays, especially Tripadvisor, Booking.com or Expedia. Most 
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Figure 5.11 Liam ‘travelling’ to the US using his Oculus goggles.  
Photo by Daniel Miller.
of the research participants seemed comfortable using smartphones for 
checking in, both remotely and on arrival at airports. Prior to departure 
they may have used Duolingo or listened to a local radio station to brush 
up on their language skills.
Once abroad on holiday, people may use Google Translate and cur-
rency converter apps. Social media and webcams become important tools 
for keeping in touch with family and exchanging photographs; a weather 
map is also likely to be consulted. If people are on a walking trip, the step-
counter may come into play as evidence that they are using the holiday 
to keep healthy. Older people may also feel more comfortable venturing 
forth in unfamiliar terrain, knowing that thanks to GPS they are unlikely 
to become completely lost. The smartphone is also used for envisaged 
or alternative travel. The most conspicuous example of this was Liam 




his Oculus goggles, enabling him to ‘travel’ to places in the US that he 
will probably never actually visit.19 Space was no barrier to Liam’s ambi-
tion: he enjoyed a VR ‘trip’ around a space station in the same way. He 
also browsed different parts of the world using Google Earth, planning a 
trip to a wedding in Italy or revisiting former holiday destinations.20
News and information
This brief survey of how people use smartphones in relation to news 
and information starts with individuals, progresses to consider circula-
tion within community and ends with an example of news disseminated 
by the state. In many regions of the world today the verb ‘to google’ has 
become synonymous with seeking online information on almost any 
topic. In practice, this may have various local connotations that extend 
well beyond its capacity as a search engine. For many older people in 
Santiago there is no real differentiation between Google as an app, a 
website and a search engine. Similarly for some people ‘the internet’ is 
simply Google.
If Google expanded from being a search engine, YouTube has 
expanded to become a search engine as well. Sometimes YouTube is 
viewed as a site for alternative information to that available in the main-
stream. For example, a Peruvian brother in Santiago used YouTube to 
find non- religious arguments against abortion. YouTube can also be used 
to relocate materials from people’s original homeland. In NoLo this was 
typically music for Egyptian research participants and recipes among 
Sicilian ones. For example, on the saint day of Santa Lucia, Maria located 
a recipe online via her smartphone for Cuccìa. This is the day when 
Cuccìa, a typical Sicilian dish made with boiled wheatberries and sugar, 
is traditionally eaten. Maria went on to share this recipe and photos of 
the Cuccìa she had made on Facebook and WhatsApp with family and 
friends; she also shared batches of the dish itself with her daughters in 
Milan and close neighbours in her NoLo apartment block.
One effect of Perpetual Opportunism is potential addiction  – 
although, as pointed out in  chapter 2, it is often unclear quite what that 
term means. In Ireland there was a perception of young people as being 
‘addicted’ to smartphones because they were clearly a bit ‘twitchy’ if an 
extended period had elapsed since they last checked to see what their 
friends – or haters – might be saying about them. If older people looked 
twitchy, the most common reason seemed to be a similar ‘addiction’ to 








sports news. Many people talked of spending several hours a day looking 
at news on their smartphones, usually because they had become absorbed 
in a particular political situation. During the period of our research this 
usually meant either the US politics of Donald Trump or the UK politics of 
Brexit. No- one reported a similar fascination with Irish politics.
Anne, for example, spent two or three hours daily on ‘Trump’ 
news. She shifted between Google and newspaper apps including The 
Washington Post, Al- Jazeera and The Guardian, as well as the local Irish 
papers and various radio and media sources, including US stations such 
as Fox News. These sources were complemented by YouTube, which she 
used for various satirical programmes or reading satirical tweets from 
The Onion, as well as news shared by others on Facebook. In the morning 
Anne listened to the news with headphones on so as not to wake her hus-
band. It is possible that the majority of older people in this fieldsite now 
look at the news on their smartphones before they get out of bed in the 
morning and before they turn off the light to go to sleep.
People had many ways of deciding what news to trust. On social 
media this had more to do with their appraisal of the person sending 
them news. More generally even their online news was often associated 
with traditional news sources such as newspapers, radio and television 
stations. In a more detailed investigation of how people judge health 
information in Dublin people provided many clear criteria, such as 
dismissing any sources connected to sites from which something could be 
purchased. In other fieldsites people often showed a preference for news 
sourced in countries other than their own, depending on their opinions 
about local politics.
In journalistic coverage of the use of smartphones as a news 
medium, the main concern is with fake news. However, for participants 
across several fieldsites what dominates news on the smartphone is ridi-
culing politics and politicians through sharing satire and other jokes. 
For example, the meme below was shared across NoLo in WhatsApp 
groups (Fig. 5.12). It depicts the Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte 
as whispering to Matteo Salvini, then the far- right Interior Minister:
Do you have a boat to block to distract the people, since I  don’t 
know what the f**k more to say regarding the recession?
The reference is to an episode in June 2018, when Salvini controversially 
blocked the disembarking of 600 migrants from Libya onto the Italian 
island of Lampedusa. His action dominated the news at that time. The 
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meme proved particularly popular in NoLo, in a context that regularly 
sees offline and online protest against Salvini and his hostile policies 
towards migrants.
The sharing of jokes suggests a more communal consumption of 
news. In Yaoundé, for example, YouTube has become an important com-
ponent of socialising within the various sports groups, but the primary 
content of what is shared will be funny videos. A  very common expres-
sion that might accompany them is that ‘you should not laugh alone’, and 
there is a sense that these shared jokes help develop a generally good and 
happy ambience. This may start from very early in the morning. As soon 
as a member of the group wakes up, they may find hundreds of funny 
videos and images to view and comment on. This activity is said to become 
one of the favourite occupations for retirees in Yaoundé, sometimes even 
surpassing watching television at home. One woman said that she spent 
at least three hours a day looking at the videos shared by relatives in the 
various WhatsApp groups she belongs to. She finds them very funny. She 







added that she never shares them herself, but she appreciates what people 
send her as a kind of care practice. In addition, humour is a key component 
of the way in which people circulate political news – providing them with a 
means to participate and become active in political discussion, rather than 
feeling that they are only passive recipients of news dissemination.
Humour is also a significant component of the WhatsApp messages 
shared within Dar al- Hawa, usually still images rather than video. 
Information and news can both be couched within such frames. Often 
several people will react to the message by adding another image of a 
joke or by writing ‘hahahaha’. A genre that may gain more attention than 
humour, however, is the sharing of riddles. For example, there are riddles 
about Islam, about a place, about a specific ‘tricky’ image or even math-
ematical issues (Fig. 5.13).
These riddles gain more attention on the WhatsApp group 
compared to the sharing of jokes. They create a more intensive dialogue, 
Figure 5.13 Screengrab of a riddle shared by Laila Abed Rabho and 
Maya de Vries with research participants in Dar al- Hawa. The text 





accompanied by a competition over who will be the first to give the 
correct answer. This corresponds to what Laila and Maya could observe 
in the offline activities of the seniors’ club, where games accompanied 
by competitions were part of their regular activities. Often these were 
supplied by young students who were doing an internship through the 
university. The atmosphere was generally positive during these activities, 
since people were aware that these competitions kept everyone alert. The 
online WhatsApp versions seemed a clear extension of these goals.
Large WhatsApp groups are also used for sharing information in 
Uganda. For example, in Gulu the Lusozi chairwoman’s brother is part 
of a council WhatsApp group for which he can access Airtel data, funded 
by the municipal council at a reduced price. This helps him to find out 
about council health sensitisation sessions and mobilise the community 
to attend. As platforms for information sharing, these WhatsApp groups 
‘bring news’, something that people often like to hear of ‘from around 
the world’. This is the case for single grandmother Flossie, who listens 
to preachers and pastors in the morning and BBC news in the evening. 
Okida, a biblical counsellor, is particularly interested in UK news:
I love BBC. I’m following your Brexit so much … we were colonised 
by you people, so we still have an interest. When there’s a mess in 
your place … when you people are not doing well then we start 
panicking a bit!
When she visited people’s homes in Lusozi, Charlotte would often 
arrive to find the radio playing from a small mobile phone. It might be 
playing music, national or international news or, most often, evangel-
ical preaching. Emmanuel, a born- again Christian, is glad of this use of 
smartphones and social media to preach the gospel. He also listens to 
preaching on the radio through his phone, specifically ‘Voice of America’ 
and news about Israel:
You know it is better to know about Israel because we are in the 
end time. If anything happens there, you get it in the prophecy of 
the Bible.
Atim shares one phone in her household, the phone itself belonging to 
her and the SIM card being her daughter’s. They generally use it to enable 
relatives in the village to call and let them know about their problems and 
request financial assistance, for instance for their aunt’s recent hospital 




battery as they do not have electricity in the house, so have to charge 
their phone in the church office. They restrict use of the phone to a max-
imum of 20 or 30 minutes as ‘they’re always mindful of the power’, par-
ticularly because, they note, ‘if you overcharge it burns the charger’.
Finally, as well as individuals and communities seeking news 
and information, the state can also employ mobile phones directly as a 
medium for news dissemination. The clearest example of this was the 
practice of the government in Japan to issue emergency warnings via 
the mobile phone.21 The government started these mobile notifications 
following the triple disaster of March 2011, commonly referred to as 
3/ 11, which consisted of an earthquake, tsunami and nuclear meltdown. 
In the years that followed the disaster the government has faced criticism 
over their handling of the situation, much of which has been mobilised 
on social media.22
In Japan natural disasters such as strong earthquakes, typhoons 
and heavy rains are an annual occurrence. The smartphone has become 
the first line of defence for many people, providing a way to prepare and 
look after themselves in an era where trust in the government is low.23 
A man living in rural Kōchi explained how every morning he checks a 
prefecture- wide website about natural disasters from his smartphone. It 
is not an app, but the website is bookmarked so that he can open it in one 
click from his home screen. It tells him the water level and currents of 
the ocean. If the tide has fallen, he knows that he should be prepared for 
an earthquake. In such a scenario he would buy emergency food and not 
travel into the city.
I think looking it up yourself is much quicker … than waiting for the 
government alarms. I mean this whole tide thing is only a hypoth-
esis, but it’s better to know. I think it’s [the emergency notifications] 
good but it’s always 5– 10 minutes before it happens, so it’s too 
sudden … I fear that Kōchi prefecture will be the last to be taken 
care of. There are other prefectures more important than Kōchi. 
This is why I want to know sooner so I can evacuate more quickly.
The problem faced by the official emergency notifications is that given 
their high frequency, being used even for minor earthquakes, they are 
mainly ignored. During the heavy rains and flooding of summer 2018, it 
was common to be in a restaurant and hear everyone’s emergency noti-
fication sounding simultaneously, to the amusement of the diners. Some 
research participants mused that this was because the government does 









The result is a kind of ‘crying wolf’ syndrome, where the number of false 
alarms may reduce their efficiency (Fig. 5.14).
On the other hand, the potential for direct warnings about pos-
sible infections through smartphones text messaging became a global 
issue with the rise of contact tracing during the Covid- 19 pandemic. This 
development will be discussed in the final chapter.
Audio entertainment
A recent article in The Economist24 noted that, in retrospect, the main 
interest that has led people to go online across the globe is probably 
leisure activities.25 Before the smartphone, entertainment generally 
represented a discrete activity, such as watching a television series or 
listening to a radio programme broadcast via traditional media. The 
Figure 5.14 Screenshot of emergency notifications subsequently 
shared on Instagram by a participant in Kyoto. The accompanying 







Perpetual Opportunism represented by the smartphone, however, has 
transformed this into a potentially constant presence that can be attended 
to during any interlude during the day. In five minutes, while waiting for 
a bus, a person can check on a vlogger, scroll through some funny memes 
circulated by friends, listen to a new music track, see what a friend is 
up to or read about what the government is doing. If they missed their 
favourite radio serial, they can stream it at any time.
This is a significant change in people’s lives because there is no 
knowing at what part of what day a person will feel bored, dispirited or 
simply low. Before this state of Perpetual Opportunism, they may not have 
had access to television or radio at that particular moment. Smartphones 
also increase the range of what can be accessed; if one person wants to 
listen to football scores, another can hum along to their favourite hymns. 
One person may turn to sports news; another to celebrity news; a third to 
political news. The stimulus for one may be political memes, for the next 
memes of kittens and for a third a messy grandchild.
Since entertainment is such a vast topic, the following discussion 
is confined to a small example: the way people listen to music and other 
audio genres. In Lusozi, out of 35 research participants, 24 used music 
players on their phone and 4 had music search apps such as Shazam. 
More commonly, however, they would source their music from one of the 
three vendors in the area who sell music, television and film downloads. 
Customers bring or buy a memory card or their ‘flash’ and choose which 
genre they prefer from the vendor’s regularly updated selection of 
downloads. The vendors try to keep up to date with the latest options, 
playing music from their sound system to attract customers. As one 
vendor explains, ‘people come, especially guys who are current … they 
get interest from outside and they know what they want’. Younger men 
can be responsible for choosing the music and placing it on flash disks 
for older relatives.26 He notes that older customers are ‘quite rare … they 
come once in a while looking for old songs’, such as gospel music, Lingala 
or traditional Acholi music; the vendor adds that ‘it makes them happy’. 
As in Pype’s27 analysis of older people and popular media in Kinshasa 
(DRC), in an urban environment where entertainment is often youth- 
focused, older people can reconnect with contemporary society through 
their knowledge of music.
Typically people go to buy music at the end of the month once they 
have been paid. Using a 4GB memory card that costs the equivalent of 
around £4, they can load about 500 songs onto the device and send them 
on through Bluetooth. They may pay (the equivalent of) 4p per song or 






which they sell for 6p or give to regular customers as a bonus. ‘People 
want to have videos, especially aged people with families,’ one vendor 
explains. Music vendors typically provide comedy, series, action movies 
and movies from Hollywood, Nigeria and Ghana.
Launched in 2013, Shanghai- based ‘Ximalaya’ is one of China’s 
most popular platforms for podcasting and audiobooks, with about 
500 million registered accounts.28 Podcasts, or digital audio programmes 
available for download or streaming, have grown rapidly in popularity 
among older people in China.29 There is a probably a podcast episode for 
every taste and need in this era of on- demand content. The total number 
of podcast listeners in China surged to 425 million in 2018, according to 
data from iMedia Research. The average user spends 150 minutes a day 
on the ‘Ximalaya’ app.30
For older people who are starting to have difficulties reading, this 
audio alternative is a considerable boon. They are also a generation that 
grew up with radio and feel comfortable with it. Mrs Tong, a big fan of 
‘Ximalaya’, explains that ‘it is just like the radio on the smartphone, but 
it has much more content’. Mrs Tong also listens to the children’s edu-
cation programme (she takes care of her grandson during workdays) 
while doing the housework. She could not remember the last time she sat 
down to watch a television show when it aired live, because nowadays 
she watches it only on iQiyi, the streaming video platform on her iPad. 
Nor could she remember the last time she listened to a radio programme 
through a terrestrial radio channel. This is because the radio was replaced 
first by the television and then, two years ago, by ‘Ximalaya’, which she 
started listening to at the recommendation of a friend.
Another resource that is commonly used for finding music in some 
fieldsites is YouTube. Margarita, a retired nurse from Santiago, sold her 
radio and bought a Bluetooth speaker when YouTube became her primary 
source of music. YouTube also allows older adults to reconnect to old 
tunes that are usually no longer available. Now and then, older adults in 
Santiago use their WhatsApp groups to share links to tunes from the good 
old days. Similarly, in NoLo, Egyptian women participants saw YouTube 
as a way of accessing Egyptian and Arabic-language music. They would 
play this aloud, either on smartphones or connected to speakers, at fes-
tivities, parties and gatherings in the neighbourhood, for example during 
Eid, the festival that marks the end of Ramadan.
Finally, smartphones may also play a role in making or participating 
in, as well as listening to, music. Brendan founded and promotes a uku-
lele group in Dublin. The only specific music app he has on his phone is 






his primary use of WhatsApp, since this is now a very active group with 
more than 70 members, resulting in daily posts to the group. Brendan 
may first download a song from YouTube and then change it into an MP3; 
this allows him to send it to a Bluetooth speaker, which is what he uses 
when working with his ukulele group.
Facebook is also the main way that Brendan interacts with other 
ukulele groups around Ireland and beyond. He uses text and phone to 
make more detailed arrangements, for example, when the group plays 
at events or at nursing homes, quite a common occurrence. He also 
makes use of maps to find the place in question, as well as his calendar to 
organise these events. His music app has thousands of songs stored on it. 
Many of these uses are relatively new, but they all derive from his taking 
up the ukulele. So while Brendan may have only one specific ukulele app, 
it is clear after some time that he has turned his whole smartphone into a 
kind of ‘ukulele app’. This example reinforces the point made in  chapter 4 
regarding our focus upon tasks rather than single bespoke apps.
Conclusion
This chapter started by noting how many of the developments in the 
way smartphones are used derive from a combination of two properties. 
The first is the internal design that allows the immediate juxtaposition 
between apps, facilitating their use in combination. The other is the issue 
of mobility and its inverse. The smartphone may travel around, but in so 
doing it remains constantly present alongside the individual. Together 
these two aspects account for the rise of the property that has dominated 
this chapter, which we have termed ‘Perpetual Opportunism’.
The impact on the very nature of photography turns out to be 
profound. It is so much more than just a matter of tweaking our use of 
cameras and images. Rather, photography has become in several respects 
almost the exact opposite of what it once used to be. The camera started 
as a huge beast of a thing that had to be set up as an apparatus; the 
photographs themselves took time to process, making photography a 
rather long, formal and costly procedure. With more portable cameras, it 
became easier to take pictures. Digitisation had as significant an impact 
on what people could do with their photographs as it did on how they 
took them. The photo album, the family collage on the mantelpieces, 
the shoeboxes and the display portraits31 are now joined by many new 





sharing through social media, an established part of conversation and 
general communication. Strip away our nostalgic tendency to think the 
old ways were better and we have to acknowledge that it was not just the 
camera that could be clunky. The whole regime of analogue photography 
was highly constrained.
By contrast, the smartphone camera lends itself perfectly to 
Perpetual Opportunism. Even schoolchildren are constantly aware that as 
they walk along the road or across a field there may be entirely unantici-
pated possibilities of an Instagram- worthy shot. We never know when 
that butterfly will spread its wings with just the right background or 
the grandchild will decide to be utterly adorable. Thanks to Perpetual 
Opportunism, as long as the activity lasts for the few seconds that it takes 
to whip out the smartphone and snap the scene, it has been captured and 
acknowledged. An important component of this opportunism is the lack 
of cost. Images are easy to take, store, select, delete and replace. Taking 
a picture as an act of framing contains an element of sacralisation, separ-
ating its subjects out from the mundane that remains unframed. This is 
often a social project, as when the people of Dar al- Hawa use the sharing 
of images with those unable to join them on their travels as a means of 
including the entire community.32
Each field of smartphone usage discussed in this chapter turns out 
also to be an example of Perpetual Opportunism. At the very moment 
when the driver seems lost, GPS is there on their smartphone. The trans-
lation app is there for those moments on holiday when someone seems 
to be frantically telling you something, but you have no idea why or 
what they are saying. Older people in Bento, who are more likely to use 
public transport after retirement, no longer have to plan their evening 
so strictly; now they can simply summon transport back to their homes 
when they feel ready to leave. A Peruvian migrant in Santiago can check 
a Peruvian recipe on YouTube while in the middle of cooking the dish. It 
is all there and then, available in an instant. There is an old expression 
deriving from music: ‘playing it by ear’. Thanks to the smartphone, this 
has become a literal description of everyday life.
As always with the smartphone, less benign consequences also lie 
beneath the expansion of its capabilities.33 The very term ‘Opportunism’ 
has negative connotations. The other side to Perpetual Opportunism is 
perpetual vulnerability. Wherever you are, that person may be stalking 
you. There may seem to be no plausible excuse for failing to respond 
when WhatsApp has already informed the sender (perhaps your boss?) 





clearly expect you to respond immediately. We have already mentioned 
the schoolchild who is constantly anxious about what is being said about 
them. They may lose sleep at night because they can now take their 
smartphones from beneath their pillow at 3 a.m. and check that they 
did not miss the insult or revelation that they fear. So we discover that 
Perpetual Opportunism can also be experienced as perpetual pressure. 
Demands from an employer may be made at any time and on any day. 
The smartphone makes possible the ‘gig’ economy that has so dramatic-
ally changed work practices, now based on being available as required.
Perpetual Opportunism has therefore seen the rise of calls for 
breaks from the smartphone or ‘digital detoxing’.34 If we can use the 
smartphone at any moment, then it follows that we are tempted to use 
it all the time. We can always think of another person to phone, another 
thing to look up. Perpetual Opportunism thereby contributes to the dis-
course around addiction that was discussed in  chapter  2. In turn, all 
these consequences can be exaggerated. Perpetual Opportunism is not 
just the property of smartphones: the human voice is also a perpetual 
opportunity. People have always had to ‘bite their tongues’, trying to 
resist the temptation to reply, or to have the last word, even if we know 
that what we want to say is inappropriate or it is the other person’s turn to 
speak. Human beings have always lived with, and accommodated them-
selves to, perpetual temptation in various forms. The evidence from this 
chapter is much more focused upon how people have accommodated the 
smartphones to their own purposes, rather than blindly surrendering to 
every possibility that the smartphone presents.
Perpetual Opportunism does not necessarily mean we have become 
more shallow or short- term in our attitude to life. Smartphones are used 
just as much for long- term planning as for immediate gratification. In 
Ireland people love to spend time planning holidays months in advance 
using Tripadvisor, Google Earth and Booking.com, or by learning a lan-
guage through Duolingo. Perpetual Opportunism is everywhere an 
affordance,35 but most of this chapter has been about the different ways in 
which people avail themselves of that possibility. People in every fieldsite 
listen to music through smartphones, but the way people of Kampala 
and Yaoundé circulate music through vendors is very different from how 
people access music in Dublin or al-Quds. The way the Japanese govern-
ment uses the smartphones to alert people to emergencies is distinctive 
to that region. The opportunities may always be there, but in each region 
people avail themselves of those opportunities in different ways. This 
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Fieldsites:  Bento  – São Paulo, Brazil. Dar al- Hawa  – Al-Quds 
(East Jerusalem). Dublin  – Ireland. Lusozi  – Kampala, Uganda. 
Kyoto and Kōchi  – Japan. NoLo  – Milan, Italy. Santiago  – Chile. 
Shanghai – China. Yaoundé – Cameroon.
Crafting: the artisanal transformation of 
smartphones and lives
As part of the wider monograph series upon which this volume draws, 
several of the authors have adopted the term ‘crafting’. The word refers 
not only to the way in which people adopt and adapt their smartphones, 
but also aligns this activity to the larger concern of those monographs 
with the crafting of life itself. The idea of considering life as craft lends 
itself to those fieldsites where the focus was on retirement  – a time 
when people find their lives less structured by work routines or family 
obligations. This freedom may enable them to become more actively 
involved in constructing the content and rhythms of everyday life. This 
alignment between smartphones and the experience of ageing will be 
the subject of  chapter 7. But first we need to explore the term ‘crafting’ 
further. As the core to this chapter, it will be used to examine the way 
in which people align their smartphone with individual, social and 
community life.
Crafting is another example of our ‘smart from below’ approach, 
introduced in  chapter 1. The purchase of a smartphone handset is just the 
beginning of several transformative processes that result in the specific 
smartphones we encounter in fieldwork. It seems appropriate to respect 
such processes by regarding them as examples of artisanal craftsmanship. 
After all, crafting does not mean people are totally free to do what they 








by the material properties of the substance with which they work. They 
have to chip away certain elements carefully and add or mould others, 
according to the malleability and nature of those materials. But, unlike 
an artwork, the crafting of smartphones is always relative to context and 
usage. It is not a question of creating something autonomous. The aim of 
this crafting is rather to create alignment with everyday life.
The chapter is therefore organised as a sequence. It starts with 
reflections on the relationship between an individual and their 
smartphone(s). How is a smartphone crafted to fit the specific person? It 
then shifts to consider the way in which smartphones align not with indi-
viduals, but within relationships. How is the smartphone moulded to fit in 
the spaces created by relationships between people? Finally, it examines 
the wider field within which smartphones reflect or facilitate more gen-
eral cultural values. While the presentation is as a linear sequence, what 
has been revealed by the end of the chapter is clearly a circle. Every indi-
vidual is, after all, crafted in turn by the norms, values and expectations 
of the society in which they were parented and educated, and is subject 
to religion or other moral forces. It will therefore become apparent that 
crafting encompasses a much wider range of influences than merely the 
individual personality. In crafting the smartphone, people also craft their 
relationship to the wider world in which they live; they are also crafted 
by it. The smartphone then has to become a habitual part of our everyday 
habits, something that anthropologists call habitus.1
Crafting the individual
The iPhone belonging to Eleanor from our Dublin fieldsite is a marvel; she 
has effectively turned it into a kind of life manual. No individual app icons 
are displayed on her screen:  all are organised into a nested hierarchy, 
grouped in fields such as finance, sports, news and utilities, or based 
around work- related functions. This vertical order is complemented by 
a horizontal order where she makes full use of the capacity of different 
apps to be linked. For example, Eleanor’s calendar would have a task, 
such as paying a particular utility bill. She explained that she would link 
an event to her notepad. On this notepad she has created a step- by- step 
description of the process involved in paying that utility bill, including 
the password and relevant website address, which may extend to several 
pages. She then describes how on her smartphone an app related to a 
job function might be linked to a collection of all the PowerPoint slides 





carry out that particular work. In addition Eleanor has also provided her-
self with visual aids to help locate relevant information. These include a 
whole series of emoticons such as pins for medical information, a car for 
transport and a flash sign for any payment that has to be made that day. 
As a result, at any time and faced with any particular task, she claims she 
can locate within three or four taps of her fingers the instructions for the 
most effective sequence of actions to accomplish it.
An example would be Eleanor’s use of the app provided by Laya, 
her health insurance company. She reports that she immediately takes 
photographs of any receipts from her doctor and sends these in through 
the app; she is then guaranteed to be paid back within 10 days. All her 
photographs are date- stamped so that she can more easily order and 
share them. Her camera has also become central to her organisational 
work because she sees it as the main device for collecting and storing evi-
dence. This might relate to a car repair, but it might equally be her time-
table for water aerobics. She uses her phone alarm not just for getting up 
in the morning, but also to tell her when she needs an injection, or when 
she is supposed to be leaving the house for some task. A whole section 
of Eleanor’s smartphone is devoted to money management. Although 
she does not have much money, she likes to move her funds around fre-
quently to keep them active.
Eleanor talks about her phone in terms of cleaning, organising and 
housekeeping. The mass of PowerPoint slides and other photographs 
on her device can easily become disorganised. They therefore require 
constant editing, deletion and re- ordering to remain useful and close to 
hand, which is what she requires from her smartphone. She is also con-
stantly updating her calendar. Everything is securely backed up in the 
cloud so that, although she sees her whole life as present on the smart-
phone, she was able to neutralise its functions immediately when her 
smartphone was recently stolen in Spain. Having backed up her data 
securely, she found herself able to repopulate a new smartphone with 
the entire contents very quickly. The one thing she has not really taken to 
is the phone assistant Siri.2 She tried to customise it by using both male 
and female voices, but is not comfortable with either. Indeed, she resents 
not only the interference by Siri, but also the whole trend towards using 
artificial intelligence to pre- empt her with suggestions. She dislikes the 
way that Netflix tries to give her ideas of what she might like to watch 
based on previous viewings, commenting ‘it’s trying to be helpful but it’s 
clumsy’.
Eleanor’s transformations seem to fit a pattern. At this point in her 




something for which maintaining this rigorous order partly compensates. 
Her iPhone is appreciated as one of the few things over which she does 
have control. It is then not surprising that she might resent any compe-
tition to that control, represented by suggestions emanating from the 
smartphone itself.
The reason for starting this chapter with Eleanor is not just to pro-
vide a rather impressive life instruction manual. It is because she has so 
clearly crafted her phone to express her sense of herself as a consum-
mate professional, with the organisational aptitude that this implies. 
She spent her whole working life trying to secure a professional role 
that would fully utilise these abilities. Sadly, this never came to pass: her 
employers mostly failed to appreciate these qualities and she never found 
the opportunity to become the person she thought she could be through 
her employment. In the end, it has become mainly through her smart-
phone that she has been able to demonstrate, at least to herself, both 
who she wants to be and who she believes she really is. Eleanor and her 
smartphone may appear highly individual, even unique. There is no one 
else quite like her. But it is also a reflection of a wider sense of order 
that we associate with terms such as ‘professional’ or a ‘well- organised’ 
approach to life. This is a cultural order as well as a personal one, and it 
is as apparent from a detailed inspection of her smartphone as it would 
be from getting to know Eleanor herself. What has been crafted is the 
alignment between the two.
The same point applies to another Irish individual, Eamon, whose 
family have been fishermen for 150 years. Displaying a rugged and prac-
tical self- sufficiency, he comes across as the icon of a particular version 
of masculinity. He is adamant, for instance, that he does not need other 
people or television because he is never bored and always active, whether 
in sporting activities or practical tasks. Every single use of his smartphone 
has to be legitimated under the strict criterion of necessity. Eamon was 
entitled to use Skype for the two years that his daughter was in Australia, 
but he was very firm in maintaining that he has never used Skype either 
before or since. One advantage of smartphone development is that he no 
longer needs to use the voice function, which he dislikes; he can replace a 
conversation with terse text messages about, for example, when his train 
will arrive at the station. In Eamon’s case, the aesthetic comprises a par-
ticular form of social minimalism that derives from one of the established 
stereotypes associated with masculinity. Again it is a style that applies 
equally to the man and to his smartphone. Such an approach to life is 
probably mainly relegated today to older men in Ireland, having been 
superseded by more modern ideals of gender.
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There are other examples where the individual’s sense of order is 
less evidently tied to a cultural norm – people who might be considered 
somewhat eccentric. Gertrude, a sports physiotherapist, has two phones. 
This is because she is obsessed with the idea that at any given time she 
might see some image or composition that she needs to capture with 
her phone and then immediately send out on Instagram, or sometimes 
also Facebook and Twitter. It might be a landscape, a selfie of herself in 
a particular situation or just a constellation of colours. The sentiment 
is common enough today, but it is not usually taken to this extreme. 
Gertrude admits she is terrified that if her phone ran of battery, she 
would not have the means to capture this image at the precise moment 
she encounters it. As a result she not only carries with her the two 
iPhones, but also a dongle (in case there is no wireless network) and a 
spare battery charger.
Gertrude always carries two phones  – but when Melvin, another 
participant in the Irish fieldsite, emptied the pockets of his jacket, he 
revealed no less than four Nokia mobiles, plus a Huawei smartphone 
(Fig. 6.1). In his case the primary concern is music rather than photo-
graphy. Melvin is constantly recording ‘sessions’ and live performances, 





usually in pubs, of traditional Irish music; when one phone runs out of 
storage, he turns to the next.
Melvin also travels a good deal to places such as the UK and Corsica. 
He uses different phones to communicate with people in each place using 
local phone plans. He also duplicates information, since he worries that a 
phone might be lost or stolen, and may also carry a spare battery. Melvin 
is used to people seeing him as eccentric in various ways. He clearly enjoys 
playing to the expectations that this reputation creates in other people 
that know him, and is fond of extravagant, often generous gestures. He 
was perhaps the least surprising person in the two Dublin fieldsites to be 
carrying five phones in his pockets.
In each of the cases so far presented, the characterisation of the 
person preceded their possession of the smartphone. Smartphones have 
neither accentuated nor repressed their personality. Melvin is gener-
ally thought to be eccentric, while Eleanor was equally comfortable 
with being considered hyper- organised. None of this makes their use of 
smartphones any less extraordinary – it is hard to imagine anything in the 
world that would have aligned with their character quite so effectively 
as the smartphone. Their stories show just how intimate the device has 
become and reveal the ways in which each smartphone can be individu-
ally reconfigured to develop this holistic, seamless relationship between 
user and device.
By teaching classes on how to use smartphones, Alfonso was in a 
good position to see how the way in which people use their smartphone 
is also expressive of their attitude to the devices themselves. For example 
Francisco, a Chilean student, was very serious by nature; he could be a 
bit grumpy towards the more flippant students, but also showed a ten-
dency towards nostalgia, along with a very dry sense of humour. He 
quite likes gadgets and devices, preferring ones that he can take apart, 
repair and put back together again; this has the added bonus of dem-
onstrating that he is also a person still in decent functioning order. As a 
student, Francisco is alert and tends to have already installed the relevant 
apps. However, he has a sceptical pragmatism that means he will gravi-
tate towards older analogue methods, unless entirely convinced that the 
digital one is better. He does not feel this is the case, for example, with 
the smartphone calendar.
Francisco is extremely wary of the smartphone’s ability to follow 
him, for instance through GPS, to the extent that he refused to perform 
any GPS- based tasks during classes. He had recently been mugged and 
had his smartphone stolen, after which he started to worry about any-
thing that would allow people to follow him. He turned off the GPS 
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after Google Maps had itself pointed out its powers of surveillance by 
reminding him that he had been in the park for three hours. The point 
here is that Francisco’s fears derive from his sense of himself as a rational 
actor who bases his conclusions on observations. He has seen  – and 
experienced – the fact that people are being mugged and also the way 
in which Google Maps operates, from which he deduces that gangs of 
thieves must be using Google Maps to mug people. The fact that other 
people regard his behaviour as bizarre is of much less concern than his 
continued faith in his own reasoning.
Peter is an Irish engineer who had grown inordinately fond of his 
Nokia phone:  it was reliable, lasted for ages, was well designed and 
convenient. He felt he had betrayed it on taking up the smartphone, 
abandoning a true friend for the bells and whistles gimmickry of the 
smartphone. Peter is a very skilled engineer, however, so he decided to 
re- engineer his smartphone. By disabling many of its core elements, he 
crafted his Samsung Galaxy to last 120 hours without a recharge. It was 
also programmed so that once he was at home all calls were redirected 
to his landline, while the smartphone could be left behind in a drawer. In 
effect, he had turned the new smartphone device into a replica of his old 
Nokia mobile phone.
A final example from Ireland is important because the smartphone 
may not reflect a whole personality, but simply their dominant interests. 
When Matis came from Lithuania to live in Ireland, he certainly landed 
on his feet. His current employment is perfect, given his lifelong passion 
for cars. Once he has finished taking out the rubbish, fixing tables and 
other required tasks in his role at the Mexican- style restaurant where he 
works, he is free to concentrate on restoring classic cars for his employer, 
who shares this passion.
Matis has lived in Ireland with his wife, children and grandchild-
ren since 2008. It is thus fairly unsurprising that the apps dominating 
his smartphone’s screen are those associated with car parts, such as 
Donedeal (a digital Irish marketplace for buyers and sellers of cars) or 
Mister Auto (a shop for car parts). Equally important are the YouTube 
videos he watches of other car aficionados, which explain how to deal 
with particular problematic tasks. The camera is also essential, since spe-
cialist buyers will expect a complete photographic record of every stage 
in the restoration, which may take a whole year. Matis notes with pride 
how his employer drove the last one, a classic racing car, for 1,500 km to 
Italy and back with no problems. Attached to his phone is a wire leading 
to a micro- torch/ camera. He uses this as an endoscope which he can 
push down cracks inside the car to investigate the state of that particular 
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section before starting work on it. What the torch does not reveal can be 
viewed thanks to the pictures, taken with a flash attached to the endo-
scope and sent in turn to his smartphone. Matis sourced the gadget in 
China. In showing us how it works, he seems to be beaming as much as 
the torch.
The inverse to engineering the smartphone is using the smart-
phone for self- engineering. This has been the approach of Fernanda, 
from Bento, who has noticed a decline in her ability to remember things. 
Together with many older people, she says that she does not fear death, 
but has a horror of dementia. Her response to sensing some memory 
loss, a common experience for older people, is to embark upon brain 
training exercises. These are often seen as analogous to keeping physic-
ally fit and extending life expectancy. She therefore exercises her mind 
daily, using games such as Freecell, Lumosity, Wood Block Puzzle and 
Codecross. Learning English also helps Fernanda to stimulate her cog-
nitive functions through apps such as English Conversation and Google 
Classroom, which allow her to submit and correct her exercises through 
the app. She recently downloaded and installed Duolingo, an app that she 
uses to learn Italian, as her son is now going out with an Italian woman.
Having retired from being a worker in a food company, Fernanda’s 
plan is now to become an entrepreneur. She has recently accepted a 
friend’s invitation to start a telemedicine company for the care of the 
elderly. Prior to this, she had recognised the benefits and the dangers of 
sharing cognitive processes with her smartphone:
If you lose your smartphone, you lose your life. Awesome, it’s all 
there. Your life is there. I am scared to lose the smartphone. Without 
this, I would have a problem remembering. I’m talking to you and 
tomorrow I already think ... ‘what did she say?’ So for me the smart-
phone is fundamental.
Having observed the way Fernanda is ceding cognitive abilities such as 
memory to her smartphone, she now seeks ways to make her smartphone 
a device for repairing, or at least maintaining, memory.
Memory is also central to the reason why Toriyama san from Kyoto, 
who now uses a smartphone, also still keeps her old feature phone 
(garakei) and charges it up every night, even though she is no longer 
using it. ‘I don’t want it to die,’ she explains. She is scared that the photos 
she took, and therefore the memories she has made, will be lost forever if 
she lets her old phone ‘die’. Several others in the Japanese fieldsites also 
said they would not dream of throwing their old mobile phones away for 
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this same reason, preferring to keep them together safely in a drawer. The 
feeling that the phone becomes a repository for memories is complicated 
by the way in which the smartphone assumes other cognitive functions 
and can come to feel like an integral part of a person.
All the examples so far have been quite individualistic in orienta-
tion. A contrast is provided by Mario, who is retired. Mario has a passion 
for horticulture and is a proud environmental activist. As he explains:
I have always been this way, ever since I  was a kid, I  remember. 
Always I  was curious about the community, the environments in 
which we live, about people, about their collective experiences of 
work and life.
Mario has turned his smartphone into a device for running one of the 
local community allotments (Fig. 6.2). He also co-organises social events, 
such as a tour of the bees they keep in the allotments and the honey 
collection (a popular event with local children), or a shared community 
dinner where people from different cultures bring traditional dishes from 
their country to eat outside together in the gardens. He also enjoys using 




the plant- identifier app PictureThis. Over time, the apps that were not 
well integrated into Mario’s daily routines have been deleted.
Mario also exemplifies the contradictions of discourse discussed 
in  chapter 2. As an environmentalist, he does not feel he is particularly 
reliant on smartphones. At the same time, it is through the use of his 
smartphone that Mario has been able to facilitate the community and 
environmental values that he cherishes.
Some further examples of how smartphones fit into the lives of 
individuals in NoLo can be seen in the short film below (Fig. 6.3).
Finally, we can return to the starting point of this discussion, 
describing how smartphones can also become an instrument in the 
crafting of life in retirement. Marília was examining the smartphone of 
Eduardo from Bento, who had retired just two weeks before their con-
versation. When he was working, the clock and alarm were crucial since 
he had to get up at 4 a.m. every day. After retirement, however, he found 
that he was struggling to make his body adjust to his new routines, so he 
abandoned the alarm and started avoiding the clock. Now he uses his 
smartphone to follow recipes and tutorials so that he can please his wife 
at dinner. Using Google on his phone, Eduardo can now also research 
decorative ironwork, something that he plans to turn into a second hobby. 
Furthermore, his smartphone allows him to extend his work with a group 
of new Christians who plan to open their own church in São Paulo’s inner 
city where his daughter and grandson live. The smartphone includes 






apps for hymns, an app for Bible study and others that help him organise 
church donations – including how to calculate these with his Calculadora 
as well as bank them using a credit card app called Payeven Chip. In all 
of this, Eduardo is deliberately adjusting his smartphone to facilitate the 
new life he envisages.
The implications of these cases will be explored further in 
 chapter 9. In this final, more theoretical chapter we consider the smart-
phone as something that goes ‘Beyond Anthropomorphism’. What has 
been observed here is not just a property of resemblance. The smart-
phone appears more like a prosthetic3 to which certain bodily or cog-
nitive functions have been ceded, such that the loss of the smartphone 
would constitute the loss of an integral part of the person. This has been 
justified by the many ways in which the smartphone has extended the 
capacity of that individual, but clearly it is a strategy of investment that 
carries with it a risk of subsequent loss. When reading about these indi-
vidual cases, it is again hard to think of any prior device that has reached 
quite this potential for intimacy.
Relationships
Chapter 3 has already provided a critical perspective on the temptation to 
focus on the individual and their smartphone. The term ‘Social Ecology’ 
was used to discuss the way in which the phone could equally well express 
relationships to others – for example in Kampala, where the phone can be 
shared among family and neighbours. Chapter 4 used an example from 
Shanghai to show how the apps on a phone are expressive of the rela-
tionship between couples. Smartphones are also becoming increasingly 
important in the formation of relationships thanks to dating apps.
The smartphone can then express relationships, not just an indi-
vidual. Rachel from Dublin works as a PA to a high- flying boss who is 
herself deeply concerned with the problem of maintaining her family 
relationships alongside her demanding work schedule. After decades of 
working together, they have none of the usual work boundaries. Rachel 
may be in touch at 10 p.m. doing something on her boss’s behalf, such as 
finding the answer to a question from her boss’s children. But she discusses 
her assiduous support in terms of loyalty and friendship, is proud of her 
work and has no desire to retire. Her smartphone is geared to this way of 
working. If her smartphone were not always on, she would feel she was 
betraying the trust of her boss. The device also allows her to deal with her 





Although it is Rachel’s personal smartphone, it is mainly used for 
her work. Yet she is extremely comfortable with the way the smartphone 
fits snugly into this relationship and makes a point of how she feels she 
has achieved just the work- life balance she wanted. In fact she uses the 
smartphone for whatever her work requires and hardly at all otherwise. 
Outside of this working relationship, she still happily uses a pen and 
paper diary for herself. The smartphone delineates as it facilitates.
Smartphones may also be involved in the transformation of family 
relations over time. This observation may emerge more clearly in 
 chapter 8 because, in terms of group identity and formation, the key app 
seems to be LINE/ WeChat/ WhatsApp. In the case of Japan, the ‘family’ as 
an institution can be in some senses remodelled by the smartphone; many 
people have ‘family’ LINE groups for their immediate family relations. 
However, connections between people are always subject to change. 
Yamashita san, a woman in her sixties from Kyoto, explained how she 
lived with her daughter, who was in her forties; after her husband passed 
away they became distanced from his family. On her LINE she created a 
group called ‘family’ (ファミリ) which included her and her daughter, 
followed by a small number of close friends.
The patriarchal family unit (ie) was historically central to Japanese 
domesticity and society. The nuclear family gained prominence from the 
end of the nineteenth century in accordance with the Meiji government’s 
plans to modernise the country.4 Yet now, with families shrinking and 
many people not having children or having only one child, ‘chosen’ 
families, made up of close friends, have become increasingly signifi-
cant for some people. Friendship groups on LINE, especially for female 
participants, were important sites where one could draw on the support 
of friends, something that became increasingly valued as people aged. 
Such groups can often be formed of old high school friends or former 
colleagues, with people commonly being members of several groups sim-
ultaneously. Wada san, another woman from Kyoto, started living alone 
after her husband passed away, while her daughter and grandchildren 
live in Tokyo. She responded by creating a visual code for categorising her 
LINE contacts on her smartphone. By using emojis that represented how 
she knew those people, Wada san was able visually to map the various 
‘families’ that were contained within her phone. For example, having 
worked for an airline, all of her old colleagues were listed with an aero-
plane symbol next to their names; her immediate family members were 
indicated by a house emoji. Crafting her smartphone in this way enabled 





a sense she was constructing a visual family tree, with various branches 
connecting her to everyone in her smartphone.
Religion
In the introduction, it was suggested that the linear narrative struc-
turing this chapter is actually better seen as a circle. Take the example of 
Eamon, the gruff Irish descendant of fishermen. This characterised him 
as an individual but he, in turn, manifested a traditional understanding 
of how proper men should behave. Similarly, in the last example, the way 
in which friends are being incorporated into pseudo- family relationships 
through the smartphone reflects wider changes in Japanese society. If 
individuals craft smartphones, they are in turn crafted by these wider 
values. The most clear- cut example of the imposition and maintenance of 
cultural values comes in the consideration of the role of religion because 
it is usually the most overt.
For example, Rosalba comes originally from a village in rural 
Southern Italy. For her the smartphone, even more than a good book, is 
her material companion. One of her most frequent smartphone practices 
is googling, especially recipes – often traditional ones from her region. 
Rosalba is an avid searcher, however, and she also frequently googles 
information. ‘Let’s ask him,’ she will say frequently, referring to Google. 
The availability of information at the touch of a button is something 
Rosalba finds endlessly marvellous. Growing up in a large rural family 
homestead, her father a fruit seller, she describes her childhood as 
‘another world, another time and another place – a time when talking, 
school and the church were one’s core sources of information’. For 
many years the family did not have a television and she grew up playing 
outdoors, on the land, with her brother and cousins her age.
By contrast, information today comes to her within seconds from 
the comfort of her own home, thanks to Google. She googles health infor-
mation and, if she hears something on television that she would like to 
know more about, she ‘asks him’. She has recently discovered an app for 
measuring her pulse, which she uses on her tablet. For Rosalba, a devout 
Catholic, the technology is an omnipresent force that both accompanies 
and informs, enlightens and instructs. At the same time, actual prayer 
and weekly (Sunday) churchgoing remain a staple of her life.
The way individual crafting of smartphones helps to bring people 




Peruvian migrants living in Santiago. This group has carefully maintained 
their devotion to Peruvian sacred virgins and patron saints. Marcelo, for 
example, uses his smartphone to listen to the Rosary prayer when walking 
or taking the Underground from home to work. He follows the webpage 
of the Knights of the Virgin (Caballeros de la Virgen), which includes 
audio recordings of people praying. In silence, with his headphones on, 
he prays back. In Catholic Christianity, the Rosary is prayed as a dia-
logue. The Catholicism of another research participant, Tomás, is not so 
immediately apparent – the wallpaper on his smartphone is not the usual 
Purple Christ (the Lord of Miracles) or Saint Martin of Porres, but Gohan, 
a Dragon Ball Z character. During his commute, Tomás likes to play a 
game similar to Space Invaders. His religious devotion comes more to the 
fore through watching Christian television series and films. ‘I like series 
or movies that deliver a message,’ he explains.
In Dar al- Hawa smartphones are commonly used as a ‘handy 
muezzin’, as the majority of the population have downloaded an app that 
reminds its user of the time for prayer. In Islam there are five prayers a 
day. The app is programmed to create an alert based on the local time 
zone, using a voice recording of a muezzin call to prayer (Fig. 6.4).
Figure 6.4 The Salatuk app as shown in the Google Play Store. This 






God is the greatest (Allahu akbar); I testify that there is no God but 
Allah. I testify that Mohammed is God’s Prophet. Come to prayer. 
Come to security/ salvation. God is the greatest. There is no God 
but Allah.
If an individual is out of earshot from any actual mosque, this digital 
version comes into play. Most people just hear the first few seconds 
before turning it off. The call to prayer crafts the daily routine for many 
in Dar al- Hawa, especially older people who stay at home for much of 
the time. The app is simple and requires no code or password. It is also 
popular with younger people who are working and afraid that they may 
miss the time of prayer.
These are examples of relatively private crafting of the smart-
phone influenced by religion. Once again, however, this can also apply 
to relationships, not just to individuals. Many of the Irish participants 
take part in a traditional pilgrimage trail along northern Spain called 
the Camino de Santiago.5 This has been the custom for centuries, 
but numbers have grown considerably in recent times. Traditionally, 
walking the Camino might have been associated with an exercise in 
spiritual contemplation, even for those who are no longer formally 
religious. This may have included a feeling of retreat from, or distance 
from, the mundane world, although the journey always had a strong 
social component as people walked together or socialised in the dormi-
tory inns they generally stayed in overnight. The anthropologist Nancy 
Frey has argued6 that the fundamental values of traditional pilgrimage 
have been undermined by smartphones, as these create a constant 
mode of retained contact with the wider world. Her observation was 
not confirmed in the attitude of pilgrims who went on the Camino from 
one of the Dublin fieldsites, although admittedly most of them are not 
especially religious. In any given year, when only one or two can afford 
the time or money to go, they delight in sharing the experience with 
their friends and relatives back in Dublin, sending daily messages and 
updates as to where exactly they have reached. Those on the Camino 
view this as an ethical expression of fellowship, rather than as an 






It is relatively straightforward to suggest that a deeply religious popula-
tion is likely to allow their religious faith to dominate the meaning and 
use of smartphones. Religions tend to be explicit about their role in deter-
mining cultural values. But at the heart of anthropology is an emphasis 
upon the wider impact of normativity. The term itself is clearly related 
to the word normal – what gets taken for granted as simply the natural 
order and so casts other behaviour as abnormal. Mostly normativity is 
not achieved through religious control, nor even educational teaching. 
It emerges as part of everyday life where people make often quite 
subtle hints to one another about what they find to be appropriate or 
inappropriate in another person’s actions. They may look a bit shocked 
or surprised that someone is standing a bit too close, for example, or at 
someone’s choice of clothing. The degree of moral pressure will vary, but 
research participants in the Japanese fieldsites often talked about how 
awareness of proper social behaviour is integral to being ‘Japanese’.
Bullying and being ostracised were talked about by many 
participants in Japan as commonplace if someone is not skilled at 
‘reading the air’ (kuuki ga yomenai) and behaving in a socially appro-
priate way. For schoolchildren, learning the importance of reading 
between the lines in social interactions starts young. However, texting 
through smartphones has complicated the way that social interaction 
relies on these multiple layers of communication. Yumi, a 17- year- old 
girl in Kōchi, explained:
Because it’s so difficult to read between the lines on text messaging, 
the teachers are always raising awareness for bullying on SMS. 
Misunderstanding can spread and that can be the beginning of 
bullying. Because words spread quickly and create bad vibes some-
times among teenagers. You know, it can create fights and rumours. 
I  think you just get left out. If they have groups (and) someone 
makes a mistake they might get left out of the group. It’s not like it 
hurts physically, but it hurts mentally.
Yumi used to use Facebook and Twitter. She gave them up a year and a 
half ago because they had become too stressful and because of the social 
scrutiny she was feeling. These issues are not confined to teenagers as a 





I think people in Japan are in a hierarchical society, so people feel 
obligated to comment or like someone’s post. Here, you have to be 
loyal and respond to their post. You feel duty (giri) to compliment 
them. If it’s someone you know and you look up to, or you want 
them to have a good impression of you, then you have to like their 
posts. Sometimes I feel that people’s likes are just ‘duty- likes’ (giri- 
iine). I’m not pleased with ‘duty- likes’. If someone genuinely likes 
the post I’m more happy. I think some people get sick of it and they 
quit Facebook. Some of my friends said it’s just too much trouble to 
put ‘like, like, like’. They don’t like the pressure.
Most research participants from this fieldsite would never post anything 
controversial, for example about politics, because  ‘you don’t want to 
make enemies, or contradict people. Don’t create conflict – even face to 
face. People like small talk about the weather and food and their health’. 
This is the reason why many participants created multiple anonymous 
Twitter and Instagram accounts, enabling them to engage with topics 
they were interested in without the social scrutiny. The smartphone in 
Japan thereby becomes a space for negotiating the difference between 
a person’s true feelings and what one says in public. This distinction 
is expressed in the cultural notions of honne (本音, ‘true sound’) and 
tatemae (建前, ‘facade’), which generations of scholars have seen as lying 
at the heart of Japanese normative society.7
As in the previous discussion of individuals or relationships, it is 
possible to study the capacity of smartphones to express these cultural 
norms. Equally, however, smartphones can be examined as factors in 
social change and the development of new social norms. In the case 
of Yaoundé, the primary focus of Patrick’s research was the emergent 
middle class. ‘Emergent’ suggests a coming into being. One of the best- 
established academic approaches to the formation of the middle class, 
initially in reference to European examples, was the idea of a ‘public 
sphere’ promoted by the sociologist Jurgen Habermas.8 He discussed 
how, at a certain point in European history, there arose new sites, such as 
coffee shops, which encouraged the development of public debate. These 
changes, in turn, led to an unprecedented form of politics based on the 
discussions among members of this nascent middle class. Considerable 
subsequent research examines the role of the media as another space 
in which this public sphere could subsequently develop.9 Patrick makes 
a similar argument, this time considering the role of the online world 
as a place where the new middle class in Cameroon create their public 









In the case of Cameroon, several topics dominate such discussions. 
These include the long- term struggle between the English- speaking 
sections of Cameroon and the dominant French- speaking areas. In add-
ition, since 2014 there have been many attacks in the northern regions 
of the country by the jihadist terrorist organisation Boko Haram. Both 
topics continually circulate on social networks present on smartphones. 
The inhabitants of Yaoundé carry with them violent images on a daily 
basis, along with journalists’ comments on these images, videos of indi-
viduals and the everyday life of conflicts and tensions. These are spread 
through WhatsApp groups. In turn, discussions or information that 
began within Cameroon then circulate through its diasporas in France, 
Germany, the United States and the UK, including what can turn out to 
be faked images (Fig. 6.5).
Examining the emergence of a smartphone- based public sphere 
suggests both continuities and discontinuities.10 Smartphones have taken 
on a central role in these incessant discussions of the key topics of the day. 
Figure 6.5 Images of war circulating in Cameroon through a 






These naturally gravitate towards the smartphone, where there is rela-
tively free access and free debate. The middle class see this as a form of 
‘informational citizenship’, implying that these topics are subjects about 
which it is their duty to have opinions.11 News and politics seem to burst 
into their smartphones daily, at times even without them even wanting 
it. At the same time, the shift to a new medium has other consequences. 
For example, the constant circulation of images has led the Cameroonian 
government to ban smartphones from the military, which is involved in 
suppressing Boko Haram and also separatist movements. At the same 
time, leaks circulating on social media create thousands of reactions 
from the population, which then require a response from the state.
This process has gone still further with the response to the Covid- 19 
pandemic, a situation in which it became increasingly important to 
combat misinformation and the circulation of fake news. As a result 
the Minister of Health started to tweet details such as the number of 
deaths and measures being taken by the government. Such direct con-
tact between a minister and the public was quite unprecedented for a 
government that tends to work in secret. It created new possibilities of 
accountability for government and the further democratisation of infor-
mation, as details are further circulated on WhatsApp. The emergent 
public sphere came into its own, with online circulation creating trans-
parency where previously opaqueness was the norm. Often this created 
new tensions in its wake.
These can also be very long- term trends. At the heart of Xinyuan’s 
monograph is a study of a generation who lived through China’s Cultural 
Revolution (1966– 76), which remains a key influence on how they 
respond to the smartphone decades later. The idea that every individual 
must sacrifice themselves to the revolutionary cause through constant 
self- reform12 has become aligned with a growing ‘techno- nationalism’.13 
Older people view it as the citizen’s duty to help China achieve its stated 
goal, a ‘digital leapfrog’ of economic development, which explains the 
more positive attitude to smartphones in China discussed in  chapter 2. 
The values of the Cultural Revolution have become imprinted upon 
people as a sense of duty to their craft. The ethnography in Shanghai 
showed how older people naturally view the smartphone as the chance to 
craft their own lives in the tradition of ‘self- reform’ and ‘self- perfection’, 
continuing the struggle to become the ‘New Man’ (xin ren) with the help 
of technology. In short, the Communist Party is constantly encouraging 
people actively to craft their own lives according to its ideals. Crafting the 






This chapter opened with the suggestion that the concept of crafting 
should be applied equally to the way in which people craft their 
smartphones and the way they seek to craft their own lives. But this is 
really a triangle, as underlying both these processes are the influences of 
deeper cultural values, manifested in the subsequent appearance of both 
people and their smartphones. The gruff, pragmatic Irish descendant 
of fishermen and his minimalist smartphone are equally expressions of 
older cultural traditions about what makes Irish men masculine. The 
final example, from Shanghai, is unusual because the cultural pressure 
towards crafting smartphones as a contribution to an established idea of 
crafting life is here quite explicit. The same would be true when people 
overtly present their smartphones as engineered to express their reli-
gious principles.
In most cases, however, the links are not overt. These are subtle and 
implicit processes. It is only through long- term ethnography that we have 
been able to bring the pieces of this jigsaw together. Initially, the main 
emphasis is on what is most apparent, which is the intimate alignment 
between an individual and their smartphone. A  series of portraits of 
people from Ireland, such as Eleanor, were used to illustrate this process. 
To give more dynamism to this observation, they were supplemented by 
cases such as that of Francisco, where Alfonso could observe how the 
smartphone is being crafted to fit the man, or Eduardo, where Marília 
could watch a smartphone being employed in anticipation of further 
crafting of its owner’s life on retirement. The chapter also considered 
how people subsequently reflect upon what it means when a device has 
become so much a part of themselves  – an intimacy that can manifest 
itself in their reliance upon the smartphone as externalised memory  – 
and the vulnerability they may feel about a part of their own memory 
which potentially could be lost.
From these observations about individuals, the chapter proceeded 
to examine the way in which smartphones are integrated into 
relationships, such as those between an employee and her boss or within 
the wider Japanese family. It then turned to explore wider social norms, 
with examples that reflect more general principles of the normative and 
the consensual, both especially apparent in Japan. Smartphones are 
not necessarily just a static representation of values. Other examples 
consider the smartphone as an active participant in the formation of a 




used to circulate political discussion, a key factor in the formation of the 
middle class of Yaoundé as a new public sphere.
How the balance between the individual and social normativity 
ends up will vary considerably. On the one hand, there were examples 
where even the individuals concerned would expect others to regard 
them as somewhat eccentric, such as Melvin’s decision to carry five 
phones in his jacket. The opposite situation may be found in a religious 
community or where many people may also be devoted to consensus. 
Every individual may be different, but there is a moral imperative 
towards conformity.
We should also acknowledge the role of the smartphone designer, 
whose greatest contribution has in some ways been their modesty. Why 
modesty? The craftsmanship found in this chapter is made possible 
because the most advanced technological possibilities found in the use 
of algorithms and artificial intelligence are not being employed to com-
plete the smartphone’s design. Algorithms and artificial intelligence have 
created some capacity for autonomous learning. But what really matters 
is the way that smartphones are created with an unprecedented facility 
for subsequent change. Designers have provided a sufficiently open archi-
tecture to allow smartphones to become myriad artisanal forms that they 
would never have themselves envisaged. In 2008 Chris Kelty showed in 
his book Two Bits14 how giving freedom to successive software designers 
through Open Source allowed for more imaginative democratised devel-
opment on a broader scale for digital technologies. In addition, in the 
same year, Clay Shirky’s book Here Comes Everybody15 imagined people 
coming together in collaborative crowdsourcing to take advantage of 
these new possibilities. Neither of these visions came quite to fruition as 
the authors imagined. Instead the smartphone has in effect become the 
means for a more modest revolution that did succeed. It has shifted Open 
Source from a concept within software design into the myriad possibil-
ities of crafting through the subsequent consumption of smartphones. 
This has in turn been seized upon, not by new forms of popular collab-
oration, but through the already established sociality and norms of cul-
ture and relationships, as well as by the manifestation of cultural values 
through individuals.16
In most of the fieldsites, very few people make much use of the 
pre- installed apps on a phone, mainly preferring to use apps that they 
have chosen to download. The result is that the smartphone can be 
truly personalised, not just with respect to content, but also in terms of 







case of Eleanor, what really makes her smartphone special is content – 
all the instructions she has patiently written out and linked to various 
functions. It is Eleanor’s intelligence and craftsmanship that make her 
phone unique. Designers have allowed for this possibility, but it is then 
the ‘smart from below’ crafting that makes a smartphone into what it 
ultimately becomes. 
Notes
 1. One of the most influential books in the history of anthropology, Outline of a Theory of Practice, 
was written by the French anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu (1986). In this book he discusses 
a concept that he calls ‘habitus’, a term now commonly used throughout the social sciences. 
The term conveys an obvious link to the idea of habit – a pattern of things we do without even 
reflecting upon them. Bourdieu argued that ‘habitus’ derives from the way that habits in many 
different domains are linked as an underlying order. Among the Berber population in North 
Africa, where Bourdieu studied, he could discern this order across a range of activities, from 
the way in which people organised their kinship to their agricultural systems to the way their 
calendar is arranged. In such a society, a single individual was likely closely to reflect the nor-
mative order that we also can call culture. In a place such as contemporary London, there is 
a greater diversity of people. However, in a volume called Anthropology and the Individual, 
Miller (2009) argued that, even at the level of the single person, we can see a similar under-
lying sense of order that may relate to many of their different engagements and activities; this 
often appears to other people as what we commonly think of as their personality. So the con-
cept of habitus can be applied to an individual, not just to the wider society.
 2. Siri is the voice assistant on Apple devices.
 3. See Lury 1996.
 4. Daniels 2015.
 5. Frey 1998.
 6. Frey 2017.
 7. Benedict 1946; Doi 1985; Hendry 1995.
 8. Habermas 1989.
 9. Garnham 1986; Couldry et al. 2007.
 10. Schafer 2015.
 11. To access a wider discussion of informational citizenship in the digital age, see Bernal 2014. 
Bernal discusses what she calls ‘infopolitics’  – that is, the way that ‘Power is exercised and 
expressed through communication and control media, traffic, censorship and authorization’ 
(p. 8). This is ‘particularly crucial in the state- diaspora relationship’ (p. 54) and changes the 
vision of citizen interactions and commitments.
 12. A deep- rooted idea that can be traced back to Confucius. See Cheng 2009.
 13. Wang 2014.
 14. Kelty 2008.
 15. Shirky 2008.
 16. For a rather esoteric argument that envisaged this kind of consumption as the realisation of the 






















Fieldsites:  Bento  – São Paulo, Brazil. Dublin  – Ireland. Dar al- 
Hawa  – Al-Quds (East Jerusalem). Lusozi  – Kampala, Uganda. 
Kyoto and Kōchi  – Japan. NoLo  – Milan, Italy. Santiago  – Chile. 
Shanghai – China. Yaoundé – Cameroon.
This book takes what is probably a rather unexpected approach by focusing 
upon older people rather than youth. The expression ‘older people’ here 
stands mainly for those in middle age, and our focus was on people who 
saw themselves as neither young nor elderly. The actual age of individ-
uals varied considerably across the fieldsites. This approach makes adults 
the ordinary population to which youth would be the exception, rather 
than the other way around. In most sections of the book this demographic 
is simply assumed. However, there are many facets of smartphone use 
which are age related, so this chapter is dedicated to these.
The discussion starts from a consideration of a youthful popu-
lation and moves on to intergenerational relations. It then examines 
the problems older people encounter in learning to use smartphones, 
followed by other more general problems they face. Finally, it considers 
the development of apps that are targeted specifically at this demo-
graphic. This chapter also stands for something larger:  the study of 
smartphones from the perspective of a social parameter. It might then 
have been a chapter about gender or about class. Each parameter would 
bring forth analogous observations to those discussed here.
Youth and intergenerational relationships
The use of smartphones as a medium for expressing the experience of 
ageing may occur for all age groups, whether for young people trying 








people in NoLo have a strong attachment to the online worlds facilitated 
by smartphones and other devices. There are social media groups specific 
to constituencies, for example the ‘second generation’ of young people 
with foreign- born parents. These have become spaces in which young 
people collectively explore issues of group identity that may become 
the basis for growing social and political awareness and foster forms of 
activism.1 This generation, referred to in Italy as ‘second generation’2 
or ‘new Italians’,3 is growing up with a sensitivity to any exclusionary 
gestures from other Italians.
This generation is also concerned to retain commitments to the 
places their parents came from. As an example, children of Egyptians 
in their teens and early twenties took to rap music to express their 
relationships to both Egyptian and Italian pop culture. They listened 
to, rapped in and recorded their voices in Arabic and Italian on their 
smartphones, while gathering in public spaces such as the local park. 
In Milan, poetry has become the medium of choice for reflecting upon 
identity and themes of inclusion, exclusion and otherness in Italy 
for Hazara refugees and migrants from Afghanistan who are in their 
twenties and early thirties and who speak Hazāragi.4 The smartphone 
notebook function offered a convenient way to pen thoughts digitally, 
in Persian or Italian interchangeably, on breaks at work, at a restaurant 
or travelling on the bus or metro. Smartphones and social media have 
also played a crucial role in Hazara online activism and awareness 
campaigns concerning the ongoing persecution of the Hazara in their 
homeland of Afghanistan.
To pre- empt the discussion of the ‘Transportal Home’ in  chapter 9, 
when groups of young people have this profound experience of ambiva-
lence about where they reside, the smartphone can become of huge 
significance. It is the one place where friends, relatives and strangers, 
sometimes in different cities or other parts of the world, can congre-
gate, irrespective of where they physically reside. All of this may make 
the smartphone a more comfortable place within which to see oneself 
‘living’, rather than any alternative potential candidates for a sense of 
home. This is particularly true when set against a backdrop of economic 
crisis that makes renting and/ or buying houses challenging for many 
young people. Having a place to identify with matters a good deal for 
migrants and their children – especially amid a backdrop of exclusionary 
practices concerning legal citizenship rights5 and where the state for-
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For older people, by contrast, the smartphone can become an 
instrument of destruction and rupture. In Yaoundé, seniority and respect 
for older people was paramount within historical social orders. In former 
times, knowledge itself was configured in relation to age. In agriculture, 
for example, experience mattered:  the young learned from the old, an 
order that was disrupted by the rise of formal education. When it comes to 
smartphones, however, older people are no longer necessarily respected 
as the repositories of knowledge. Instead they find themselves constantly 
obliged to learn from the young (Fig. 7.1). Retirees in Yaoundé now rely 
on young people, whether their grandchildren or just young people they 
see in the street, and commonly admit that they are ‘embarrassed by the 
dexterity of the youngest’. One research participant, a 59- year- old high 
school teacher, feels this technological generational gap quite deeply; 
he explains how his generation found they had to master first the com-
puter, then the internet and now the smartphone. At each stage of the 
process, the young were already there. When a teacher has to learn from 
Figure 7.1 Grandfather Tom learning how to use his new smartphone 







the youngest in the society, there is bound to be a commensurate sense 
of humiliation for older people, many of whom find this re- direction of 
education, at least initially, quite unnatural. By contrast, older people in 
Lusozi may feel that the time young people take to show them how to use 
their smartphones confirms traditional forms of respect.
Some older people may have spent decades developing skills 
that are no longer needed precisely because of smartphones. A  female 
research participant in Dublin had developed considerable expertise in 
finding her way around the countryside after years of delivering flowers 
for a flower shop. But thanks to Google Maps, her ability to locate places 
without a map has become redundant. Older people in Japan deplored 
the way smartphones have devalued key skills, such as mental arith-
metic, for which they once received respect. They expressed concern 
about younger generations forgetting how to write now that predictive 
messaging suggests the right kanji (character) to use based on their 
phonetic input. Older people remember how much time they spent at 
school learning to write kanji by memorising the correct stroke order and 
practising calligraphy for hours on end  – hard-won knowledge now in 
danger of being lost.
In other fieldsites, older adults complained that their younger 
relatives lack the patience to teach them how to use their smartphones. 
A 63- year- old woman in Chile has a typical complaint:
My daughter bought this phone for me and taught me [how to use 
it] on the first day. After that, if I ask something, she says ‘I already 
taught you’!
A 67- year- old man in Santiago describes another problem that is fre-
quently encountered:
When you ask them [younger people] how to do something, they 
do it very fast on your phone, ‘pa, pa, pa, it’s done!’, but they don’t 
show you how to do it.
Children and grandchildren often fail to understand the difficulties that 
their parents and grandparents have. In Bento, for example, they claim 
that their parents and grandparents have worked with technology in 
their employment before, exclaiming ‘You worked with that, how can 
you not know how to use it?’ In reality, many of these older people may 
have retired from their working life decades before. Many older people 
also fear becoming a burden to their families and so decide not to seek 
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help. They stoically accept the fact that their children work hard and 
have many other commitments. As a 71- year- old woman in Bento put 
it: ‘considering all of that [her children’s busy lives], do you think I would 
bother them?’7
There are numerous ways in which young people can be unhelpful. 
Abu Zaki, a research participant in al- Quds, was facing some technical 
problems with his smartphone, an old Samsung Galaxy given to him 
by one of his sons after the latter purchased a newer handset. It is quite 
common in Dar al- Hawa for older people to end up with an old version 
of these smartphones, no longer required by a younger member of the 
family. Abu Zaki complained that his grandchildren had downloaded too 
many games to his phone; he has no idea how to delete them and the 
young people simply will not help him with this. Some older people may 
not be confident of even remembering their own number (Fig. 7.2).
In Dublin, young people in turn often expressed their frustration in 
trying to teach older people how to use smartphones; they found them 
frequently slow to learn and in need of constant repetition. Younger 
people claimed these struggles were surprising since smartphones were 
‘intuitive’. When several members of our team subsequently decided to 
Figure 7.2 A woman taking a video during a live music show in  






teach older people smartphone use, however, it soon became clear how 
untrue this claim is. Smartphones are not intuitive devices for those who 
are not familiar with them. For example, an older person is told to down-
load an app. They look at their phone and see an icon called ‘Downloads’; 
they duly press this, which gets them nowhere at all. How would they 
ever guess that the appropriate icon is called ‘Play Store’? Why should 
they not logically assume that this would be a place specifically for games, 
rather than for downloading a banking app? How should they know the 
new meanings of packages, the cloud or when something crashes? All of 
these bear little resemblance to the previous use of these terms, and are 
all the more misleading for being apparently intelligible.
In another example, older students are told to ‘go on the internet’. 
When they look on their phones, they see one icon called ‘Internet’ – but 
then realise that the young people teaching them may be accessing the 
internet through something called Chrome or Google or Firefox. No one 
bothers to explain the difference between these various potential routes 
to the internet. What is the difference between a pre- installed icon called 
‘Gallery’ and another called ‘Google Photos’? Smartphones are many 
things, but intuitive is not one of them.
How smartphones make people younger
Despite the initial struggles, the potential inversion of traditional roles, 
the lack of patience of younger relatives and the counterintuitive design 
of smartphones, older adults generally do manage to use their smart-
phone. So why do they make such an effort to adopt this ‘young people’s 
thing’? At the start of this project, many people across these fieldsites still 
assumed that smartphones would be more ‘natural’ for younger people, 
the alleged ‘digital natives’. At that stage, smartphones represented a 
boundary that reinforced the distinctions of age  – a kind of age- based 
digital divide. The reason why older people persevere is that using 
a smartphone provides them with more than new capabilities. The 
adoption of a device once so deeply associated with young people can 
actually make older people feel younger. Once they have mastered the 
smartphone, it shifts from being a barrier between younger and older 
people to something that signifies the collapse of that barrier. In the era 
of ‘successful ageing’, adopting this new device and all the possibilities 
it entails amounts to staying active and constantly reinventing oneself.
Every author of this book is also writing a monograph, each under 
the title of Ageing with Smartphones. Ageing means very different things 
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across these very disparate fieldsites, with chronological categories of age 
often less significant than how a person feels or is perceived. As already 
noted, someone in Kampala may be considered an elder at 40, whereas 
others may not feel old at 80 in Japan. The Palestinian population tended 
to shift to different clothes and other signs of belonging to a more senior 
segment of the population when relatively young, at 40 or 50. Usually the 
women will wear a long dress in dark colours and a veil such as a hijab.
For most of the other fieldsites, however, these monographs suggest 
a radical change in the experience of ageing. The traditional category of 
an elderly person, imagined by The Beatles as sitting on a rocking chair 
surrounded by grandchildren at 64, has largely disappeared. Several of 
our research participants say they expected to feel old on their 60th, 70th 
or 80th birthdays, but that just did not happen. Instead, the new separ-
ation is between the experience of frailty, at whatever age this strikes, as 
against sufficiently good health which has led to the experience of con-
tinuity over the decades. Older people in some fieldsites just continue 
listening to the Rolling Stones, though now through Spotify, and per-
haps consider dating, though now through online sites such as Plenty of 
Fish. As such, this mastery of the smartphone as an opportunity to feel 
younger fits neatly into a much more general pattern of change in the 
overall experience of ageing. This factor was particularly important in 
Shanghai, where older people felt they never had a proper youth because 
of the disruption of the Cultural Revolution. Only now on retirement, 
aided by smartphones, can they embark on the project of being youthful.
The impact of the smartphone thus depends a good deal on the 
wider context of how the experience of ageing is changing. In Ireland 
smartphones helped people to feel younger partly because of many 
other ways in which these affluent retired people were apparently able 
to reverse the ageing process. Another example was the way in which 
they had more time to be involved in cultivating wellness or being active 
in green and environmental pursuits, to the extent that sustainability 
applied as much to older people themselves as to the planet. By contrast 
the Palestinians tended to be comfortable in retaining traditional ideals 
of seniority and age, changing their behaviour accordingly.
A final version of these changes can be found when a traditional 
category of ageing, such as being a grandparent, remains but is given a 
new twist or increased vitality through its manifestation in digital form. 
An example of this is the concept of Nonna, or grandmother, in Italy. In 
popular culture, particularly outside of Italy, ‘Nonna’ has become a kind 
of idiom signifying various idealisations associated with local traditions, 
homeliness, cooking and caregiving. It is widely used in advertising as a 
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marker of ‘authentic Italy’. Today a major role played by grandmothers 
in Italy is their active involvement in childcare; they provide practical, 
economic and social support to families. A  number of women in NoLo 
had either moved to be near their adult children or already lived close 
to them, and were actively involved in grandparenting in their sixties 
and seventies. The smartphone is a main instrument in this, and in other 
aspects of everyday life. WhatsApp, for example, is used widely for arran-
ging schedules and practical matters, for sharing photographs and videos 
among families and friends, and for pursuing individual interests and 
activities. Examples can be seen in the film featured here (Fig. 7.3).
Smartphones in this instance are not so much making people feel 
younger as making an existing traditional category of ‘older person’ more 
appropriate to contemporary life.
Teaching and learning smartphone skills
What is involved in learning to use a smartphone? Dijk and Deursen8 
suggest there are six levels of skills that are required to develop digital 
literacy, outlined below.
1) Operational skills, such as how to use a particular button
2) Formal skills, such as the ability to understand and use aspects of 
the interface, such as menu structures or hyperlinks
3) Information skills, such as how to look things up
4) Communication skills, such as the use of social media
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5) Content creation, such as one’s own playlists for music streaming
6) Strategic skills, such as how to use smartphones for personal or 
professional goals
Each one of these can be the cause of a new digital divide between 
the competent and the unskilled user. It is a point considered in some 
detail by Donner in his book Beyond Access9 because it is often a feature 
of the developing world:  simply because a population now has access 
to smartphones and the internet does not mean the end of inequal-
ities. Mastery of one level may simply accentuate other constraints and 
divisions based on what people know and do not know about the subse-
quent deployment of smartphones.
These points emerged with particular clarity because our research 
also included some more elderly people who are starting to experience 
age- related frailties  – reduction of cognitive skills, arthritis, trembling 
fingers, impaired vision – that also affect their usage of the device. So, 
on the one hand, the smartphone stretches the issue of skill because 
it increases complexity. Yet  – literally ‘on the other hand’  – older 
populations are confronted by their loss of dexterity. The result could be 
observed ethnographically as part of everyday life, but was most easily 
discerned through the method of teaching smartphones to this popula-
tion. The wider context includes considering older people’s motivation 
for wanting to learn smartphones, the everyday situations in which they 
employ them and – especially – the wider intergenerational relations and 
tensions that are often involved in their obtaining, learning and then 
deploying their smartphones. Finally here, as in every chapter since the 
topic was broached in  chapter 2, we find a subsequent issue of ambiva-
lence towards the device.
Several of the team committed to teaching courses either about 
smartphone use in general or the use of WhatsApp specifically, in one 
instance for over a year. The students taking part had a very wide range 
of concerns and expectations. In Santiago one woman wanted to take 
HDR (high- dynamic- range imaging) pictures to post later on Instagram, 
while a man wanted to download an app to scan the QR codes he came 
across on flyers. Some participants found it difficult to grasp the differ-
ence between (paid) mobile data and (free) Wi- Fi, or to understand the 
notion of ‘the cloud’; others had trouble with the touchscreen interface. 
Factors that affected their difficulties and expectations include famil-
iarity based on previous use, the degree of family support they enjoy, 
their general level of education, their motor skills and the length of time 





According to a recent survey of older Americans by the Pew 
Research Center,11 one- third of seniors feel only a little, or not at all, 
confident when using electronic devices (including smartphones). As a 
result of that feeling, three- quarters of them say they need help to set up 
and start using a new device. According to one of Marília’s students, a 
man aged 72, fear of making mistakes is the key difference between older 
people and their younger counterparts. He explained:
If youngsters see something wrong, they laugh at themselves, 
because they are allowed to make mistakes. People, however, are 
not so tolerant with older adults.12
Because of this, he says, many of his friends feel so embarrassed when 
they fail that they become too scared to even try. In addition, they 
fear ‘being overcharged’, ‘erasing important information’ or ‘pushing 
the wrong button’ and thus ruining the device itself. Since they regard 
smartphones as machines, they assume that when it does not work it 
must be broken. It is hard to understand what young people mean when 
they tell them that they cannot break a phone and that they just need to 
go back some steps and take a different path.
Often this fear is associated with the more general sense of being 
stigmatised by virtue of being elderly, such that new technologies are 
not ‘natural’ for them. By contrast, older people see their difficulties as 
‘natural’, commenting that ‘I don’t understand technology’ or ‘my head 
is not good for this’ and insisting they could not do something unless 
the teacher was standing beside them. Others were more adventurous 
from the start, however, or became so after a while. The same Pew 
survey mentioned above also notes that once older people do go online, 
they proceed to engage ‘at high levels with digital devices and content’. 
Among older adults who own a smartphone, for example, 76 per cent use 
the internet several times a day.
Older students commonly reported feeling overwhelmed by the 
vast array of menus, gestures and different ways of doing the same things 
on the smartphone.13 Mostly, there is no clear or logical hierarchy in the 
arrangement of apps and functions. Many students with Android phones 
do not recognise the difference between the home screens and the app 
drawer, especially when they have the same wallpaper. One of the most 
noticeable obstacles encountered by students was being faced with too 
many choices. For example, when trying to share a picture from their 
gallery app after having selected the picture, they are confronted by 
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intersecting, a square with an arrow, a square with a smiling face and a T, 
a paint pallet, three dots forming a V and a ‘trash’ icon (Fig. 7.4). Which 
one is ‘share’?
Many older students also found it difficult to distinguish between 
a ‘tap’ and a ‘long press’. The lack of self- confidence may contribute to a 
desire to press the button long enough to be sure it has been pressed, the 
analogue equivalent of pressing a doorbell. The effect is often completely 
different from a tap. They may also have a problem hitting the exact spot, 
which again may result in a completely different outcome. The film about 
Valeria from Santiago provides an example of these concerns (Fig. 7.5).
The students came to these classes with different motivations, 
but the one that dominated was often the desire to use WhatsApp. In 
describing her decision to get a smartphone, 70- year- old Maria Teresa 
from Santiago observes ‘It’s due to WhatsApp, everybody had it and I was 
feeling left out so I had to buy this’. Indeed some older adults in Bento 
buy what they see as a ‘WhatsApp device’, rather than a smartphone. This 





devotion to WhatsApp is why the whole of Marília’s class, around three- 
quarters of Alfonso’s and also some of Maya’s workshops ended up being 
dedicated entirely to the use of WhatsApp.14
When Maya offered a course in smartphone use in Dar al- Hawa, 
Nura immediately announced that she wanted to sign up, even though 
she already knew how to use a smartphone and was a frequent user. In 
practice, given this and also her good knowledge of Hebrew and some 
English, she ended up helping other pupils to translate relevant materials 
into Arabic. Nura was especially helpful in teaching WhatsApp, which 
the pupils learned to use for everything from voice recording to sending 
their location to sharing contacts and images and backing up. On one 
occasion, while explaining how to back up files and folders, Nura acci-
dentally deleted her WhatsApp. After a few minutes of failing to find it 
again, she called for help with great emotion in her voice. Nura clearly 
felt a deep despondence at having to be parted from WhatsApp for even 
a few minutes. She decided she was not learning anything and did not 
want to stay in the class, both expressions of her frustration and anger 
about the ‘lost’ app. At first Maya was not able to help her because the 
smartphone’s memory was full. Eventually, after clearing out many of 
the WhatsApp backup folders, enough room was created to download 
WhatsApp again. Everything worked. Nura relaxed and a sigh of relief 
spread through the room.
In Nura’s case, the stress consisted of two elements. The first was 
the prospect of being cut off from her constant connection with relatives, 
friends and activities. The second was the fact that she had not been able to 
deal with this problem herself. This exposed the degree to which she is still 
Figure 7.5 Film: Valeria. Available at: http://bit.ly/valeriasmartphone.
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not entirely clear about the workings of something that is now the infra-
structure of her life. This is an experience that exacerbates the worry that 
as people age, they become increasingly dependent upon other people. 
This is yet one more contradictory aspect of smartphones: learning to use 
them simultaneously produces greater autonomy, but also often creates 
new forms of dependency.
The discussion around learning to use smartphones ends with an 
example that shows how almost everyone can find some sort of engage-
ment with the device. Mary from Kampala is in her fifties and never 
learned to read or write. She owns a Samsung smartphone, indicative 
of her relatively privileged position as a beneficiary of her ex- husband’s 
allowance. Her children, both in their late teens, claim to have taught 
her how to use her smartphone, as well as apps and social media. Mary 
explained that she did not use the internet much except for WhatsApp, 
for which she buys daily data bundles. Most of her apps go unused, but 
she listens to music on her phone, which her friends send her through 
Bluetooth, and now has just over 100 songs. Mary is often home alone 
when her children are at boarding school. When she feels bored, she also 
uses her phone to play a game featuring a cat avatar that requires looking 
after, feeding and cleaning. Her 16- year- old daughter downloaded this 
game for her. As previously noted during the Why We Post project,15 illit-
eracy is less of a barrier to the use of smartphones and social media than 
might have been expected.
In conclusion, this section has largely followed the initial pres-
entation of six levels of skills set out by Dijk and Deursen. We start by 
considering the struggles that some people have just to master basic 
motor skills. By the end, what is striking is the way each person, at their 
own level of competence, is resourceful in adapting the smartphone 
to their own interests and tasks. The smartphone does not necessarily 
reduce inequalities, but it may be accommodated to them.
Specialist apps and devices
Given the ageing population of some of the most affluent countries, there 
have naturally been attempts to create technology specifically designed 
for their usage. One such is the Doro 8040 smartphone (Fig. 7.6). The 
home screen of this phone includes four circles which can be filled with 
the images of selected contacts. A  frail 91- year- old who is extremely 
technophobic is unable to negotiate her smartphone sufficiently to make 





design, however, she has regular contact with her four closest relatives 
whose images appear on her screen.
As well as specialist smartphones, there are also apps intended 
for older people. One example is Meipian, which is used in Shanghai. 
‘Meipian’ literally means ‘beautiful piece’ in Chinese, referencing the 
apps’ use in editing photos and templates. The app boasts 150  million 
active users mostly aged between 40 and 60; they are economically well- 
off, with plenty of leisure time and a desire to express themselves.16 In 
Xinyuan’s survey of her informants, Meipian is one of the most popular 
apps. Every week one of the Shanghai research participants, Mrs Shen, 
shares at least two Meipian posts on her WeChat. She learned how to 
use Meipian at the computer class held at a community school for elder 
citizens, where handy apps considered suitable for older people were 
introduced by tutors.
Unlike WeChat, which only allows nine photos for each post, 
Meipian allows up to 100 photos. This appeals to Mrs Shen, who explains:
Figure 7.6 Example of a Doro phone, showing its quick buttons for 
accessing important contacts. Photo by Daniel Miller.
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I want to record great moments in my life properly and completely 
… usually, I have hundreds of photos from a two- day trip.
This desire to ‘record life properly and completely’ is widely held among 
older people in China. They also commonly regard posting online as 
having a form of status analogous to publication. Their attitude is very 
different from that of people, who do not take their daily ‘stream of con-
sciousness’- style postings particularly seriously. Another research par-
ticipant, Mr Shi, highlighted the difference:
Once my younger son said nobody would make a fuss about posting 
online, but I told him that I believe every word that I share should 
be good enough to stand the test of time. I take it seriously.
The older generation grew up in a time that lacked the communication 
tools for this type of continual expression of everyday life. A person could 
only be present to an audience through mass media such as radio, tele-
vision or newspapers, all of which were highly restricted. They there-
fore regarded any public presentation of the self as something worthy 
of careful consideration. Furthermore, the main source of Meipian’s 
revenue is its printing service, which offers users the option of turning 
their digital items into printed brochures. Printing has become increas-
ingly popular among older people. ‘I never thought I could write a book 
through my smartphone!’ Ms Zhu exclaimed when she received a nicely 
printed ‘book’ of her Meipian posts with a photo of her grandson as 
its cover.
The use of Meipian returns us to a previously discussed contrast 
between China and most other fieldsites. In Brazil and Chile, older 
people often see their difficulties in using smartphones as ‘natural’ results 
of their age. They may assume that any physical problems, such as poorer 
vision and unsteady hands, are part of a wider inability that extends to 
cognitive functions. They thus assume that young people are the natural 
users of smartphones rather than themselves, and so it is natural to be 
technophobic.
By contrast for Shanghai, the film featured here shows that on 
retirement a woman like Dan can develop whole new dimensions to her 
life, including creating a following for her singing (Fig. 7.7). The smart-
phone has become so significant to Dan that she wants to ensure it is 
burned after her death as a way of conveying its contents to her afterlife.
These positive associations reflect the way that China has tended 




using digital media is seen as the duty of a good and productive citizen; 
it expresses their contribution to building modern China. Shanghai is 
a place where older people may surpass young people in their affinity 
with smartphones. But the conclusion is this. If there exists a population 
that sees their usage of smartphones as natural, then it follows that for 
people in Brazil and Chile it may actually be the stigma around age that 
is the real issue. Certainly this stigma may be just as debilitating when it 
comes to mastering smartphones as anything to do with the device’s 
technology.
Problems and benefits associated with smartphones
There are other, more general ways in which ageing impacts upon people’s 
relationship to the smartphone. One is the greater fear of being mugged. As 
a research participant in Bento remarked, ‘If you have white hair, you are 
already a target’. Helen, aged 67, was frustrated when she could not show 
Marília all the pictures of her grandchildren that she keeps on her smart-
phone. ‘I came here with nothing. It is not safe,’ she said. These women 
were talking in a large square where people come to walk and exercise 
every day; it is also one of the 200 points with free Wi- Fi provided by the 
City Hall in São Paulo. Yet most of Marília’s research participants agreed it 
was not safe to make and receive calls or to text on the streets.
They have good reason to be wary. In the first quarter of 2019 
an average of 13 mobile phones were stolen every hour in São Paulo, 
representing 63 per cent of all thefts registered in the city.17 More than 
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half of the 60 research participants to whom Marília spoke in April 2018 
had had a smartphone stolen at least once, or knew someone in their 
family who had experienced such a theft.
People have consequently developed different strategies to protect 
themselves and their smartphones in public spaces. For example, Lucy, 
aged 65, said that she would never answer a call on the street: ‘I just let 
it ring’. Lilly, aged 67, explains why she makes some exceptions: ‘I take a 
quick look inside my bag. If it is one of my children who is calling I just go 
inside one of the stores on the street, so I can answer the call’. Other users 
even leave their smartphones at home when they go out. José, aged 72, 
is one of them: he never takes his iPhone outside his house, preferring to 
travel with his less expensive Android smartphone. Another strategy is to 
retain one’s smartphone for as long as possible, hoping that an old device 
will be less attractive to thieves. Bia, 59, uses this strategy. ‘This one is 
old, nobody wants it,’ she says. The last, least common option is to have 
a second device in one’s bag, known as ‘the thief’s mobile phone’. This 
is an old ruse, especially popular with women who drive. If they were 
robbed in traffic, they would hand over the fake bag, specially prepared 
for this eventuality. Nor is Brazil alone in having high rates of street 
crime. A Chilean research participant describes his reluctance to check 
his smartphone in public, and the tactics he has adopted as a result:  ‘I 
allow it to buzz in my pocket. When I get somewhere safe – a gallery – 
I might pull it out and take a look.’
The opposite was noted in the Japanese fieldsite of Kyoto, where 
smartphones are often highly visible in public as crime rates are low. 
Here research participants did not fear petty theft and phones were often 
carried in outer pockets of backpacks and back pockets of trousers. In 
Kyoto, where kimonos are often rented and worn around town by both 
international and Japanese tourists, women can be seen at scenic sites 
tucking their smartphones into the ‘obi’ belts for easy access for selfies.
More generally people fear the loss of privacy or the possibilities 
of surveillance or intrusion by technologies they know they only par-
tially understand. During the smartphone course in al-Quds, teaching 
about connecting to open Wi- Fi networks revealed that only 3 out of 15 
participants were aware that Wi- Fi spots were free. They had only used 
their mobile company’s network. When people learned about this add-
itional resource, they worried about whether it was safe for them to use 
it. Having connected to the Wi- Fi of the community centre with Maya’s 
help, Amina, aged 74, asked if this same connection will remain when 
she gets home. As noted above, many people confuse Wi- Fi and data 




Figure 7.8 An emergency alert app for older people. It is only 
available in Hebrew, not Arabic. Photo by Maya de Vries.
Another extension of age- based digital divides that was addressed 
in earlier chapters appears in government’s increasing propensity to 
favour online-only access. For example, the Chilean Senate has recently 
approved a bill called the ‘Digital Transformation in the State’,18 which 
aims to make most state services digital. Those who wish to communi-
cate via paper or hard copies must specifically request this service and 
justify their request. In 2017 Israel also embarked upon a large- scale 
reform intended to create a digital nation; it was based on digitising gov-
ernmental services, both on local and state levels. Those in favour of the 
reform proclaimed that it would lead to benefits ranging from ‘acceler-
ating economic growth’ to ‘reducing socio- economic gaps and making 
government smarter, faster and more accessible to citizens, making Israel 
a global leader in the digital domain’.19 However, Laila and Maya sensed 
that neither older nor younger Palestinian adults in Dar al- Hawa were 
part of this vision, since so many lacked either digital literacy or Hebrew 
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The problem is not just governments. In Shanghai a major state- owned 
hospital in the city announced that one of its most popular departments 
would no longer provide an ‘on- site’ hospital appointment service. Instead 
the service would be limited to an online system. The hospital saw this 
as a solution to problems of overcrowding and long queues. However, 
such policies can cause consternation among those people, often older or 
economically disadvantaged, who lack the necessary skills to obtain an 
appointment digitally.
Such developments serve to create increasing dependence upon 
smartphones which some older people may resent, experiencing it as 
a form of age- based exclusion. Sarah, a research participant from the 
Dublin fieldsite, noted with dismay that she had had no difficulties 
working with computers before she had children. Unfortunately during 
the long period since then technology had progressed enormously, 
leaving her stranded. She seems to live in a different time zone, barred 
from participating fully in the present. Some cousins invited her to join 
Facebook, to which she suggested they call in for coffee instead.
Sarah knows that family members and friends modulate their 
behaviour to accommodate her and she finds this humiliating. When she 
wants to travel she relies on her husband, a bank executive, to book their 
flights and communicate with family members while away. She knows 
this gap might get worse and is conscious that she cannot bridge it on her 
own. However, she has a friend, Aoife, who strives to help her rejoin the 
digital world. Aoife keeps an eye out for messages on their book club’s 
WhatsApp which Sarah might otherwise miss. Sarah now wants to attend 
classes to learn these skills, but does not want to go alone. Fortunately 
Aoife has offered to attend them with her.
The final item in this litany of problems is also crime- related. Older 
people are often the primary target for scams, cyber attacks and frauds. 
In Brazil, for example, there were almost 26,000 attempts at online 
scams per day in the first half of 2018.20 These scams were very creative 
and diverse, ranging from links to freebie redemptions to apparent job 
vacancies or offers of benefits.21 False promises often result in extortion 
or the capture of bank details that will be used for future scams. Apart 
from being the main target, older people tend to share stories about 
friends, neighbours or family members who have suffered at the hands 
of scammers. All of this contributes to a general fear regarding new tech-
nology and promotes the negative discourses discussed in  chapter  2. 
They worry that while they might learn enough to be able to use the 
smartphone and to be contacted through it, they may not be able to learn 






The reason for listing this series of issues is that they are problems 
that impact particularly upon older people. But at the same time there 
are an equal number of benefits arising from smartphone use which per-
tain particularly to that same population. This is most obvious in the 
realm of health: consider the degree to which it is elderly people who are 
the most likely be stricken by frailties, disabilities or various problems 
of (im)mobility. An example from Ireland is Chris, a disabled man of 67 
who was brought up on a social housing estate. He was sent out to work 
at the age of 12 and has mainly worked on building sites. Since 2005 he 
has been disabled and can only go out with a mobility scooter.
Chris regards his smartphone as a lifeline and has more than 40 
active apps. Of particular importance to him is online shopping, since 
there are no cheap clothing outlets in Cuan, one of the Dublin fieldsites. 
Chris has apps that allow clothing to be delivered from the US and he 
also makes use of a Chinese app called Wish (an eCommerce platform). 
His real passion is Radio Caroline – an old pirate radio ship that he used 
to listen to when working on building sites. Radio Caroline still has three 
channels: one for contemporary music and two more for music from the 
1960s and 1970s respectively. In addition, Chris will also use Facebook 
and listen to local Dublin community radio. He follows sports including, 
through the Manchester United app, the local darts team, and will also 
‘visit’ places using Google Street View. Chris spends a considerable 
amount of time in hospital and will often google all sorts of health infor-
mation, looking into both biomedical and complementary treatments. 
His smartphone also connects Chris with the taxi that takes him into the 
hospital.
Kamila, aged 79, has been widowed twice. She does not have child-
ren and lives on her own in a two- bedroom, ground- floor flat in Dar al- 
Hawa. Kamila is acutely aware of the fact that she is vulnerable and does 
not let anybody enter her home. Only recently did she buy a smartphone 
and it was a slow process for her to start using it. However, Kamila now 
appreciates that the device helps her to connect easily with her sister, 
who lives an hour’s drive away. The women can now chat much more 
often thanks to WhatsApp, Kamila’s favourite app, followed by YouTube. 
She uses YouTube to watch the Burda Magazine channel to learn new 
designs. Sewing, knitting and making pastry are her principal hobbies, 
and she is always looking for new ideas and inspiration. Previously 
Kamila had been unaware that a YouTube app existed; she would just 
open a browser and search for YouTube. It was only after attending the 
smartphone workshop that she started to use the bespoke app.
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Similar stories about the positive benefits of smartphones specific-
ally for older people occur throughout this volume. In a way the experi-
ence of lockdown that followed the Covid- 19 pandemic gave much of the 
world a taste of why online communication has become so important for 
older people who lack mobility. While for months people missed face- to- 
face contact and hugs, the mere idea of lockdown without online com-
munication felt like a nightmare they had been spared. Given this litany 
of negative and positive effects it seems once again clear that ambiva-
lence is not an inconsistent reaction; it is about the only rational response 
to the smartphone’s impact on our lives.
Conclusion
In the introduction we referred to ethnography as ‘holistic contextual-
isation’. We try to understand the smartphone as embedded in cultural 
values and social relations. It would have been possible then to write 
chapters on the relationship between smartphones and any more general 
social parameter, for instance class or gender. Age was selected as the 
example because it was the parameter upon which this research project 
was based. When combined with the evidence from the previous chapter 
on the smartphone in the context of individuals, relationships and 
society, the evidence from these two chapters reveals the complexity that 
comes with these considerations of context. We often tend to use terms 
such as ‘expressing’, ‘embodying’ or ‘representing’, but we also need to 
delve deeper into the characterisation of context.
In some cases, what has been presented could best be described as 
co- evolution. A group such as the Italian ‘second generation’ youth are 
simultaneously developing their relationship to their smartphones and to 
their wider identity. Co- evolution might also serve as a description of how 
smartphones work in alignment with other life changes, such as when 
people pass from full- time employment to retirement, which is often a 
major shift. Smartphones may then become a hub for organising this new 
way of life. This use of smartphones on retirement is described in detail in 
several of the monographs summarised in this volume. They frequently 
use the same term, ‘crafting’, that headlined the previous chapter.
Quite a different role for the smartphone emerges when the device 
is approached not as a technology, but as an idiom. From this perspective 
it becomes a device that stands for a certain relationship to age itself. 




smartphones, however daunting the task. Quite apart from technological 
capacity, this reverses the meaning of the smartphone. Before taking 
our classes the smartphone had represented a digital divide, with older 
people excluded and separated from the young, the ‘digital natives’. Once 
older people become proficient in their usage, however, smartphones are 
transformed into an idiom for their own youthfulness. These new users 
may feel younger because they are also now associated with a youthful 
technology. Potentially, they may use Spotify to find their rock music 
favourites  – but more importantly the smartphone may facilitate for 
them a more immediate connection with the contemporary world.
A third characterisation of context becomes apparent when 
smartphones are considered within intergenerational relations. These 
may incorporate a wider field of power. A  major historical shift has 
developed from a time when most societies simply assumed wisdom 
and seniority were integrally linked, based on experience and know-
ledge accumulated over decades. Today the smartphone consolidates a 
shift towards knowledge that may require older people to be educated by 
younger people – a dependence that may be resented, though not neces-
sarily. An association with power is suggested by our evidence of how 
young people often seem dismissive, impatient and unhelpful in teaching 
smartphone use to older people; it is as though they are not willing to 
cede their advantage in this relationship. Power is also involved in what 
was described in this chapter as a series of hurdles involved in mastering 
the smartphone. Even when populations gain access to smartphones 
and knowledge of how to use this technology, they may then encounter 
subsequent hurdles and barriers posed by the contexts within which 
smartphones are used, such as knowing where to find information or 
how to be strategic in smartphone deployment. These then create new 
digital divides.
A fourth, again quite different, way of conceiving of the smartphone 
in context can be understood as a form of struggle. An appreciation of 
how people struggle emerged most clearly from time spent teaching 
smartphone use to older people. This exercise revealed the many features 
of the smartphone that are difficult for some older people. A person with 
arthritic fingers may struggle to find the exact position of an icon and 
be unable to switch easily from a long press to a short press. The issue 
is not one of power, but of frailty and the lack of dexterity. It can also be 
a problem of declining memory or having to learn skills about unprece-
dented devices, which often fail to work without being broken. For many 
older people these factors seem inextricably linked with issues of stigma 
and lack of confidence. Our researches revealed by evidence that this is 
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less true of the fieldsite in China than the others, so we cannot see this 
technological dissociation by older people as somehow ‘natural’.
Finally, this chapter discussed some of the wider contexts that are 
equally relevant to the relationship between smartphones and age. An 
example of these occurs when older people in Bento regard the smart-
phone as dangerous because it attracts muggers. Then there is the inter-
vention by commercial forces that create apps or handsets specifically 
designed for older people. There is also the proliferation of a digital 
divide created when older people, less skilled in smartphone use, are dif-
ferentially excluded from online state services.
In summary, this chapter focused upon one major parameter, that 
of age, to explore the way in which we situate smartphones in their 
social, economic and cultural context. These conclusions would mostly 
likely apply irrespective of which social parameter had been chosen. 
They would also be evident from many other previous academic studies, 
to which we are beholden, such as the excellent work on the digital lives 
of young people discussed in  chapter 2.23
The five perspectives outlined here each highlight a different facet 
of this task of contextualisation. To make things still more complex, there 
is one further factor which applies to them all:  the rapidity of change. 
Each year the way we interact with smartphones is evolving in its com-
plexity and depth. Whether it is the co- evolution of youth identity, the 
example with which this chapter started, or the new state regulations for 
digital infrastructure, an example given near the end of the chapter, the 
processes by which smartphones relate to social relations and cultural 
values are extraordinarily dynamic.
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The heart of the smartphone: 
LINE, WeChat and WhatsApp
Fieldsites:  Bento  – São Paulo, Brazil. Dar al- Hawa  – Al-Quds 
(East Jerusalem). Dublin  – Ireland. Lusozi  – Kampala, Uganda. 
Kyoto and Kōchi  – Japan. NoLo  – Milan, Italy. Santiago  – Chile. 
Shanghai – China. Yaoundé – Cameroon.
Why is the penultimate chapter devoted to LINE, WeChat and WhatsApp? 
What does it mean to describe these as the ‘heart of the smartphone’? 
The justification comes from our evidence that, for many users across 
most regions, a single app now represents the most important thing that 
the smartphone does for them. These may dominate day- to- day usage 
to such an extent that they become almost synonymous with the smart-
phone itself. As noted in  chapter 7, for some Brazilians a smartphone is 
simply a device for using WhatsApp, while other users in Japan refer to 
their smartphone as ‘my LINE’.
The second reason for calling these apps the ‘heart of the smart-
phone’ is that they have often become instruments for expressing people’s 
devotion to those they most care about. For many of us, what matters 
above all else in life are our core relationships: to children, parents, part-
ners and best friends. These apps are the platforms where siblings come 
together to take care of elderly parents, proud parents send out endless 
photographs of their babies and migrants reconnect with families; they 
are the means by which you can still be a grandparent even if living in 
another country. All these uses come with concomitant issues of sur-
veillance, dependency and stress. The first section of this chapter will be 
concerned with this affective dimension. The word ‘affective’ refers here 
to moods, feelings, emotions and attitudes, each a facet of the way in 








The second section of this chapter provides another reason why it 
has become the penultimate chapter of this book. It is the chapter that 
makes perhaps the most forceful argument for an ethnographic perspec-
tive. The three apps discussed here tend to dominate more intimate and 
private communication, often within families. This makes them simul-
taneously not only the most important apps but also the most difficult to 
gain access to and to research. To teach about the use and consequences 
of such important modes of communication, we need direct participation 
and observation. It takes months to build up the trust, guarantees of ano-
nymity and friendship that this required. It is thus difficult to see what 
other research approach could provide the scholarship required.
In the second section of this chapter we will examine how such apps 
may also spell the end of a discrete category that we have become used 
to calling ‘social media’. One of the conceptual advances made during 
the Why We Post project was a perspective called ‘scalable sociality’. 
Before social media, people generally had two main ways of communi-
cating: privately, for example on the telephone, or publicly, for instance 
broadcasting to the general public. The earliest social media scaled down 
broadcasting so that people could post on Facebook or tweet to just a few 
hundred or to 20 other people. Subsequent social media, including the 
channels discussed in this chapter, grew out of private messaging ser-
vices to reach an audience first of just a few individuals and then many 
others. The overall result was scalable sociality: a range of platforms that 
could scale from small to large groups, from the highly private to com-
pletely public. By 2021 there have been further developments. The three 
apps discussed here blend equally with other texting, messaging, voice 
calling and webcamming elements of the smartphone. The result is that 
today there is little left of any discrete arena which could be called social 
media, separated off from the more general capacity of the smartphone 
for communication.
The other major development has been in the way in which 
platforms such as WeChat now incorporate a wide range of services 
that might once have been independent apps. WeChat and LINE can feel 
more like a kind of smartphone in their own right, with WeChat replacing 
apps with its own mini- programmes, as discussed in  chapter 3, and LINE 
becoming a kind of super app.2 These changes form the basis of the third 
and final section of this chapter, which acknowledges the multifunctional 
nature of these dominant apps and their consequences. Once again this 
has to include a consideration of the commercial forces that have led to 
these developments.
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A brief history
LINE was initially launched in 2011 by the South Korean company NHN 
in Japan. It was designed to be a messaging service for their employees 
to communicate following the Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami, which 
severely affected Japan’s telecommunications network. During the dis-
aster phone lines were down but data channels remained open, and 
so became the most effective way to stay in touch.3 The application 
was subsequently released to the public in June 2011; by 2013 it had 
become Japan’s most popular social networking service.4 By 2018 LINE 
had gained 78  million Japanese users,5 complemented by 165 million 
monthly active users worldwide;6 major markets had been established in 
Thailand, Taiwan and Indonesia. The penetration rate for LINE is higher 
than for smartphones in Japan because of access via tablets. None of 
Laura’s research participants were without LINE and many were using 
the app for a wide range of services, from making payments and keeping 
up with the news to reading manga.
WeChat is the most popular and most frequently used app in 
contemporary China and in Xinyuan’s fieldwork. It is a smartphone- 
based, multi- purpose social media app launched in 2011 by Tencent, 
the company that also owns QQ – the social media app that dominated 
Xinyuan’s previous research on migrant factory workers and remained 
the fourth most popular app on research participants’ phones.7 WeChat 
provides text and audio messaging, audio and video calls, location 
sharing, multimedia sharing and a payment service (Fig.  8.1), as 
well as a wide range of functions from taxi hailing to online shopping 
and many more. The growth of WeChat is impressive: by 2014 it had 
become the most popular messaging app in the Asia- Pacific region.8 
The total number of monthly active WeChat users passed one billion 
in April 2018.
The app also has a feature called ‘Public Accounts’, part of WeChat’s 
‘Official Accounts’ offering. This is where organisations, businesses and 
other entities can create a page that broadcasts news, sends people to 
ecommerce sites and more.9 Users can subscribe to information from 
more than 10 million accounts, ranging from media outlets to personal 
blogs. Information on WeChat is storable and searchable. In 2015 a 
WeChat user read an average of 5.86 articles per day, meaning that it 
has also become a ‘reading app’. Its expansion through mini- programmes 












WhatsApp was founded in 2009 by two ex- Yahoo employees. By 
2011 one billion messages per day were already being sent;10 by 2013 the 
app had acquired 250 million users.11 It was purchased by Facebook in 
2014 for $19 billion dollars.12 By 2016 it had ceased to charge an annual 
fee13 and by the end of 2017 it had 1.5 billion active monthly users.14 
Since 2016 WhatsApp has claimed to be entirely encrypted from end to 
end and, at least so far, it includes no advertising. It has also grown from 
text messaging to phone calls and video calls. A key function is the app’s 
ability to show that a message has been received, which has changed the 
etiquette of messaging. While these are its technical possibilities, much 
of the development in how it is deployed comes from the creativity of 
users themselves. This is very clear in Marília’s publication on the use of 
WhatsApp for health purposes in Brazil.15 Research participants almost 
never mention that WhatsApp is owned by Facebook. This may be to 
protect what seems to be a largely positive view of WhatsApp from the 
increasingly negative connotations that have accrued to Facebook and 
its corporation.
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The visual expression of emotions and care
Social media has transformed the basis of human conversation. Although 
there has always been visual communication, what we regard as conver-
sation has tended to be oral, recently supplemented by conversational-
style texting. Social media added a visual component, as summarised 
by the name of an app popular with young people called ‘Snapchat’, lit-
erally talking through photographs. These may be simply images of the 
face, to express how the user is feeling. For some time Japan has been 
at the forefront of global visual digital communication, as seen with the 
development of emojis16 in the late 1990s and more recently with the 
advent of ‘stickers’ (large format emojis), which are available to down-
load in themed sets on LINE. As of April 2019, approximately 4.7 million 
sticker sets are available from the LINE Sticker Store.17 According to 
figures released by the company in 2015, up to 2.4 billion stickers and 
emojis were sent by its users each day. Stickers convey a vast range of 
meanings: 48 per cent express happiness, but the rest reflect emotions 
ranging from sadness (10 per cent) to anger (6 per cent) and surprise 
(5 per cent).18
Both urban and rural research participants in Japan stressed the 
role of stickers in the demonstration of everyday care via LINE (Fig. 8.2). 
They gave several reasons for their heavy use of stickers. Participants 
explained how stickers are a more relaxed form of communication; you 
do not have to check them carefully for embarrassing mistakes or typos 
which could lead to miscommunication. This was particularly important 
for older app users who were less familiar with touch- screen keyboards. 
Where stickers truly shine is in their ability to express feelings difficult to 
put into words through characters displaying extreme emotions, ranging 
from the most profound sadness to passive- aggressiveness to bursts of 
enraptured happiness.
Many participants said that stickers allowed them to maintain daily 
closeness between family and friends living remotely. Stickers enable 
people to make their textual messaging ‘warmer’ and more fully expres-
sive of their personalities and feelings than if they had to rely on digital 
text alone.19 This ‘warming up’ of communication became an important 
part of ‘care at a distance’, for example through the maintenance of 
regular contact with elderly parents who might be living in a different 
part of Japan. The daily flow of stickers and photos allowed people to 
send ‘little bits of nothing’, enabling care to be simultaneously more 
immediate and less burdensome. One research participant in her eighties 








she had downloaded. It featured a humorous grandmother character 
with whom she identified (Fig. 8.3, p.187). She would send her daughter 
a sticker to let her know she was awake and to communicate with her 
throughout the day, in addition to texting short messages and occasional 
phone calls. Her daughter explained that stickers enabled the women to 
keep their communication flowing throughout the day and formed part 
of how she communicated care at a distance.
Middle- aged women also benefited from having their female friends 
in close contact while they managed care responsibilities. This peer 
support was especially welcomed in the form of stickers which would 
express how they were feeling quickly and efficiently, in the moment 
when they especially needed support. As Sato san, a woman in her early 
sixties in Kyoto, noted:
If I have a particularly hard day with my mother, smartphones can 
give me a quick window to reach out to my friends and get sympathy. 
Figure 8.2 Example of LINE stickers expressing ‘good night’ wishes. 
Screengrab by Laura Haapio- Kirk.
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That aspect of being able to reach out to someone right at that 
second when you need them is a great thing about smartphones 
and receiving stickers that tell me ‘It’s okay!’ is great.
In NoLo, research participants from Sicily were fond of using WhatsApp 
to leave audio messages. These were mainly family communications, 
often laden with emotion and affectionate greetings and salutations. For 
example, a Sicilian mother greeted her children, starting the message 
with ‘Joy of my life, how are you?’, followed by a detailed rundown of the 
day’s events, specific goings-on in their lives, reminders about birthdays 
and an account of what happened at a grandchild’s nursery that day. 
This reflects the person’s style of offline communication – which often 
involved multimedia and was tactile as well as vocal, aiming to create 
colourful and vibrant forms of expression.
Into this came the new visual dimension as we can see in memes 
in NoLo (Fig 8.4 and Fig 8.5). Elena particularly enjoys communi-
cating socially via memes circulated on WhatsApp. It is through memes 
Figure 8.3 Screenshot from the LINE sticker store (Ushiromae). 




circulated on WhatsApp that she particularly enjoys being sociable and 
communicative.
I send up to seven or eight memes a day, mostly to friends but also 
to particular family members, one of my sisters, a cousin who lives 
abroad…
These memes express a mixture of humour, irony and satire, love and 
friendship, and sometimes spiritual content. Elena is not necessarily 
expecting a response; merely being able to express herself in this way 
makes her happy.
Whether at her desk at work, on the metro or at home in the 
evenings curled up on her sofa with her cat, Elena has developed this 
light- hearted but meaningful communication.
Figure 8.4 A greetings meme in NoLo. The text reads: ‘Hello/ good 
morning full of hugs’. Screengrab by Shireen Walton.
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The visual and the audio are not at the expense of textual or oral. 
Now, suddenly, all phone calls are ‘free’ thanks to WhatsApp, meaning 
that they too can be expanded. People feel no qualms about calling 
on WhatsApp, or indeed using the webcam facility, especially when 
it comes to friends and relatives abroad. This represents a significant 
change across many fieldsites, which has greatly contributed to care at 
a distance.
We have rarely evoked the global within a book called The Global 
Smartphone, but in this example from China there is a sense of the world, 
and also what transcends it.
It is 11 a.m. UK time, 13 September 2019. In China, it is already 
early evening. Mrs Jinwei in Shanghai sends Xinyuan in London a WeChat 
animated sticker. It features a bright full moon surrounded by three joyful 
bouncing bunnies saying ‘Happy Mid- Autumn Day!’ (Fig. 8.6).
This is just one of the hundreds of stickers, emojis, short videos or 
animated albums related to the full moon or moon cakes that circulated 
Figure 8.5 A meme sent in NoLo. The text reads: ‘Tell the truth, you 




among friends and family members on WeChat on the day of the Chinese 
Mid- Autumn Festival (Fig. 8.7).
The Mid- Autumn Festival is said to be the second most important 
national festival after the Chinese New Year. Traditionally family members 
gathered to offer sacrifices (for example, moon cakes) to the moon, and 
to express affection and their feelings of missing family members and 
friends who live far away. Yet ‘afar’ is precisely what is being transformed. 
As Mr Liguo notes:
Even living in the same city, friends meet on WeChat. Live near or 
afar, it matters much less once you are on WeChat. So see you on 
WeChat.
This is discussed in the final chapter which explores care transcending 
distance. In 2019, wherever they lived, people in China could reflect 
upon the melancholy words written 900 years ago by the great poet Su 
Shi. They share the knowledge that WeChat was bringing them together 
in this contemplation as a global Chinese population.
Figure 8.6 ‘Happy Mid- Autumn Day!’ Animated sticker on WeChat 
sent to Xinyuan Wang in 2019.
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How long will the full moon appear? Wine cup in hand, I ask the 
sky... Why then when people part, is the moon often full and bright? 
People have sorrow and joy; they part and meet again. The moon 
is bright or dim; it waxes and wanes. Nothing in history has ever 
been perfect.
In Dar al- Hawa memes are also a major component of WhatsApp traffic. 
In this religious community, care is often expressed through prayer. The 
most popular images are a mixture of morning blessings and Suras from 
the Qur’an. These commence in the early morning, around 4 a.m., when 
the muezzin starts calling people to the dawn prayer. The WhatsApp 
group then starts to fill with messages, including images of flowers and 
tea or coffee combined with all sorts of positive texts about the glory and 
the beauty of the morning, always accompanied by the blessing ‘good 
morning’ (Figs 8.8a to 8.8e). These are generally shared images, rather 
than ones created by the community.
Here it is the norm both to greet people as appropriate to the spe-
cific time of day and for people to respond similarly. As a result, these 
postings initiated a torrent of messages in the two WhatsApp groups that 
Laila and Maya were following. The response may be a similar image, 
Figure 8.7 Xinyuan Wang with friends and research participants, as 




but it can also be a text written by a recipient, although some of the older 
people find it difficult to write texts on smartphones. Audio messages 
might have been expected to solve this problem, but these in fact caused 
other problems as some of these people are hard of hearing. One of the 
advantages of WhatsApp is the range of media that can be employed 
there, as well as the fact that it is free. As Lama, aged 77, puts it:
Smartphones really help, it brings all the people together. I commu-
nicate with my brother in Amman, I communicate with my sister 
and her daughters in Ramallah.
Sending religious memes through WhatsApp fits within the intense 
religiosity of this community. They usually keep up with the five prayers 
a day and more generally try to act throughout the day in ways intended 
to please God and to follow the commandments. In so doing they believe 
that their acts are recorded in each person’s ‘book’ so that after death 
God will be able to decide whether this person will go to heaven or to hell.
Eman, a research participant aged 42, suggested that:
As long as people get older the countdown for facing God starts, so 
they care about doing things that please God, such as worship and 
treating people properly. Maybe, because people don’t know when 
  
 
Figures 8.8a to 8.8e Early morning memes circulated through the 
WhatsApp group of the Golden Age Club of Dar al- Hawa.
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their lives will end, so they must be prepared for anything. We 
hear about sudden death, maybe if a person fears God he protects 
himself and avoid many things, such as punishments in life that 
affects him, his children or his family. There are many things, but 
they depend on how people think, if they are religious, educated, 
how do they think about life, about hereafter, what do they know 
about punishments, about intimidation, heaven and so on. All these 
things are related to how people think.
In alignment with these sentiments, many of the memes shared through 
WhatsApp are intended to encourage others in their religious practice. 
They are carefully tailored both to the specific time of day and through 
the crafting of their religious iconography, such as the drawing of hands 
at the bottom of the first illustration which symbolises prayer. People 
within this community regard such exhortation to religion as the best 
way of expressing care for each other, thereby looking after one another 
in this life and beyond.
In Yaoundé, as in other fieldsites, a whole culture of memes and 
stickers has developed around platforms such as WhatsApp. These stickers 
are ‘Africanised’ to reflect local sensibilities better. They became common 
for young people, but are now conquering the networks of older people 
as well. In the WhatsApp family group of Marie, a 69- year- old former 
schoolteacher, her children’s intensive use of stickers has led her to adopt 
them too. Marie explains:
In the beginning, as soon as the discussions got heated one way or 
the other, often while trying to keep the atmosphere good, the chil-
dren would start throwing around all sorts of funny little pictures to 
relax the atmosphere. The funny pictures of the children were the 
most amusing; often they made the whole group laugh. So that if 
there was any tension, you have to be more relaxed.
These stickers seem to be created by users, but are difficult to trace. Some 
characters have appeared in Nigerian films (Fig. 8.9a). Others are derived 
from private individuals whose stickers have gone viral (Figs  8.9b to 
8.9f).
Still other stickers are more locally identifiable because they are 
drawn from political and public life, and so become part of daily circu-
lation and satire within private networks. They may originate in trans-
national politics and popular cultures, as in the case of Barack Obama, 
or international sports figures such as the French footballer Paul Pogba 







Figures 8.9a to 8.9f User- created stickers used in WhatsApp groups in 
Cameroon. Screengrabs by Patrick Awondo.
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This example brings out a final point in the way that visual 
materials are used to express care. This is the emphasis upon humour and 
sharing meme- based jokes.20 Across most fieldsites, personal communi-
cation includes the additional affective dimension provided by humour. 
Pauline, for example, found that the endless circulation of jokes around 
her Dublin fieldsite often incorporated a kind of life- affirming element. 
Often it is not even content that matters, rather the fact that there exists 
this ongoing communication as well as the sheer frequency of the com-
munication. This point is also made by Tanja Ahlin with respect to trans-
national care.21 The mere sending of a message can ensure that people 
feel less lonely or isolated – a consideration for their being included within 
a WhatsApp group in the first place. Although people complain at length 
about the constant interruptions of their phone, it becomes apparent that 
it would be worse if they had been excluded.
This is often felt most intensely in family situations. Sinead from 
Dublin brought her smartphone with her on Mother’s Day on the 
off- chance that her adult daughter might make contact. The phone 
was turned on, fully charged all day, and carried in her coat pocket. No 
message came. ‘I knew she wouldn’t ring,’ Sinead said later. ‘After I threw 
her father out for being constantly on the drink – years and years ago – 
this daughter will not speak to me.’ But still her smartphone had given 
her hope.
 
Figures 8.10a and 8.10b User- created stickers used in WhatsApp 
groups in Cameroon, depicting Barack Obama and Paul Pogba. 






These examples show just how effective the visual image and 
these apps can be when trying to convey care and affection, sometimes 
surpassing the capacity of speech or writing. Yet these media should not 
be viewed in opposition to each other. As Gunther Kress argued,22 a world 
of conversation through speech, text within books and images on screens 
is a multimodal world; there are important genres such as the meme 
which comprise combinations of these. What mostly matters to people 
is not how they convey care and affection, but the feeling that, one way 
or another, the person they care about has been supported. Care is not 
without its contradictions and more difficult aspects, however, which will 
be discussed in  chapter 9.
The transformation of family
The initial discussion has demonstrated the capacity of these apps to 
communicate depth, as in care and affection, changing the mood and 
impacting the underlying atmosphere for social relations, including being 
the primary evidence for their maintenance. These apps also have a cap-
acity for breadth, the range from private to public communication that 
was earlier described as ‘scalable sociality’. Scalable sociality is evident 
within these apps where the groups range from quite large associations, 
for example those playing a particular sport, to the close communica-
tion between three or four close friends. They also vary from long- term 
commitments, such as one comprising all the siblings, to quite ad- hoc 
groups, for example those involved in arranging a birthday party. The 
organisation of this section will follow this principle of scalable sociality 
by starting with the family and then moving outwards to consider com-
munity and larger groups.
Most of the 18 people asked in the Dublin fieldsite have a range of 
WhatsApp groups, as illustrated below (Fig. 8.11). Almost everyone has 
at least one family group and some may have four or five. Typical examples 
are groups interested in seeing their grandchildren, or looking after eld-
erly parents, or simply everyone within a given household. Sometimes 
these are further afield, such as all the cousins living in California. 
The next most common category for these Dubliners would be friends’ 
groups, such as some women who meet periodically around the town or 
reciprocally celebrate their respective birthdays. Also common are sports 
groups, especially golf, but also swimming and triathlon. Several of these 
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participants also have walking groups on their WhatsApp. Then there are 
committee groups, such as the Men’s Shed, or the Town Twinning group, 
or those taking the same course. In one case (but reassuringly only one) 
there is a puppy with its own WhatsApp group.
These groups reflect the dominant demography of the research, 
mainly retired people who have grandchildren and have joined in various 
leisure activities. They generally regard WhatsApp groups as a positive 
increase in people’s capacity for communication and a time saver in 
Figure 8.11 Breakdown of the number of WhatsApp groups on each 
Dublin participant’s phone. Taken from fieldwork in the Dublin region 




that messages do not have to be repeated. But there are also negative 
aspects. Research participants often complain about the sheer number 
of WhatsApp messages that flow into their phone daily. They may see 
this as a reflection of the intense sociality of this vibrant community. On 
the other hand, they note that whenever the parent or grandparent of a 
child has texted that their child/ grandchild has scored a goal in a football 
match, everyone feels obliged to make an appreciative comment. The 
aggregate number of notifications or accumulated messages can then 
become extremely tiresome. Similarly, someone on a town committee 
complains when certain members hijack the group, deviating from its 
main purpose and instead using the group to tell everyone about their 
latest holidays.
An impact of very considerable importance lies in the realm of 
family relations, which in most fieldsites still represents the fundamental 
unit of sociality. In places such as Bento WhatsApp has promoted a return 
to the more extended family of aunts and uncles, first and second cousins 
and nephews, a situation that reverses the prior historical retreat to the 
more nuclear family. Previously, encounters with extended family tended 
to coincide with the rituals of special dates such as Easter, Christmas 
and birthdays, making them more formal in tone. With WhatsApp con-
tact is more constant and can therefore be permitted to be more trivial. 
WhatsApp turns the ‘good morning’ messages, jokes, photos of meals and 
reports from holidays into casual encounters, changing the very nature 
of the extended family.
An example is the establishment of Bete’s WhatsApp family group. 
When it was created, the group’s goal was to organise the next Christmas 
dinner, distributing roles and allocating responsibilities for cooking each 
dish. Yet when Christmas had passed, the group remained active while 
retaining the name ‘Christmas supper’. Its function had transformed into 
a means of addressing the distance and disruptions of living in different 
neighbourhoods within a big city where travel by road is becoming a night-
mare. Today, members can keep in touch and share daily occurrences 
without the endless traffic jams of contemporary São Paulo. In  chapter 3 
a similar point was made during the discussion of ‘Screen Ecology’ by the 
presentation of Mr and Mrs Huang. The chapter explored the way they 
now constantly interact with family outside of their household, through 
their use of multiple devices, so that the distinction between a household 
and those living elsewhere is much reduced.
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Bringing together such a diverse group as family, including several 
generations, will obviously create its own problems. People complain 
about both the quantity and genre of the messages circulating in family 
groups. Older people who traditionally acted as hubs for the re- sending 
of information about the family find that this latest technology seems to 
be precisely designed for this most ancient of roles. Simple, often visual 
messages are easy to handle even for a novice and can be forwarded at 
will. Younger members of the family may be somewhat disconcerted by 
this barrage of family small talk. Roger in Bento complains that the older 
generations are sharing jokes he first saw on email 10 years ago, but he 
does not want to be the spoilsport who criticises his great- aunt’s joke. He 
recognises that at a certain age people have an awful lot of spare time to 
commit to the role of being the family hub.
There are some subjects that are taboo in these family WhatsApp 
groups, however. Generally politics, football and religion are not 
discussed; it is not uncommon for children to drift into other Christian 
denominations than their parents, which can be a sore point. Politics 
in Brazil has also become toxic. The impeachment of former President 
Dilma Rousseff (2016) and the imprisonment of her popular predecessor 
Lula (2017) have been followed by the election of the extremely div-
isive Jair Bolsonaro (2019). All of this could easily tear apart the fragile 
weaving together of family sociality. Many people can give examples of 
family members who have had to leave a WhatsApp group or who have 
caused significant offence because of political comments.
From family to community
The capacity of WhatsApp to enable older people to develop roles as 
family hubs may extend to wider layers of sociality. People who have had 
influence in their professional careers often have the skills needed to filter 
information and re- direct it to those who they know would benefit. In 
the Dublin fieldsite almost everyone seemed to have some relative in the 
medical services that they could contact with anxieties about symptoms. 
Individuals may also become curators of events, letting people know 
about what is going on or what is coming on television as a kind of public 
service. A good example in Bento was the way that people came to hear 




group to support teaching, but in practice the students quickly appro-
priate this space to share other information, for instance details of new 
courses. This proliferates yet more WhatsApp groups. Another poten-
tial expansion of sociality occurs in retirement, when people have time 
to recontact people they knew at school or college. WhatsApp is there-
fore now viewed as a kind of time machine, allowing people to reconnect 
with their distant pasts. Last but not least, WhatsApp is also used to retain 
links to former work colleagues, which is often very important to retired 
people.23
This expansion of contact from the family to beyond flows easily 
into the wider community, as was found in NoLo. The fact that Shireen’s 
research participants saw WhatsApp as their most used app reflects the 
intense sociality of the people she came to know there across a range 
of social and cultural contexts. In NoLo it is impossible to separate out 
family and community usage. While the community announces events on 
Facebook, WhatsApp bears the brunt of organising them. As well as their 
various WhatsApp family groups there are those associated with hobbies, 
the children’s school, work, recreation and volunteering. By now there 
seems to be a WhatsApp group for almost every activity at every scale, 
from the more public activities of a gym class, Italian language lessons, 
knitting groups and cultural groups such as ‘Sicilians’ or ‘Egyptians in 
Milan’ through to community allotments and semi- private residential 
apartment building groups.
For example, Giovanna in NoLo had found retirement quite difficult. 
Very different from her active life as a public secondary school teacher, 
the retreat to her home and domestic routines seemed at first a bit like a 
prison, albeit a relatively comfortable one. She felt herself to be in a space 
associated with loneliness and isolation, compared to the wider, buzzing, 
multigenerational sphere of her work environment. This changed when a 
colleague recommended that she join a women’s choir. Hesitant at first, 
Giovanna soon found the group vibrant and friendly. While they met only 
weekly, she could also enjoy the constant buzz of over 40 participants on 
the WhatsApp group. Members of this group shared photos, videos and 
song lyrics, as well as emojis full of hearts, flowers, shooting stars, laughs, 
cries and hugs.
In addition, the group’s administrator made this quite an active 
political space for expressing liberal views and singing/ marching against 
racism and the plight of refugees in Italy. As one of the choir members 
stated, ‘The piazza is our natural environment!’ This women’s group and 
its activity has given Giovanna a new lease of life, as she became increas-
ingly committed to this expressive dimension, both in relation to singing 
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and politics. Retirement now feels like something she can participate in 
and shape, carving out spaces for herself and her need for sociality as 
well as broadening her social and political horizons. It helps Giovanna to 
deal with her feelings of anxiety and melancholia as she approaches her 
seventies.
If Giovanna represents the first stage of retirement, then Pietro, 
in his late seventies, is an example of WhatsApp usage among older 
participants. Pietro has severe walking difficulties and rarely leaves 
the apartment. He often wears his smartphone tied around his neck so 
that he is never without it. WhatsApp has become one of Pietro’s main 
portals to the wider world. He checks it regularly for messages from 
family, friends and his family doctor, engages in a few chats and then 
has another cigarette as he dives into the Corriere della Sera newspaper 
or continues with a novel until lunchtime. Then Pietro’s wife Maria, who 
is also retired and volunteers in the local neighbourhood, will prepare 
lunch for the two of them. In the afternoon he will take a nap, return to 
his reading, browse the internet on the home PC in the study and watch 
television in the evening after dinner.
When Pietro was added to a new WhatsApp group representing 
the apartment building where they have lived for 30 years, the couple 
had different reactions. Maria welcomed the wider sociality and its 
usefulness for communicating on practical matters, such as concerns 
about communal spaces and corridors or other issues that needed to 
be shared and discussed. Pietro was initially more uncomfortable with 
this unfamiliar mode of sociality, especially as it quickly shifted from 
the supposed function of information exchange to the wider postings of 
emojis, memes and even poems. At the same time the pings he receives 
on his phone, including news notifications, bring him much pleasure 
throughout the day. They make him feel connected to a certain buzz of 
being- in- the- world, a place from which his physical condition had other-
wise gradually removed him.
Not every region is dominated by the use of these apps. Patrick’s 
survey in Yaoundé revealed that 78.2 per cent of people use simple 
voice calls to contact their loved ones, but only 18.6 per cent make use 
of WhatsApp to call. Mostly this reflects a generational divide:  phone 
calls have been more or less replaced by WhatsApp for the 16– 35 age 
group in this fieldsite, but this has not really spread to older people as 
yet.24 Currently it is mainly middle- aged people who are in that tran-
sition phase, in which people are increasingly asking them ‘are you on 
WhatsApp?’ rather than the previous ‘do you want my MTN or my Orange 






in addition, a class dimension to WhatsApp use. As younger people, or 
those who cannot afford to make phone calls, have quickly colonised 
WhatsApp, more middle- class users have started to see WhatsApp as 
associated with people unable to pay for ‘normal’ voice calls. This con-
notation of lower status means that, at least for the moment, it is not 
just older people but also more affluent ones who may use WhatsApp 
less. This is likely to be a short- term development, however, as WhatsApp 
proves too useful to avoid. For example, the app is becoming increas-
ingly important for internal communication within communities living 
in Yaoundé, each of which originated in a particular region of Cameroon. 
For now, however, WhatsApp is not only less dominant here, but also 
enjoys a lower status than in other fieldsites.
Despite this, there has been a growth in the use of WhatsApp for 
communities. In Yaoundé community groups are often interconnected. 
One group, for example, known as the ‘Bafout veterans’, is a sports and 
leisure group, initially created by people originating from the region of 
Bafout in the western part of Cameroon. Such groups gradually accrue 
structures of mutual support and solidarity, mostly through the forma-
tion of tontines – rotary savings and credit associations. In many parts of 
Africa these organisations are one of the most common ways to finance 
projects, as access to credit is otherwise limited.25 In effect, they com-
bine ethnic association and leisure such as sports with financial support 
to become the basis of cultural identity.
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Despite initial problems, the growing importance of WhatsApp 
within Yaoundé was made clear by the president of the veterans’ group 
mentioned above. The group has 83 members and has been in exist-
ence for 33  years. Mr Sing, a retired engineer, noted how WhatsApp 
accelerated the possibilities of sharing news and other items around the 
group, thereby enhancing members’ sense of belonging. Previously they 
had a tradition of going for a drink after a sports activity, but now 72 
members also share a WhatsApp group which circulates information and 
amusing videos daily.
Some illustrations of the use of WhatsApp and smartphones within 
communities are given in this short film (Fig. 8.12, p. 202).
WhatsApp and religion
The trajectory from family through to community and wider groups 
culminates in what is often the largest sphere where these apps tend 
to flourish: that of religion. One of WhatsApp’s growing organisational 
functions in Yaoundé is for prayer groups. Didi is a retired schoolteacher 
and a mother of four children. She separated from her ex- husband, a 
colonel in the Cameroonian army, four years ago and now has time on 
her hands, much of which she devotes to the church. Although she had 
a smartphone, Didi resisted WhatsApp until 2018, worried that social 
media contributes to the ‘loss of benchmarks’ and ‘restrains moral and 
Christian values’. For the last five years she has been a member of ‘ekoan 
Maria’, a network devoted to the Virgin Mary, gradually assuming respon-
sibility for a whole district within the diocese of Yaoundé. As a result 
she has had to become involved with WhatsApp, the primary means of 
coordinating activities for this devotional group. Almost every day she 
publishes an agenda for these networks based on the Catholic Diocese 
of Yaoundé. She also uses WhatsApp for a variety of messages, including 
messages for Sunday mass  – this can be the reading and the homilies 
(a sermon or speech that talks about a specific part of the scripture), or 
even the entirety of the mass. Didi will also share images (Figs 8.13a and 
8.13b) – mainly representations of the Virgin Mary, but also more general 
information for the diocese, such as press releases of a religious nature.
Peruvians are second only to Venezuelans in number among the 
diverse migrant communities of Santiago.26 Many Peruvians are devoted 
to their religion and the Latin American Church in Santiago, famous for 
being welcoming and supportive of migrants, is a common gathering 









del Señor de los Milagros (‘Confraternity of the Bearers of The Lord of 
Miracles’) is the most diverse in terms of regional origin; it also includes 
non- Peruvians. The brotherhood consists of three battalions of men and 
three groups of women, each with its own WhatsApp group.
Within the battalion joined by Alfonso, WhatsApp group messages 
are sent daily. The most common use of the group is for sending daily 
Bible readings, but WhatsApp groups are also used for the organisation 
of fundraising events, processions and meetings. Every now and then 
chains of prayers are passed through these WhatsApp groups on behalf of 
a member or their relatives, to which everybody responds with a blessing 
and messages of hope. The battalion’s chief is Enrique. At the time of the 
fieldwork he had been living in Chile for almost 10 years. His work hours 
change from month to month, so sometimes he has to wake up at 4 a.m. 
Enrique would read the Bible at his desk and then prepare a message to 
send to the brothers in his battalion. He would google ‘New Testament 
reading of the day’ and then copy and paste the result (Figs 8.14a and 
8.14b). He would also google an image of Christ or the Virgin Mary to 
attach to the message, then capture a screenshot and paste it into the 
 
Figures 8.13a and 8.13b Examples of photos shared by Didi in 
Yaoundé via WhatsApp groups. The texts say: ‘Happy anniversary to all 
mothers!’ (Fig. 8.13a) and ‘Happy return under the protection of our 
Lord to our children, teachers, school staff, and to all parents! I wish you 
strength, intelligence, wisdom, and above all, the good fortune to make 
this school year a success’ (Fig. 8.13b). The meme on the left is a special 
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WhatsApp message. Most brothers would respond with ‘Amen’ once the 
message was received.
A scroll through the WhatsApp groups of Santiago’s Peruvian 
migrants is in effect a tracing of their life stories and place in the dias-
pora. Many have WhatsApp groups of their high school and college 
friends from Peru – people with whom they may meet up every now and 
then when they return to Lima. Secondly, they also have numerous family 
groups:  the cousins’ local nuclear family, the siblings’ group (through 
which care for an ageing parent is coordinated), as well as various 
extended family groups. Thirdly, they have the ‘professional groups’, 
including all their workplace colleagues; these last groups expand to 
include people other than Peruvians. Finally, there are social groups such 
as Christian brotherhood or Peruvian city clubs. WhatsApp, along with 
Skype and Facebook Messenger, has made the entire experience of living 
in a diaspora much more seamless; migrants can now remain connected 
not just to others in Peru, but also to Peruvians who have migrated to 
Japan or the United States. Those who can remember often reflect on 
the early 1990s – a time when they had only expensive and infrequent 
communications for which they had to go to the phone booths in the 
Snail Gallery next to the Plaza de Armas (the main square in Santiago). 
 
Figures 8.14a and 8.14b Examples of the types of messages Enrique 
would send via WhatsApp. The image on the left (Fig. 8.14a) is a 
‘good afternoon’ message followed by a passage from the Bible and 
accompanied by an image of Jesus on the Cross. The image on the right 
(Fig. 8.14b) was sent on Peru’s National Day (28 July). The text reads:  




For people living separately from those they love, technology has been a 
profound transformation in their lives.
The trajectory of this section has echoed the more theoretical argu-
ment of scalable sociality. As in this final example in Santiago, WhatsApp 
is important to not only to the individual family, community and religious 
groups, but also for enabling each of these to flow into the others. Yet 
there are problems associated with this breadth of usage, one of which 
has become known as ‘context collapse’.27 An example outside the field 
of religion comes from China where again the very scale of usage, in this 
case of WeChat, invites leakage between different domains of sociality. In 
the Shanghai fieldsite, for example, Mrs Ruyun complained about how 
bad she felt when she found she had been ‘blocked’ by her daughter Qing 
on WeChat. In fact Qing had not really blocked her at all, but had applied 
the strictest WeChat privacy setting, such that all her WeChat contacts 
can only view posts from the last three days. Unlike ‘blocking’ certain 
contacts, this setting is indiscriminate; even if users want to exclude only 
a few contacts from viewing their previous posts, there is no way to apply 
the ‘three days only’ rule just to those unwelcome contacts. The reason 
for Qing’s action was that she had recently attended a large industry con-
ference and had just added several conference attendees to her WeChat 
contacts. She went on to explain:
On my WeChat there are too many posts about my private life, 
including photos of my honeymoon a few years ago and my son’s 
photos, and I  really don’t want to give these new professional 
acquaintances the chance to know so much of me. However, it will 
be considered rude if I really block them from viewing my WeChat 
posts as they will able to tell that they have been blocked by me 
specifically.
The challenge Qing faced was how to remain friendly with new contacts 
in the workplace while protecting her privacy. The ‘three days only’ 
privacy setting28 offered by WeChat came to her rescue. This is something 
that most people will not take personally (or will take much less person-
ally), precisely because the setting is applied to all of someone’s contacts. 
Her mother, of course, did take this personally as discussed above. Here 
the issue arose precisely because it is becoming more difficult to separate 
family usage of these apps from more general usage.
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The useful app
The discussion so far has yet to emphasise one of the most significant 
aspects of these apps, especially in the case of LINE and WeChat. This 
is the way they have expanded through the incorporation of as many 
different functions as possible, often replacing the app- based organisa-
tion of the smartphone. While the previous two sections have emphasised 
the role of these apps in communication, this final section acknow-
ledges an equally important development in these core apps:  the way 
they have become central to the underlying utility of the smartphone. 
They are increasingly the way people do ‘stuff’. To illustrate this point 
two examples are provided from the field of health, because this was the 
area where our project focused upon the potential use of smartphones for 
more applied purposes.
In January 2019 LINE launched a remote medical consulting ser-
vice for Japan, in partnership with the largest Japanese medical platform 
called M3.29 The potential of LINE as a medium for health interventions 
is the subject of Laura Haapio- Kirk’s applied research in a collaboration 
with Dr Kimura, a social nutrition researcher from Osaka University. 
Potential benefits of LINE might include the increased privacy of messages 
when compared to voice calls, especially when living in close proximity 
to family members, or the reduction of stigma associated with visiting 
a psychiatric clinic. The same point suggests the suitability of LINE for 
other stigmatised topics, as suggested by a recent local newspaper advert 
in Kanagawa, an urban area close to Tokyo (Fig. 8.15). It announced that 
the town council will start to provide LINE consultations on the topics 
of parenting, single parents, domestic violence and social withdrawal 
(hikikomori).
This advert is particularly directed at young people (those under the 
age of 39) who are having difficulty finding a job or who are struggling to 
socialise. It is hard to put a precise figure on the number of socially with-
drawn people who do not leave their homes since their families tend to 
hide the issue. However, a survey in March 2019 by the Japanese govern-
ment estimated that the country contains over one million hikikomori, 
613,000 of whom are aged between 40 and 64.30
Similarly, the utilitarian importance of WhatsApp is evident in 
Alfonso’s applied health project. This is being carried out as part of his 
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only public hospital in Santiago to have implemented a ‘nurse navigator’ 
model of healthcare. The nurse navigators work as mediators between 
oncological patients, helping them to navigate the medical and bureau-
cratic systems often found in a public hospital.
Cancer treatments present two complex systems for the patient 
to navigate. The first represents the complexity of medicine. Different 
cancer treatments can each have several effects on different systems of 
the body, so managing the treatment implies handling a lot of informa-
tion. The treatment is based on a series of procedures (image exams, 
chemotherapy sessions, blood tests, etc.) which require prescriptions 
and appointments, and have to be carried out in a specific order within a 
certain amount of time. Failures in this regard can reduce the probabil-
ities of their success. Nurse navigators have the expertise to deal with 
both the complexities of the treatment itself and those of the bureaucracy 
and convey both to the patient. For these purposes, the nurses need to 
make appointments for exams, blood tests and the like, which requires 
a good deal of paperwork. They also need to stay in touch with patients 
in case the latter have doubts or questions. At one level, these dedicated 
nurses constitute a human factor in healthcare that no smartphone app 
can replace. They were also the group making by far the most extensive 
and creative use of WhatsApp.
According to the nurses, WhatsApp was ideal for developing a var-
iety of modes of communication that correspond to the particularities and 
necessities of individual patients. Some patients prefer a phone call and 
others need to see the information written in a text message; yet others 
will be reassured if they see a picture of the prescription or a request for a 
medical test. Some need an audio message, which they can then listen to 
several times, in order to understand the meaning, because most of these 
patients have low incomes and very limited education. WhatsApp has 
also become integral to the way that nurse navigators make themselves 
available to the patients for any doubts or questions they might have, as 
well as providing comfort and maintaining the essential social relation-
ship that sustains them through treatments and care at a distance. Such 
a relationship may last for several years.
A third example illustrates our project’s general shift in orienta-
tion. As noted in previous chapters, the main finding of our research in 
regard to health has been evidence that suggests we might refocus the 
field of mHealth from an emphasis upon bespoke apps to concentrate 
instead on the potential of the apps that people mainly use. In this short 
film (Fig. 8.16) Marília Duque discusses what she has learned about the 
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potential of WhatsApp for improving health communication and care in 
São Paulo.
Commerce and corporations
Another area that has not yet been discussed in any detail but which is 
increasingly important to the way these apps are becoming the core to 
overall usage is commerce. This is the field where WeChat, in particular, 
has been in the vanguard. In the Why We Post series we saw that WeChat 
had already started to become important for payments and ecommerce.31 
Today the most frequently used mobile payment apps in China are WeChat 
Pay and Alipay. The majority (72 per cent) of research participants32 in 
Shanghai aged between 45 and 70 regard mobile pay as their first choice 
in daily payment; more than 90 per cent had made a payment via smart-
phone. It is common for people no longer to take along any cash or bank 
card when they are out as long as they have smartphones with them. The 
staff of convenience shops in the neighbourhood where Xinyuan lived 
reported that less than 10 per cent of the shop’s daily income was in cash.
The widely recognised starting point of the monetisation of 
WeChat was on 28 January 2014, when it launched ‘WeChat red enve-
lope  – a scheme that allowed users to send ‘digital red envelopes’ of 
money to WeChat contacts online. The WeChat red envelope extended 
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the long- standing Chinese tradition of handing out red envelopes of cash 
as festival or ceremony gifts to an online activity, making it more fun in 
the process. Today through WeChat Pay, service accounts can provide a 
direct in- app payment service to users. Customers are allowed either to 
pay for items or services on webpages inside the app or to pay in- store by 
scanning WeChat QR codes (Fig. 8.17).
In 2015 WeChat launched the ‘City Services’ project, further 
expanding the scope of services by allowing users to pay utility bills, book 
a doctor’s appointment, send money to friends and obtain geo- targeted 
coupons, etc. WeChat has also become important in the wider develop-
ment of ecommerce in China. Aside from business institutions, all the 
WeChat public accounts can sell products or services on WeChat. Many of 
the mini- programmes discussed earlier are used for ecommerce as a rival 
to Alibaba, the dominant company in Chinese ecommerce.33
This is one side of the equation. But it at least implies another, 
which is that while we did not study corporations ourselves, it is impos-
sible to consider these developments without acknowledging the forces 
that lie behind their creation and which facilitated their adoption and 
adaptation by users. Most of the uses described in this chapter, espe-
cially the highly monetised ones discussed in this section, are likely to 
have developed from the corporations on the basis that they, not only 
Figure 8.17 Photo showing the variety of payment QR codes  






anthropologists, conduct research on how users adopt and adapt their 
products. It is obviously of interest to the companies to keep their apps 
aligned with any developments in the way they are used.
A good example of this is the way that Tencent (the Chinese com-
pany that created and owns WeChat) now tries to develop functions that 
reflect the company’s understanding of how social relations operate in 
China. This became clear when, in June 2018, WeChat Pay launched a 
new function called a ‘kinship card’ (qinshu ka). This allows people to 
combine their WeChat Pay function with a maximum of four relatives, 
including parents and two children.34 The ‘kinship card’ payment further 
includes older people and children who, for various reasons, have not 
got involved in mobile pay yet – they may not yet have a bank account 
or they are anxious about using mobile payment systems. Kinship 
card beneficiaries do not need to provide the bank card information to 
WeChat because the card operators will acknowledge their payment 
via WeChat. The way this operates encapsulates several principles of 
Chinese kinship. By including parents, it may be regarded as an expres-
sion of filial piety. It also builds on their prior incorporation of the red 
envelope (Fig. 8.18).
One research participant, Mrs Zhong, was attracted to this kinship 
card partly for reasons of financial security, as the card operator can 
always check every expense. It has also helped her with her mother, who 
has always been worried about online fraud. Before the kinship card was 
Figure 8.18 The digital red envelope on WeChat replicates the 
physical one in which people traditionally placed gifts of money. 
Screengrabs by Xinyuan Wang.
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developed, Mrs Zhong would transfer £250 every month into her mother’s 
WeChat pay account. Now she simply sets up the kinship card link based on 
this budget. The upper limit allowed by the kinship card is around £450, 
which is enough for daily expenses while preventing any major fraud. On 
the other hand Mr Guo, who has some major financial commitments such 
as a new house, began to worry when his mother asked him for a kinship 
card; he was concerned that it could impact upon his own expenses. Mr 
Guo was somewhat relieved to find that his mother only spent a symbolic 
£2 in the first month through the kinship card. He explains:
I then realised that it was not about money at all. She just didn’t 
want to ‘lose face’ (diu mianzi) in front of her close friends because 
some of them have got kinship cards from their children.
A recent book describes the relationship between users and WeChat35 as 
‘super- sticky’, a label that references the difficulty users would have in 
leaving this mega- platform once they are on it.
Super- sticky WeChat responds to users’ needs and established ways 
of life in China, and in so doing, it also reshapes Chinese lifestyles 
on its mobile interface.36
The fact that ‘super- sticky’ WeChat effectively ‘glues’ people to the app is 
at least in part because the design and strategy applied by the app devel-
oper follows a similar concern to our own study; both seek to understand 
how the smartphone can align itself more fully with customary Chinese 
forms of social relations. So it is not just that commerce creates a device 
that is subsequently transformed by users. We would expect companies 
in turn to learn from that usage and develop new possibilities which 
facilitate or try to commercialise those same patterns of usage.
Conclusion
What has been learned from our consideration of these apps, which at 
the start of this chapter we described as the ‘heart’ of the contemporary 
smartphone? There are three primary conclusions. The first is that they 
may well indicate the direction of travel for the smartphone itself. The 
second is that they have accrued this position of centrality through the 
breadth of their employment. The third is evidence that depth of employ-









First, the trajectory of travel. LINE, WeChat and WhatsApp could 
all be called super apps or platforms. Mostly, however, what these apps 
emulate is really the handset itself  – the single device which serves 
every purpose. WeChat in particular, through its mini- programmes, has 
demonstrated a potential for superseding all apps through their incorp-
oration within itself. As has been mentioned in several chapters, plenty 
of people also see smartphones primarily as a WhatsApp or a LINE 
device. The direction of travel looks similar to the hegemony established 
by Microsoft Windows or its Office Suite. There will be rivals, as in that 
case there is Apple. But, if the analogy holds, then these apps presage 
the increasing dominance of one particular interface. This would be 
in striking contrast to the extraordinary proliferations of apps and app 
developers that populate most smartphones today.
Obviously such a development is precisely the intention of the 
incredibly powerful corporations, such as Facebook and Tencent, that 
lie behind these apps. But the evidence is that they are succeeding at 
least as much because most people do not particularly want a culture 
of apps per se. As was argued in  chapter 4, users are focused simply on 
ease of use; if that means working through a single hegemonic company, 
most seem prepared to acquiesce to this dominance by their behaviour, 
despite verbal protestations about the power of corporations. The cul-
ture of apps may well be only a temporary stage in the evolution of 
communication.
The trajectory is one of expanding breadth, which consists of two 
main elements. The first is the ability to incorporate as many different 
functions as possible. These apps have become hugely important in 
fields such as health and welfare, the main example of utility discussed 
in this chapter, although discussion of their usage within the sphere 
of religion serves to make just the same point. The second element of 
breadth was described in this chapter as scalable sociality – the ability 
of these apps to span from the smallest and most intimate communica-
tion to the most public. This discussion led from a focus upon the family 
through to the use of apps by groups, then by communities. In this case 
religion stood for a group of believers that extends beyond, a sort of 
mega- community.
Yet if we reflect upon what has created the quality described as this 
‘super- sticky’ sense of dependency, it is perhaps the ability of these apps 
to become the vehicle of depth, as much as any sense of breadth. The core 
to all three apps is social communication. These apps have exploited or 
piggybacked on our most basic human dependency, which is upon each 
other. As long as the smartphone is seen as facilitating communication, 
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its faults and foibles recede; it becomes first and foremost the medium 
for the relationships that make life meaningful. Much of the early part 
of this chapter was really about love. The term ‘Perpetual Opportunism’ 
introduced in  chapter  5 here takes on an associated connotation:  the 
sense of perpetual contact as evidence for care.37 This potential for being 
always in contact in turn carries the desire for constant support, both 
emotional and financial. An example within this chapter were the rotating 
credit schemes (termed tontine in Cameroon), which were central to 
the ethnographic research in both Yaoundé and Lusozi in Uganda. In 
Yaoundé these schemes seamlessly combine social and financial support, 
but then extend to encompass much more. Starting with communication, 
each app has thereby evolved to become one of the ‘technologies of life’.38
The main example discussed in the first section was the use of visual 
imagery. We are naturally conservative in our thinking, and if face to face 
comes first, we are bound to see it as more ‘natural’. For anthropologists, 
however, there is no such thing as a natural or unmediated relation-
ship. As the sociologist Goffman39 showed, face- to- face conversation has 
always involved a thicket of cultural rules that dictate what is or is not 
appropriate. Face- to- face communication is often so hedged in by eti-
quette, performance, fear of embarrassment and other cultural frames 
that we find it hard to say anything at all. Visit a pub in London and much 
of the conversation seems to be either platitude or banter.40 Viewed in this 
light, there is no reason at all why visual images cannot be the more ‘nat-
ural’ medium; they may at times feel warmer than direct speech. Visual 
images on social media can convey what people cannot utter face to face; 
alternatively, as in Japan, they become the complement to engaging face 
to face. In turn, people now have to develop new etiquettes and norms to 
accommodate their use of the visual within smartphones.41 Across these 
fieldsites, the visual did not seem peripheral or superficial; it too has the 
capacity to speak from heart to heart.
This centrality of depth also builds on the conclusion of  chapter 7. 
One might think that the way in which these apps have ingratiated them-
selves into the most intimate aspects of family communication would be 
quite sufficient to make this point: depth is the key to subsequent depend-
ency upon these three apps. But in fact the section on the family argued 
for something closer to  chapter 7’s conclusions about co- evolution. These 
apps do not simply reflect family relationships and communication: here 
we argue that they fundamentally change what we understand by, and 
experience as, family. There is then a further trajectory to these chapter 
conclusions – one that leads naturally to the wider and more theoretical 
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General and theoretical reflections
Fieldsites:  Bento  – São Paulo, Brazil. Dar al- Hawa  – Al-Quds 
(East Jerusalem). Dublin  – Ireland. Lusozi  – Kampala, Uganda. 
Kyoto and Kōchi  – Japan. NoLo  – Milan, Italy. Santiago  – Chile. 
Shanghai – China. Yaoundé – Cameroon.
Introduction
This volume has aimed to weave some more general and theoretical 
conclusions into every chapter. In several of these chapters the emphasis 
has been more on organisational aspects of the smartphone as a tech-
nology, including its structure, the apps it contains and its relationship 
to other devices. In this concluding chapter, however, we place greater 
emphasis on the consequences of smartphones for people. Because 
ultimately, as anthropologists, we are less interested in technology 
per se – the question of what a smartphone is – than in using studies of 
such devices to throw light on individuals, society and culture with the 
goal of furthering our understanding of humanity.
First, to reprise some of these earlier claims. Chapter  1 began by 
expounding the approach of ‘smart from below’ and noting that in most 
respects, despite being called a smartphone, this device bears little resem-
blance to the traditional phone. Nor is it dominated by the ambitions 
of S.M.A.R.T – the ability of a device to learn from its usage. Chapter 2 
explored popular conversations about the smartphone, showing that, 
rather than providing evidence for smartphone use and its consequences 
these discourses often exploited the device as a means to engage in a var-
iety of moral debates about contemporary society.
Chapter  3 examined the smartphone as a material object and 
situated it in a series of contexts. These included the notions of ‘Screen 








screen- based devices, as well as ‘Social Ecology’, defined as the social 
relationships that are involved in the sharing of smartphones and apps. 
Both of these concepts are important in understanding the smartphone 
itself. This chapter also linked the smartphone to other networks, forming 
a kind of remote- control hub both of people and potentially the ‘Internet 
of Things’.
Chapter  4 considered the way in which usage of the smartphone 
was task- orientated, and the importance of this for understanding the 
culture of apps and the way these are deployed. It introduced ‘Scalable 
Solutionism’ – the spectrum that ranges from an app with a single function 
(‘there is an app for that’) to the Swiss Army penknife aspirations of 
WeChat and LINE, which strive to be comprehensive and able to perform 
whatever task is required. But we also recognise that users might take an 
app with much broader potential as simply a single purpose device. The 
observation of ‘Perpetual Opportunism’ formed the basis of  chapter  5, 
which drew on a number of genres of usage such as photography, trans-
port, news and entertainment.
Given the diversity of both what the icons on a smartphone screen 
enable and the ways in which these are deployed, this book avoids using 
terms such as ‘apps’ or ‘platforms’ as its foundation. Instead, it starts 
from everyday usage, allowing a shift from a more technological focus 
to one that concentrates on the lives of smartphone users. This shift to 
an emphasis on people rather than the device itself is largely complete 
from the start of  chapter 6, which examined the way in which the smart-
phone is crafted to reflect individuals, relationships and wider cultural 
values. Chapter 7 considered how, as a result of our capacity to transform 
it, the smartphone can closely align with social parameters – in this case, 
age. Chapter 8 argued that three apps/ platforms should be considered as 
the heart of the smartphone because the most important apps are those 
most fully engaged with social relations, as in the expression of care and 
affection, the family and community. Chapters  6 to 8 also provide the 
main evidence for the conclusions now developed in this final chapter.
Our conclusions will begin with an attempt to re- direct our 
understanding of how people experience the smartphone based on 
the term the ‘Transportal Home’. We then explore further some of the 
issues of intimacy and correspondence between people and their phones, 
introducing the concept ‘Beyond Anthropomorphism’. There follows a 
summary of the way smartphones enter into – and sometimes transform – 
social relations under the heading of ‘The Relational Smartphone’. The 
chapter’s fourth section starts by considering the more general problem 
of contradiction and ambivalence. It argues that these reflections have 
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surfaced with particular clarity as a result of the response to the Covid- 19 
pandemic, including debates around the fine line that exists between the 
smartphone as an instrument of care and the smartphone as an instru-
ment of surveillance. The conclusion of this discussion leads back to the 
initial premise of ‘smart from below’.
The Transportal Home
There are many precedents to the consideration of the internet and online 
worlds as some kind of home. A work by the sociologist Heike Mónika 
Greschke, for instance, has the title Is There a Home in Cyberspace?.1 
However, the concept introduced here under the title of the ‘Transportal 
Home’ extends far beyond any previous analogy or argument that 
references the online home. The starting point is an assertion that the 
smartphone is best understood not just as a device through which we 
communicate, but also as a place within which we now live. We are 
always ‘at home’ in our smartphone.2 We have become human snails 
carrying our home in our pockets. The smartphone is perhaps the first 
object to challenge the house itself (and possibly also the workplace) in 
terms of the amount of time we dwell in it while awake. As a term, the 
Transportal Home comprises several elements. In addition to referencing 
the home, it acknowledges the smartphone as a portal from which we 
can shift from one zone to another. Finally, there is also an analogy with 
transport, as a vehicle for mobility.
Consider a common accusation made against the smartphone 
which was noted in  chapter 2. Most people become annoyed when they 
are sitting with someone in a restaurant and their companion in effect 
disappears from their company, becoming instead absorbed in their 
smartphone. What has happened is that the individual has, in effect, gone 
home. They can use this portal to zone out from the place where they are 
sitting, to return to a home in which they can carry out many familiar 
activities, from finding entertainment to organising their schedule or 
messaging friends or relatives through text and visual media. Previously 
we entirely respected the right of somebody to take their leave and go 
back to their own private house. However, it is disturbing when someone 
who appears to be sitting next to us has, to all intents and purposes, 
abruptly retreated to some other place from which we are excluded 
without saying goodbye. They may remain in our physical company, but 
they have disengaged. We have become used to the idea of the internet 








parallel ‘Death of Proximity’. Wherever a person appears to be, they can 
actually be back at their Transportal Home. The effect is radically to dis-
rupt previous conventional notions of public and private, in turn leading 
to protests at this flagrant rupture of conventional etiquette.
The significance of the Transportal Home is as much to do with the 
growing fragility of the traditional sense of home as with the smartphone’s 
capacity to compensate for that loss.4 The world has grown more restless, 
with movement resulting from migration, work patterns, better trans-
port and multiple other factors.5 Our fieldsite in NoLo includes a high 
proportion of migrants from other parts of Italy as well as from abroad. 
These people have already seen the limitations of the traditional concept 
of home as a single physical location, which would separate them from 
much of their family and their sociocultural upbringing. For Sicilians 
living in Milan, the smartphone helps them to accept that Milan is the 
place where they reside, because they can simultaneously also remain in 
‘their land’ (mia terra) of Sicily, the site of their memories and dreams.
During the latter half of the twentieth century in Japan, the migra-
tion from rural areas to the city has led to significant depopulation of the 
former. However, Laura’s research documents a contemporary counter 
movement from the city to rural towns and villages which has grown in 
strength since the triple disasters of earthquake, tsunami and nuclear 
meltdown that occurred on 11 March 2011. The aftermath of these 
disasters saw diminished trust in state infrastructures6 and the return to 
rural regions, motivated by a sense of alienation and rootlessness in the 
city. Many people in both the urban and rural Japanese fieldsites agreed 
that the smartphone is now the centre of their lives, connecting them 
not only to their family and friends, but also to several of their everyday 
activities.
In contrast to many migrants in the Italy or Chile research, our 
Japanese participants do not necessarily feel that this is a good thing. 
Many are ambivalent about spending so much time on their smartphones, 
while simultaneously saying that it has transformed their lives by 
allowing them to maintain close relationships with friends, children and 
grandchildren who often live far away. While they may have adopted the 
smartphones only recently, especially if they are older, they experience 
an ever- growing dependence upon it. This is due in part to its centrality 
to many of their daily activities, but also perhaps to an increasing sense of 
disconnection outside of the smartphone, caused in turn by depopulated 
neighbourhoods.
In  chapter 1 we made a reference to an argument by Bogost that 
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world  – a version of what Augé7 regarded as an increasingly common 
experience of placelessness. But the concept of the Transportal Home 
turns this argument upside down. We find that we are by no means 
placeless. We can always know where we live and how the various 
components of the home may converge, as long as we are prepared to 
regard the smartphone as that stable location. What matters is the way 
the mobile phone is immobile, constantly in our presence.
This argument has a temporal dimension as well as a spatial one. In 
the Shanghai fieldsite it is common to find older people who have moved 
to the city to take care of their grandchildren. They may find it difficult to 
fit in with the new life there, having been uprooted from their previous 
social networks and from the social support back in their home town. 
They now cling on to something that which gives them an experience of 
a home in which they feel secure, and which they hope will be a home 
thereafter.
This deployment of the smartphone as an alternative home becomes 
even more important when we turn to the situation of young people in 
Europe. In places such as Milan or Dublin, a major source of anxiety is 
that, while the previous generation was able to afford ownership of their 
own home, at least when they wanted to start a family, this is no longer 
the case. The issue here is that there has been an expansion of life expect-
ancy, combined with a failure to build sufficient additional homes to cope 
with the consequential lack of houses, and the selling off of state housing. 
As a result many young people have little prospect of being able to buy a 
property prior to raising a family; they are left to wonder whether they 
will ever be able to make this move. It is therefore not surprising that 
they too develop a commensurate attachment to the one home that they 
can afford: one that at least gives them a place where they can always be, 
with an address that is fixed and belongs to them. When young people 
are criticised for their attachment to their smartphone screens by older 
people, it would be reasonable for them to point out in turn that the 
people making these criticisms generally possess or rent a house of their 
own, while, on the other hand, they are condemned for paying attention 
to the one home they actually do possess, their smartphone.
When people do move out from their parental home, the instability 
of context makes it all the more important that the smartphone collects 
together the address where we live, our phone number and our email 
address. It makes life easier for everyone if we are always at ‘home’ in our 
smartphone, and therefore always contactable. With WhatsApp, there is 
typically a tick that acknowledges that we are at home and have received 





Figure 9.1 Infographic illustrating the concept of the Transportal 
Home. Created by Georgiana Murariu.
home, may become a place where people feel relatively private – not just 
to think our own thoughts, but also to do things unobserved.
Homes in many places are often divided into rooms. We are likely to 
have a bedroom for sleeping, a kitchen for cooking and a living room for 
socialising or watching television. The whole works as a kind of organism 
with circulations of energy, routinised time and dedicated space. The 
Transportal Home has many similar qualities to the physical home, as 
this infographic shows (Fig. 9.1). In a similar way to such houses, it is 
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also divided into many domains, each used for different kinds of experi-
ence. We can enter through an icon into a place where we can play games 
or watch television. There is another icon that transports us to a site 
for research and study, another for listening to music and yet others for 
dealing with daily chores, such as shopping or banking.
As within larger homes, we can spend time in these various apps 
or spaces in relative quiet. This may be one of the reasons we are so 
concerned to protect the feeling of privacy traditionally associated with 
being inside the place where we live; many people worry that the smart-
phone is betraying them and breaching that privacy through commer-
cial data collection. The smartphone can provide many private spaces, 
including those where we can have conversations through LINE/ WeChat/ 
WhatsApp that no one around us should be aware of or even store porn-
ography. But we can also invite people to come around and visit, have a 
group gossip, bore others with our latest enthusiasm for a healthy diet 
and share fun stuff.
We may similarly think of the smartphone as a domestic space 
where cleaning and tidying may become a regular task. Susana in 
Santiago, for example, tells us with enthusiasm how she keeps her phone 
tidy (mantener de teléfono):
Once a month I  download the photos from the phone. I  erase 
photos, I erase videos. Every day I clean it. E- ve- ry- day!
Another research participant, Ernestina, likes the Outlook app since she 
can easily erase emails. Having something called ‘the recycle bin’ helps 
to sustain the domestic analogy. When she explains, ‘I like to keep the 
phone tidy’, Alfonso cannot help but notice how tidy the living room of 
her apartment is. Smartphones can get very messy. We may live with this 
messiness or we may take action: delete all that surplus rubbish, re- order 
things that are in the wrong place, replace an app with a better one, agree 
to have the infrastructure updated. People in Shanghai now use a term 
meaning ‘refusal- disposal- separation’ (duan- she- li). To keep a home tidy, 
one needs to refuse to buy more stuff and give up what is not needed. 
Yet in this fieldwork Xinyuan found the phrase was most commonly used 
in reference to tidying up and sorting out smartphones. Guanghua, for 
example, reports that:
Since 2016, I would do ‘duan- she- li’ regularly on my WeChat. I usu-




In Yaoundé the appropriate expression is faire le ménage  – a term that 
means to do housework, but which has now been extended to apply to 
smartphones: ‘cleaning my contacts’ (faire le ménage dans mes contacts) 
and ‘cleaning my screen’ (faire le ménage sur mon écran). Even more tell-
ingly, people use the phrase ‘there are people that I will not allow to enter 
my home again’ (il y’a des gens que je ne veux plus laisser entrer chez moi) 
in reference to their smartphone, rather than the home where they phys-
ically live and sleep.
We can also see many other qualities of the conventional home 
in the Transportal Home. As Mary Douglas argues,8 the home is where 
we organise space over time; what gives the home solidity is not ‘the 
stoutness of the enclosing walls but the complexity of coordination’. The 
home is where we distribute our attention to other people when making 
subtle negotiations about whom we should be in contact with and when. 
It is where we set our daily routines and know what the time is, and what 
we should be doing at that moment. It is also where we are often most 
subject to surveillance and control from others. The smartphone is where 
we edit our world of experience, what we choose to see and what we 
choose to keep. As the next section will show, this makes it a key site for 
crafting ourselves in the world.
To a surprising degree, the Transportal Home can also colonise the 
traditional home. It is often not something separate from that home, but 
an extension.9 An example of this appears in the discussion of Screen 
Ecology in Shanghai found in  chapter 3. Increasingly, people today live 
with a spectrum of screen sizes, which plays off mobility against read-
ability. The smartphone is the most mobile element, but then we also 
have the tablet, laptop and smart television, all increasingly integrated; 
some people, when at home, may now read their emails on the smart 
television. The house considered in Shanghai is populated both with 
smartphones and their larger cousins, such that in each of its rooms the 
family can take advantage of the portal qualities of some screen or other. 
Here screens become in effect the windows of the house; through them 
the inhabitants can see a world that goes way beyond the view through 
the physical windows. Smartphones also change the relationship 
between people within the home. In Bento, for instance, couples can now 
live together more easily because they do not have to clash over who gets 
access to the entertainment system or who can speak to another person, 
thanks to their separate smartphones.
Screen Ecology is also behind one of the most significant changes 
in our relationship to homes  – one that became clear in the lockdown 
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much many forms not only of work, but also of socialising, shopping, 
entertainment and life in general can continue from the confines of the 
house, thanks to digital communication. The experience of lockdown 
exposed all the limitations of online- only sociality, including the lack of 
casual encounters at work and hugs from those one loves. But equally 
there seems to have been an almost universal appreciation of how much 
worse things would have been without online contact. In some regions 
the smartphone was an auxiliary to the primary player, which was the 
computer with Zoom and other communication platforms. But this pro-
ject also included fieldsites where hardly anyone has a computer and 
where all of this communication depended upon the smartphone.
Not everything just described is positive  – for example, there is 
the concern that the very object used to maintain or even create a sense 
of privacy is actually a spy within a regime of surveillance capitalism10 
that transmits data about one’s most intimate world to strangers. This 
Transportal Home does not have the inviolability enjoyed by the trad-
itional home as a place of privacy. In other ways, the smartphone may 
reduce the prior experience of home as a refuge. Employees may now be 
expected to remain in contact with their work, for instance, even after 
leaving the workplace. A child bullied by other pupils at school now finds 
little or no respite through coming back to her or his home.
Under lockdown during the Covid- 19 pandemic, people soon 
realised that not only did they miss hugging people outside the house-
hold, but also that a Zoom party or celebration was a poor substitute 
for the real thing. Sexual and intimate encounters online are clearly not 
the same as offline and may be regarded as very imperfect substitutes. 
A smartphone does not come with a garden to cultivate or the facilities 
to bake one’s own bread. There are probably hundreds of other examples 
that expose the paucity of a life that is only online. Trawling through the 
limitations and dangers of the smartphone should not, however, be based 
on a whitewash of the traditional home, with its own myriad problems 
ranging from family surveillance and claustrophobia to domestic abuse. 
All homes come with their contradictions.
The other major difference is with respect to the portal aspect of 
the Transportal Home. The physical house is immobile and limited in 
this capacity to interact with that wider world, since it lacks the crucial 
mobility of the body. By contrast, the Transportal Home11 provides an 
easy and instant connection to another world; we can Skype to other 
countries, shop in a virtual mall or game in an alternative universe, all 
without leaving our smartphones.12 The smartphone has its own relation 






and scrolling to the secure feeling that it lies snug in a pocket. We also 
experience the sense of loss, for example when the smartphone breaks 
or cannot be found. Suddenly it seems as though one is cut off from even 
the possibility of social encounters or temporarily locked out from part of 
one’s own memory.
Several features of the Transportal Home may be particularly rele-
vant to older people. As individuals become more immobile, the smart-
phone becomes even more important as a home they can portal from, 
as opposed to the one they are merely constrained to stay within. This is 
clearly demonstrated in the Japanese fieldsites, where older people find 
increasing value in the support of friends through the messaging app 
LINE as they age and become more restricted physically. As Komatsu san, 
a Kyoto woman in her sixties, explained:
I think when we are elderly, it doesn’t mean that we have friends 
right next to us. So the smartphone might feel more precious to us 
(as we age) because it allows us to stay sociable.
The same point applies to a further element of the Transportal Home, 
which is transport. Chapters  6 and 7 presented several cases of older 
people no longer allowed to drive. The smartphone then becomes the 
control hub for their relationship to transport, with apps including local 
bus timetables, Uber and maps. For people in Ireland, this usage extends 
to their wider mobility; smartphones are employed for many aspects of 
holidaying or maintaining their properties abroad, including learning 
a language or using Tripadvisor or Airbnb. But even more important is 
the sense of transport that comes with the smartphones piggybacking 
on the mobility of our bodies: they have a unique ability to be with us at 
all times, giving us access to the smartphone’s Perpetual Opportunism. 
These qualities also have their downsides, of course, such as the fear felt 
by people in Bento who believe that answering a call or checking their 
smartphones in a public place may make them a target for crime.
Finally, it should be clear from reading this book that references 
to general and theoretical arguments are always nuanced, depending on 
the fieldsite. The Transportal Home, for example, will inevitably mean 
something different in each fieldsite, because of the different ways in 
which people understand the home and the varying ways that they use 
their smartphone. The short film featured here exemplifies this point 
with regards to Japan (Fig. 9.2).
To conclude, for anthropology the significance of considering the 
smartphone as the Transportal Home lies as much in acknowledging 
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the increasingly problematic relationship that migrants, young people 
and others have to traditional homes as it does in appreciating the 
smartphone’s capacity to compensate for this loss. The smartphone 
brings together many capabilities, ranging from the multiplicity of activ-
ities that take place in its separate ‘rooms’ to its ability to care at a dis-
tance or act as a remote- control hub, linked in turn to other systems such 
as transport. From the Death of Proximity to providing a security contact 
for the frail, the impact of the smartphone as a Transportal Home is pro-
found. For all these reasons we welcome further research that explores 
the constant change we can observe in the relationship between the 
smartphone home and other places, for example the domestic home and 
the office.13
Beyond the anthropomorphic machine
For more than a century14 humanity has been fascinated by the devel-
opment of the robot and its potential to realise our imagination of the 
anthropomorphic machine – one that closely resembles a human being. 
This has been an exercise in alterity. The robot was traditionally portrayed 
as a machine that becomes increasingly similar to us while remaining 
other than human. We are therefore fascinated by the robot’s potential 
to turn against us or to acquire rights as a ‘sort of’ human, a common 
topic in science fiction. Yet this fascination with robots may have led us 








to neglect a more profound and more advanced trajectory towards and 
beyond the anthropomorphic machine  – one that proceeds through 
ever greater intimacy with people, rather than similarity or alterity. This 
development is most fully realised in the smartphone.
The popular conceptions of the robot as physically anthropomor-
phic reflects a more superficial encounter.15 By contrast, a smartphone 
does not look one iota like a human being. It has, for example, no arms 
or legs. The smartphone has no need of limbs; it achieves its physical 
mobility through its placement in our trouser pockets or handbags. 
Anthropomorphism is advanced through processes such as comple-
mentarity (for example, taking over some of the work of memory) or 
prosthetics (for instance extending our ability to know what is around 
us). In addition, there is the smartphone’s ability to transform the indi-
vidual to whom it belongs. We may change our daily habits and practices 
once we have become owners of a smartphone.
The primary evidence for ‘Beyond Anthropomorphism’ comes 
from  chapter 6. The example of Eleanor from Ireland revealed how com-
pletely a smartphone may also express the personality of its owner, in 
her case the desire to be seen as the consummate professional, or, in 
another example from the same fieldsite, the traditional masculinity of 
a gruff descendant of fishermen. The smartphone seems to become an 
extension of the person, rather like the daemon in the novels of Philip 
Pullman:  something that is somewhat separate from us, but whose 
absence would increasingly feel like the loss of part of ourselves. The 
smartphone is a device that extends our capabilities not only to know 
things better than we can alone, but also to be more organised. This may 
be particularly the case for those with limited resources or barriers to 
using smartphones. One of this volume’s authors, Laila from al-Quds, is 
completely blind; she has found both compensation and frustration in 
her new iPhone, but would not now be without it. There has probably 
never been a device that could achieve this level of intimacy or continuity 
with a human being (Fig. 9.3).
Creating a smartphone was treated in  chapter 6 as an act of arti-
sanal craftsmanship. In turn, the parallel between crafting a smartphone 
and crafting life became particularly clear within this research project, 
since most of the ethnographers were simultaneously studying retire-
ment.16 Retirement may involve taking up a whole series of new activ-
ities and behaviours, the continuation of some activities and the loss of 
others. Today retirement has often become a joint enterprise with the 
smartphone. Having more time for sailing in Dublin could also mean 
using seven different sailing apps. In Yaoundé, retirement might mean  
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having more time to devote to the church and downloading the Bible and 
other religious apps. In Japan, male research participants of retirement 
age had often built their entire identities around their work life and, as 
a result, some were ill- equipped to manage life outside of employment. 
These participants might then reject the smartphone, preferring to retain 
their old feature phone (garakei) as a physical connection to their pre-
vious social worlds. However, for others, both men and women, the 
smartphone gave them greater control over their part- time work in the 
years after retirement. Shift- organising apps meant that awkward phone 
calls with employers, in which it was hard to say ‘no’, could be avoided.
In Dar al- Hawa most of the older women have never worked in paid 
roles and consequently do not ‘retire’. But many find smartphones play a 
major role when they become grandmothers. At this point increasingly 
their family interactions, such as allowing the grandchildren to watch 
YouTube on their smartphones, also changes their relationship to these 
devices. Most of this crafting is a gentle blending of old and new: the 
iconic photograph of the grandchild in the living room is complemented 
by the daily sharing of what the grandchild did that day. Is the smart-
phone part of us or is it something separate? As one participant from the 
Figure 9.3 Infographic illustrating the concept of Beyond 




Irish fieldsite shyly admitted, now that she has a step- counter she also 
walks more because ‘I like to impress my app’.
How does this crafting operate? At the point of purchase, the smart-
phone seems to be pure machine. All examples of a Samsung Galaxy Note 
in a shop are identical. Once purchased, however, it is up to the individual 
to decide which pre- installed apps they will not use or what they will do 
with built- in functions, such as the torch or Bluetooth. They then proceed 
to download new apps which they may order according to their import-
ance, creating a foreground and periphery across several screens. In the 
background are rarely used or novelty apps, perhaps one that recognises 
birdsong when out for a walk by day and another that can identify star 
constellations when walking at night.
The next level involves tweaking those apps. Owners may change 
settings to receive only the news that they are interested in or to estab-
lish their home location as the basis for map use. The next layer of per-
sonalisation, the creation and selection of content, is usually the most 
significant. Many users of smartphones may have a reading app, but the 
app might contain anything from the Harry Potter series to the plays of 
Shakespeare. Their photographs may be selfies or PowerPoint slides. It 
is this choice of content across many of these apps that gives the best 
overall sense of that person: their tastes, values and interests. If they are 
from Dar al- Hawa, they might want their smartphone content to reflect 
the values of Islam.
Chapters 4 and 5 shifted attention from the culture of apps to the 
ethnography of everyday life, where the primary orientation is often 
towards tasks rather than apps. Many of the older people whom we met 
as they were learning to use smartphones were mainly concerned with 
sequences of actions that they either knew or were prepared to learn. The 
smartphone was reduced to its role in performing that task through this 
sequence of actions. Everything else that a smartphone might have been 
able to do had become irrelevant: it was simply ignored. As in other arti-
sanal crafting, the work may involve subtraction as well as addition. The 
result of such crafting is an intimate relationship to smartphones that has 
become highly expressive of the individual, as described in  chapter  6. 
The effect of this close relationship can be observed in events like those 
described in  chapter  7, when Nura from Dar al- Hawa temporarily lost 
her connection to WhatsApp. Her momentary sense of shock and des-
pondency came from an appreciation that WhatsApp was now integral to 
the infrastructure of her life. She felt pain as if the loss was visceral. This 
is what is meant by intimacy.
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This approach to smartphone personalisation post- purchase, how-
ever, by no means consigns the smartphone and app companies to irrele-
vance. Firstly, they must be credited with creating all these capacities in 
the first place, as these make this subsequent crafting possible. It is the 
designers, often in conjunction with heavy user- testing, who create the 
conditions for all these subsequent transformations. Unlike most other 
goods that companies create and people consume, the smartphone has 
been implanted with its own capacity for extending intimacy towards the 
user. Apps are increasingly designed to learn through interaction. This is 
what is meant in technical terminology by ‘smart’ – the ability of the device 
to learn. Location is not just the capacity of GPS to tell us where we are; it 
may include predictions based on where we have been or shown an interest 
in going to. Voice- activated assistants become more accurate as devices 
learn our voice. In these ways machine- learning algorithms enable apps 
to learn from us, from our environment and from each other, as our social 
media piggybacks on our locational information or our search histories. 
This is in turn a two- way process through which the companies remain 
involved as collectors and processors of data; they also remain invested in 
the continued refinement of apps so that these can be more attuned to their 
role within the process, for purposes such as personalised advertising.
Yet too much emphasis on this ‘smart’ element of the smartphone is 
misleading. When inspecting a smartphone in detail, the way in which a 
person adapts their device to their particular needs has far greater impact 
on their experience than the way the device adapts to them through its 
algorithms. The corporations may have poured their resources into trying 
to get users hooked onto phone assistants, but many of our participants 
regarded the Samsung Galaxy ‘assistant’ Bixby as just an infuriating nuis-
ance because you cannot get rid of it. Another phone assistant, Alexa, is 
rarely more than a voice- activated radio. Perhaps in the future the AI- 
driven chatbot may find a niche in relation to friendship, or even as our 
therapist,17 but so far the impact is limited.
The result of this crafting is an intimate blend that goes beyond 
anthropomorphism. In his excellent book Smarter than you Think, Clive 
Thompson18 documents the way in which human beings have become 
more intelligent by incorporating such devices. Not having to memorise 
‘facts’, but instead memorising the way we use the smartphone to find 
facts is making us cleverer. Thompson shows why the best chess player 
is neither a person nor a computer, but the two working together. The 
best analogy for the rise of smartphones is the invention of printing and 
then of the book. This achievement consigned many previous memory 





rectangle’ of the book, which we can consider the precursor to the hard 
disk. Few people would have a problem with the suggestion that books 
made humanity cleverer because people were prepared to cede so much 
of memory to the written word.19 Many of the research participants in 
this volume see the smartphone as a literal aide- memoire, keeping track 
of their notes. Others, such as Fernanda from Bento, use brain training 
apps, in part because of a huge anxiety about dementia. Almost all the 
portraits in this volume evoke a wider holism that transcends the distinc-
tion of person and machine when it comes to how we think.
Many examples in this volume show that what is being crafted is, 
equally, a person – a point made particularly clearly in the case of Eduardo 
from Bento, discussed in  chapter 6. He was quite explicit about using his 
smartphone to help envisage what his new life would become now that 
he was a retiree. The outcome of such processes leads to stories such as 
that of Mario in NoLo. His smartphone has come to replicate many of 
his core interests, ranging from horticulture to the organisation of the 
local community allotments. Another example is Matis, originally from 
Lithuania and now living in Ireland. His smartphone is dominated, as he 
is himself, by a passion for car repair. Sometimes it is obvious that it is the 
smartphone crafting the person, as much as the other way around.
Crafting here may at first look like faking, for example making 
someone look much younger than they actually are, as implied by this 
meme from Yaoundé (Fig. 9.4). But perhaps it is the meme that gives us a 
false impression? Many of our research participants respond by telling us 
repeatedly that they feel much younger than their appearance suggests. 
As noted in  chapter 6, they see their own outer appearance as fake and 
the smartphone as a device that can show them as they truly are. They 
were in any case already taking many measures to improve their external 
appearance. So which is the ‘true’ person: the unadorned body, the body 
as we have prepared it for public display through cosmetics and clothing 
or the photo crafted to present us as we imagine ourselves to be? It is not 
up to us as authors to provide an answer. Instead we respect that people 
in Yaoundé might give a very different response from people in Shanghai. 
There can be no absolute claim that the smartphone does, or does not, 
create fake images of inauthentic people. The evidence from this volume is 
rather that in some societies the results are regarded as a fake person, while 
in others this is seen as crafting a clearer expression of the real person.
The conclusion of  chapter 8 quoted Goffman in repudiation of the 
idea that face to face is a ‘natural’ encounter. In China people can say 
through smartphones what cannot be said face to face. People refer to 
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expression’ in Chinese. People frequently apply biaoqing to tackle situ-
ations that would otherwise be regarded as awkward or embarrassing. 
For example Mr Hong, a retired civil servant, has more than 100 biaoqing 
saved on his WeChat. This provides a repository of biaoqing for common 
emotions or social gestures, such as saying sorry. He skilfully appropriates 
different biaoqing, depending on specific contexts and recipients. For 
instance, Mr Hong might make a gentle apology to friends, when unable 
to attend a get- together, though a clasped hands, manga- style sticker 
with embedded text reading ‘sorry, sorry’. Or he might tease his grandson 
with a head- dropping cat, also saying sorry. When Mr Hong had to turn 
down a friend’s request for help, he replied with a crying cartoon figure 
saying ‘Your Majesty, I really can’t make it’ to balance out the toughness 
of a rejection. As a result, he notes on one occasion:
Sometimes I really wish I could also use these biaoqing in face- to- 
face conversation, that will make life much easier.






The problem is that in face- to- face conversation Mr Hong maintains his 
grave and dignified bearing, something that he has preserved for decades 
as a respectable male adult. When using WeChat, however, his repository 
of biaoqing can bring forth multiple layers of emotions and social skills 
which have no existence in the world of offline communication. In turn, 
we can expect that constraints and etiquette will develop around these 
forms of conversation over time.
A final point is that the concept of Beyond Anthropomorphism 
should not overly romanticise the ideal of being human. If the smart-
phone assumes our humanity, then equally it can express our inhumanity. 
Smartphones are easily used for stalking or bullying, or as instruments of 
power. These practices lie behind several of the accusations recorded in 
 chapter 2, in which smartphones are viewed as standing for increasing 
inhumanity, responsible for making people more superficial or anti- 
social. As noted above, however, the Transportal Home does not need 
to imply domestic bliss. The home has often been a place of bullying, 
conflicts of power, abuse and inequality. Arguing that smartphones 
become like people does not necessarily imply they are good or moral. 
That depends rather on the person whom they have come to resemble.
The Relational Smartphone
One problem arising from both the concepts of the Transportal Home and 
Beyond Anthropomorphism is that they lend themselves to an emphasis 
upon the individual and their device. Yet one of the main contributions 
of this volume is that every chapter contains evidence opposing such a 
reduction to the individual. The smartphone has become central to all 
manner of relationships and groups  – not just as the medium of their 
communication, but also as something that now partially constitutes 
those relationships or groups or, increasingly, networks.20
It was already apparent from the discussion of Social Ecology in 
 chapter 3 that people cannot be considered as isolated individuals when 
it comes to the smartphone. In Lusozi many people share their phones 
with relatives and friends. In Shanghai some older people may not bother 
downloading an app; since everything is done with their partner, it makes 
no difference whose phone has that app. Perhaps still more important is 
the impact of Perpetual Opportunism, discussed in  chapter 5. This con-
cept has transformed relationships into a far more constant conversa-
tion. Now you do not have to wait until you see your friend or relative. 
At the moment something comes up that you feel they might want to 
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know about, out comes LINE, WeChat or WhatsApp. Sharing is all day 
and every day. Elderly people who used to have a red button for emer-
gencies may now feel secure through their smartphone, knowing that 
even after a fall they can still contact someone quickly and easily. These 
observations lead to the bigger question of whether smartphones are 
actually changing, rather than just facilitating, these relationships and 
groups.
The strongest argument for change would be the suggestion that 
smartphones may be reversing one of the fundamental trajectories of 
the family – a trajectory that has been emerging over centuries in some 
regions or over recent decades in others. This is in essence the shift from 
the extended family to the nuclear family, which is very evident in the 
change in traditions of house design, as houses in many regions were once 
built to accommodate much larger families.21 In most affluent regions, 
modern apartments and other dwellings are almost always created with 
the assumption of occupancy by a nuclear family, or, increasingly, single 
occupancy, as found in Japan. Yet, as we go deeper into the more intimate 
uses of smartphones and apps such as WhatsApp, it seems that this 
long- term trend is in some measure being reversed. An example comes 
from the discussion of Screen Ecology, exemplified by a household in 
Shanghai. Here it was not simply the proliferation of screens that existed 
around the home, but rather that these were used to bring the extended 
family back into constant communication. The result was that, at least 
to a degree, their extended family once again shared the home with the 
older couple who continued to live there.
The clearest evidence of this change came from Bento. Here 
cousins, aunts, uncles and more distant relatives, often only ever 
seen at Christmas, weddings and funerals, have become a much more 
constant presence within the Transportal Home. The formal conversation 
suited for special occasions is replaced by the informality of everyday 
chat. Perhaps it is precisely because the extended family is not actu-
ally living in the same house that they are very welcome as residents of 
the Transportal Home. These relationships are close, but not too close. 
Within the smartphone there is always the possibility of communication, 
without the pressure of sharing the same physical space. If you need a 
chat and one person is not there, there is usually someone else to speak 
to in the Transportal Home. But you can also use the smartphone to tune 
out from the proximate sociality. On a crowded commuter train in Japan, 
each individual’s smartphone in effect places them in a private yet social 
bubble, while being physically surrounded by strangers. Overall, the evi-




medium regarded as balancing periods when sociality has been either 
too intense or insufficient.
Smartphones may also be playing a role in what seems to be a more 
fluid relationship between kinship and friendship. In China smartphones 
may confirm an observation that this is the first time most people have 
developed any kind of significant relationship to strangers.22 It is sig-
nificant because it may only be possible to tell all your secrets and worst 
fears to someone who does not know who you are. In Ireland retirees use 
smartphones to organise their round of meetings with friends in cafés 
and to plan more regular, group- based meetings, such as book clubs. This 
expansion of family and friendship, in turn, leads to the increasing use of 
smartphones within the community. In Lusozi and Yaoundé WhatsApp 
might help to organise the rotating credit groups that provide financial 
support. In Dar al- Hawa sharing photographs meant that people unable 
to come on an outing were included to some degree. In NoLo Facebook 
was the key site used to arrange and advertise a mass convening in a 
public space one Saturday afternoon in May 2018. Here people stood 
side by side, holding hands to form a human chain (catena umana) 4 km 
in length. This gesture was made to celebrate the unity present in their 
community and to challenge the negative perception of the neighbour-
hood as an ‘immigrant ghetto’. The reporter Zita Dazzi, describing the 
event for the La Repubblica online newspaper from its Milan site, wrote 
of a ‘Human Chain against racism in Via Padova: “We are citizens, not 
illegal immigrants” ’.
In NoLo Facebook had become the main site for local community 
news, community history and community photography. It is the place 
where people express willingness to offer their time or a helping hand 
to one another. One research participant in NoLo found it remarkable 
how if someone gets sick or needs help, for instance, and posts this to 
the group, there will be an average of between 20 and 30 responses each 
time from people willing to offer assistance, from buying some basic gro-
ceries to picking up medicines. More recently the NoLo community has 
also extended to Instagram, receiving attention and support from the 
Mayor of Milan.
The situation is similar in Ireland. Here Facebook is used to organise 
charity walks, to provide a posting site for local sports groups, to facilitate 
community development on a new housing estate and to form the public 
site for the most important community activities, such as the Tidy Towns 
competition. In Cuan, one of the Dublin fieldsites, 2,300 people (out of a 
population of 10,000) very quickly joined a new Facebook group called 
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to worry about being out of earshot of any mosque, as their smartphone 
can now issue the call to prayer. Facebook has also accrued a significant 
role in providing religious information, such as events associated with 
breaking the fast during the holy month of Ramadan.
Having discussed the smartphone in relation to individuals, 
relationships, groups and communities,  chapter 6 ended on a still more 
expansive note. The conclusion reflected upon how smartphones express 
cultural values that are naturally prominent in a study whose primary 
methodology is comparative ethnography. For example, many of the 
grandmothers Shireen knew in NoLo highlight the prominent place of 
‘Nonna’ (grandmother) in contemporary family care and communica-
tion. As in so many other cases, the smartphone aligns with traditional 
ideas and idealisations of the Nonna, but also plays a role in expanding 
and changing social roles in line with contemporary circumstances. For 
example, smartphones facilitate the Nonna in playing an active role in 
childcare and providing practical support in urban family contexts such 
as in Milan.
For the Peruvians in Santiago and the people of Dar al- Hawa, 
smartphones are instruments of religion which may create very clear 
norms. Equally in Japan a common consensus often exists around 
what constitutes appropriate and inappropriate smartphone usage. For 
example, talking on the phone when travelling on public transport will 
attract stern glares from fellow passengers, while taking a photo of a res-
taurant meal before eating it is almost a prerequisite for the meal to be 
appreciated fully. The smartphone can also be part of the emergence of 
new societal norms. This was the case in Cameroon, where smartphones 
are becoming established as an instrument in the development of a new 
public sphere of political debate for a newly emergent middle class.
The Relational Smartphone creates new problems even as it resolves 
others. Our research revealed many examples of problematic inter-
generational relations. Fundamental to  chapter  7 was a digital divide 
between older people and younger ones in terms of the former’s struggle 
to learn how to employ their smartphones properly. In Santiago, and 
across many of the other fieldsites, young people come across as shock-
ingly impatient. They tend to pick up the smartphone and make a cursory 
attempt to show how something is done, but then refuse to repeat this on 
the next visit since the older person has ‘already been shown’ how the 
phone works. In Ireland younger people may claim that the smartphone 
should be ‘intuitive’, thereby implying that an older person who struggles 
to use them is rather stupid, although even a cursory inspection shows 
smartphones to be anything but intuitive. In Yaoundé and elsewhere  
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this condescension reflects a much wider overturning of traditional roles 
of seniority and authority, as the wisdom that once reflected long- term 
experience is trumped by knowledge of the latest gadget.
Often older people only obtain their first phones as hand- me- downs 
from young people, reversing the traditional trajectory. They then find 
they need to delete offensive material, which appears again when the 
youngsters insist on borrowing back the phones. Young people can also be 
cruelly dismissive of the loss experienced by older people who have spent 
decades cultivating knowledge now made redundant by smartphones. 
Recall the woman who was brilliant at finding locations, having worked 
for years making deliveries for a florist. Who cares about those hard- won 
skills when there is now Google Maps?
This is a two- way process: social media has been around long 
enough that it may be changed in turn by these intergenerational 
tensions. One of the main reasons young people in many of our fieldsites 
avoid platforms such as Facebook is because they have become colonised 
by their parents’ generation. When your mother, or even your grand-
mother, is on Facebook, it is much better to express yourself away 
from their gaze, first on Instagram and then, when that also becomes 
colonised, by moving on to TikTok. Some of the most significant changes 
in social media and the usage of particular platforms have nothing to do 
with corporate control, nor the affordances of the platform. They simply 
reflect tensions in intergenerational relationships among users.
Contradiction and ambivalence
The first substantive chapter of this book was not about what people do 
with smartphones, but what they say about them. The overwhelming 
conclusion was that people are generally ambivalent. Older people talk 
incessantly about the harm smartphones cause young people, claiming 
they are ‘addicted to their screens’; they have become anti- social, 
disconnected from the real world and superficial as a result. Regarding 
their own usage, older people in NoLo say they are wasting their time, 
or smartphones are causing ‘too much confusion’ (troppo confusione). In 
Japan people complain about the pressure to respond to messages imme-
diately as an intrusion and an addition to the everyday social pressures to 
interact, always in the correct manner. In Ireland they often refer to the 
endless WhatsApp pings that now have to be acknowledged.
Yet at the same time people wax lyrical about the wonderful things 
they can do with specific apps within the smartphone. Couples no longer 
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shout at each other in the car when the non- driver has lost their place in 
the street atlas they are holding; now they can swear at their GPS instead. 
Grandparents feel blessed that the grandchildren in Australia can be their 
incredibly cute selves on webcam. An older woman with dodgy knees 
does not have to wait in the rain, since an app tells her when the next 
bus will arrive. Everywhere the smartphone is simultaneously a blessing 
and a curse. Older Chileans in Santiago often say something highly nega-
tive and positive about smartphones in the very same sentence. It is con-
stantly ‘this…’, but also ‘that…’. If people, wherever they live, contradict 
themselves in the same sentence and what they say has little bearing on 
what they do, one might assume they are either hypocritical or ignorant. 
However, the evidence throughout this book suggests that ambivalence 
may be the only reasonable response to a phenomenon that is itself a 
mass of contradictions. Every chapter in this book has provided evidence 
for the simultaneous good and harm that are both the consequences of 
smartphones.
After our fieldwork was completed, the team discussed general 
findings from the project. One of these was given the title ‘the fine line 
between care and surveillance’. We could not have predicted it, but 
this was shortly before this finding became a critical component in the 
response to the Covid- 19 pandemic. At the time of writing, the smart-
phone has become an even more important element of a moral discourse 
of the kind described in  chapter 2. This is because, writing in 2020 before 
any vaccine, the main candidate for suppressing the Covid- 19 virus in 
many regions, and especially in East Asia, is an intensive use of tracking 
individual movements, based on a combination of smartphone data and 
interviews. This development has revealed to everyone the potential of 
smartphones, which, with their unprecedented intimacy, can also be 
vehicles of personal surveillance – Big Brother is exposed in our handbags 
and pockets. Yet at the same time effective use of track and trace is seen 
as the main reason for relative success in limiting the consequences of 
this virus in some regions. The smartphone thus appears to be both a 
potential saviour and the harbinger of dystopia.
Surveillance
There are three primary considerations within these developments. The 
first is to examine the issue of surveillance and the second to examine 
the nature of this care. Most important, however, is the third:  to con-




surveillance. Surveillance has a dual presence in this book. On the one 
hand, it is a core topic within the explicit discourse of participants. When 
he taught smartphone use to older Chileans in Santiago, Alfonso could 
observe people simply refusing to use GPS because they regarded a 
device that recorded everywhere they had been as an unbearable intru-
sion. Similarly, these wary users picked up on targeted advertising on the 
internet as evidence that Google knew too much about them. Surveillance 
by smartphone is no secret. One of the most hyped features of the device 
is its supposed ability to learn from its user, such that it can pre- empt 
their enquiries and actions. Every time the smartphone succeeds in this 
mission, it simultaneously confronts its user with direct evidence of how 
much it now knows about them.
This surveillance is evident – but it is the tip of an iceberg of much 
wider surveillance that lies beneath dark waters. The same personal data 
about the user from which the smartphone is trying to learn may also 
be channelled back to corporations to become part of a vast aggregate 
field of Big Data. This, in turn, is the fuel that drives artificial intelli-
gence (AI)  – a process that soon spirals off into worlds we cannot see 
and of which we often have little understanding. This may be the most 
important externality of all.23
There are two main versions of these fears. The first was exempli-
fied by a book, The Age of Surveillance Capitalism by Shoshana Zuboff.24 
She argued that the core driving force of capitalism, the search for profit, 
has led to an extraordinary ability to extract information about us and the 
relentless development of strategies that seek to employ that data in con-
trolling our lives. If ever we find time to read the ‘terms and conditions’ 
we are required to sign in order to use a new smartphone app, we are 
shocked. They seem to require access to all sorts of irrelevant data held 
within our smartphone. Why should an entertainment app need to know 
our location or gain access to our social media? Companies compete to 
extract every minuscule detail about us that they can. Personal data is 
said to be the new oil.
If this feels intrusive or even sinister, that is because it is. As Zuboff 
puts it, companies such as Google now assume the right to ‘claim all 
human experience as free raw material for translation into behavioural 
data’.25 Tech companies spend huge sums on lobbying to prevent any 
curtailment either of this data extraction per se or its subsequent use in 
the cause of profitability. We have shifted from being mass consumers to 
being massively consumed, subject to continual experiment and analysis 
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the smartphone again feels like a spy in our pockets, ideally located to 
survey everything we do and say and are.
The second version of this critique is directed at the state rather 
than commercial surveillance. This was the background for the experi-
ence of people in Dar al- Hawa, who have lived most of their lives with 
concrete evidence of the surveillance powers of the Israeli state. For most 
other people, the initial revelation of the extent of state surveillance 
came through the whistleblowing of Edward Snowden. He used his pos-
ition as a state employee to reveal the extent to which the United States 
could be equally rapacious in its hoovering up of private data. Snowden’s 
revelations were then followed by the Cambridge Analytica scandal, 
which indicated that data about individuals might be used to alter the 
outcome of democratic elections through targeting messages.
Both of these critical observations seem to be supported by a third 
exemplar of the contemporary threat of surveillance. A recent review by 
John Lanchester in The London Review of Books was based on two new 
publications, The Great Firewall of China by James Griffiths and We Have 
Been Harmonised by Kai Strittmatter.26 These books argue that all such 
fears have already been realised within contemporary China. Strittmatter 
suggests that digital surveillance has become the most effective instru-
ment we have ever known for creating a totalitarian state. While the con-
tent of WhatsApp remains encrypted, every detail and private content of 
WeChat is available to the Chinese state. There are no restrictions on the 
state’s use of technologies such as facial recognition. The state openly 
proclaims these powers, so that citizens are well aware of the degree to 
which they can be observed. Once again, these surveillance capacities 
of smartphones were made still more evident during the Covid- 19 pan-
demic, when the Chinese state added features to people’s smartphones 
ensuring their compliance with lockdown. In Israel surveillance systems 
that would have been familiar to the people of Dar al- Hawa were now 
extended to the entire population as a form of health control.27
Care
If surveillance seems to be the curse of smartphones, then care appears 
at first to be their blessing. There has been an explosion of propaganda 
in China based on the evidence that, although the Covid- 19 pandemic 
started there and other countries had more warning, China ended up 
with 3 deaths per million while most European countries experienced 






Figure 9.5 Illustration of the concept of Care Transcending Distance. 
Created by Georgiana Murariu.
state, which used the smartphone as a key instrument in the suppression 
of the virus, used their success as evidence that it cares more about its 
citizens than Western democracies. The fact that the equivalent figure in 
democratic Taiwan was 0.3 deaths per million,28 one- tenth of the number 
in mainland China, was, of course, completely ignored.
The previous chapters provide multiple instances of the use of 
smartphones as instruments of care. These included the way that people 
in Lusozi help to care for older relatives who remain living in their 
home villages, often through sending mobile money. As noted above, 
in Shanghai visual elements within smartphone communication can 
break down traditions of distance and formality in family relationships 
between the generations. Conversely, a research participant in Kyoto pre-
ferred not to send cute stickers to her daughter because she might think 
them childish, yet she would happily send them to her own friends.
There has been considerable prior research on the use of digital 
technologies to facilitate care at a distance, whether with reference to 
systems within a state29 or to the increasing need for care across continents, 
for example migrant diasporas.30
Our ethnographic evidence in this volume suggests that we have 
now moved from care at a distance to ‘Care Transcending Distance’ 
(Fig.  9.5). Sometimes in Bento Marília simply did not know which 
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in Bento or the one in New York. The way in which she communicated 
with her grandchildren through WhatsApp was just the same. Indeed, 
in one case a woman living alone in São Paulo, whose daughter lives in 
France, noted that ‘My friends said she was abandoning me, but she is 
much closer than most of my friends’ daughters who live in São Paulo’.
Care and surveillance are clearly two sides of the same coin. In 
Dublin many of the research participants had been involved in caring 
for parents, often in their nineties, which meant there was a high inci-
dence of dementia. While those parents remained in their own homes, 
surveillance came to dominate many of their care practices. Across 
many fieldsites people quickly developed WhatsApp groups to support 
the frail elderly; one of these groups’ prime objectives was to share the 
burden of monitoring the vulnerable. In Yaoundé retired people are 
closely monitored by their children ‘to keep a better eye on them’ (avoir 
un oeil sur eux), either by having them live with them or through very 
active family WhatsApp groups in which one or two children often play 
a sentinel role.
There is then no simple demarcation between care as benign and 
surveillance as malign. Surveillance may often be evidence of real and 
constant concern  – including, during the Covid- 19 pandemic, appro-
priate care by the welfare state. Equally there is a growing literature in 
anthropology regarding the dark side of care, especially with regard to 
migration issues.31 Sometimes the way in which people expressed care 
included surveillance of the person they paid to be the carer. Working 
under surveillance was often the experience of rural migrants in China 
who had come to Shanghai to look after elderly people. Their employers 
had picked up on the potential of smartphones to spy on their paid carers. 
In Japan, being skilled in social surveillance is understood as important 
for maintaining good social relations. It can also be exhausting and, if 
incorrectly practised, can lead to social ostracism. Understanding the 
practice of care, including through social surveillance in the digital age, 
is critical in the context of Japan’s turn towards technology to cope with 
an ageing population and a decreasing health and care workforce.
In all of these cases, smartphones can also become tools to con-
strain or negotiate autonomy. Much of the concern in Japan focuses on 
finding ways to respect the autonomy and dignity of older people under 
these conditions of constant surveillance.32 Some older people are aware 
that refusing to have a smartphone can become a means of ensuring that 
digital contact does not take the place of physical contact, or make the 
familiar landline phone redundant. Yet in several fieldsites smartphone- 








for their elderly parents to retain some autonomy by remaining in their 
own home. In such instances, constant surveillance secures the parents’ 
continued autonomy.
Ideology, privacy and the fine line between care 
and surveillance
This discussion of surveillance, care and the relationship between the 
two sets the scene for the subsequent developments that have resulted 
from the Covid- 19 pandemic. For the critics, the resulting emphasis 
upon smartphones as care solutions lets not only surveillance, but also 
the smartphone, off the hook. Evgeny Morozov33 published an article 
in The  Guardian under the title ‘The tech “solutions” for coronavirus 
take the surveillance state to the next level’. He argued that ‘the good 
cop in this drama is the ideology of solutionism, which has transcended 
its origins in Silicon Valley and now shapes the thinking of our ruling 
elites’. The key to solutionism is the smartphone, exemplified by China’s 
colour- coded smartphone health- rating programme. The next day The 
Economist published an article under the title of ‘A global microscope 
made of phones’34 to discuss the collaboration between Apple and Google 
to create a contact- tracing app, as well as the role of governments in 
such ventures.
Yet subsequent events seem more like a vindication of the arguments 
of this volume. For the next stage was not straightforward adoption of 
these smartphone potentials, but rather incredible heterogeneity in the 
response to technological possibility. The reason is that deployment of 
track and trace foregrounds the question of balance between care and 
surveillance. This turns the deployment of technology into a moral 
issue – which in turn exposes the underlying ideologies that created the 
heterogeneity in regional responses. We thus also need to factor such 
underlying ideologies into any exploration of the ‘fine line’ concept.
The balance between care and surveillance is an ancient dilemma. 
A  definition of God in most religions would be the omniscient being 
that sees everything and cares for everyone. It is the crux of parenting. 
Governments too have always traded knowledge for care. The use of 
smartphones in response to the Covid- 19 pandemic in China had its 
precedents in what is called the Social Credit System. Under this system, 
any behaviour the state regards as anti- social – or anti- state – can result 
in citizens losing the ability to book flights or high- speed train journeys, 
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What has been lacking is a sense of how the Chinese population feel 
about this system, which consequently became a component of Xinyuan’s 
research. She found three reasons to explain why, in most cases, the Social 
Credit System has been quite a popular development. The first reason lay 
in the overall shift from an agrarian economy, where people generally 
knew at least the reputation of pretty much everyone they dealt with on 
a personal level, and trust was thus based on social relations (guanxi). 
Agrarian life has been replaced by an urban society where people know 
almost nothing about those with whom they are forced to interact, and 
they believe this has led to a massive rise in fraud and deception. For 
many, the end (combating fraud) justifies the means of state surveil-
lance.35 The second reason was that people believed the Social Credit 
System was merely catching up with the idea of a poor credit rating in the 
West. The third factor was a belief that the Social Credit System tallied 
with traditional cosmology, based on the Daoist idea that the sky (tian) 
sees all our behaviour and a good fate depends upon good deeds.36 There 
is thus a complex underlying ideology and history that must be taken into 
account to understand the situation in China. The Communist Party’s 
claims of being a paternalistic carer, a role that is expressed through sur-
veillance, are reminiscent of centuries of Imperial rule.
Ideology is just as important for understanding the response in 
regions such as Europe and the US. Here the principal objection to sur-
veillance is the Western premise of privacy. The obsession with individual 
privacy may well appear equally extreme to a visitor from East Asia. In his 
book The Comfort of People, Danny argued that the single biggest cause 
of harm to hospice patients, other than their illness, was the insistence 
upon strict confidentiality. The result was that different members of the 
care teams for these dying patients failed to keep each other informed. 
When members of our team give talks about how we hope to use our 
research to improve people’s welfare, the most common question asked is 
not how it might benefit the welfare of that population, but whether our 
proposals might intrude on privacy.
The reason these concerns with privacy can be termed ideological 
is because they are regarded as axiomatic. For most people in Europe 
and the US, assumptions about privacy are felt to be simply ‘natural’. 
As ideology, they extend the fundamental ideology of historical liber-
alism. This belief in the prioritisation of the individual as the foundation 
of ethics led to the ideal of the individual as the source of basic human 
rights. This system of ‘neo’ liberalism includes the core belief that indi-
viduals have an intrinsic human right to control all information about 






different from, for example, socialist ideologies which assumed that if 
the state can enhance social welfare by collecting information about indi-
viduals, this automatically supersedes individual rights.
The US and Europe are perhaps the staunchest proponents of 
this ‘neo’ liberal privacy, but they take very different forms. In Europe, 
privacy is protected through bureaucratic regulation such as General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). By contrast, the way in which 
privacy rights have developed in the US seems more in keeping with 
the neo- liberalism of the political economy, where such rights are part 
of an ideology associated with the freedoms of individuals and choice 
that is also used to legitimate contemporary capitalism. These rights are 
then set directly against forms of state intervention, including ‘snooping’, 
rather than becoming an instrument of state bureaucracy.38
Once we acknowledge the importance of ‘taken for granted’ 
ideologies, then the heterogeneity of response to the Covid- 19 tracking 
apps makes far more sense. It was surely predictable that the US saw 
demonstrations protesting against the government’s curtailment of 
individual liberty, and that Republican voters might be least expected 
to comply with smartphone- based surveillance. Nor is it surprising that 
people in countries such as South Korea, with its prior tradition of indi-
viduals being shamed on social media for any kind of inappropriate 
behaviour,39 proved most compliant with a system of public surveillance 
at the expense of individual privacy. If this surveillance exposed people’s 
extra- marital affairs,40 it was justified by the greater good of supressing 
the virus. South Korea showed just how central the smartphone could 
become, outside of any authoritarian regime. Not only an instrument 
of contract tracing, the device was also used for remote sensing, for 
example of the pulse of oxygen saturation. In addition, smartphones 
became the means by which the state kept people constantly informed of 
the presence of contagion in each specific locality, through direct texting.
Since the Covid- 19 pandemic occurred quite soon after the end of 
our fieldwork, the team was still in contact with our research participants. 
We could therefore watch how events unfolded in ways that reflected on 
our characterisation of these fieldsites as we were writing this volume. 
For example, in Japan the state tried to distance itself from any official 
‘track and trace’ technology by using social media as a tool for monitoring. 
But people tended to be cautious about completing the surveys that were 
sent by the government through LINE honestly, as shown in the illus-
tration below (Fig.  9.6). When the government offered some financial 
compensation (of around £1,000) to each citizen for losses incurred 
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‘my number’ identification (マイナンバー), which digitally connects all 
their social security records with other forms of data. However, many 
people expressed concern that this system was in breach of their privacy, 
allowing the government far too much insight into private information 
such as their bank balance and health records. As it turned out, signing 
up online for the compensation proved difficult because of an inefficiently 
designed website, resulting in people around the country queuing up for 
hours at town halls to reset their ‘my number’ passwords in person.41 For 
many people, this episode epitomised wider concerns with ineffective 
digital infrastructures in Japan.
Figure 9.6 Illustration of responses to issues of care and surveillance 






Figure 9.7 Meme circulating in Dublin. Screenshot by Daniel Miller.
In Ireland, by contrast, many of our research participants had 
themselves worked for the state in health, education and the civil ser-
vice. They saw it as their duty as a citizen to become the instruments of 
surveillance in support of the state. In this meme circulated by a Dublin 
participant (Fig. 9.7), they point fun at the sheer extent of their adoption 
of surveillance during a time when people were only supposed to be in 
the presence of others from the same household.
This culminated in the release during July 2020 of the state’s 
smartphone app designed for ‘track and trace’. Ireland seems to have 
had one of the most positive responses of any country where there was 
no enforcement behind downloading the app. Within two days one 
million downloads had taken place, around one- quarter of the eligible 
population.42
In conclusion, the underlying factor is once again the huge power 
and prevalence of smartphones, whether in respect to surveillance or 
care. But this is only ever the start of a process. Equally important are the 
ways in which underlying cultural values determine how such technolo-
gies relate to local normative ideals. This is what The Global Smartphone 
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means – the smartphone is a device for making global diversity manifest 
rather than suppressing it.
Two further implications will be mentioned briefly, one regarding 
the policy implications of this volume and the second regarding future 
research. First, with respect to policy, we can clearly only learn from 
states where there was at least the possibility of reflecting cultural values 
and popular sentiment. There is little to be gleaned from authoritarian 
regimes that imposed solutions; we can only voice our support for the 
subsequently oppressed populations. But while both South Korea and 
Sweden are relatively consensus- led populations, they had very different 
responses to the pandemic. We have just illustrated a similar contrast 
between Japan and Ireland.
What is significant is that our observations about the fine line 
between care and surveillance derived from our research prior to the pan-
demic. This suggests that ordinary people are already highly experienced 
in dealing with the relevant issue. Balancing care and surveillance is cen-
tral to the dilemma of looking after older people’s health while respecting 
their autonomy and dignity. It is at least as important as the way in which 
parents negotiate their relationship to teenage children.43 Surely every 
parent sees the monitoring of their child’s use of their smartphone as 
an example of care, while every teenager views exactly the same behav-
iour as an example of surveillance. This whole volume is replete with 
examples of the consequent ambivalence people feel about smartphones.
In short, we are all relevant experts, and this is the expertise that 
ought to be drawn upon when faced with public crises such as the Covid- 
19 pandemic. Most of the core dilemmas the virus posed to governments 
were intractable and contradictory moral choices. They were about the 
rights of older people as against younger ones, of education as against 
health, or of individuals as against the collective. These dilemmas are 
then subject to cultural relativism, as each population will require its own 
internal negotiation over their ‘least bad’ option and the appropriate role 
for smartphones. The evidence of this project is that populations not only 
have the right to be consulted, but that they also have the qualifications – 
as a result of the considerable experience most people have accumulated 
in trying to balance care and surveillance in their everyday lives. This is 
the time to insist that populations are allowed, through consulting, to 
have a say in deciding the appropriate balance.
The second point is the importance of continual research. When the 
Covid- 19 pandemic developed, we helped to initiate44 a kind of ‘citizen 
science’ response by setting up a website called anthrocovid.com. This 





developing on the ground, using their access to local populations usu-
ally developed through prior fieldwork. Many similar ventures also took 
place, especially in the field of medical anthropology.45 These anthropo-
logical investigations are complemented by other disciplines researching 
different perspectives and evidence. A  brief survey of some of this lit-
erature was given in  chapter 1. The speed of response is illustrated by 
Deborah Lupton, who quickly published a survey of relevant litera-
ture, as also by Evgeny Morozov’s compilation of sources.46 The story of 
smartphones has only just begun. We hope our volume has shown how 
important it is to develop further research into their consequences for 
humanity.47 We hope also that this volume will play its role in stimulating 
further research across the disciplines.
Conclusion: ‘smart from below’
These observations regarding the Covid- 19 pandemic  – the fine line 
between care and surveillance, the expertise of ordinary citizens and the 
need for further collaborative research – are all points which return this 
volume to the ethos with which it began: the justification for the project’s 
premise of ‘smart from below’. We all need to observe, listen to and 
learn from the way in which people use smartphones in everyday life. 
So much of the initial response to Covid- 19 took the form of top- down 
technological solutionism. Governments selected the smartphone apps 
for contact tracing and then informed populations of how they should 
comply. There is plenty of science behind the development of apps and 
making them effective, but the balance between care and surveillance 
is a political decision. Politics should imply consultation, where this is 
appropriate. The last section has argued that we have always negotiated 
this balance in our lives; for populations to embrace these technologies 
effectively, governments would do far better to respect that diffused 
experience.
The entire book is underpinned by a similar ethos. If the results of 
this study look different from mainstream discussion of smartphones, it 
is not because our research team are trying to make smartphones look 
either ‘good’ or ‘bad’. It is because our research is based on empathetic 
respect for the resourcefulness and crafting of ordinary people. Had the 
Covid- 19 pandemic never arisen, there was just as strong a case to be made 
for ‘smart from below’ perspectives, based on our studies of mHealth. 
Our research found that it was the creative use of ubiquitous apps such 
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yet far more consequential than top- down bespoke health apps. A third 
example was the finding that it is generally not the S.M.A.R.T. machine 
learning from usage that makes smartphones ‘smart’, but rather the sub-
sequent adaptations and creation of content by users.
For this research it has also been important not to rely simply on 
questionnaires and surveys about the relationship between an indi-
vidual person and their smartphone. The holistic approach of our eth-
nographies has focused just as much on the impact of couples, groups, 
networks and wider cultural values. This also accounts for the style in 
which this volume has been written. The use of portraits throughout 
reflects a humanistic concern not to traduce what is special about indi-
viduals. The analytical generalisations around concepts such as the 
Transportal Home and Beyond Anthropomorphism, which form the 
substance of this final chapter, may apply to several of the populations we 
studied, but rarely all. Theory and conceptualisation in turn can lead to 
highly abstract and overgeneralised characterisation, detached from the 
messy and diverse worlds that emerge from ethnographic observation. 
Countering this trend is another reason for constantly re- immersing gen-
eral conclusions in stories about people. A generalisation is made about 
men in Dublin, but then there is Eamon; a generalisation is made about 
women in Dar al- Hawa, but then there is Nura.
Nor should our approach gainsay the contribution of the smart-
phone designers and developers and corporations  – something that 
we have tried to acknowledge from time to time, but did not directly 
research. We also recognise the influence of our research methodology, 
resulting in a book focused on what was apparent from ethnography. 
Designers and developers were unlikely to be present in these ethno-
graphic fieldsites, a point that is also true of many other significant 
contributions which can only be acknowledged as externalities. These 
are reasons why we suggest this book should be used in tandem with 
research by other disciplines engaged in the study of other contexts rele-
vant to understanding smartphones, in ways that were not available to 
our ethnographic approach. Some of these are discussed in the literature 
review of the first chapter.
Part of our ‘smart from below’ ethos has been to give empathetic 
respect to populations that are less likely to be represented in studies of 
smartphones, through concentrating on a demographic that is neither 
young nor elderly, but is here mostly just termed ‘older’. The logic for 
selecting the fieldsites was not that we considered them in any way spe-
cial. It was rather simply to represent the diversity of the world that justi-
fies calling this volume The Global Smartphone.
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One of the joys of studying the smartphone is the access it gives 
to the myriad ways in which people are smart. They are not necessarily 
good. The book is replete with examples of how the smartphone reflects 
our inhumanity as well as our humanity. But foregrounding the way in 
which ordinary people have contributed their creativity to making what 
smartphones turn out to be might just help humanity to recover a little 
of its self- esteem – especially in the face of intimidating new capacities 
and new technologies, and the overwhelmingly powerful corporations 
and states behind them. It is ordinary people who have turned the cap-
acity of smartphones from being just ‘clever- smart’ into the capacity 
to be ‘sensitive- smart’. It is thanks to them that every smartphone is 
unique. The smartphone’s potential to go beyond anthropomorphism 
may have been created by corporations, but any subsequent humanity or 
inhumanity discernible within the smartphone – the primary evidence 
we have presented here – was created by the people you have met in this 
volume.
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The first chapter of this volume began with an acknowledgement that 
the smartphone bears little relation to earlier mobile phones, having 
expanded its capabilities to encompass an extraordinary range of uses. 
By the end of this book, it should be hard to imagine any significant 
area of life which does not now involve smartphones, at least poten-
tially. Fortunately ethnography, the primary method of anthropology, 
is tailored exactly to match the problem this poses for researching the 
smartphone. Within this project ethnography is based on ‘holistic con-
textualisation’, which means that everything we study is in turn the con-
text for everything else we study. For example, in order to understand the 
family, we may view the concept of gender as its context. Then, in order 
to understand how people conceptualise gender, we might examine the 
family as its context. Rather than use hypotheses, ethnographers admit 
that they simply do not know in advance what will turn out to be rele-
vant to the topic they are studying. They respond by trying to include 
observations that cover a wide range of aspects of everyday life.
Although we call holistic contextualisation a method, it is also quite 
simply a reflection of the reality of people’s lives. No people exist only 
in relation to their family, nor to their work, nor to their online activity, 
nor to their politics, nor to their eating habits. They exist in relation to 
all these things simultaneously. In real life we all practise holistic con-
textualisation and ethnography acknowledges this. Such recognition 
dovetails with the other definition of ethnography: a method that studies 
people within their normal life circumstances rather than within a more 
artificial setting, for example a laboratory or focus group.
The ideal of being holistic does not stop at the borders of our 
fieldsites. The reasons why people behave as they do may also be 
influenced by commercial forces, government regulations, the weather or 
other factors. So holistic contextualisation not only defines ethnography 
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but also transcends it. Here ‘holistic’ means including whatever turns 
out to be relevant to understanding the experiences of our research 
participants, whether it is possible to observe this within the ethnog-
raphy or not. This is why, at times, this volume may have drawn upon 
materials derived from history, the media or the wider political economy, 
as in the conclusions to  chapter 9. However, the main emphasis within 
The Global Smartphone is on our own original findings, based on our pri-
mary ethnographic observations.
While the ideal is to consider all aspects of our research participants’ 
lives, there is bound to be a focus that will privilege some activities over 
others. This was determined by the original application to the European 
Research Council, which funded the project. The application specified a 
three- pronged approach to ageing, smartphones and mHealth, and our 
subsequent research was bound to follow those commitments. As a result, 
every chapter is focused upon older people, although rarely in isolation – 
after all, their smartphones connected them to family and friends. Living 
in one place for 16 months, researchers naturally made friends across all 
age groups too, including people of their own age.
The concept of ‘older people’ admittedly sounds rather vague. 
Originally we saw our focus as the middle aged, who typically see them-
selves as neither young nor elderly. But the diversity of our fieldsites 
confronted us with highly variable experiences, ranging from Japan, 
where some participants may not feel ‘elderly’ at 80, to Uganda, where 
people may be considered old at 40, depending on their lifestyle. One of 
the arguments within this volume was that the smartphone has played its 
own role in changing people’s perceptions of age. As shown in  chapter 7, 
people who had difficulties in using the smartphone often felt that 
this placed them in the ‘old’ category, while being proficient was often 
a reason for thinking of themselves as relatively young. Discussions of 
intergenerational relations recur throughout the volume, simply because 
it turned out that the smartphone has become deeply involved in those 
relations. Far more information about the project’s findings with respect 
to ageing may be found in the individual monographs. All of these 
are being published under the title Ageing with Smartphones in… (the 
respective fieldsites).
The third element of this project, in addition to smartphones and 
ageing, was mHealth; this accounts for the focus on health issues in, for 
example,  chapter 4. As noted in chapter 1, our ambitions for this part of 
the project were rather different from the studies of ageing or smartphones 
because they were also orientated to more practical concerns. The aim 
was to develop studies or interventions that would ideally have directly 
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beneficial consequences for the welfare of populations in the regions 
where we worked. As with our work on ageing and smartphones, how-
ever, our understanding of the topic changed substantially from our 
initial expectations. In brief, as the research proceeded the main tra-
jectory of these studies took the project away from an initial focus on 
conventional mHealth, understood as the production of bespoke health 
apps made for smartphones. We found that mostly these apps had as 
yet made relatively little impact upon these ethnographic populations. 
The focus therefore changed to an emphasis upon the way in which 
people already use everyday, general purpose apps such as WeChat, 
WhatsApp or YouTube for health purposes. The results of these studies 
will be published elsewhere,1 but they have significantly influenced the 
approach of this volume. For example, the discussion of health dominates 
 chapter 4 and the first third of  chapter 8.
Ethnography
Ethnography, as noted above, is the primary method of research for 
anthropologists. Its goal is to study people as they go about their everyday 
lives  – something that there is no one way of achieving. It is more 
important to be flexible and change methods as one learns about each 
specific population, and indeed each individual research participant. 
In one place friendship might be created by going to parties; in another 
through attending religious ceremonies. For a sense of how the findings 
in this book emerged, it may be helpful to imagine ethnography as a 
circle with four segments, each of which blurs into the others (Fig. A.1).
The first segment consists of what is usually understood to be the 
heart of ethnography  – participant observation. The team spent time 
with their research participants by directly sharing their experiences. 
Both Charlotte and Patrick joined rotating savings schemes with their fre-
quent meetings. Pauline went on regular walks with a group in Thornhill. 
Alfonso became heavily involved in the religious activities of Peruvians 
living in Santiago. Laura regularly accompanied her participants on 
girls’ night dinners and volunteered at a health check, while Shireen 
joined choirs and sewing groups. Some participation resulted from our 
own initiatives. Alfonso, Danny, Marília, Maya and Pauline all became 
involved in teaching smartphone use to older people, while Xinyuan 
helped to develop exhibitions for and with her neighbourhood. Laila was 
an active participant in one of the women’s groups in al-Quds.
For a researcher, most days are spent in such participant observa-
tion. It is the most immersive, most heightened involvement in research. 
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As a project in digital anthropology, participant observation now extends 
to our direct involvement in online worlds such as social media 
platforms. This is another domain within which we can casually observe 
research participants’ modes of communication, noting, for example, 
the popularity of stickers in LINE chats in Japan.
The second segment consisted of interviews. For each of the three 
key research areas (ageing, smartphone and health), the researcher 
agreed to interview and record at least 25 people. These were not 
perceived as a formal sample, but used to gain some sense of what was 
common to most of our research participants and therefore suitable 
for generalisation. These interviews were open-ended and informal. 
Interviews are helpful to record how people discuss these topics in their 
own words; they have allowed this volume to include many examples of 
the ways in which they expressed themselves. They also help the eth-
nographer to assess what seems typical of a population, and to explore 
what seem the more quirky preferences of a particular individual. These 
interviews were especially important in contributing to  chapter 2, which 
is a discussion of discourse – i.e. what people say about smartphones.
One set of interviews were particularly important for the content of 
this book; they are summarised in chapter 4. During these interviews we 
Figure A.1 Infographic showing ethnography as a circle with elements 
blurring into each another. Created by Xinyuan Wang.
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asked people to go through every single app of their smartphone in turn 
and discuss their usage. We might then ask for other details, such as how 
many phone calls had they made in the previous week, what WhatsApp 
groups they belonged to and how many of these groups consisted just 
of family members. As noted in chapter  2, older people might dismiss 
their own use of their smartphones in general discussion, claiming they 
only used it for texting and voice calls. By going through every single app 
on their phones, however, a different picture emerged. It often turned 
out that these same research participants were using around 25 or 30 
different apps and functions, the discussion of each of which could lead 
to stories and examples that might not have been directly observed.
However, over 16 months, the interviews may be far less important 
than the three- hour conversation you had with someone when walking 
in the countryside or the gossip you heard over a cup of coffee. Those 
encounters may lead to the third segment, which consists of friendships. It 
would be strange to live in a place for 16 months without making friends. 
These friends are by no means ‘fake’ or just instrumental. Friendships 
developed during fieldwork are often long lasting, continuing far beyond 
the period of fieldwork. Many of the key insights that inform this book 
are from friends that researchers made during fieldwork; so are some 
more everyday ones (Fig. A.2). We write about friends with their permis-
sion and following discussions about ethics and anonymity. It is part of 
friendship to make clear to those involved that we are living in that place 
as professional ethnographers and we are trying to learn about daily life 
there, which means inevitably also learning from them.
Figure A.2 Danny soon learned not to turn up at someone’s house 
without a brack, a type of fruit loaf popular in Ireland. Photo by Daniel 
Miller.
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We explain to our research participants how such knowledge may 
be used in our publications and for education purposes, ensuring that no 
one is unaware of this. Over time people become reassured as to our dis-
cretion in not conveying gossip; they often find that once trust develops, 
it is quite cathartic to have someone to talk to who is neither a relative nor 
part of an established social network. Danny remains friends today with 
some of the Trinidadians he first met during fieldwork in Trinidad in the 
1980s. They started out as research participants but have now become 
good friends. He plans to return to Trinidad fairly soon, in which case 
they will become research participants again.
Thanks to social media, this continuity tends to be much stronger 
today. The foundation of friendship lies in trust, which is also the foun-
dation for ethnography. It is what makes these studies a collaboration – 
not just with research participants, but also between the authors. Almost 
everyone is fascinated by smartphones. The research participants who 
have become our friends may be just as interested in trying to under-
stand and explain what they do with smartphones as we are. Commonly, 
an anthropologist will talk about their initial insights and analysis, 
then ask for comments as to whether these seem plausible and true to 
the experiences of these friends. But we are also prepared to contradict 
our research participants when, for example, their practices seem very 
different from what they claim them to be.
The final segment comprises discussions with people who provide 
services in the local fieldsite. They might include staff in phone repair 
shops, health workers, hairdressers or individuals who work in public 
places such as bars. They may drive a taxi, work for the police or provide 
counselling or psychotherapy; they may be politicians or cleaners. People 
who occupy these positions gain access to experiences or observations 
that can provide valuable additional information. This in turn helps the 
ethnographer to gain a better understanding of the context.
The reason the centre of the circle shown in Fig. A1 is blurred 
is because these are not separate segments. The same individual 
may appear within all four. All of them depend on the fundamental 
commitment of spending a significant amount of time in our respective 
fieldsites. A period of 16 months ensures that the research is not merely 
anecdotal, but secured through seeking patterns and repetitions of 
behaviour. It is essential for the establishment of trust as this, in turn, 
is what allows people to feel comfortable talking about what they really 
feel – as opposed to what they think they are supposed to feel or ‘should’ 
say to a researcher. The ideal of holistic contextualisation depends upon 
this same long- term commitment. It takes time to sense what it is like to 
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live in a neighbourhood, to feel the rhythms of daily life, to explore both 
places where there is a community and those where there is isolation and 
loneliness. It is within the latter that we find people whom one would 
simply not encounter or hear about until one has lived at the fieldsite for 
many months.
This research derives from the establishment of a programme 
in digital anthropology at University College London2 – a programme 
intended to acknowledge the increasing importance of online activities 
in our lives. However, digital anthropology is not the same as online 
ethnography. Most of the fieldwork for this project consisted of trad-
itional offline ethnography. The online components of the ethnog-
raphy tended to develop more organically from our offline presence. 
As people increasingly use WeChat or Facebook in their interactions 
with other people, then researchers will tend to become involved with 
them online as well as offline. As they become part of the local com-
munity, the researchers participate in the public face of online worlds 
that have become an important resource for communities. Fieldwork 
for this project mostly finished in June 2019, with the exception being 
that conducted in al-Quds, since the researchers there also have other 
employment. But these days, as ethnographies develop friendships and 
participate in social media, there is bound to be continuity – something 
especially important in this instance because of the events surrounding 
the Covid- 19 pandemic. Naturally all the authors of the volume were 
concerned about the welfare of their participants and remained in 
touch with them over this period. As a result a number of observations 
contained in this volume cover these more recent events, rather than 
ending with the formal closure of fieldwork.
While the use of the smartphone is the research subject, it is also 
becoming an important research tool. Smartphones have allowed this 
team to be connected constantly with the people they worked among, in 
much the same way as those people connected with each other.3 Just as 
with our research participants, the smartphone enabled us to remain in 
contact with friends, partners and relatives back home. New digital tech-
nologies also allowed us to work collaboratively and comparatively in a 
way that might not have been possible previously. Throughout the field-
work, the researchers wrote 5,000- word reports every month; these were 
then read by all other members of the team and collectively discussed 
over Skype every month. These meetings also included team discussion 
concerning what to focus on in the following month. More constant inter-
action took place through WhatsApp and email. Through discussions, 
arguments, drinking and laughter, we have shared our stories from the 
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field and found comparative elements naturally through conversation on 
and offline.
Comparison and generalisation
The project consisted of 11 researchers who carried out 10 ethnog-
raphies in 9 countries. A very brief introduction to the researchers and 
their fieldsites can be found in this short film (Fig. A.3).
The ability to compare and contrast one’s findings with those of 
other researchers within this team was a considerable asset. After a few 
months, the ethnographer is bound to start taking for granted the way 
in which people locally use their smartphones. During discussion, they 
come to realise that what they have been observing as a logical use of 
WhatsApp turns out in another fieldsite to be something people do more 
through YouTube. People in one fieldsite contrast with those in another 
over the degree to which they accept that people have changed their 
appearance when posting online. Being constantly confronted with evi-
dence that the population in another fieldsite does things differently 
reminds each anthropologist that they need to explain why things are 
done in the manner that they have observed – that their population is no 
more ‘natural’ than any other population.
As noted several times within this volume, we are careful in delin-
eating the units that are being compared. One fieldsite in China does 
not stand for ‘the Chinese’. Nor is every low- income, middle- aged man 
Figure A.3 Film: Who we are. Available at http://bit.ly/assawhoweare.
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from Santiago the same. Usually people are bewilderingly different as 
individuals – yet this book is replete with generalisations. We have also 
noted that one of the main points of long- term ethnography is to observe 
repetition and pattern in order to assess what kind of things might be 
regarded as typical, which is not the same as stereotyping. Stating that 
people in the Shanghai fieldsite like to use QR codes more than people 
in the Irish fieldsite is a generalisation based on our observations. It does 
not imply that this preference is an inherent property of being Chinese. 
There may well be an individual Shanghai participant who hates QR 
codes, and 20 years from now people in the Irish fieldsite may like QR 
codes more than those in Shanghai. Everything we observe is a result of 
people growing up within the norms and expectations of their society 
as they develop over time. Their behaviour would have been different if 
socialised in another region. A generalisation is not a stereotype because 
it is not essentialist. Nothing in this volume relates to behaviour that 
might be considered innate or an essential property of any person of any 
particular category of humanity.
Shireen worked in a neighbourhood of Milan that includes many 
people originally from other countries. These people, among them indi-
viduals from Egypt, Peru and the Philippines, as well as the Hazara 
from Afghanistan, had come to Italy at different times and in varying 
circumstances. In dealing with topics such as citizenship and identity, 
Shireen might have organised her findings as a contrast between Italians 
and migrants. Instead, she focused on the wider diversity of experience 
in this urban setting, recognising that many Italians in Milan were them-
selves migrants from other parts of Italy. Her approach highlights how 
important it is to understand the social, legal and political categorisation 
of people, a process that involved documenting experiences of exclusion 
and inclusion. A final issue of generalisation is that this volume is multi- 
authored. When a statement appears in this book, it cannot be assumed 
that every author agrees with that statement or that every one of the 
fieldsites accords with that claim. It would, however, be a very tedious 
book if that caveat was included with every sentence.
All the team carried out more quantitative surveys than appear in 
this volume. We prefer to see our quantitative findings as complemen-
tary to our core qualitative evidence. Surveys may help us to understand 
how typical something is, but we do not want to privilege that which 
can be counted over factors not amenable to quantification. An example 
of this is the discussion of how many apps people use in  chapter 4. The 
authority for the volume derives far more from the scholarship of 16- 
month immersive participant observation. At the other end of the 
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methodological spectrum, the use of stories and vignettes may give 
the equally misleading impression that the fieldwork was anecdotal. 
Anecdotes can be collected in a two- week visit. The point of staying for 
a period of 16 months is to observe patterns of everyday behaviour over 
time, enabling the anthropologist to be clear whether a case study is rea-
sonably typical or eccentric – and why.
Ethics
A research project that includes 10 simultaneous ethnographies across 
9 countries involved the implementation of a wide variety of eth-
ical standards. Some of these are based on compliance with a range of 
requirements established by ethics committees including the European 
Research Council and University College London, as well as following the 
specific policies of institutional and national ethics committees in each of 
the fieldsites. These policies ensure that participants are fully informed 
as to the research and dissemination aims of the project, including the 
use of consent forms and data protection. Central to the ethics of our 
project is anonymity: people should not be recognised unless, as in the 
case of some of the films, they have elected to be so. Various methods 
are used to assist anonymisation. Names are changed and in some cases 
pseudonyms used for places. Details about people not relevant to the 
points being made may also have been changed for this reason. Working 
online adds a further dimension. In some cases people are comfortable 
with you observing their postings on social media, but do not expect you 
to post. In other places people are only comfortable if you post in the 
same manner as themselves.
For anthropologists, ethics extend well beyond the requirements 
of compliance established by ethics committees. In our team, the basic 
dictum was simply to ensure that no harm ever came to someone through 
participating in our research. Preventing harm requires us to be sensi-
tive to local and personal ideas of appropriate behaviour, for example 
around sharing information. Sometimes the ethnographer also faces 
difficult decisions about how to respond to health emergencies or finan-
cial difficulties, which can have a long- term impact on how people view 
them or evaluate the nature of their friendship. In addition, they may pay 
attention to what the anthropologist Didier Fassin describes as ‘situated 
ethics’.4 The place of the ethnographer includes people’s feelings about 
their nationality or gender. The ASSA team include both researchers 
from the population being studied and researchers from very different 
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populations than those of their fieldsite.5 In Ireland, for example, Pauline 
worked as an Irish anthropologist; Danny, being British, could be seen 
as a representative of the erstwhile colonial regime. In some fieldsites 
research assistants were employed. Charlotte, a British researcher, 
worked in Kampala with research participants originating from various 
regions in Uganda and speaking many different languages. The project 
was facilitated by a co- researcher and her family. They grew up in the 
area and are well known and respected among the community.
Laila is an active member of a community in al-Quds. Patrick was 
born in Cameroon, but had been living abroad for 10 years prior to field-
work, although he returned annually. The profound changes that have 
taken place in Cameroon over that decade create an ambiguity in his 
sense of being an ‘insider’. Such an ambiguity is reflected in the attitude 
of local people, some of whom may see him as a mbenguist – a local term 
for Cameroonians of the Western diaspora. As the Cameroonian anthro-
pologist Francis B.  Nyamnjoh argues,6 ethnography is an ongoing dia-
logue, a ‘collaboration of voices’.7 Issues of ‘connectivity’ are likely to 
come to the fore when the topic of study is smartphones, the main device 
today through which people connect.
Dissemination
Academic books may be written in a variety of styles depending upon 
their intended audience. In this case, our assumption has been that a 
fuller understanding of the use and consequences of smartphones would 
be a topic of interest to pretty much anyone anywhere. For that reason, 
the book is written for a much wider audience than most books in social 
science. Although the discussions in  chapter 9 have been termed ‘theory’, 
we have tried to write them entirely in colloquial language, accessible 
to someone who has completed secondary school or is just starting uni-
versity. The books in this series are all published as open- access books. 
They can thus be downloaded for free, so there is no cost involved for the 
reader. As far as budget allows, we are investing in translations to ensure 
that the populations we researched also have free access to the results. 
We have also been blogging throughout fieldwork and while writing 
this book, in addition to making short films as a way to communicate 
our research findings in an accessible manner. All of this can be accessed 
from the project’s website.8
As noted in the main text, the style of this volume was deliber-
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are intended to convey our commitment to a humanism that respects the 
unique character of all the individuals we met as research participants. 
Acknowledging them as individuals balances our need to make ana-
lytical and theoretical generalisations and abstractions within an aca-
demic volume. In addition to text, the book includes photographs and 
infographics. To convey the multi- sensorial atmosphere of fieldsites, 
however, we strongly recommend also looking at some of the short films 
recorded as part of the fieldwork.9 Every author in this volume will feel 
frustrated that the excerpts that appear here from their fieldsites are so 
brief and outside of the wider context. They would therefore hope that 
readers who want to engage with and understand those wider contexts 
might now be tempted also to read their monographs.
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